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PREFACE 

Rotorcraft and their applications have held the attention of AGARD Technical Panels for many years. They have 
been the subject of several Specialists Meetings and Symposia. 

The AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel (FMP) organized a symposium on Advanced Rotorcraft in 1971 at NASA 
Langley Research Center (AGARIVCP-121). 

Since that time increasing experience in the Held of commercial and military helicopter operations has led to new 
technical and operational requirements. New government-sponsored military rotorcraft development programs 
incorporate advanced technology whkh improves not only survivability but also overall efficiency, maintainability and 
reliability. On the other hand, commercial rotorcraft development programs are largely funded by the manufacturers 
and therefore cannot include new high risk designs to meet special civil helicopter regulations or new civil operational 
requiren<ents. 

The AGARD night Mechanics Panel therefore decided to structure a new symposium on Rotorcraft Design with 
special emphasis to be placed on opportunities for improved cooidinntion of military and civil requirements and 
specifications. 

This meeting provided the military and civilian rotorcraft designers and operators with a unique opportunity for 
discussions and exchanges concerning common problems and grounds for civil/militrry cooperation. 

The symposium was organized into five sessions as follows: 

• Military Requirements "nd new rotorcraft systems 

• Civil operations and new helicopter designs 

• Research vehicles 

• Rotor wind tunnel and flight research 

'   "■ "mon ground for civil/militaty cooperation 

and a final ru.n.: Uble discussion on 

• Opportunities for coordinating military and civil requirements and specifications. 

Touching on the main theme of the met ting, it is evident that many areas of incompatibility between civil and 
military hardware requirements are the inevitable results of the different operational environments and management 
constraints within which the two user groups must function. The principal opportunity for commonality will continue 
to be with the core dynamic components. There are, however, areas where more coordination could be beneficial. 
Examples are greater standardization within these user groups in establishing common procedures for accumulating 
experience data on new families of dynamic components, and in setting up the means by which compliance testing 
of dynamic compom its can be accepted for both civil and military verification. 

The unanimous concern expressed over escalating program costs for new rotorcraft systems, especially in the 
larger sizes where smaller production runs make development costs 3 very significant part of the unit acquisition cost, 
supports the recommendation that the Right Mechanics Panel undertake a more detailed study to identify the areas 
where common requirements exist and where uniform standards could be established. The meeting also identified 
areas where an investigation of opportunities for cooperative efforts between the NATO research agencies could be 
fruitful. 

A complete summary and evaluation of the meeting is available as AGARD Advisory Report No. 114, Technical 
Evaluation Report on the Right Mechanics Panel Symposium on Rotorcraft Design. 
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS 

TRENDS IN ROTORCRAFT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

M.J.Soule/.-Lürivierf 

Preceding page blank 
dr. PpMldant, Oaar rtamtwra. 

I  thank you for tha honor glvan to ma of dallvarlng to you the Introductory lactura of this sesslo n 

devoted to tha rotorcraft. and I think that tha subject of cooperation between civilian and military 

can be very interesting and profitable for both. Such an organisation as AGARD, which has been trying 

for many year* to promote cooperation between nations of similar civilisation,   is particularly well 

suited to be tha point of maetlng of these other aspects of cooperation between two parts of the 

customers of the rotorcraft Industry.  And. in tha title of    TRENDS IN ROTORCRAFT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT. 

I choose to focus on this particular point which has changed very much since our  last meeting in 1971, 

with tha growing interest nf civilians in the helicopter, and their increasing part In production. 

1  - FROH RETROSPECT TO PRESENT SITUATION 

To begin with,  let us start from the reel facts derived from statistical da'<.a 

1. Up to 1950, we find that small production was nearly exclusively experimental or military.  The 

explosion of the Helicopter product follows the long years of technical maturation that have 

proved necessary to find solutions to the hard problems that you well Know of:   lift/weight ratio, 

stability and control, fatigue limit and mechanical strength. But such resolving of the problem 

has been achieved to a very high cost, both for production and maintenance, and the military 

user only is able to find profitable a number of specific qualities of the product which to him 

essentially are its ability to hover and the ubiquity thus imparted to the vehicle, i.e. sur- 

veillance, punctual  liaisons,   casualty evacuation, etc..  The Korean war has been the first fire 

baptism of ths helicopter at war. 

2. Between 1950 and 1960, we find on the military side a slow but smooth progress of production and, 

on the civil side, a beginning of operations for missions nearly similar to those of the military, 

namely, surveillance,  liaisons to otherwise inaccessible places  - particularly mountainous,  land 

and sea rescue, and some more specific missions such as aerial work and agricultural spreading. 

In this periob. It can be stated that the civil helicopter has been the heir to the military.  First, 

as regards a firm, tha volume of potential customers for the civil helicopter could never account 

for the Important and risky investments of a prototype study and a production line. Also, such a 

potential could never be sufficient to arrive at the necessary experience and flight hours for 

the development of an operational model. So much that the civil helicopter is truly, at this time, 

a recently demobilized helicopter,  like, in fact, a pretty good number of Its pilots. 

This world statistical information could nask some evolutionary processes of a more local charact ir. 

It thus appears that helicopter production In France began In 1955, thanks to the convergence of two 

independent phenomena: 

- the maturity of TURBOMECA as a manufacturer of small gas turbine engines in the 500-1,000 SHP 

range which, owing to their simplicity,  lightness, reliability, etc. were to bring to the hell- 

copter the adequate engine which it has been lacking up to this date. 

- the Algerian war which, suddenly,  revolutionized the Judgment, too often a routine, of the 

Headquarters on this new weapon system, bringing with it both financial support and operational 

experience. 

3. Between 1960 and 1966. events go nearly the same way as before, with the variant that the evolu- 

tion found in Franca from 19S5 onward is repeating itself In the United States with a time offset 

of five years: generalization of the gas turbine engine and call for production in    a hurry by 

reason of the military requirements. 

The military roles attributed to the helicopter are transport missions (tactical and logistic) but 

also reconnaissance and firing platform,  in which the speed relatively to land vehicles and the 

higher relative visibility counterbalance fragility and vulnerability. We may add a number of more XI 

proximity combat missions with light armor craft. 
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4. Howsvar. th« 20 yaara of tachnologlcal prograss have by now baan sufflclantly decisive for the 

hallcoptar vehicle not to ba aa alow aa bafora. not so uply, not ao fraglla and. starting from 

1968, Ma can witness a steeper gradient of the civil market which, togathar with the decline of 

the military requirements, will  result In sharing production between the civil and the military, 

which by now Is a nearly fifty-fifty proportion. And It Is mainly the transport and liaison 

function, already pioneered by th« military, which Is acting as a baals for such a davalopmant 

which la, at this tin», particularly stimulated by the oil Industry. 

5. Than, the question that comas now to mind Is this: 

Will the civil/military multipurpose function of the hallcoptar continue,  and will the civil 

contlnua to dapand on, aa well as benefit  from, the investments of the military? At a time where 

tha flfty-flfty proportion has bean reached, with a higher gradient for the civil use, is it not, 

to tha contrary, a reverse trend that will occur? In that case, will th« military benefit from 

return profits arising from the rlvll Investments? Is the helicopter to remain multipurpose in 

nature or, to tha contrary, shall we see tha appearance of different productions or even industries, 

one military and tha other civil? 

.- SiniLITUOES 

On tha first side, it would be pruoent tn do like the meteorologist forecasting for to-morrow the 

same weather as to-day. bacauso tha frequency of ch.mplnr occurrences is  lower than that of the static 

mode. And we find In the past many proven reasons to Justify the statement  that the multipurpose 

function will contlnua. Are tha air molecules not the same for the civil  and the military, or Are we 

to color them differently In the wind tunnel, depending on the ninlstry that pays for thrnu  Tha 

natural frequencies of the blades and the fatigue of the oininn gears,  as wall as tha electrois In 

tha equipments are exactly tha same, too. And It Is to remain true that tha costs of developing a 

transmission and rotor system are so high that their manufacturer will by all means try to amortize 

them through a higher series production that ha will sell to both types of customers. However, we 

find that such an argument equally applies to the molecules of thp sea or thnsv of tha road concretes, 

and that, despite the expansKeness of a battleship or a tank, their sale to civil  customers requires 

particularly skilled sellers or very short-sighted customers, 

I therefore think it necessary to ask the question again in the place of the customer: What does he 

purpose to do with his helicopter? And to reply as follows: 

- for the military customer,  the purpose is to make war. that Is to overcome the enemy, and this is 

expressed In terms of performance. 

- for the civil customer, the purpose Is to make money, and this is expressed in terms of cost/ 

effectiveness ratio. 

And I chose to emphasize th« differences more than the similitudes which are well known of all of you. 

3.- Dlffarancas in tha Methods 

3.1.  Tha Military ftethod 

This is not to say that the military customer is not concerned with the cost of achieving a given 

performance. But It is Performance, generally estimated os speed, payload. capacity of equipments, 

compactness, etc., that will Justify the enterprise of launching a new helicopter program. 

True, the Armed Forces do make cost/effectiveness analyses, thanks to some private or public 

operational research laboratories, but, one« It has bean established that a given mission can be 

advantageously fulfilled by a helicopter, we can be sure that it always Is by means of a helicopter 

that does better and more than its predecessor already in service. Only th« technical increment 

value relatively to the present state of the in-service equipments would account for the high costs 

of a new program. And such a phenomenon has Influenced on the organization of the various departments 

of the Armed Forces and printed it on the methods of tha industry they are sponsoring.  As an 

example,  I'll take ehe French organization, because I know It fairly well, and I know that, 

except for a few changes, 1*  is similar to the organization in other countries. 

 . 
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Thus, one« a military program ha« baan datarmlnad which.  I recall,  la only Juatlflad by Its 

technical advance ds comparad with the equipment already In aarvlca.   a  "Service Tachnlqua Gouvar- 

nemental"  (Government technical Ojpartment) Is appolr  ad to lay down the precise and detailed 

specifications of the program, so as to deliver them to the Industry  (Recueat for Proposal). 

The Industrial correspondent of the 'Service Technique" Is a "Bureau d'Etudes"  (Engineering Office) 

whose teak shall consist In daalgnlng and dave'.ODlng prototypes to the specifications. And such 

task Is difficult enough, since wa are In a leading technology,  for the problem not to be rendered 

more conplex through outside considerations,  above all not Industrial  or financial. Eventually, at 

the and of years of efforts,  the detailed definitions of the helicopter meeting the specifications at 

best,  as well as the test results to administer the proof of It. are delivered by the "Bureau d' 

Etudes" to the 'Service Technique". 

At this particular tins.  It occurs that powers are transmitted to another Government Agency In charge 

of procuring a definite number of products meeting the preceding definition.  This organization, called 

"Service da Production'  (Production Department) will be confronted to different speakers of the 

concerned Manufacturer, In order to request from them proposals for manufacturing what has been 

designed by their colleagues. However, the manufacture of the technical wonder which the prototype Is 

a picture of. within the established time schedule. Is another feat of strength. For It certainly 

cannot be spoken of altering the dasign to m*\e It cheaper:  the development results generally from 

so delicate and fragile a compromise, among all the requirements of the program, that the additional 

time required for developing a product suitable for manufacture would be Inacceptable, making obsolete 

a program which too often tends to delay In time. 

All these problems lead to a high.  Irreducible unit cost, and the aggregate sum of money allocated to 

a program Is so Immutably determined by the Government that the only free remaining variable Is the 

number of helicopters to be manufactured. 

3.2.  The Civil Method 

A simple comparison of the way that civil products, even of small outout   like, for exemple,  luxury 

automobiles or small aircraft.  Is very telling.  In fact, the parameter In which the civil customer 

Is Interested is absolutely not Performance fn relation to the number of units he wants to purchase, 

but Performance related to the unit cost of the required product. 

This means that the organization to be set up for designing and producing a civil helicopter would be 

very different from the other one.  I am not sure that It will lead to a Cost Control Department as it 

works In the automotive Industry, sourdng Its power directly from the Chairman and having authority 

on both the technical and production departments. But I an sure that a minimum requirement of such an 

organization would be close  liaisons between the engineering and production, so as to figure out,  as 

soon as the draft stage, the price of what Is drawn <)nd to gain access to the cost/effectiveness ratio. 

And this requires,  in turn,  that the manufacturing works be, so to speak, glass-walled, so as to avail 

itself uf a date acquisition system on costs of a high accuracy with many possible varlatlonsi while 

in the military organization, the risk of such an information would be that It could readily be 

used by the department inspectors as an Information on profits, so that the tendency of the manufac- 

turing firm is to hide this Information,  even for Its own engineering office. 

Having initiated such a physical exercise In Franca, we are in a position to state that this Is 

feasible but that It is truly revolutionary for many people used to the other method. 

4.  DIFFERENCES IN MISSIONS 

In addition to this basic divergence In the methods, I now think of the differences in the purposes 

followed by the military and the civil, which are to be found In the missions, particularly In the 

mission profiles and the equipments required, much more than in the paat. Let us give a few details 

on such differences: 

4,1, Pay load 

The early missions which the helicopter was capable of. were in connection with its unique capa- 

bility for the hovering flight. This capability was to be paid for, not only through a high cost 

of operation but also through the weakness of all the remaining parameters such as payload. //K, 

A   11 ii il (mimt   uu. 
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tpaad.  rang«, calling, itc, at compared to tha parfi>rmancai of tha flxad wing aircraft. Hjnca a 

class of aarly military utaa,  auch as observation mlaalona In tha mountain».   raac.:a of catualtioi. 

rescue at sea where Performances are aacondary,  and tha first civil  mission»  In tha aerial work. 

that ware directly derived from the military mlaalnna. 

Pressure from the custome- haa been vary atrong for an Increase,  flratin peyload tc allow for 

tactical or logistic tranaport. alto for armed missions for an avar-lncreetlng Malftht  of anti-tank 

or ant 1-submarine weapont. or even of armour. And there wat an jncontclout opinion that thaae 

improvement In sizes required by the military could lead to tha helicopter fulfilling civil 

missions of passenger transport. In much tho term way as had occurred for the fixed wing aircraft. 

However, this has not occurred, and while the military tactical tranaport was becoming an everyday 

reality and some achleveirents were to be seen In the logistic transport, civil   irantport remained 

confined to a vary small number of areas of geographical necessity. One may wonder why rrJ I, for 

my part, believe that this la to be explained by tha nature of the global tranaport system In 

which the commercial helicopter Is evolving. If we assume a perfect, non-saturated navigation end 

approach system , which Is still happily true of a number of airports, the vital time advantage of 

tha helicopter Is in connection with tha fact of landing nearer to the city centers, dut, as we 

here,  supposedly, speak of public transport, there remains a gap as regards surface transportation: 

wa have still to take a taxi or tha underground railway and, in the way back, wa have to make 

calculations for a time margin of a quarter of an hour, so as not to miss tal a-off time. For 

exemple, supposing the diameter of a big city is 70 miles, tne average distance from a heliport 

situated in Its canter is still 7 miles, but only 10 niles from a peripheral airport.  Tha economics 

of the Helicopter Is truly beneficial but tr tha Air Traffic Control and Airport Authorities, by 

reason of its gain In space and time, but  the user could only benefit fron tha overall  time saving, 

if ha is landed "on site'. Such is tha case of the big military helicopters, but  thin is not true 

of the connon carriers. However, such is also tha caae of the supplying helicopters to tha oil- 

drilling platforms at sea. of the business or private liaison missions, and it is truly hare that 

the essential development of the civil transport helicopter lies. 

And this is in connection with the size ranges of the helicopter that do not overlap.  The military 

size begins at 4/5 seats, around 1.000 lb of payload. with no superior limit within the present state 

of the art.  This means that the capacity of carrying vary heavy unit-loads on tha short distances 

continues to be of military interest because of the non-fractional character of some loads  (such 

aa a gun or a tank), and the question arise» as to whether an army can clear a given obstacle. Sizes 

are smaller an the civil side. At the bottom of the range., there is room for very small helicopters 

of 2-3 seats or S00 lb of payload. and    I  am sure that these will develop when suitable engines 

(small turbines or Wankal engines) become available.  To the contrary, around the top of the range, 

we said Just before why the size of the tranaport helicopter remains limited by  reason of the 

surface split problem, which is longer and longer when the passengers Increase in number,  therefore 

increasing their area of destination.  Similarly,  for  lifting missions, the number of non-fractional 

loads decreases with their tonnage,  thus  decreasing the economic viability of the construction and 

purchase of a specially-built machine. 

4.2. Hovering/Cruise Trade-Off 

We also have to datall a second significant difference between the two classes of missions.  For the 

military,  a high capacity for the hovering flight time is vital.   It has not only to take-off and 

land at places hardly known or accessible only through a short hovering time,  but it  has frequently 

to rrnain stationary in the course of a flight,  in order to camouflape, to fire missiles, to protect 

Itself or be protected, or to listen to submarines.  For the civil use.  apart  from the already well 

pioneered aerial work missions,  the liaison missions will alv   vs be performed from roughly prepared 

or signalled landing areas, where the   landing and take-off operations can be on the spot without being 

necessarily stationary and in the course of a flight, so that hovering Is of no avail. 

As far as the combination of the hovering/cruise flight Is concerned,  the military will continue,  as 

before, to privilege the hovering flight,  and the civil helicopter speed, or rather the lift-drag 

ratio.  It appears to me from personal studies,  that such differences in the fields of interest could 

lead to equally significant differences   In design of helicopters,  possibly with a ratio of  1.6 on a A 
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nutrbar of parameters. 

4.3 Englnw.  Equlpwnts and nigslon fitting Capability 

A third difference Is connected to a difference of Interest in the field of the two-engine powerlza- 

t^.on.  This  Is merely useful for the military who readily satisfy themselves with autorotatlon 

capabilities in the event of a failure, and for whom the dangers in fight are far superior to 

those of an engine failure.   To the contrary,   the civil customers are    increasingly to require 

twin-engined helicopters,  even for smaller helicopters, because they will  find themselves 

forred to fly over populated areas, where landing in the autorotatlon configuration is not 

possible. 

In the same way, we may believe that new military missions win   not fall to be organized and tailored 

to the more and more sophisticated weapons and equipments offered them by technolcgy.  I believe that 

the military helicopter will be one piece of a mere complex weapon system,  and that it will have 

to be entoodled in the other pieces of the puzzle.  Firing missiles, armouring,  carrying radars, 

sonars and torpedoes, camouflaging, protecting Itself against radiations,  visualizing by night In 

a hostile environment, these are exemples at  random leading to the conclusion that the helicopter 

has  Just begun its career in the military service.  This career is  UKely to arrive at the same 

dlffarenciation as that of aircraft and ships.  There will be fighter helicopters,   tactical  and 

anti-tank helicopters,  anti-submarine or anti-ship helicopters,  all of which tc become finally 

very different from the military transport  helicopter which. Itself, will differ enough from the 

liaison, business or touristic helicopter.  To-day, nobody would dream of deriving a liaison air- 

L.      i.  from  a flghterl 

5.-   CONCLUSION 

I would conclude and summary,  first by noting the piime interest of the militarv  for the helicopter 

and their unique support of its development during twenty years. 

And then, by  noting the very rapid growth of civil applications since 19(58, and the equal sharing of 

production which we can witness nowadays.   The progress and development of both of them will un- 

doubtedly continue. 

However,   I  feel  inclined to predict that the dependency of civil uses on the military will progressively 

diminish,  and  that we are  likely  to witness,   on  one  hand,  such technology becoming  common-place and of 

a much easier access to new industrial   firms and.  on the other, the different types  of helicopters 

becominp much more speciali7Pd   « they are to-dav,  similar to what  has occurred to aircraft and all 

the   leading  Industries  of the past. 

Perhaps,  this will be a reason more to draw the friendly bonds thus  created by such community of 

activities and community of civilization closer,  and to meet again here,  for the sake of the 

charming Callfornlan spring. 

Addendum:   After  reading the proceedings  of this  meeting concerning  the aspect  shown  here,  I   find 

two  opposite philosophies:   on one hand.  Note Ns   1  by  G3* S.C.  STEVENS seems   to be  in agreement 

with mine.   He emphasizes the important  needs for making the helicopter a true combat vehicle with 

fire-proof elements,  crash capabilities,  etc.,  i.e.   an expensive machine with many features  of 

no-interest   for civil use but actually able to fight  in a combat area.  On the other hand,  paper 

n0  24, by Andrö Renaud. showing the possibility to use a civil product as a cheap military 

machine. With this philosophy,   for a given amount of money, the Army could buy more helicopters 

of a  lower combat  capability.   It surely is the only way to follow,  if the amount  of money 

available does not allow for a new development}  however,  the global efficiency of such purchase 

must be compared with that of the other. 

X/ 
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This report reviews the projected needs of U.S. Army air mobility as they are seen today within the 
U.S. Army Aviation Systems Connand.    It is an ov.-view of the U.S. Army's envisioned future aviation require- 
ments and how they relate to research and development needs.   Special emphasis is given to those aspects of 
the military requirements which seem to offer the best opportunities for coordination with civil developments. 
The paper addresses both the short-term needs, as exemplified by the currently developing systems, and the 
long-term requirements, which may be represented by conceptual studies only. 

In this report, the current projection of the U.S. Army's aviation needs are analyzed in order to iden- 
tify technological gaps.    A study of the deficiencies and shortcomings of current U.S. Army aircraft reveals 
many areas that are conmon to the inventory, such as vulnerability, high life-cycle costs, and inadequate 
performance.    Reliability, availability, maintainability, and durability are essential to assure that equip- 
ment and facilities will be functional when required.    Enhanced human effectiveness is needed to permit the 
best possible utilization of the Army's limited military personnel appropriation.    Cost-saving and cost- 
avoidance programs are essential for determining what we can afford in terms of overall defense.    The common- 
ality of many of these problems for both civil and military utilization of rotorcraft is evident.    Hence, the 
required advances in the disciplines and supporting technologies identified to meet military needs have their 
obvious counterparts in civil requirements. 

The report examines the military needs and their relation to the advances that rotary-wing-aircraft tech- 
nology is expected to experience over the next two decades.    Improved rotor performance, improved structural 
efficiency, and reduced specific fuel consumption are certain to be realized.    Continuing advances in micro- 
computers and other electronic devices will greatly improve navigation and control capabilities over current 
systems such that operations during adverse weather and reduced visibility conditions will be possible. 
Increased reliability and reduced maintenance requirements are sure to evolve, as will self-contained test 
capability.    These advancements in rotorcraft technology are required to support the rapid growth in both 
civil and military applications projected over the next decade. 

INTRODUCTION 

Rotatlng-wing aircraft, such as helicopters, have been the subject of sporadic attention for centuries, 
dating back to the time of Leonardo da Vinci.    U.S. Army interest in the helicopter began in 1918. when an 
investigation of the Peter Cooper Hewitt helicopter design was made by the Air Service Engineerinn Division 
at McCook Field. Dayton. Ohio (now the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base).    The Army foresaw "great, possibili- 
ties" for a machine capable of up-and-down flight and. hence, operation from restricted areas. 

The U.S. Army Air Service undertook th'' development of rotary-wing aircraft in 1921 by contracting with 
Dr. George de Bothezat for the construction and flight testing of a quadrotor helicopter configuration at 
McCook Field.   On December 18. 1922, the de Bothezat helicopter made its appearance for flight demonstration 
(Fig. 1).    It hovered for 1 min and 42 sec at the height of a man.    However, when the Army suspended sup- 
port of the de Bothezat helicopter, enthusiasm in the development of such a craft waned for many years. 
This may have been a reflection of the following sentiments expressed in the preface to the 1922 edition 
of Jane's All the World's Aircraft in which helicopters appeared for the first time: 

"Helicopters are included chiefly because so much public attention has been concentrated on 
them by the Press, thanks largely to the misguided generosity or enthusiasm of official or 
wealthy people who have subsidized these curious machines to an extent which would have 
produced notable results had similar sums been expended on practical flying machines ... it 
is one's personal belief that long before anybody produces a helicopter which is of any 
practical use. far better results In ^he way of "flying straight up" will have been attained 
by ordinary aeroplanes with improved wings." 

In 1940. the U.S. Army's helicopter program was reborn when Platt-LePage won a design competition and 
a contract was approved for the procurement of the Army's second helicopter — one XR-1 helicopter.    By this 
time, there had been successful flights of the Focke-Achgelis Model F-61 in Germany and moderately successful 
flights of the superimposed coaxial twin-rotored helicopter designed and built by Louis Breguet in France. 
The Platt-LePage design, a twin, side-by-side rotor configuration, was similar to the F-61.    The first 
free flight of the aircraft was made on June 23. 1941  (Fig. 2). 

However, the U.S. Army was not satisfied with just one type of helicopter.    While the Platt-LePage model 
was under construction, the Army was also working with another manufacturer.    This resulted in the first 
truly successful helicopter in this country - the VS-300. laboratory model of the Vought-Sikorsky Division 
of the United Aircraft Corporation.    The first free flight was made in May 1940 and. in January 1941, a 
contract was awarded to Vought-Sikorsky for the construction of the XR 4. which was a two-place, three- 
bladed, single-main-rotor helicopter with an auxiliary tail rotor to counteract the torque reaction.    The 
first flight of the XR-4 was made in January 1942 (Fig.  3).    On 17 May 1942 (35 years ago), the XR-4 was 
delivered to Wright Field. Ohio by the contractor's pilot after a cross-country flight from Stratford, 
Connecticut.    The XR-4 was accepted May 30. 1942. and was the first helicopter delivered to the U.S. armed 
services. 
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In the three oecades since the end of World War II, the U.S. Amor has considerably expended Its use of 
the helicopter.   Originally, the helicopter was thought of as being a reconnaissance, evacuation, and guieral- 
purpose aircraft that was capable of perforating missions similar to those which had been performed by the 
light, fixed-wing aircraft.   As the potential of this vehicle began to be appreciated. Its use as e cargo and 
personnel transport was recognized and, subsequently, the roles of firepower and service support were added. 
The NATO exercise of last Fall, called REFORGER '76, reinforced the U.S. Amy's concept of aviation's role 
In the combined arms team.   The exercise tested the air assault concept In Europe and demonstrated the versa- 
tility of Anry aviation In the conduct of extensive tactical operations.   The use of air vehicles by ground 
forces has added another dimension to the battlefield by enhancing the ability to conduct land combat func- 
tions.   Today, the mission of the aviation unit Is based on the mission of the ground unit and Amy aviation 
support Is Integrated with and based upon the ground tactical plan.   The Army's use of air space Is directly 
related to the performance of land battle and to the traditional functions of land combat Including mobility. 
Intelligence, firepower, combat service support, and command, control, and cmmunlcatlon. 

As a consequence of the U.S. Army's concepts of aircraft utilization, and based upon the Army's combat 
experiences, certain criteria have evolved that bear directly on required rotary-wing aircraft character- 
istics.    These characteristics Include the following: 

1. Aircraft must have the ability to hover out of ground effect at 4,000-ft-pressure altitude, at 95° F. 
and at basic mission weight with approximately a SOO-ft/nrin vertical rate of cllnfc at 95X Intermediate rated 
power, thus oermlttlng aircraft to be based close to the tactical user without reliance upon prepared airfields. 

2. Aircraft must have adequate speed to Insure timely response, productivity (ton nri/h, missions/day, 
etc.) and survlvablllty.   High speeds must find Justification In terms of reduced aircraft losses and 
Increased cost effectiveness of overall mission performance. 

3. Aircraft must have near all-weather, full-instrument flight capability, providing effective organic 
aviation support to the ground soldier under virtually any climatic condition in which he fights. 

4. Aircraft must provide crashworthlness. Including prevention of postcrash fires, energy absorbing 
structures for crash Impact, and crew-restraining devices to enhance survival. 

5. Aircraft must be survlvable. meaning that they must have the ability to perform thn mission and 
return safely In the face of enemy fire without paying high penalties In aircraft weight, size, or dollar 
costs. 

6. Aircraft must be capable of terrain flight, using the terrain, vegetation, and man-made objects to 
enhance survlvablllty. 

Against this background of qeneral characteristics, this report reviews the projected needs of U.S. Army 
air mobility as they are seen today within the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command.   This is an overview of 
the U.S. Army's vision of its future aviation requirements and how they relate to research and development 
needs. 

The aircraft that the U.S. Army will procure in the short term (I.e., for the next 10-15 yr) are most 
probably those currently In some stage of development against an Identified mission requirement and based 
on current technology.   The aircraft that will Incorporate advances in technology achieved over the next few 
years will be those that meet our needs of 25-30 yr hence.   We are compelled to make predictions for long- 
range requirements that fit responsibly Into known technology and known, but unsolved, problems, despite the 
knowledge that these requirements will depend upor unpredictable geopolitical changes and technological 
surprises.    This puts us In the position of the prophet who deduces the future by logical extrapolation from 
the past, and his knowledge of the present.   He Is probably doomed to failure because the only certainty 
about the future Is that 1t cannot be predicted with certainty. 

MI-JONS 

The key to U.S. Army plans must be mobility - fast, dependable, and ever-present.    In a very important 
sense, the degree to which we increase the Army's mobility may determine the ultimate outcome of any future 
engagement.   Mobility Improves the effectiveness of the soldier and his weaponry.    It helps overcome dis- 
parity in strength or numbers.    In both offense and defense, tactics will be designed to achieve a wide- 
open, fluid battlefield.   Air mobility has become an essential factor In these concepts.    Employed as an 
Integral element of the combined arms team, armed helicopter forces significantly Increase the total 
combat power at the disposal of the ground commander and provide a critical capability to Influence the 
battle at the right time and place.   To fight the land battle, the U.S. Army makes full use of aircraft for 
all five functions of combat:   mobility and Its Inseparable companion, firepower; Intelligence, which 
encompasses reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition; combat service support or logistics; and 
last, but not least, command, control, and communications.   The following discussions of the operational, 
developing, and future systems to meet U.S. Army needs are reflected In the composite chart of Fig. 4. 

Mobility 

The demand for greater mobility has continuously Increased throughout the history of warfare.   The 
abilities to deploy light, mechanized units and mobile, air-defense artillery quickly by air; to 
transport assault troops, weapons, and equipment around the battlefield, over obstacles; and to bypass 
enemy strong points -all have been significant factors In past conflicts and will continue to be valuable 
in any future contingency. 

! 
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For squad-sized units and small weapons, the air assault mission of the mobility function Is currently 
performed by the UH-1 (Fig. 5).   This will be replaced by the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System 
(UTTAS) (Fig. 6). for which we recently awarded a contract for low-rate Initial production.   The UTTAS will 
lift a tactical Infantry squad or Its transport equivalent of externally or Internally loaded bulk cargo. 
The UTTAS will be discussed In detail In another paper at this conference (Ref. 1).   For units of larger 
size or heavier weapons, the CH-47 (Fig. 7) provides the necessary mobility.   Because of Its vulnerability, 
the CH-47 Is rarely used In the combat assault role but provides maneuverability to the fire support elements 
and other supporting units.   For large out-sized loads that require external slinging, the CH-54 helicopter 
(Fig. 8) Is currently used In addition to the CH-47.   These concepts are summarized In Tables I-III. 
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Developing Mobility Systems.   The follow-on system for the current CH-47 fleet for the 7-10 ton payload 
range will be the Moderinlzed CH-47 Medium-Lift Helicopter (the CH-47D), essentially a major modernization 
effort which does not quite fall In the same category as a new development project such as the UTTAS and 
the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH). 

The current CH-47 Chinook Medium-Lift He11c»oter (MLH) was designed to perform the missions of artillery 
movement, missile transport, personnel movement, aircraft recovery, medical evacuation, transport of liquid 
and dry-bulk cargo, and other combat service missions.   The CH-47 has the capability of carrying cargo 
internally and/or externally.   It was developed in the late 1950's with the technology of that era. 

The current fleet has four primary inadequacies: (1) system operating costs are a support burden on 
critical Army resources; (2) CH-47A and B series aircraft, as currently configured, are approaching planned 
retirement; (3) the A and B series do not meet the 15,000-lb lift requirement for air mobility of artillery 
and engineer equipment; and (4) the reliability, availability, maintainability, safety, and survlvability 
features of existing CH-47s need to be upgraded to current standards. 

The need for MLH capability is recognized as continuing at least through the 1980's.    The program that 
was approved by the U.S. Army as the most cost-effective means to sustain this capability is primarily an 
engineering effort for the design and Integration of seven improved components or systems into the modernized 
CH-47 aircraft (Fig. 9).   The seven major modifications to the CH-47 are:    (1) composite rotor blades; 
(2) Improved Lycoming T55-L-712 engines; (3) higher capacity transmissions with Integral cooling and lubri- 
cation; (4) rewired and upgraded electronics; (5) a multipoint suspension system for sling loads; (6) an 
advanced flight control system; and (7) an improved auxiliary power unit with electrical generator and 
hydraulic pump for systems checkout without starting an engine.   Under the modernization plan, the improved 
components and systems will be incorporated into a rehabilitated airframe configuration.    A key element of 
the program is the capability of the older CH-47 airframes tr continue to operate into the 2000's. 

The CH-47 modernization program is designed to improve the reliability, maintainaMlity, and safety of 
the CH-47A, B, and C aircraft while upgrading the lift performance of the A and B to meet the required 
operational capability.   The performance characteristics of the modernized aircraft are the same as the 
CH-47C in such areas as speed, endurance, and number of troops carried.    The key performance goals are 
increased payload and reliability. 

Future Mobility Systems.   There are no current U.S. Army R&D activities that relate exclusively to a 
future utility or medium-lift mission system.    However, a quick-reaction, high-productivity type aircraft, 
such as could be produced with the tilt-rotor or Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) configurations, might 
became a future utility system.   A possible tilt-rotor configured utility aircraft is shown in Fig. 10. 
In addition, a Light Utility Helicopter (LUH) may be needed with performance and physical characteristics 
(Table IV) to replace the UH-I's In the less demanding tasks that do not require a full UTTAS capability. 

For the cargo transport mission, a Heavy-Lift Helicopter (HLH) system could Increase the surface mobility 
of ground combat forces by providing a means of crossing otherwise impassable barriers through quick emplace- 
ment of bridging, by bringing in heavy equipment to remove an obstacle, or, if required, by physically 
lifting the force over the barrier.    An HLH is envisioned primarily as a logistic support vehicle with lift 
capability of 20-50 tons operating chiefly in rear areas.    Its primary mission would probably include 
delivery and retrograde of containerized and unitized cargo, surface and aerial port clearance, unloading 
and loading containershlps in a logistics over-the-shore operation, and recovery and evacuation of damaged 
vehicles and aircraft.   Although the HLH program was terminated by the U.S. Army at Congressional direction 
on 3 October 1975, the U.S. Army's Materiel Need Document dated 10 May 1972 remains valid.   Assets required 
to complete the program have been stored and future efforts will depend upon affordability.   With the cancel- 
lation of the Boeing Vertol XCH-62A Heavy-Lift Helicopter, there are no further U.S. Army plans for heavy- 
lift except for the CH-47 modernization program.    Proposals for hybrid lighter-than-air aircraft, composed 
or balloon and helicopter elements, have been considered, but no Army funds have been committed.    In general, 
there has been a recognition of a requirement for heavy-lift but funds have not been available. 

Firepower 

The firepower mission includes the capability of disrupting or destroying enemy armor and mechanized 
forces and of providing tactical firepower mobility and fire support to air assault or airmobile operations. 
The U.S. Army belitves that rotary-wing aircraft will play a key role by rapidly massing helicopter firepower 
to seek out and destroy enemy armor and armored Infantry units.   The antitank guided missile on the helicopter 
places the Army on tht threshold of major advances in firepower and mobility.   The use of the scout with 
armed helicopters as a ceam, maximizes the armed helicopters' capabilities and Increases their survlvability. 
To carry out these opeitions, aviation units must be able to operate in adverse weather and at night. 
Surprise is achieved by using the speed, maneuverability, and firepower of the helicopter to attack the 
enemy at an unexpected time and from an unexpected direction.   To overcome the enemy air-defense capability, 
helicopters are equipped with infrared suppression, radar warning receivers, low reflective paint and low- 
glint, 1 at canopies, armor protection for critical components and crew, and space, weight, and power provi- 
sions for Infrared and radar jammers and infrared detectors.   They are designed for low aural, visual, and 
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Although Its laportance has been doengraded In favor of eephasls on agility and Mneuverablllty. we 
realize that Increasing helicopter speed still has payoff on the battlefield.   Higher speed wans the 
ability to be on target In less tlw, or the ability to be on target In the sane tlae fra* a «ore reaote 
base, or to outeaneuver ena^y helicopters In air-to-air cojbat.   Furthemore. a conblnation of both hori- 
zontal and vertical speed reduces vulnerability by Halting exposure tlae and Increasing tracking probleas. 
The araed aircraft should have the Mxlaua possible speed and aaneuverablllty consistent with required VTOL 
and terrain flight capabilities.   In the escort alsslon, the aircraft requires a higher speed capability 
than the escorted aircraft. 

We Mist have the capability of operating at night and under adverse weather conditions to counter the 
known Warsaw Pact doctrine which «aptaslzes such operations.   Night operations are used to extend the length 
of the operational day, to continue the aoaentiai gained by a successful daylight attack, to gain surprise, 
to Maneuver and aass attack helicopter eleaents. to provide continuous reconnaissance and surveillance of 
the enaqr force, and to rtduce the effectiveness of enaay fires.   Eleaents of the attack helicopter battalion 
wITI be required to participate In offensive, defensive, and retrograde operations during periods of reduced 
visibility caused by varioi-s Meteorological conditions, smoke, or haze. 

Currently. U.S. Army aviation provides firepower via the AH-16 Cobra armed helicopter.   Greater capabil- 
ity, particularly In the antitank role, will be provided In the near-term by the AH-1S (Fig. 11).   However, 
the AH-1S Is limited In Performance and In ar" jrse weather/night conditions.   The Advanced Attack Helicopter 
(AAH) (Fig. 12), with laser Hellflre and a sophisticated target acquisition/designation, day/night systea 
Including night-vision aid, will provide direct aerial fires throughout the range of temperature, altitude, 
and visibility conditions In which U.S. forces expect to operate. 

Developing Firepower Systeas.   The AAH can be based close to the Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEBA), 
providing a shorter response time, and can operate at lower ceilings, providing a higher percentage of 
battlefield-day employment, than can fixed-wing fighter aircraft (Table V).   The AAH will be described in 
more detail In a subsequent paper at this Conference (Ref.  I). 

Future Firepower Systeas.   The employment of Army aviation units In a high-threat environment will place 
the greatest demands on the attack helicopter.    Increased emphasis must be placed on survlvablllty. particu- 
larly through terrain flying techniques.   However, other system requirements such as agility, dash speed 
and endurance must not be overlooked. 

R&D efforts are necessary to continue technological Improvements aimed at the key performance factors 
of aerial attack systeas.   A postulated R4D planning concept for the next generation AAH (Table VI) Is 
projected to be an aircraft with VTOL capability for operation In and out of forward bases.   To attain 
the desired dash speeds, some type of augmentation or conversion to airplane-type operation is Indicated. 
Possible concepts for the future firepower mission Include augmented thrust helicopter, tilt rotor, tilt 
wing, and deflected thrust.   Possible weapons include advanced f 1 re-and-forget missiles, antimissile missiles, 
and air-to-air weapons. 

Intelligence 

Army aviation performs reconnaissance, surveillance, and target-acquisition functions in the roles of 
collecting and gathering Intelligence for the ground conaander and acquiring and designating targets for 
engagement by armed helicopters and other firepower means.    The key performance requirements are good acquisi- 
tion, aircraft agility, survlvablllty. and the ability to operate under conditions of reduced visibility 
and adverse weather.    For the longer-range Intelligence gathering mission, the requirements are survlvabll- 
lty, precise navigation capability, dash speed, and the ability to carry sophisticated sensors providing 
real-time readout of Information to ground stations. In addition to considerations of loiter time, range, 
and endurance. 

Currently, this function Is being performed In the U.S. Aray by the ÜH-5S (Fig. 13) and OH-6 (reserve 
components only) Light Observation Helicopters (LOH) and. for the standoff mission, by the OV-1 Short 
Takeoff and Landing (STOL) airplane (Fig. 14).   The Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH) Is currently In the 
planning stage to replace the LOH for this function, and preliminary steps are being taken towards the 
establishment of a requirement for a replacement for the OV-1.   A recent decision, following denial of 
ASH funds by the Congress. Is to develop a Halted number of interim helicopter target acquisition systems 
for early deployment In Europe.   These will Integrate a target acquisition and designation system Into the 
UH-1 airframe for use until the ASH can be fielded. 

Future Intel 11 gence Systems.   The Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH) Is expected to be a light, highly 
maneuverable helicopter dedicated to conducting reconnaissance, aerla] observation, security, and target 
acquisition/designation functions, day and night. In all Intensities of conflict.   In performing these 
roles, the ASH would operate In air cavalry, attack helicopter, and field artillery units.    It must be able to 
detect. Identify and locate targets at standoff ranges, using terrain-flight tactics.   The design should 
provide maximum agility and maneuverability during NOE flight.    It must be able to remain on station for 
extended periods and have an accurate navigation system for precise target location.   The ASH would operate 
as a part of a Scout/Attack Helicopter Team (Table VII), and must precisely designate targets for weapons 
such as Hellflre. Copperhead (a cannon-launched guided projectile), and. possibly. U.S. Air Force "smart" 
weapons.   Remotely piloted vehicles (RPV's) are being developed to perform this function for operation in 
the high-threat environment (Fig. 15). 
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The UTTAS can fulfill the utflfty iss sen ce support function. However, the primary 
use of the UTTAS will be in the air assa•lt tfOft roles. The U.S. A~ will retain the UH-1 
in the utility role until a cost-effective ~lac; t- sue as the lUH- is developed. There are no new 
develos-nt efforts on cargo transport helicopter- sys r consideration in the U.S. Army's R&D program 
at tbts ti• although a qufck-reactfon/hfgb-produc~tvfty type aircraft .. Y be needed for the combat 
service support uttlfty 11fssion by the aid-to-late 1990's. 

, Control, and ec-..nfcations 

~ aviation assists t~ COMmander in exercisinq command and control of his forces primarily by provid
ing hf• with a superior aeans of acquiring fnfon~ation and of communicating with his subordinate commanders . 
The function of ca.aand, control, and COMIUnication is made ~re challenging by the far-ranging o. _rations 
envisioned for an expanded battlefield. Rapid aovetnent and innediate response are required to supervise a 
widely dispersed operation. Currently perfo,..d tn the U.S. Anny by LOH and UH-1 aircraft, this capability 
for fu ture operations 11ight be expanded down to the c0111pany level. The UTTAS and the lUH wi 11 perfonn this 
role for the battalion and higher coamanders while, for the COIIPany-level operation, we envision a SiMPle, 
sall, one- or two-1111nned aircraft systell (see Table IX). No funds are presently available for development 
of the latter systen. 

TEOIO..OGI CAL NEEDS 

Technological adnncl!ll't'llts are critically needed over the next decade to support not only t he milita ry 
lrissions but also the expected rapid growth in ctvil applications cf rotorcraft. Non-Communist world sales 
over the next 10 years are projected to be on the order of 20,000 to 25,000 u:-its, with comnercial production 
slig tly exceeding •ilitary production (Fig. 16). This growth is attributed to the identification of new uses 
for helicopters and to the wide-spread introduction of new technoloqy developed o~er the past decade. These 
new uses include key roles in energy exploration and development; in sur.h diverse ~sinesses as logging, 
shipping, and heavy construction; and an increased •ilitary role due to the development of new weapons and 
tactics that utilize the helicopter as an effective anti-annor weapon, in addition to its traditional support
ing role. 

Helicopters are now recogniz~ by the U.S. A~ as iMPOrtant replaceRents for traditional ground vehicles 
in the perfo!"'liince of certain afssions which are beyond the capability of fhed-wing aircraft. However, 
clr'bat experience has revealed the necessity for .. jor iiiiPf'Ova~ents in rotary-wing aircraft. The state of 
~h art of helicopter developaent has been described as being in the pre-DC-3 era of the fixed-wing aircraft. 
Major technological challenges still rf!lllin to be •t. The lack of a well-developed technology base provfdes 
high payoff opportunities for research in nearly all of the related disciplines. The U.S. Ar.y is dedicated 
to expanding the research an<J technology base and to spurring the incorporation of new technology into 
operational veht rles. 

The A~ aust consider its requiraents fn. two aspects; na ly, ultiute feasibility and illllediate 
practicability. These r.onsiderations .. Y frequently conflict and ar~ alaost invariably in co.petftion for 
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the sane resources.    If technological developnent followed only the nonutlve approach, constrained by the 
objectives of future requirements, then resources would never be made available to take advantage of techno- 

l~U  logical opportunities.   On the other hand. If we followed only the explorative approach, projecting technology 
'   ^  from a base of accumulated knowledge, we «ay never develop the things we need In a tlnely fashion.   All one's 

resources can easily be absorbed trying to support a technology developnent prograa that Is too strongly 
oriented to demonstrating feasibility; whereas, a program dictated solely by imwdlate practicability will 
deprive posterity of the needed storehouse of fundamental knowledge that Is even now being used up at a 
dangerous rate.   Technological forecasts and R»0 planning, continuously updated, are essential to maintain- 
ing a balanced, practical program within available resources. 

The U.S. Army Aviation Systems Comnand recently published the fifth edition of the Amy Aviation 
Research. Development. Test and Engineering (ROT&E) Plan (Fig. 17) which addresses the activities required 
to achieve the Army's short- and long-term objectives.   It presents the relationship between the current 
technological base and future requirements, while taking account of the potential inpact of advances in the 
basic technologies. 

On the basis of an evaluation of the performance requirements of future airmobile systems and an assess- 
ment of deficiencies in current systems, major thrusts of the U.S. Army's RIO effort have been defined. 
The principal factors pulling technology that represent the recognized deficiencies and projected require- 
ments are:   safety, survivabllity, fuel economy, self-deployabillty. and low life-cycle cost.   Terrain-flight 
operations are considered one of the principal means of survival for missions proximate to enemy defenses in 
■idintenslty warfare.    Such operations impact a broad base of advanced technology.   Obviously, the emphasis 
on fuel economy will Impact R&D on aerodynamic and propulsion systems.   The Angr needs to have a ready coabat 
capability that can be deployed quickly.   Rotorcraft, consequently, should become self-deployable.   However, 
cost will dominate planning for the foreseeable future.    In particular, the concepts of design to cost and 
life-cycle cost will continue to shape RJD programs (Fig. 18).   The primary technological developments which 
are projected to constitute the key push factors are:    advanced structural concepts, advanced propulsion 
systems, microelectronics and digital systems, and new rotary-wing configurations. 

These push and pull factors are reflected in technological objectives over a spectrum of disciplines 
involving Improvements in aerodynamic efficiency and aeromechanical stability, reductions in vibration and 
noise, increased agility and precision of flight control, attainment of a level of safety and pilot workload 
equivalent with conventional aircraft, near all-weather operating capability, iaproved structural efficiency, 
improved propulslon/transmission/drive-train systems, and Improved survivabllity and crashworthlness through 
structural design.   Obviously, most of these developments are equally critical to the helicopter's effective- 
ness in civiilan applications. 

Aerodynamic problems include the complex interactions of retreating blade stall effects, advancing blade 
shock effects, and structural dynamics.   The ability to achieve Improved rotor performance depends upon an 
adequate definition of the flow field in which the rotor blades operate and on the design of blades to be 
more efficient under these conditions (Figs. 19 and 20).   High dynamic rotor loads limit the high-speed and 
maneuverability capabilities of helicopters.   Dynamic loads Influence the reliability and maintainability 
characteristics of an aircraft and, hence, its life-cycle costs (Fig. 21).   He are limited by our Inability 
to predict dynamic performance capabilities, and limited control power constrains agility.   Noise detection 
and annoyance limit operations, even in the peacetime environment.   The goals of our rotor technology 
program are summarized on Fig. 22, and they are equally applicable to civilian and military rotary-wing 
development. 

At present, the articulated rotor hub is complex and composed of many parts.   To reduce complexity and 
weight, elastomeric materials are being introduced for use as the hinge components.   Another approach elimi- 
nates the hinges entirely with a rigid hub (Fig. 23).    In addition to eliminating a large number of moving 
parts, the hlngeless rotor has great potential for Improvement of flying qualities.   Application of new 
materials, particularly composites, will enable the relative stiffnesses of the rotor (chordwlse, beamwise, 
and spanwlse) to be tailored to provide optimum structural dynamic characteristics.   New materials, as well 
as Improved fabrication techniques, will also permit a much wider latitude in optimization of blade external 
geometry to improve performance and improvements in internal, or structural, design to reduce vulnerabil- 
ity to ballistic impact.   However, these concepts are not without concomitant difficulties because bearing- 
less rotors introduce structural couplings that tend to make the vibrational loads and aeroelastic stabil- 
ity problems more severe.   He need to understand and solve these dynamic problems. 

Many new and unique rotor configurations are being considered.   These include the controllable twist 
(Fig. 24), multicyclic ccntrollable twist, the Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) (Fig. 25), higher harmonic 
feathering, and variable geometry, as well as bearingless rotors.   The U.S. Army recognizes the long-range 
implications of this work and the need for bringing successful rotor systems to the field as quickly as 
possible, for utilization by the civil as well as the military sector.   The problem is In selecting which 
of these new configurations should be pursued first for extended evaluation.   In order to evaluate potential 
payoff, objectives or goals need to be defined against which candidate rotor systems can be measured, such 
as weight fraction, vibration, noise level, vehicle L/D, speed, structural loading, stability, and figure of 
merit.   Also, definitive goals for reliability, safety, survivabllity, and cost reduction must be considered. 

A primary influence on the performance of rotorcraft 1 ; the installed power train from engine through 
transmission.   The introduction of the turboshaft engine provided a breakthrough in powerplant size and 
weight; however, at some expense in engine fuel consumption compared to reciprocatinq engines.    Improvements 
In engine power-to-weight ratio (Fig. 26) will depend, to a large extent, on increasing the allowable turbine- 
inlet temperature (Fig. 27).   The limits, of course, are materials related.   Therefore, we are concentrating 
on the two approaches that promise even further Improvements; first. In the technology of new cooling 
schemes In combustion and turbine sections; second. In the technology associated with advanced high- 
temperature materials and their manufacturing processes.   All engine manufacturers are conducting programs 
in these areas.    More Importantly, however, efforts are needed to Improve turboshaft engine reliability 
(Fig. 28), time between overhauls (Fig. 29), and fuel consumption (Fig. 30).   Cost of advanced engines and 
higher fuel prices have become major considerations in developing new helicopters that will be economical. 
Turboshaft engine weights are already so low that we can afford to trade off further engine weight reductions 
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In favor of Improved tine between overhauls and specific fuel consumption.   Engine maintainability and 
reliability are Major factors that must be considered In new engine technoloqy. since this component Is 
the single most costly item contributing to the overall aircraft system maintenance and component cost. 
Reductions In sizes and weights of engine accessories (fuel controls, starters, etc.) have not kept pace 
with engine developments, and could mean hijh payoff In reduced vulnerable area as well as weight. 
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For shaft-driven helicopters, the transmission of power from engine to rotor requires a subsystem which 
Is a primary contributor to the weight, cost, reliability, maintainability, and survlvablllty character- 
istics of the aircraft.   The technological advances of the gears and bearings pace the development of drive 
systems (Fig. 31).   As gear loading capabilities Increase and transmission bearing life Improves, the drive 
system weight can be expected to decrease (Fig. 32).   However, It takes a combination of factors.   An 
Increase In load capacity will evolve from advanced gear tooth forms, new gear materials. Improved tooth 
surface finish. Improved profile tolerance, new lubricants with Increased load capacity and Improved methods 
of manufacturing.   At the same time, we must arrange the components In smaller packages, while Introducing 
transmission housings of Improved stiffness to achieve the reduction In weight and vulnerability.   Again, 
all of these concerns with the rotorcraft's Installed power train are equa'ly shared by the civilian and the 
military sectors. 

Frtmi an overall air-vehicle performance standpoint. It Is Imperative that the ratio of empty weight to 
gross weight be kept to a minimum.   The potential for improvement In this area Is largely dependent upon 
technological advances In materials (Fig. 33) and structural design concepts (Fig. 34).   With Improved fiber 
manufacturing techniques and the use of appropriate matrix .naterials, the properties of composites will be 
tailored to meet most combinations of property requirements.   This will result In Improved structural 
efficiency and reduced weight (Fig. 35) - obviously beneficial to both civil and military rotorcraft.    Concur- 
rent with material technology development, manufacturing technology Is expected to advance, permitting the 
efficient fabrication of these new materials with accurately repeatable characteristics.   Overall, the use 
of composites has great potential for significantly more efficient and lighter aircraft structures with 
Improved fatigue life, reduced vulnerability, and Improved crashworthlness. 

Inadequate controllability limits the pilot's ability to exploit the entire flight envelope capability 
of current helicopters.    This Is especially true at low speeds, and, therefore, impacts nap-of-the-earth 
and terminal area operations under Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) (Fig. 36).    It is Important 
to most Army aviation missions and. In particular, to terrain-flight operations that the rotary-wing aircraft 
be capable of efficient and controllable hover and vertical flight.    Mot only should the vehicle be stable 
in the hover and low-speed modes, but it must also be sufficiently responsive for fine accuracy of control. 
These requirements sometimes run counter to one another and challenge the designers' capabilities.    It is 
also necessary that the vehicle be able to make smooth transitions and to perform efficiently in the cruise 
mode.   Agility and precision of flight control are fundamental to successful accomplishment of such missions 
as the flying crane, offshore oil transport. Advanced Scout Helicopter, and Advanced Attack Helicopter. 
Good handling qualities together with the appropriate avionic systems and operating procedures are needed 
for operations in congested terminal areas and In adverse weather conditions. 

There is much room for improvement to bring helicopter flying qualities at least up to those for fixed- 
wing aircraft.   Figure 37 compares the percentage of accidents aue to disorientation error in U.S. Army 
rotary-wing aircraft with those in U.S. Army fixed-wlnq aircraft.    The ability to prevent such accidents 
needs research but will be a tradeoff between stability and control and display characteristics and pilot 
training and proficiency.    Figure 38 shows how 8,000 U.S. Army pilots answered the question:    How many hours 
of instrument flight time would you need with an Instructor in order for you to fly in INC safely?   Obviously, 
rotary-wing aircraft are more difficult to fly and a program to Improve the qualities, at least to fixed-wing 
standards, should reduce accidents and have the additional benefit of reducing training and proficiency costs. 

Current helicopter flying qualities specifications are based on an obsolete design standard.   We have 
had to devise poorly substantiated criteria for new missions and tasks.   A data base is needed to provide an 
understanding of why the helicopter pilot desires a particular characteristic and of the Interrelations of 
the various factors that Impact those characteristics. 

The U.S. Army's RSD Program Is pursuing the development of a technological data tase in rotorcraft 
handling qualities which should enable us, for the first time, to generate knowledgeably, the criteria and 
the specifications on flying qualities for rotary-wing aircraft to perform military missions.   Ultimately, 
the intent Is to provide the designer with the matrix of information he needs to relate effectiveness to 
life-cycle costs.    This data base is needed by the civilian sector as well to enable the generation of 
criteria and specifications peculiar to civilian applications and, therefore, this program is being conducted 
jointly with NASA.   Also, to support the aircraft systems Integration efforts, the Army, with assistance 
from NASA, is developing a new ground-based R4D flight simulator for rotary-wing aircraft.    This facility 
will provide high payoff In investigations of the the man-machine Interactions related to conceptual designs, 
preliminary and detail design tradeoffs, mission capabilities, support of flight tests, and product improve- 
ment evaluations for the Army and the civilian conmunlty. 

The technology is available to replace mechanical control systems in rotorcraft with "fly-by-wire" 
systems.    Such systems should be lighter and less vulnerable than the normal mechanical system.    Use of 
fly-by-wire control systems in helicopters promises to bring about other Improvements such as simplifying 
rotor control mechanisms and permitting stability augmentation to be handled by electronics.   However, there 
must be insurance that a fly-by-wire system will have "no degradable modes" in the event of malfunction, 
and additional research is needed before its use can became widely accepted. 

The concept of minimal special support for Army aircraft generates requirements related to ground-support 
maintainability, simplicity, and reliability.    In the forward battle area, the vehicle must perform in a 
reliable fashion with minimum maintenance requirements.    However, the helicopter has long been plagued with 
short-life components requiring frequent Inspection.   Mean time between failures and mean time between 
repairs or overhauls have been extremely short.   A major life-cycle-cost driver is repair and maintenance. 
Maintenance and parts account for over 50X of the total life-cycle costs for a typical currently fielded 
U.S. Army helicopter (over twice that of our fixed-wing aircraft).    Therefore, if the rotary-wing aircraft 
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Is to realize Its full potential In civil, as well as military, application. It must be made more reliable 
and maintainable, fatigue failure modes must be Identified and made failsafe, and Incipient or Impending 
failure must be detected by simplified diagnostic methods (Fig. 39). However, the effect of these Improved 
characteristics on capability must be assessed carefully through tradeoff studies. The benefits must be 
provided without penalties that would reduce the effectiveness In terms of mission performance. 

For military application, vulnerability to enemy action Is, of course, a continual concern. The design 
must consider maximum capability for encountering and surviving such action. We seek the development of 
aircraft that can avoid or. If unavoidable, survive punishment meted out by the hostile environment. 

Advances In these basic aeronautical sciences and supporting technologies make up the foundation on which 
are laid the Interdisciplinary developments and, ultimately, the designs for new systems. These Interdepen- 
dent accomplishments must develop In a pyramid-like structure to support the demonstration of the technology 
required to attain the desired performance for each system and component. As rotorcraft technology Is refined 
and improved, these Improvements can be translated directly Into greater air mobility. Improved quick reaction 
capability, and reduced life-cycle costs (Fig. 40). 

Advances In the state of the art require validation of components or systems through demonstration In 
actual or simulated flight conditions. Indicative of the commonality of Interests In rotorcraft developments 
Is the fact that several of these demonstretions are currently supported In the U.S. by both the military and 
the National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA). One such technology demonstrator Is the Tilt Rotor Research 
Aircraft Program which Is being conducted Jointly by the U.S. Army and NASA. The key potential advantage of 
the tilt rotor concept (Fig. 41) is that It combines the efficient static lift (hover) capability associated 
with the low-disc-loading helicopter with the efficient cruise performance and low vibration of a fixed-wing 
turboprop aircraft with cruising speeds on the order of 300 knots. This program will be described In a subse- 
quent presentation at this Symposium (Ref 2). 

Another joint U.S. Army-NASA program is the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) (Fig. 42), which Is 
a highly Instrumented flying test bed, capable of accepting and testing new rotor concepts as they becom? 
available for "proof of concept" flight research. The RSRA will fly as a pure helicopter, a compound neli- 
copter, and as a helicopter simulator where the aircraft wings, drag brakes, auxiliary propulsion engines, and 
elevator will be used to react the main rotor being tested. This is one cost-effective method of mapping the 
performance of test rotors (Ref 3). 

Under an Army contract, Sikorsky Aircraft has demonstrated the feasibility and has evaluated the per- 
formance of the Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) rotor system through flight test. The ABC is a coaxial, 
counterrotatlng, "rigid" rotor with potential to overcome or reduce the limitations of conventional or 
"winged" helicopters. This program will also be described in a paper presented later at this Symposium 
(Ref. 4). 

The U.S. Army and industry need a capability for accurately analyzing helicopters of various sizes and 
rotor types for prediction of loads, aeroelastic stability, flying qualities, and performance. This capa- 
bility Is necessary to reduce engineering development risk for new helicopters, prevent delays in develop- 
ment of new aircraft, reduce reliability and maintainability problems of operational aircraft, and prevent 
excessive restriction of operational capabilities of Army helicopters due to unsolved technical problems. 
Primarily, the system must be capable of accurate predictions; however, economy and reliability of the 
analysis system must be given proper emphasis to assure effective wide-scale utilization. The U.S. Army Is 
undertaking the development and demonstration of a Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System that will be a 
major step toward satisfaction of this need. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The U.S. Army Is the primary user of helicopters and motivator of rotary-wing research and development in 
the United States. There are some 12,000 rotary-wing aircraft in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) air- 
craft inventory of which about 10,000 are operated by the Army. Rotary-wing aircraft constitute about 35% of 
the total aircraft in the U.S. Department of Defense aircraft inventory. When the military inventory for the 
rest of the free world is considered, the number of rotorcraft in operation totals about 22,000. which repre- 
sents about 301 of the military aircraft inventory. This total percentage of military rotorcraft is an indi- 
cation of the relative importance of advanced technology developments required specifically for rotorcraft. 
However, while there has been enormous progress In rotorcraft technology over Its relatively brief history, 
our progress In translating that technology into operational systems has been something less than spectacular. 

Military research and development contributions to aviation progress have been substantial, especially 
since the start of World War II. Military advances In aviation will continue; however, the rate and Impact of 
these advances are uncertain. Traditionally, procurement of military helicopters has been the mainstay of 
the helicopter Industry. Barring a crisis, however, military requirements are generally projected to be a 
relatively constant, although substantial, portion of the total market in the coming 5 to 10 yr. The mili- 
tary helicopter market will continue to provide a foundation for both production and new technology applicable 
to future commercial growth. However, we see a need for an aggressive civil helicopter program to augment 
the military program. While the military may continue to be the primary source of support for developing the 
technology, the civil sector may became the primary source of operational experience to evaluate its utiliza- 
tion. 

Oeslgn-to-cott hi'. *:«come Increasingly important and an Integral part of recent U.S. DoD acquisitions of 
virtually all military nardwart from relatively simple components to the most sophisticated systems. The 
objectives of the DoD have changed from placing the overriding emphasis on improved performance to an emphasis 
on quality equipment that hat acceptable performance for an affordable cost. In this environment. It is 
frequently difficult for ut to demonstrate conclusively the value of a technological advance to an Army air 
mobility system. The comaerclal people have a handy criterion named profit (or loss) that helps them estimate 
the value of a new system, but no such single parameter is available for military systems. The reason Is 
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fundamental; It Is easy to calculate the cost of an Army «1r mobility system, but there Is no body of 
experience on which to base supportable calculations of the value of that system. If a preliminary study 
shows that the Incorporation of some technological advance will add 5X. IM or 201 to the cost of an Any 
air mobility system, there Is always some skeptic who demands to know exactly how you propose to get 51, 101 
or 201 more mission capability out of that system. We should be able to answer this, but It takes realistic 
operational experience to provide an adequate basis for Justifying and configuring new systems. Such experi- 
ence becomes Increasingly difficult to obtain In the current environments of tight budgets, because we must 
be exceptionally conscientious about searching for low-cost alternatives. It Is very difficult to start 
high-risk development programs, since the combination of the uncertainty about what a new system would do and 
how much It might cost to develop, too often dictates against Initiation of a full-scale system development 
program. Therefore, with Increasing utilization of helicopters for civil application, the military may very 
well look to that sector for additional data for its experience base. One important step, as a specific goal, 
would be to document the accumulation of information and experience regarding both civil and military opera- 
tion and utilization of rotorcraft systems. 

The helicopter today is providing an extremely Important element of mobility In the U.S. Army "id promises 
tc fill an expanding need in many aspects of civil transportation. The commercial market Is already account- 
ing for half the Industry sales and promises to rise. The number of civil helicopters sold In the coming 
decade probably will exceed the number of military helicopter procurements. 

Commercial utilization of rotorcraft has nearly paralleled the military and has been based primarily on 
the advantages provided by vertical takeoff and landing capability and off-airport operations. Even though 
most civil rotorcraft in operation today are almost Identical to military counterparts, with only cursory 
attention to specific differences from military requirements, many profitable operations are In existence. 
The current generation of rotorcraft Is. despite Its deficiencies, a profitable commercial vehicle. Neverthe- 
less, cost is the major retardant to expansion of rotorcraft operations to fulfill civil needs. 

In this respect, military and civil requirements for rotorcraft RSD are compatible and reflect conmon 
Interests and priorities. All military users agree on the need for advanced research and development to 
Increase productivity, reduce maintenance, and lower life-cycle costs. The U.S. Army's recognition that 
these are among the principal factors pulling technoloqlcal developments has been addressed throughout this 
report. 

In the United States, the civil needs are being addressed In part by NASA's recent emphasis on rotor- 
craft RSD. NASA Identified the specific technical objectives that It should pursue In support of the civil 
helicopter market. These include reduced cost of acquisition and operation, increased capability and avail- 
ability. Increased maintainability and reliability. Increased user acceptance, and Increased comnunlty accep- 
tance. All of these are also objectives of the U.S. Army's current RAO activities. Despite the fact that the 
civilian and military missions differ substantially, the fundamental aircraft characteristics that are desir- 
able remain the same for both applications. This Is evidenced by the fact that the civilian helicopters In 
operation today are largely either derivatives of military aircraft or based on military-developed technology. 
Military and civil aviation draw on a common technology base and rely on the same Industrial capability. 

This commonality of Interests has been addressed In the U.S. through joint participation In rotorcraft 
RSD by the U.S. Army and NASA. The advancement of the many complex technologies of rotorcraft Is currently 
being pursued In the U.S. primarily through the Joint efforts of these two agencies. The Joining of forces 
of the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command and NASA through the collocation of three of the four Directorates 
of the U.S. Army Air Nobility R&O Laboratory (USAAMROL) at three NASA Research Centers, has proven highly 
effective. It Is largely through these efforts, complemented by the work of the Eustis Directorate, USAAMRDL, 
that the technological advancements necessary for the helicopter to realize Its full potential will be made. 
Many technical advancements of great promise seem to be In the offing in the understanding of nonsteady rotor 
aerodynamics. In the use of composite materials, in avionics and flight control. In engines and drive trains, 
and many other disciplines. However, much remains to be done to organize and apply this technical potential 
effectively to the solutions of the helicopter's many problems. 

Current investments and activities are grossly Inadequate to reap the full potential dividends that loom 
for the next decade. With the constraints on the military budget and the projected growth of comnercial hell- 
copter applications, the military must begin to look to the civil sector of the helicopter Industry for assis- 
tance In the utilization of advanced technology and In the establishment of a data base of operational 
experience. 
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TABLE I.    GENERAL UTILITY HELICOPTER DESCRIPTION 
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TABLE II.    CURRENT MEDIUM-LIFT HELICOPTER DESCRIPTION 
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TABLE III.    CURRENT CARGO TRANSPORT HELICOPTER DESCRIPTION 
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TABLE IV. LIGHT UTILITY HELICOPTER DESCRIPTION 
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TABLE VI.    ADVANCED AERIAL WEAPONS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
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TABLE VIII.    SURVEILLANCE VTOL AIRCRAFT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Ml«» ION 
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TABLE IX.    MAHNED, MINI-AIRCRAFT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

MISSION 
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• 300 lb payload. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
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• 3 6 hr solo training 
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APPLICATION 

•  ProvKie mobility to the Individual soldier. 
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Flg. 1   de Bothezat Helicopter. Flg. 2    Platt-LePage XR-1. 

Fig. 3   Vought Slkorsuv XR-4. 
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Fig. 5   UH-1. 
Fig. 6   Sikorsky UTTAS (YÜH-60A). 

Fig. 7   CH-47. 
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Fig. 9   CH-47 Modernization improved systems. Fig. 10.    Possible tilt-rotor version of future 
utility aircraft system. 
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Flg. 11    AH-1S. Flg. 12   Hughes AAH. 

Fig.  13   OH-58. Flg. 14   OV-1. 

Flg.  15   AQUILA RPV. Flg. 16   Non-Coitmunist world sales of rotorcraft, 
1965-1990. 
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Flg.  17   RDT&E plan. Fig. 18   Dollar cost/troop delivered. 
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Fig,  19    Figure of merit. Fig. 20   Aerodynamic efficiency trend. 
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Fig. 21    Dynamics complexity. Fig. 22   Rotor technology program uDJectives. 
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Fig. 23   Comparisons of rotor hubs. 

Fig. 24   The controllable twist rotor (CTR).      Fig. 25   The Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) Rotorcraft. 
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Fig. 26   Engine weight trends. Fig. 27   Turbine Inlet temperature. 
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Fig. 28 Engine reliability -mean time between failure. Fig, 29 Engine maintainability -time between 
overhaul. 
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Fig. 30 Specific fuel consumption trends. 
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Fig. 31    Technology trends -mechanical elements. 

Fig. 32   Drive system weight trends. 
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Fig. 33 Materials properties Improvement and use goals. Fig. 34 Structural concepts goals. 
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Fig. 35   Trend of ratio of structural weight to design gross weight. ' 
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Flg. 36   INC flying qualities. Fig. 37   Percent of accidents In which dlsorlentatlon 
was a cause factor. 
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Fig. 38 Estimated time with Instructor to become IMC 
first-pilot proficient. 

Fig. 39 Maintenance technology improvement goal. 
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Fig. 41 XV-15 and tilt-rotor orincipal flight modes.      Fig. 42 RSRA-helicopter configuration. 
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Genaan Arwy Helicopter OeveloJ)Mnt and Prospects for the Future 
by 

K.W. Matk and H. Jakob 
Bundesatnisteri~ der Yerteidigung. Bonn. 

Federal Repub 1 ic of Genaany 

The Genaan 11ilitary helicopter developaent is based on the experience of military exercises and Maneuvers 
with special regard to the role and the tasks of the Geraan forces tn the Central European theatre of the 
Atlantic alliance. St1.tdies of the war in Korea, Vietnall and Near-East have COIIJlleted these experiences. 

Genaany has developed its Ollfn conception for use of helicopters according to the special tasks of the 
Genaan forces. This conception now also will be coordinated by NATO . 

The present Ger~~an a~ helicopter developaent is concentrated on a light anti-tank-helicopter (ATH) and a 
liasion-and-observation helicopter (LOH), based on the civilian BolOS helicopter of MBB (Messerschaitt
BOlkow-Blohll). The outstanding characteristic of these two sys~ is a high degree of commonality that is 
proMising considerable advantages for cost-effectiveness, Maintenance, overhaul and other logistic aspects . 

Guidelines for the future Genaan 11ilitary helicopter developMent are UIOflg others: 

- night- and bad-weather-capability; 
- increased .aneuverabilit~ for safe terrain-foll~ing and obstacle-avoidance; 
- i~rowed ! rvivability and crashw rthiness; 
- i~roved Maintenance, overhaul and repair by systea si~ltfication and use of equivalent or 

si11ilar basic systeiiS; 
- reduction of the nlllber of types; 
- consideration of standardization and interoperability requireaents. 

These guidelines are used especially for the next generation ATH that is planned for ifttroduction in the 
second half of the eighties. 

Gennany is preparing a joint developMent of the future ATH t()9ether with France, which will 1111ke an 
important contribution to the interoperability and standardization of 11ilitary helicopters. 

1. PRESENT OEVELOPMENT STATUS OF GERMAN ARMY H LICOPTERS 

1.1 GENERAl SITUATION 

Since the early seventies the evolution of Ger.an Army Aviation has been characterized by the generation 
change th~t has taken place in its fleet of helicopters. 

This generation change was not confined to the replaceaent of outdated equipMent by more modern syst~s; 
it also involved the introduction of new, that is previously unavailable, weapon system! designed to add to 
Anay ainiObility another component, that of antitank defense. 

If ainDObility of the Anay is conceived as the ability of the A~ to exploit, wit~ organic means, the 
third diaension for command and control, transportation and cOMbat purpose and if, further, the helicopter i s 
acknowledged to be the only sys~ possessing the decisive capabilities of 

- overcoming quickly even considerable distances regardless of the configuration of the terrain 
iftdof ground obstacles, and 

- if properly controlled, of adapting to the contours of the terrain, that is utilizing the cover of 
natural and artificial obstacles, in other words, of exhibiting tact cally correct behavior, 

then these propositions detenaine its roles as 
- liasion-and-obervatiO"'I h..'!licopter. 
- transport helicopter, and 
- cOibat helicopter. 

As far as the transport helicopter i s concerned. it is sufficient to say here that the ma.jor developments 
in Ger~~an A~ Aviation in the period froa 1969 to 19~4 were the additional introduction of the Bell UH-10 
helicopter and the replaceaent of the obsolescent systeas Boeing Vertol H-21 and Sikorsky H-34 by the 
CH-53G -- all of them systeiiS with which you are well f111iliar so that I need not dwell on them any further. 

1.2 LIAISON-AND-OBSERVATION HELICOPTER (LOH) 

As you may know, the Alouette II light helicopter since the early sixties has fulfilled the functions of 
liaison-and-observation helicopter in the Geraan A~ with a high degree of reliability. 

Owing to the incr~asingly multifarious tactical functions for which it is being used, na~ely 
- exercising command and control from the air, 
- suppleaenting existing and replacing disrupted telecOIIIIUnications, 
- serving as a c~nd and control platfona for the Forward Air Controller. 
- detecting ABC warfare activities fi 'OD the air, 



- supervising the effectiveness of camouflage, 
,    . - directing the artillery's vire for adjustment, 

Jl-.jL~       -  controlling surface traffic, and the evacuation of casualties 

the transport capability of this system is, however, no longer sufficient. But also its basic design, the 
fact that it has only a single engine, as well as its lack of navigational aids do impose rather narrow 
limits on its tactical employment and its operation under adverse weather conditions. 

For this reason the Alouette II will, beginning in 1979, be replaced by the Bol05-M/VBH liaison-and- 
observation helicopter which was adapted and improved for military purposes from the civilian version of the 
BolOSC Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm helicopter. The Bol05-M/VBH has a takeoff weight of 2300 ko and carries 
the required payload and equipment. 

Owing to its hingeless rotor the Bol05-M/VBH helicopter possesses the high degree of agility and maneu- 
verability which the above-mentioned tasks demand. For reasons which I will discuss later the Bol05-M/VBH was 
equipped with the more powerful Allison 250C20B engines. In order to do this, a reinforced main gear box had 
to be developed to accomnodate the 2 x 426 DIN horsepower. Completely new, that is tailored to the required 
military characteristics of the helicopter, is the radio and navigational equipment, the instrumentation, and 
thus also the electrical system. 

1P addition, the airframe was modified, among other things in order to improve its maintainability. If I 
may assume that you are familiar with the BolOSC as the version from which the new German liaison-and-obser- 
vation helicopter was developed, I need not describe this system in further detail. 

I may then go on to discuss that aspect of Army airmobility whose increasing significance is generally 
recognized, namely: the combat tasks. 

1.3 THE GERMAN ANTITANK HELICOPTER TEST PROGRAM 

In view of the growing superiority of the Warsaw Pact forces in the conventional field (fig. 1) - especially 
with respect to the large number of their armored forces - NATO has been compelled to investigate how the 
antitank capability of its land forces can be improved by the employment of antitank helicopters (ATH). An 
essential contribution in this field has been the so-called "Katterbach Trial", a field trial jointly 
undertaken by the German Army, the US Army, and the Canadian armed forces in the spring of 1972. This trial 
showed for the first time that the AT helicopter can be employed successfully and with good chances of 
survival in the Central European theater. Important results of the Katterbach trial were: 

- an obtainable hit rate of approximately 63 % and 
- an almost 18 to 1 superiority of the AT helicopter over the modern battle tank (fig. 2). 

Subsequently a test program as well as theoretical concept analyses and operations research studies were 
performed. As part of this comprehensive program undertaken from September 1973 to January 1977 the following 
areas were studied by the German Army 

- technical configuration, equipment and armament 
- tactical doctrine 
- conmunications 
- logistic concept 
- ability of the AT helicopter to detect armored targets 
- threat to the AT helicopter on the battlefield. 

In «ihe fremework of the presentation, I would like to discuss only the last two aspects. 

1.3.1 ATH CAPABILITY TO DETECT ARMORED TARGETS 

The effectiveness of the antitank helicopter is essentially dependent on the extent to which it is able 
to detect and identify armored targets at long distances. 

This problem was analysed by tests to determine the "Detection Probability, Time and Distance of Armored 
Vehicles by ATH". It was found that at distances between 2000 m and 4000 m the ATH detects at least one 
target out of a target group of 5 with a probility of 95 %.  The mean-time for the first detection is 34 sec. 
(fig. 3) 

1.3.2 THE THREAT TO THE ATH 

The ATH is, according to the tactical concept of the Army, only employed over friendly territory which is 
not controlled by the enemy and with which the pilots are quite familiar as a result of their training and 
reconnaissance. The threat, to the ATH, therefore, must be viewed on the basis of the following criteria: 

- risk of being detected by means of radar reconnaissance 
- risk of being detected by forward artillery observer 
- the air defense threat 
- enemy airforce possibilities to engage the ATH. 

a. Risk of Being Detected by Means of Radar Reconnaissance 

Tests were conducted with the MPDR 30/1 all-round search radar of the Air Force low-level reporting system 
as well as the RASURA and RATAC battlefield surveillance radar sets (fig. 4). 

The test with the MPDR 30/1 was conducted to find out the rate at which ATH flights, when moving to or 
from the position area and during the fire flight in the position area can be detected and whether a 
concentration of ATH at a rendez-vous point and in a position area can be identified. 



The test has proven that the MPDR 30/1 or a comparable radar system Is unsuited 

- to detect an ATH flight or 
- to Identify a concentration of ATH, and consequently to reconnoitre rendez-vous points or 

position areas. 
£-3 

The same test with the RASURA and RATAC battlefield surveillance radar sets demonstrates that the ATH will 
not be detected when they are moving. In a position area, however, reconnaissance is possible: 

- The results of the RATAC employed by the artillery differ very much in various types of 
terrain. (Table 1) 

- Ulth the RASURA battlefield surveillance radar of the armored reconnaissance troops the detection 
rate was lower but depended less on the terrain type (Table 1). 

TERRAIN 

TYPE    DESCRIPTION 

1/2 

RADAR 

TYPE 

DETECTION RATE 

UNDULATORY LOWLAND. 
PARTLY OPEN PLAIN, 
PARTLY BUILT-UP 
AREAS 

RATAC 11.5 I 

RASURA 5,9 % 

HILLY AREA, 
HIGHLAND FULL OF 
OBSTACLES 

RATAC 0,7 X 

RASURA 5,7 % 

TABLE 1: DETECTION RATE FOR DIFFERENT RADAR TYPES 

Briefly stated, the means of r iar reconnaissance ere no actual threat to ATH. With tactically prudent 
behavior the ATH nearly always can evade enemy radar reconnaissance. 

b. Risk of Being Detected by Forward Artillery Observer 

Trials proved that unlike battlefield surveillance rcdar sets forward artillery observers are far more 
capable of reconnoitering ATH in their positions. The detection rate in both types of terrain was 27 %. 

The engagement capabilities, however, are restricted by: 

- the comparatively long artillery reaction time (from target acquisition by the forward observer 
until effect on target approximately 4 to 5 minutes), and by 

- a large number of visual obstructions due to the combat environment. 

c. Air Defense Threat 

Tests conducted with the REDEYE 1 missile and the BolOS helicopter resulted in the following findings 
(fig. 5): 

- Visual contact between weapon and target is a basic requirement for acquisition of the ATH. 
- The ATH can be acquired and engaged by the REDEYE 1 missile in all flight directions up to a distance 

of approcimately 1200 m. At distances exceeding 1200 m up to approximately 1600 m the ATH Is 
endangered only when departing (tail in direction of the REDEYE 1 missile). 

- At distances exceeding 1600 m it Is no longer endangered. The Intensity of the BolOf helicopter 
radiation source then becomes so low that Infrared contact is no longer possible. 

A trial to investigate ATH flight combat in a radar-guided anti-aircraft artillery threat environment 
demonstrated by the GEPARD anti-aircraft tank (fig. 6) was conducted in summer 1976, resulting in the 
following findings: 

Search Radar Contacts 

- when transiting over terrain type 1/2 (Table 1) the ATH will be acquired more frequently by the 
anti-aircraft tank than over terrain type 5, 

- when on station, ATH are acquired by tne search radar of the anti-aircraft tank, but they are not 
always identified as ATH. 

Locking-on of the Tracking Radar 

- the radar contacts are below the lock-on level of the tracking radar when abrupt movements or 
tilting of the rotor disc are avoided, 

- consequently the subsequent modes of operation of the anti-aircraft tank for an engagement of ATH 
normally result from: 

♦ Acquisition of the ATH by search radar, 
+ Identification (optical) of the ATH, 
♦ Engagement (optical) of the ATH. 

 ^ — -■ 
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Engagements 

- In both types of terrain approximately 35 to 40 » of the lock-ons resulted in engage»t"ts. 
- Supposing that the total number of all search radar contacts is the number of all possible detections 

(100 %), then the ratio of lock-ons to search radar contacts can be equated with detection 
probability and the ratio of engagements to search radar contacts with the probability of success. 
The following values were determined (fig. 7): 

Terrain Type 1/2:  (cfr. table 1) 

Detection probability 20 % 

Probability of success 7 % 

Terrain Type 5: 

Detection probability 31 % 

Probability of success 13 % 

A trial with the missile-equipped ROLAND anti-aircraft tank essentially confirms the initial findings of 
the GEPARD trial. As an additional result, it seems to be determinable that the radar acquisition of ATH by 
a moving AA-missile-equipped tank is much inferior. 

d. Enemy Air Force Possibilities to Engage ATH 

These possibilities can be summarized as follows: 

- Adverse weather and broken terrain reduce the detection possibilities of jet aircraft and favor ATH 
- the main rotor circle diameter is the most important characteristic of the helicopter 
- ATH on the ground and airborne are detected nearly only accidentally 
- the average identification distance is 1500 m 
- the main threatare surprise attacks of slow-flyinq tactical fighters 
- in assembly areas ATH units are not more and not  less threatened than any other units of the Array. 

In case an airborne ATH is detected (fig.  8)  it can evade enemy fire by 

- taking cover as fast as possible 
- a flight at maximum speed in the opposite direction or by quick flight direction changes 
- flight in the opposite direction with lateral shift. 

Altogether enemy air forces represent a lesser threat than other weapon systems. The ATH capabilities are 
not substantially restricted by an eiiemy air force threat. 

A possible threat caused by armed enemy helicopters must be thoroughly watched;  studies in this field have 
been started by the German Army. 

1.4 WHY ATH AND WOT COMBAT HELICOPTERS? 

ATH constitute an essential part of the combined arms team combat of the Army.They supplement and 
intensify the fire of the ground troops (fig. 9). They are less threatened by the enemy because they operate 
exclusively over friendly territory, and can thus fully utilize the weapons effect of the ground troops for 
their own fire flight. They largely fight according to the same principles as the combat troops of the Army, 
except that they make use of the third dimension and are, therefore, independent of the terrain, rapable of 
rapid and wide-ranging movements. For the defensive mission of "antitank defense", ATH are optimized in 
design and armament- 

Combat helicopters, by contrast, just like other means of aerial warfare, are designed to seek combat 
action independently and on their own, and to carry the fire fight into enemy territory. They fight, detached 
from friendly troops, mainly in enemy  .erritory and are, therefore, subject to entirely different criteria as 
far as their technical design (survivability) and armament (rockets and gun) are concerned. 

From this it follows that ATH 

- have a considerable higher degree of survivability than combat helicopters as a result of their 
combat tactics; 

- produce, as a result of their close contact with the combat troops, a better effect in combat than 
the combat helicopter as an "individual fighter"; 

- can, because they are specialized for their antitank defense mission, be kept very much smaller in 
size and weight than combat helicopters with their multi-purpose design, and 

- can, therefore, be developed, manufactured, and operated at lower cost. 

In summary, the results obtained through theoretical concept analyses and operations research studies, as 
well  as the findings of these multi-year practical  tests have confirmed that only a helicopter which is 
specially designed and equipped for antitank defense f'-om the air can optimally match the required military 
characteristics. 

1.5 GERMAN MILITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR ATH 

The basic military requirements for an ATH are (fig. 10): 

- high platform stability 
- extremely good accelerating/decelerating qualities 
- sufficient cruising speed (250 km/h) 
- night mission capaoility 
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- small silhouette 
- gyro-stabilized visionic equipment 
- crashworthy airframe 
- crashworthy fuel system 
- endurance: 02:30 hrs +00:20 hrs 
- eight guided missiles 
- passive radar warning system (ECM) 
- low infrared emission 
- two engines. 

The order in which the items are listed above does not indicate their priority. 

1.6 REALIZATION OF ATH REQUIREMENTS 

Feasibility studies conducted on the basis of tactical/logistical and technical/economic criteria 
have shown that this optimum concept cannot be realized at the present time since 

- the requirement calls for an ATH to be available not later than 1979 
- the technology required for night combat and night flying will not be available in time 
- the development of an ATH of a configuration commensurate with its mission constitutes a 

considerable technical risk, even without night combat components. 

Therefore, in order to enable a feasible solution to be achieved within the given time and cost frame, the 
military characteristics required of the ATH with respect to 

- availability by day and by night 
- number of guided missiles 
• mobility 
- technical design 

were, for the time being, reduced. 

Taking into account the following significant criteria, namely 

- railitary characteristics required as a minimum 
- technical/economic aspects, such as similarity to or identity with the BolGB M liaison-and- 

observation helicopter 
- utilization of the HOT guided-missile weapon system which was developed in a cooperative Franco- 

German effort at considerable financial expense 
- employment to capacity of German development and manufacturing capabilities, 

the conclusion was reached that, under the given constraints, the Bol05/ATH, a helicopter which uses largely 
the same components is the liaison-and-observation helicopter but has been further developed for antitank 
defense purposes, is the best choice for an antitank helicopter of the first generation (ATH-l). This 
helicopter is shown in figure 11. The most essential data concerning this weapon ..ystem are contained ir 
table 2. 

CRUISING SPEED 

ENDURANCE 

COMBAT LOAD 

MAX. RANGE, IDENTICAL WITH 
MAX. COMBAT RANGE: 

SIGHT 

CREW      : 

210 XM/H 

1:45 HOURS 

6 ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES HOT 

4000 M 

GLASS-OPTICAL SIGHT APX 397 
(3,2 + 10.8 FOLD) 

COMMANDER (GUNNER) 

PILOT 

TABLE 2: PERFORMANCE DATA OF THE BO 105-ATH 1 

1.7 DEGREE OF IDENTITY BETWEEN ATH-l AND LOH 

In addition, I would li'^e to elaborate to some extent the degree to wnich the ATH will be identical with 
the Bol05M liaison-and-observation helicopter. 

As I mentioned earlier, the performance of the BolOSM would be increased as comparod to the Bol05C. This 
increased performance results from the requirement that, for economic/logistical reasons, the liaison-and- 
observation helicopter and the ATH should, to the largest extent possible, have the same components, based 
on the BolOBC. 
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The required identity will be achieved with respect to: 

- the engine 
- the main rotor head 
- the main gear box 
- the tail rotor assembly 
- the fuel system 
- the flight instruments 
- the navigation system. 

Due to its mission, the ATH-1 will be different from the liaison-and-observation helicopter with respect 
to the followirg items: 

- reinforcement of structural parts of the airframe for the purpose of accommodating the weapo.i 
and sighting system 

- weapon and sighting system 
- vibration dampers at the main rotor blades for the purpose of improving stability during combat 

in hover flight 
- vaw regulator in the tail rotor control mechanism for the purpose of improving stability about 

the vertical axis 
- portions of the tail rotor drive system and the tail assembly 
- portions of the control system. 

This weapon system, the antitank helicopter of the first generation (ATH-1), will be delivered to the Army 
Aviation forces late in H79, together with the liaison-and-observation helicopter. 

It will close, to the extent feasible, the gap existing within the Army with respect to antitank defense 
until such time when an antitank helicopter of the second generation (ATH-2) which fully matches the required 
military characteristics will be available 'in the second half of the eighties. 

2. PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the first part of this presentation you have been given an overview over the present state of military 
helicopter development in Germany. The next question then to be asked is: What are the prospects for the 
future? 

What i am going to say is not to be taken as an official statement, since at present we don't have any 
firm military requirements for future military helicopters. 

The picture I am able to paint is not a purely national German one, for it is influenced by European 
helicopter cooperation needs. We know very well that the requirements of the Atlantic Alliance also have to be 
considered, especially with reference to the very important and urgent requirements of standardization ind 
interoperability. In the past, such requirements have been observed too little, both over here and on the 
other ..ide of the Atlantic. In this area, the Western World faces very grave problems, while the Warsaw Pact, 
in this regard, has no trouble at all and has made great progress, since there only one country, namely the 
Soviet Union, decides upon development. Therefore, in the interest of standardization, our countries should 
be willing also to look for comnon solutions. 

With this presentation I can give you neither a complete picture with all the details nor any spectacular 
fresh knowledge of future requirements. What I shall try to do, though, is to point out some important facts 
and aspects of future military helicopter development. I hope that this discussion may contribute to greater 
understanding among military planners and rotorcraft designers and constructors. I think this is also one 
of the purposes of this AfARD symposium. 

2.2 HELICOPTER DEVELOPMENT IN THE PAST 

Letus take a brief look at helicopter development in the past. Practical helicopter development began in 
earnest only about 40 years ago. The development of purely military helicopters began much later, I think 
with the Korean War. In the beginning of military helicopter development, neither doctrine nor experience 
was available. These had first to be evolved. This could best be done by practical exercises and, finally, by 
real missions in war. Thus we understand that the greatest impulses to and progress in helicopter development 
resulted from requirements and experiences in the Korean, Vietnam, and Middle East wars. After the Vietnam war, 
a large number of the possible operational requirements for military helicopters were known and could be used 
as a basis for development. 

Today, doctrines and operational concepts in the U.S.A., and in European countries too, may differ. Such 
differences result from differing multi-purpose, global concepts on the one side and regional Central European 
operational requirements on the other. In the European countries, we have made good progress in harmonizing 
European concepts. In the Atlantic Alliance, there are also efforts to harmonize the U.S. and European 
concepts. These operational concepts must not be regarded as permanent, but as dynamic and flexible, and 
therefore, as time goes by and knowledge increases, they will have to be changed. 

2.3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MILITARY AND CIVIL HELICOPTERS 

We are sneaking principally about military helicopters But I think it is necessary to make some remarks 
about the considerable differences between military and civil helicopters. These must be taken into account. 
Military helicopters must meet much more stringent requirements than civil helicopters, a fact which results 
from the vast differences between military and civ'l missions. A civil helicopter will usually operate under 
normal flight conditions, well above ground, and clear of obstacles, without any obstacle in its flight path. 

mat 
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By contrast, a military helicopter in the combat zone must be capable of rapidly changing its position, 
satisfying extreme flight requirements near the ground, and clearing obstacles under enemy fire. 

Apart from its armament, armor, and the extensive special equipment necessary for military missions, a 
military halicopter also needs relatively greater installed power and a stronger structure than a civil 
helicopter does. A comparison of different features of military and coranercial helicopters is given in Table 
3. The consequences with respect to the different weight proportions are shown on the figure 12. 

FEATURES 
MILITARY   COMMERCIAL  (U OF 

IMPORTANCE  IMPORTANCE  GROSSWEIGHT 

DIFFERENT FEATURES 

• ARMAMENT 

• MISSILES (PAY LOAD) 

• NIGHT AND BAD WEATHER 
FIGHT CAPABILITY 

- NIGHT FIGHTING CAPABILITY 
OF THE MISSILES 

- FLIR FOR GUNNER 
- LASER RANGE FINDER 

• NIGHT AND BAD-WEATHER 
FLIGHT CAPABILITY (HOE) 

- PILOTS NIGHT VISION 
- OBSTACLE INDICATOR 

• ARMOR 

• SELF SEALING FUEL SYSTEM 

• REDUCTION OF DETECTIBILITY 

- NOISE 
- IR SUPPRESSION 
- OPTICAL REFLECTIONS 

• RECOGNITION AND 
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS 

• ECH (ECCM) 

'  HEAD-UP DISPLAY 
• AUGMENTED PERFORMANCE 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

5 
6 

3,5 

5 
0.7 
1 

4 
2 
0,2 
1 

COMMON FEATURES 

++ + • CRASH RESISTANT STRUCTURE 0,5 
• CRASH RESISTANT FUEL 

SYSTEM ++ + 0,7 
• NIGhT FLIGHT CAPABILITY 

(IFR) ++ ++ 0,5 
• ADDITIONAL COM/NAY SYSTEM + + 1 
• DE ICING-SYSTEM + + 1 
• DUAL REDUNDANT SYSTEMS ++ + 5 

(++ VERY IMPORTANT, + IMPORTANT) 

TABLE 3: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT FEATURES OF 
MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL HELICOPTERS 

Due to these differences military helicopter development is veering mote and more away from civil 
helicopter development. This means that the once familiar close correspondence between military and civil 
helicopter systems and components will continue to diminish. And it means that the specific development cost 
of military Helicopters will continue to increase. This is one of the main reasons for the urgent necessity 
of cooperation and standardization in future military helicopter development. 



2.4 SOME TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF MILITARY HELICOPTER DEVELOPMENT 

^-Ss   In recent years, the helicopter has gained much ground in the spectrum of aircraft, and may will gain a 
**   still stronger position. The perspectives in future helicopter development are very promising. 

The helicopter's strongest competitors in the fifties and sixties were VSTOL aircraft. But the exaggerated 
hopes placed In them were not to be realized, and their competition now seems to have been overcome. Today, 
the helicopter is Indeed the only aircraft capable of hovering economically within or outside the range of 
ground effect for any length of time. 

With regard to flight speed which for aircraft is so important, everybody understands now that the speed 
of a helicopter is limited by the Inherent characteristics of the rotor system. In the past, great efforts 
have been made to increase the speed of helicopters, but the success was not very great. Efforts at making 
progress •>• Helicopter design should concentrate on what rotorcraft can do within their given physical limits. 
Priorities i« future helicopter development should therefore be set not on increasing speed, but rather on 
enhancing s ifety amd reliability and on simplifying the system so as to lower the cost of maintenance and 
operati». 

HmotMr  i^ortont fact should be mentioned, namely that the helicopter has reached a high degree of 
technical perfection. It therefore seems not very probable that the near future will bring sensational 
advances. But this does not mean that we should neglect our efforts and research work to Improve our 
helicopters. 

Uhereas in the past there was a proliferation of rotorcraft types, one type has now come to be dominant, 
namely the classic single-rotor type. This fact also opens up new perspectives for further development: this 
dominant basic concept makes possible the selection of similar types, and a consequent reduction in the number 
of typ«s. 

But among the rotor systems and the dynamic components there are still some 5 or 6 different competitive 
systems. Each of these rotor systems has reached a certain degree of perfection. Each has its advantages and 
disadvantages, but it seems to me that the best of these systems has not been found to this day. I think there 
are signs that a uniform optimized solution to the rotor problem, or maybe two solutions, one for mi 11tary and 
the other for civil helicopters, should be possible. If this goal could be set for future development, great 
progress could be achieved. This would also be a further Important contribution to standardization. 

There is still another important aspect of the rotor system, and that is the rotor blades. I don't think it 
should be very difficult to optimize and standardize these as well. In Germany we have been doing a lot of 
development work on fibre-glass blades for 20 years now on which we spent a lot of money. I believe that we 
have reached a high standard in this field. We have for several years considered it proven that fibre glass 
blades are the best possible solution for rotor blades. Due to their special characteristics and destruction 
mechanism, fibre-glass blades are, in respect of vulnerability and control characteristics especially suited 
for military helicopters. We are convinced that this modern technique will find Its way into the helicopter 
development of tomorrow. 

2.'i MANEUVERABILITY AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR MILITARY HELICOPTER OPERATIONS 

In F,y opinion, maneuverability is probably one of the most important requirements in military helicopter 
operations. This is also confirmed by the findings of the German helicopter flight test group presented in 
the first part of this paper. It is my impression that many helicopter people are not aware of the real 
significance of maneuverability for military helicopter operations. 

Helicopter maneuverability, as demonstrated in German tactical flight tests, largely depends on the type 
of rotor system used. We believe such a high degree of maneuverability as was achieved can only be obtained 
with a rigid rotor. While the relationship between maneuverability and the functional mechanism is well 
understood today, quantification still poses some problems. It does not seem to be very satisfactory simply 
to state that negative-g maneuvers at - 0.5 have been realized. 

These maneuvering capabilities are most important for th» antitank helicopter. Therefore, they will be 
incorporated in present and future German military helicopter development. We have found that apart from 
armor, which, as you know, carries a considerable weight penalty, tactical flying offers the best protection 
against enemy fire. 

Figure 13 gives an idea of a typical antitank mission. Here it is broken down into four distinct phases. 
In this picture you may recognize the great importance of maneuverability. You will notice the frequent and 
abrupt changes in speed. This also places a severe stress on the engines, gears, and all dynamic parts, which 
is reflected in special engine reguirements. 

The next figures give an idea of the efficiency of the rigid rotor in comparison with a teetering rotor 
with regard to maneuverability. 

Figure 14 attempts to represent a threedimenslonal compound maneuver, from the pull-up with n = + 2 to the 
push-over rolling with - 1 ^ n ^ - 0.5. The practical consequences of such maneuvers are shown with the 
comparison of the helicopter exposure envelope for a hingeless and a teetering rotor (fig. 15). The 
differences of the exposure times for a hingeless rotor with 2.5 s and a teetering rotor with 9 s are very 
tenarkable in regard to the threat by enemy fire. The reasons for the different behaviour of the teetering 
and the rigid rotor are found in the different control moment capabilities of the two systems (fig. 16) and 
the corresponding steering reactions. 

These are explained with the next two figures which represent the comparison of the teetering and the 
hingeless rotor with regard to helicopter response with similar pilot input in the first case (fig. 17), and 
with regard to pilot workload with similar helicopter response In the second case (fig. 18). The first case 

aaa^^Maa^Maai 
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(flg. 17) shows what happens for identical pilot inputs. You can see the much longer reaction time of the 
teetering rotor with respect to the bank angle change. In the second case (fig. 18) you can see what must be 
done with the teetering rotor to obtain the same bank angle time history as with the hingeless rotor. With 
the teetering rotor you have to execute a complicated, hardly reproducable stick action. In contrast to this, 
the stick action for the hingeless rotor is much simpler. 

These diagrams are not derived from theoretical work. The figures represent test results. Now I think you 
may understand better why we in Germany are preferring the rigid-rotor system for military helicopter 
operations. 

2.6 SURVIVABILITY AND CRASHWORTHINESS 

We appreciate that the U.S. Army at, its laboratories has done very extensive and useful  research on 
helicopter survivability and crashworthiness at considerable expense. The allies nope also to derive some 
benefit from this work. 

I think the requirements of MIL STD 1290, both those concerning the crew and those concerning the 
helicopter, are not too severe. In my view, it is a question of fundamental importance to what extent safety 
arrangements for survivability and protection can be incorporated in military helicopters without prejudice 
to mission accomplishment. But what are the limits that must not be exceeded if we want to have still an 
efficient antitank helicopter instead of a flying tank? Studies of this kind seem to me necessary and 
essential in view of the constant rise in the cost of manpower and material. 

2.7 NIGHT AND BAD-WEATHER CAPABILITY 

In East and West alike, the next generation of military helicopters will be required to have a good night 
and bad-weather capability. 

As you know, some sort of operational night and bad-weather capability is expected to be available after 
1980 although the extent of that capability is still uncertain. Moreover, we are well aware of the considerable 
cost of meeting these requirements and the additional weight penalties involved. I am not sure whether these 
measures are really as useful and necessary as they are claitned to be. So it may by wise to give this problem 
careful consideration by further studies. It is known that the U.S. Army is well advanced in night navigation 
and fire technology. As an ally we may therefore expect to receive some functional support from the United 
States in this regard. 

These noted technical requirements are determining the configuration of progressive future military 
helicopters. 

• HIGHEST POSSIBLE MANEUVERABILITY 

ALSO IN NEGATIVE "G" FLIGHT ENVELOPE 

• DUAL ENGINE CONCEPT 

• HIGH CRASH SURVIVABILITY 

• PERFORMANCE RESERVES 

AT ALL POSSIBLE CONDITIONS 

• DUAL REDUNDANCY OR FAIL SAFE CONCEPT 

OF ALL IMPORTANT COMPONENTS 

• LOW DETECTABILITY 

TABLE 4: TECHNICAL CONSEQUENCES OF ATH MISSIONS 

- - - i - J 
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NIGHT FLIGHT AND NIGHT FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

• MISSILES WITH NIGHT  FIGHTING CAPABILITY 

• INDEPENDENT FLIR SIGHTS FOR PILOT AND GUNNER 

• HEAD-UP DISPLAY 

• TWO INDEPENDENT NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

• ECM SYSTEM 

HIGH SURVIVABIL1TY 

• CRASH RESISTANT STRUCTURE 

• REDUNDANCY IN  IMPORTANT COMPONENTS 

• ARMORED PILOT AND GUNNER SEATS 

• ARMORED MAIN DYNAMIC COMPONENTS 

• REDUNDANT SUCTION FUEL SYSTEM 

WITH SELF SEALING  FUEL TANKS AND LINES 

TABLE 5: TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ATH 

I 

The principal technical consequences of ATH-inissions are summarized in tables 4 and 5. It must be pointed 
out that the requirement of night capability must be fulfilled for two somewhat different parts samely 

- the night navigation equipment 
- the night fighting equipment. 

It must be mentioned that these components will be among the most expensive equipment of the future ATH. 

According to first design studies figure 19 shows a perspective view of a possible future ATH with 
representation of the equipment- and especially the armament-integration. A three side view of such a ATH- 
design is given in figure 20. These design studies have shown that a future ATH probably must have a size 
with an all-up weight of about 4500 kg. The all-up weight of the ATH of the first design studies was below 
3500 kg. 

2.8 TENTATIVE GERMAN PROSPECTS 

Germany is under no acute time pressure to establish future operational requirements, since these would 
essentially concern only transport helicopters, and the German transport helicopter fleet consists of light 
and medium transport helicopters which can stay in service well beyond 1990. Thus, there is time enough to 
make careful studies and to have discussions with our partners concerning a common development of 
succeeding types. Figure 21 now shows some future prospects. 

In the light-helicopter class, we have the current development of the liaison-and-observation helicopter 
(L0H) and of the antitank helicopter (ATH), both on the basis of the Bol05 helicopter (fig. 21, left side 
below). 

In the next higher weight class you see on the right side in the diagram the advanced and somewhat heavier 
antitank helicopter with night capability (ATH 2). This helicopter is in a preparation phase for conmon 
development with France, the goal being to put it into service in the French and the German armies in about 
1986-1987. We hope that tthsr allied countries will join this program. 

As for the light transptrt helicopter - if such a vehicle should be wanted - we would plan it to be 
approximately the size of the advanced antitank helicopter, so that the light transport could be developed 
on an equal basis with the antitank helicopter. With such a family of related types of helicopters, we think 
we can achieve considerable cost and manpower savings. Furthermore, this could be a real contribution to 
standardization and interoperability. 

MflM 
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Of course we are also studying the feasibility of cotnbinina the Light Transport (LTH) and the Medium 
Transport Helicopter (KTH) missions which we would like to concentrate in one type, namely the MTH. Such a 
step would enable a further reduction in types. Such a medium transport helicopter would have to transport 
a payload of 3.5 to 4 tons, including a land vehicle like a jeep or an armored car. Figure 22  shows an 
artist's impression based on a design study of such a transport helicopter. A cross-section with load of such 
a design is given in figure 23. But the possible requirement for a new MTH is not urgent, since the CH-53 
carrying double payload will be in service well beyond 1990. 

In concluding my survey of German requirement studies for future military helicopters, 1 must mention that 
the German Navy is also conducting such studies. These nuvy studies concern a land-based missile-equipped 
navy attack helicopter. It may be possible that the Navy requirements can be combined with those of the Army. 
If this is the case, it would serve as another example of the feasibility of the family concept, contributing 
to type reduction and standardization. For their frigates, which are planned to be put into service in the 
early eighties, the German Navy will procure ship-based helicopters of 7 to 10 t. The type that may be bought 
has not yet been decided upon. 

From by personal point of view I estimate that the number of future antitank helicopters required may be 
about 200. As to the transport helicopters, one can say about 100 of each of the two classes. The number 
wanted by the German Navy for combat helicopter functions is much smaller. 

2.9 PROBLEMS OF STANDARDIZATION OF HELICOPTERS 

In this presentation it has been pointed out that standardization of military helicopters would be one of 
the most important needs for the efficiency of the military alliance. Therefore in Europe as well as in the 
US efforts are made in this direction. But all helicopter people are aware too of the great difficulties for 
solving the problems involved. 

I only will mention one of the most important reasons for the hindrance of the development of unique 
military helicopters in the western world, and this is given by the existing industrial structure and the 
strong competition between the different helicopter producers in the US and in Europe, 

Because of this no agreements about a total standardization of military helicopters can be expected within 
a short time, but et least it should be tried to begin with the standardization of some components and parts 
of the equipment and the armament. Such partial solutions could help to comply with the most 
urgent requirements of interonerability and also could be a useful contribution ;o standardization. 

In this paper some areas of helicopter development have been shown that are well suited for cooperation. 
The rising complexity and the rising costs of the military helicopters of the next generation, which can be 
well estimated at present, will force all participants to be ready for collaboration. 

In Europe the "Independent European Program Group" (IEPG) has been established for the treatment of all 
military standardization problems. In the Atlantic Alliance there are also endeavours for promnting 
standardization activities. We hope that the results of these actions will also lead finally to a real 
standardization of next generation of military helicopters. 

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the first part of this paper the present status of the German army helicopter development had been 
represented with the background of the German army doctrine for military helicopter operations. This concept 
is founded on the special military requirements of the Central European theatre. It has been developed by 
extensive theoretical and practical investigations together with flight tests. 

Based upon this concept of airmobile operations by helicopters with special emphasis on the anti-tank- 
mission, in the second part of this paper possibilities and prospects for the future German military 
helicopter development have been outlined. 

It has been shown that because of the enlarged requirements for the next generation of military helicopters 
they will become more complex and therefore more expensive than the pre-rent generation. Thus it will become 
difficult for one country to carry alone the resulting burdens. But it is not only for these reasons, that 
we have a need for cooperation in future military helicopter development. There are also urgent mi'-'tcy 
interoperational requirements that are determining a demand of collaboration of the allies. 

It has been pointed out that the reduction of the number of types of miiitary helicopters and the 
standardization must be main guals in future development as these are basic prerequisites for improving 
the ooerational efficiency of the next generation of helicopters. A reduction of the number of all present 
types of military helicopters of the Western world to one quarter seems to be realistic and within reach by 
1990 or slightly thereafter. But if this goal is to be reached, strong efforts must be made now in common 
planning of future military helicopters, both in Europe and in the Atlantic Alliance in general. Duplication 
of work must be avoided. I hope that this is an endeavor in which all will participate, including AGARD. 
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FIGURE 11: Bol05-ATH 1 
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FIGURE 20: ATH2-DESIGN 
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FIGURE 22: ARTIST'S IMPRESSION OF A MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER 
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CANADIAN NAVY EXPERIENCE WITH 
SMALL SHIP HELICOPTER OPERATIONS 

Major N.H.J. Browne 
Canadian Forces Base Shearwater 

Shearwater, Nova Scotia 
BOJ 3A0 
Canada 

SUflhARY 

This paper begins with a short sumrary of the development of the 
Canadian Navy's approach and solution to operating medium size helicopters 
fron small ships in the North Atlantic.  This is followed by a general 
description of the Helicopter Hauldown Rapid Securing Device - the main item 
of equipment which enabled successful open sea operations with the available 
equipment.  The paper concludes with an overview of the operating capabilities 
of the Destroyer/Helicopter system, the lessons learned from its development 
and a subjective assessment of future helicopter requirements for the 
Canadian Navy. 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of AGARQ is in effect to provide the alliance with the fundamental scientific base upon 
which military equipment can be developed, produced and used.  Given the ever lengthening timespan 
between research and development and eventual operational use, there is an inherent danger that the R&D 
community develops progressively remote from the operational end user. The inclusion of presentations 
by oper tlonal end users has the laudable objective of continuing meaningful communications between our 
various disciplines.  It is therefore a distinct pleasure for us as operators to be given the opportunity 
to communicate with you in this forum. It is an even greater honour for Canadian Operational 
representatives because Canada's operational and R&D contribution is for many reasons but a small fraction 
of the total. The subject of this presentation is the Canadian Destroyer based ASW Helicopter Program. 
A 30 minute dissertation could not do justice to all of the many worthwhile aspects of this Program from 
which you might benefit.  Since neither training nor opportunity has given me the chance to become well 
acquainted with AGARD, it was difficult to diiineate the content of this talk. The objective of this 
presentation is to acquaint you with an unique Canadian operational contribution to the Alliance, with 
the lessons learned from this Program and with an operational assessment of future helicopter requirements 
in the Canadian Navy.  To this effect you will be presented with the following: 

a. a five minute film to set the scene; 

b. a short presentation on the concept, history and development of the Canadian 
approach to destroyer borne helicopter operations; 

c. a presentation of the hardware which makes the large helicopter/ship marriage 
possible; 

d. a presentation of current capabilities, lessons learned; and 

e. an operational assessment of our future requirements. 

CONCEPT, HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT 

The concept of exploiting the advantages of helicopters for naval operations is practically as old 
as the helicopter itself.  In 1952, the Canadian Navy attempted to establish the validity for helicopter 
conducted ASW operations by procuring sonar fitted SIKORSKY HU4S(S-S5) helicopters.  In 1955 the first 
ASW helicopter squadron was formed. It flew operationally from both oi<r aircraft carriers. From Che 
beginning, naval ASW tacticians enthusiastically endorsed the concept, and although initial results were 
mixed, a small ship trial platform test was conducted on a Prestonian Class Frigate - HMCS BUCKINGHAM. 
In December 1956, after 175 landings aboard this ship, the following major lessons had been learned: 

a. helicopter handling qualities did not preclude operations from small ships 
at sea; and 

b. a major problem affecting small ship helicopter operations was the extreme 
difficulty in securing and moving the helicopter subsequent to landing on 
deck. 

To confirm these findings and gain further operating experience, the BUCKINGHAM flight deck was 
suitably enlarged and fitted aboard HMCS OTTAWA. This ship was a St Laurent class destroyer escort. 
Eventual helicopter operations were planned to be conducted from this class of ship. Trials progressed 
using a Sikorsky H-3A (S-58) in the fall of 1957. Again, they concluded that the helicopter borne 
destroyer concept was viable, provided that a suitable hauldown and rapid securing device could be 
developed. As a result, permanent helicopter Installations were designed for the conversion of seven 
St Laurent class destroyers and two similar ships, yet to be constructed. This Involved such things as: 
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a. construction of a hangar and flight deck; 

b. provision of flight deck drainage; 

c. safety nets; 

d. hangar Insulation; 

e. a hangar workshop 

f. s helicopter electronic aalntenance rooa; 

g. an aviation store rooa; 

h. aviation fuel tank and associated pimping systen; 

j. a flight deck control rooa; 

k. fire fighting facilities; 

a. an air weapon oagazine; 

n. an aircrew briefing and ready room;  and 

p. a hauldovn,  rapid securing and handling device. 

Since the hauldown device was the aajor innovation which assured the practicability of large 
helicopters operating froa saall ships, this system will be described In greater detail.    Meanwhile, 
between 1957 and 1962 a flvt  year period of R&D Into the best recovery assist and handling system led to 
hauldown trials carried out by Sikorsky employing a seai-dynaaic hauldown rig.    These trials proved that: 

a. precession did not affect helo controllability during hauldown; and 

b. even during the most divergent conditions, a hauldown cable always 
guided the helicopter to a point within two feet of the hauldown 
deck sheave. 

Thus, a practical means of guiding the helicopter to a flight deck of limited dimensions and holding 
it there had been developed.    Yet to be evolved was a way of coupling the hauldown feature with a means of 
straightening and traversing the helicopter.    Funded studies with US and Canadian companies subsequently 
led to the present Helicopter Hauldown Rapid Securing Device (HHRSD). 

In February 1965 development of ship and airborne systems had progressed to the point where ship 
helicopter compatibility trials could commence.    Successful completion of these trials resulted  In a 
Halted clearance for service use.    As experience was accumulated,  equipment developed, and techniques 
evolved a phase by phase approach allowed clearance for operational use under progressively more difficult 
conditions.    The system Is now cleared for day,  night and  IFR operations down to a 200 foot celling and 
one half mile visibility. 

SYSTEM DETAIL 

As indicated earlier,  the Item of equipment which aade the sasll ship/large helicopter aarrlage 
possible is the Helicopter Hauldown Rapid Securing Device (HHRSD).    This system Is presently being built 
by Doalnlon Alialnua Fabricating Ltd  (DAF)  in Toronto, Ontario.     It was designed to satisfy the following 
requireaents: 

a. land the helicopter on the flight deck in a position where it can be 
secured by the 'Teartrap" securing device; 

b. secure the helicopter within four seconds of landing; and 

c. traverse the helicopter in and out of its hangar while reaalning secured. 

The systea is capable of performing these operations in sea states causing the ship to roll 31° snd 
pitch 8   with the flight deck heaving 20 feet per second in winds of 45 knots.    After initisl hook-up of 
the hauldown cable, the entire operstion is reaotely controlled froa s console located near the hangar 
entrance.    Modifications to the helicopter include a probe and probe housing near the aircraft centre of 
gravity, a hydraulic winch uaed for hoisting up the hauldown cable, and a tallprobe for reatralning the 
tall on deck.    Appropriate controls and Indications are located in the pilot's cockpit. 

The shipboard installation includes the securing device on the flight deck, snd a two drum winch 
unit powered by a hydrostatic transmission below decks.    One drum is wound with the hauldown cable which 
la reeved around a pneumatic shock sbsorber, or rope accumulator, and pulleys up to the beartrap.    The 
second drum retains the traverae cable, which is attached to the forward and aft ends of the beartrap, 
thus forming the basis of the traverse systea for transporting the helicopter to and froa its hangar. 
The control console and associated control systea components coapletes the shipboard installation of the 
hauldown systea. 

A detailed description of the hauldown systea is probably not required, 
indicate to you a typical sequence of events when recovering the helicopter. 

Instead, it la proposed to 
I ahall start at the point 



where the helicopter ha* coapleted Its approach to the ship and Is hovering above the flight deck. Ther 
the pilot Maintains an approxlaate position over the landing area well above the flight deck. He Is 
aided In doing this by two horizon bars and a pitch bar located on top of the hangar. The main probe, 
noraally retracted, has been selected down to position It for eventual entrapment by the beartrap. The 
■essenger Is lowered through the probe housing to the flight deck where the hauldown cable end fitting 1 
manually hooked up to the messenger probe. The aessenger and hauldown cable Is then hoisted Into the 
aircraft where the messenger automatically separatee fro« the hauldown cable end fitting which Is locked 
Into the probe housing. The pilot then signals to the Landing Safety Officer (LSO) to select hover tens 
The LSO selects the "hauldown node" of the winch system and applies 1,500 pounds tension. The winch 
system will automatically maintain any selected tension within narrow limits regardless of the motion of 
the ship or helicopter. The tension of 1,500 pounds has by experience been found to have a significant 
centering effect over the beartrap without sacrificing significant reserve engine power. 

Having accomplished the hook up and having the benefits of the hauldown tension centering effect, 
the pilot waits for an opportune moment in the motion of the ship's roll and pitch prior to positioning 
himself to land. The LSO, having confirmed that the ship is relatively steady, then selects hauldown 
tension of 3,500 - 4,500 pounds to guide the helicopter's main probe into the "Beartrap", while ordering 
the pilot to land. 

At this point, the first requirement of the HHRSD system - to land the helicopter in a position 
where it can be secured by the "Beartrap" - has been met. The LSO satisfies the second requirement by 
firing the pneumatically actuated Jaws of the "Beartrap" to secure the helicopter. The tallprobe Is now 
lowered to engage into one of a series of retaining rails on the flight deck to secure the tall of the 
helicopter. 

The hauldown sequence ensures that the helicopter lands in the "Beartrap". The "Beartrap" ensures 
that the helicopter is firmly secured to the deck. However, it is not possible to control or predict the 
orientation of the helicopter after landing. Since the hangar location and dimensions are such that the 
helicopter'a longitudinal axis must be perfectly aligned with that of the hangar, it is now necessary to 
straighten the helicopter.  The straightening operation Is accomplished by tallguide winches while the 
"Beartrap" and helicopter are traversed. 

Once aligned along the "Beartrap" guide rail or deck track, the tallprobe, which was raised during 
the straightening procedure, is lowered to engage the deck track. The helicopter can now be traversed 
into the hangar by activating the traverse drum of the system. 

When two helicopters are borne on one ship, only one hauldown system Including two "Beartraps", are 
required. This is accomplished by transferring the reeving system for the hauldown cable between the two 
touchdown areas for the two helicopters. 

There are many safety features built Into the system.  From a pilot's point of view, the most 
important are that he can release the hauldown cable at any time either electrically or manually, that he 
can overpower the hauldown cable constant tension vlnrh t i the limit of the available length of the 110 
foot hauldown cable, and that a shearpln is fitted In tKe hauldown cable end fitting which is designed to 
release this cable should the tension exceed 6,000 t ' IO  pounds. 
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PRESENT CAPABILITIES, LESSONS LEARNED, FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

Canada has now developed and put into service a capability to safely operate a 19,000 pound helicopter 
from escort sized (3,000 - 5,000 ton) ships In sea states which cause the ship to roll as much as 30 
degrees and under weather conditions down to a celling of 200 feet and a visibility of one half mile. 
From conceptual study in the mid fifties, it took approximately 15 years to develop a full operational 
capability not matched by any other navy. The Canadian experience has been an excellent operational test 
case which other navies have followed with Interest. Before committing themselves to similar programs it 
would behoove navies to consider the lessons of Canada's pioneering work.  What have they been? Well, 
there have been a few. A representative sample follows: 

d. 

The careful, step by step, approach taken In this development has, in retrospect, 
been very cost effective and. Importantly, safe. The tendency to plunge ahead with 
certain aspects of the system In anticipation of meeting other milestones has been 
resisted. With limited resources, expensive equipment acquisition errors could not 
be affordad without gravely jeopardizing the program itself. 

The inability to develop this weapon system concurrently with that of the ships to be 
supported, and the lack of a clearly identified goal in terms of the reliability to 
be expected from it has caused this system to be less responsive to the requirements 
of the naval tacticians than they had been led to anticipate. 

The naval construction engineering and operational planners must be made aware of the 
requirements that an effective weapon system addition such as this will only result 
if the many aviation facilities requirements this entails are in fact designed into 
the ships.  In addition to obvious requirements such as fuel, accoaaodation, shop 
maintenance, supply and fire fighting facilities, it is vitally necessary to Include 
adequate meteorological, navigational, coanunications and aircraft approach facilities. 
These lessons were brought home in the original conversion of our destroyers so that 
our new 280 class destroyers sre extremely well appointed in this respect. 

Present land/launch procedures require the ship to steam Into the prevailing wind. 
This drastically curtails the manoeuvering options open to the naval tactician.  Since 
the manoeuvering restriction Is Imposed by the limited flying qualities and performance 
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of the Sea King In cross wind conditions 
helicopters not be slallarly Halted. 

It la daalrable that new generation n 
e.   Mora affactlva tranaltlon procedures are required to allow the pilot to 

transition safely fro« Instrunent flight to hovering with visual reference 
to the ahlp under night and Inatruaant Meteorological condltlona. 

As Mentioned before, a decision to equip a ahlp with helicopters should be followed by an Intensive 
rationalization as to the precise contribution the helicopter syatea will make to the ship's conbat 
efficiency.    The equlpaent fit of the helicopter will be an Important consideration.    Of equal. If not 
greater, laportance la the reliability of the syatea. 

THE FUTURE 

I have little doubt that the Canadian Govement will continue to accept the advice of the navy 
that the organic air support provided by helicopters borne on our amr.ll ahlpa la a fundaaental requirement 
In ensuring the conbat capability and survlvablllty of these units.    As In the paat, the Canadian Navy 
la likely to continue to be tasked with speclallat narltlae operations In support of the alas of the 
Alliance.    It will accoapllah this prlaarlly In the area of ASW.    However, antl-nisslle, surveillance, 
reconnaissance, search and rescue, resupply and coasunlcatlona rolca will also have to be supported.    UD 
advances In coaputer and alcroalnlaturliatlon technology have considerably broadened the potential of the 
helicopter In solving the tactical probleaa faced by saall ship forastlons.    A delineation of the precise 
alx of sensors, weapons and support equlpaent to be fitted would preaently be a aatter of conjecture and 
properly await the result of future operations analysis studies. 

When officers In the field or at sea are asked to Indicate their preference for future equlpaent 
the answer Is almost Invariably that whatever equipment they now have should be bigger, better and faster. 
We are similarly Inclined and tend to support the acquisition of a better helicopter borne active variable 
depth sonar over other ASW sensors.    However, the apparent relatively weak UD efforte on auch equlpaent 
and the exaaple of other nations In the Alliance night dlasuade ua In the future. 

There la a general conviction that any future naval helicopter should have a good. If not excellent, 
ESM suit and should possibly even be equipped with an air to surface alsalle.    For peacetime surveillance 
and reconnaissance rolea, we ahall require a stand off Identification sensor.    Whether this should be an 
Infra red or low light level facility would depend on the trade-offs Involved. 

As to the helicopter Itself, we shsll undoubtedly require a helicopter with flying quellt lea which 
allow it to fulfill Its role under day/night and Instrument meteorological conditions.    This Is likely to 
Include a requirement for the pilot to be able to accompllah at    «ast rate two turns at low altitude under 
Inatrument condltlona.    A much Improved out of wind hovering capujlllty will alao be neceasary.    Our 
demands for alrframe and engine performance will not Impinge on atate of the art capabllitlea of 
manufacturer a.    The demands for energy conservation would undoubtedly be a factor In the selection process 
If there Is a choice of air frames or englnea. 

A very major consideration will be the helicopter systems capability to meet specified maintain- 
ability and reliability criteria.    The operetlon of complex weapon systems at sea from small ships usually 
entails only limited shlpbased maintenance facilities and limited manning levels.   However, the Officer 
In Tactical Coamand must be able to plan and rely on e specified availablli- -    :  hla resources. 

At the eleventh annual AGARD meeting, Major General Goss, our Chief of Engineering Maintenance, 
unequlvocably stated the heavy emphaala and importance the Canadian Forces attach to maintainability 
and reliability.    Aa operators, who stress availability, we are heartened to aee thet these factors will 
be major determinants affecting future material selection proceeses.    We would like to see significant 
RAD efforta expended which would result In satisfying the operators desire for tools »hlch work. 
Reliability and maintainability, rather than weapon system sophistication, may be the determining factors 
affecting the outcome of future confrontations - we wish to avoid. 

SIMIART AMD CONCLUSION 

To s.taaarize this presentation:    Tou will have gained some Insight Into the history sad development 
of the Canallan approach to making medlua weight helicopter operations from saall ships possible.    We are 
now able to usefully employ our helicopters when weather condition    limit the ASW effectiveness of our 
ships.    Our  experience has convinced us that the concept of employing medlua helicopters with an Independent 
weapon syatea capability la superior to thst of operating email helicopters «hlch are tied to a ship's 
weapon systea.    Our concept for future helicopter operations will therefore be Influenced by thla 
experience. 

Since our operational coaaanders place auch heavy eaphasls on the availability and value of organic 
helicopter support, and alnce one, or at most two helicopters, are borne on each of our ahlpa, future 
procurcaent decisions will be heavily '..fluenced by availability criteria. 

Thank you for your attention.    Time haa precluded a fuller treataent of thla subject.    I aay have 
ralaed more questions than were anawered.    Hopefully I can make restitution during the question period to 
follow. 

 .-.. __ 



BRITISH NILITA» HELICOPTER PROGRAMHES 
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sumuff 

Ike Muted %m&m wa* farces arc entering a period in which they are couplet ing the replacement 
pivgrMae ef a na^e «* Qfee aMUv kdicspters in senrice use. In this area they are, therefore, in a 
period of rcLriCxe« gel' r» « Aa^ te consider the next generation. A nunber of larger helicopters, 
notable the BMJ. MB >■< i ^ ■ Ca rapl*ce the Sea King, and helicopters for the support role, are now 
the sobjoct ml ka^ l^ada        ^xxai:« within the Ministry of Defence. 

Hhile the aja MIXL ab^s he t« art<k, as closely as possible,  the specific requirements of the tasks 
to be perforacd by fwe ^m^jua^L^n,  it can be expected that the need to reduce development costs and to 
achieve stanztrdisaCiM aiil I ajadT  n seae degree of conpronise between a range of requirements of the 
various services acd c—*rt— desiring aircraft of roughly the same weight and performance. 

The paper will describe the nnge of helicopters in current  use within the UK armed services and will 
examine the broad requircacnts for the future.    It is recognised that, because of the spiralling cost of 
development of new helicopters every effort will have to be made to reduce the through life costs by improv- 
ing the life,  reliability and maintainability of components.    Survivability,  both in crash resistance and in 
reduced vulnerability to hostile fire are of particular importance in the battlefield environment, while 
increased speed and endurance are sought  in naval helicopters. 

1.      PROCUREtCNT 

As a preliminary to discussing the Uiited Kingdom's military helicopters and the requirements for the 
future, the paper gives a brief outline of the structure within which British helicopters are procured. 
The procedure is findamentally similar to that for all the military equipment requirements of the three 
Services, but the paper concentrates upon the system used for helicopter procurement. 

For national projects, the procedure starts with a Staff Target prepared by the Service Operational 
Requirements branch.    This Staff Target becomes the basis of a Feasibility Study period directed by the 
Procurement Executive Future Systems Branch of the Ministry of Defence with assistance from specialist 
equipment and armament branches and with much of the detailed work contracted to industry.    If successful, 
the study leads to a formal Operational Requirement, again prepared by the Service staffs.    Ulis is based 
upon the Option recommended during Feasibility Studies.    A substantial phase of project definition is then 
indertaken by the Procurement Executive (HDD(PE)), the object of which is to remove major uncertainties 
from the technical definition and programme.    It is clear that one must be prepared to allow a significant 
amouit of money and time for this stage - typically about  S-10? of the total development cost and up to 20f 
of the total development time.    On satisfactory completion of Project Definition the project passes into 
the full development phase,  during which a formal specification is drawn 19;    and the responsibility within 
MOD(PE) transfers from the Future Systems Directorate to a project office specially set i^j for the purpose 
in the Helicopter Projects Directorate. 

During the development phase prototypes and development batch aircraft are manufactured and pro- 
gressively assessed and, when a sufficient u'egree of confidence has been established a decision to launch 
production is taken.    Final development continues imder the direction of the project office and early 
production aircraft are assessed formally before a general release of the helicopter type into service is 
granted. 

The production of the aircraft and its equipment  is handled by MOD(PE) production brunches who are 
distinct from the Project Office but who cooperate continuously with the latter on matters inlating to 
modifications and product  improvements. 

The UK has, therefore,  a system where the three phases - ie feasibility/project definition,  full 
development and production are handled by three separate MOD(PE) directorates,  each responsible for placing 
the appropriate contracts with industry, but who work together closely. 

During the whole of this process the various research and development establishments of the Ministry 
of Defence are available to give advice and assistance.    In the initial phases it is mainly the research 
establishments si   n as the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Famborough, the Royal Signals Research Estab- 
lishment at Malvern and the Actairalty  Ihderwater Weapons Establishment at Portland who are involved.    At 
the final stage the formal assessment of the aircraft on behalf of the Services is conducted by the Air- 
craft and Armament Experimental Establishment at Boscombe Down. 

A firm discipline is maintained throughout the whole process by the Central Committees of the Ministry 
of Defence who approve the finding of the various stages. The committees ensure that the maximun coordina- 
tion oossible between the various service requirements is achieved and that the operational case remains 
valid. 

For collaborative projects the procedures are much the same as for natioul projects.    The Services 
are responsible for examining their requirements with other users with a view t.- establishing Joint ventures. 
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MOD(re) works with the corresponding agencies in other cotntries on assessaent of «cans to satisfy the 
Joint requirsMnt and to establish a fair standard of work sharing between their industries.    At each 
decision stage, authorisation to proceed Bust be obtained froa Joint Msnagount Boards and consdttees as 
well as fro« the NOD Central Coaaittees. 

2.      NATAL nOCRAIMES 

Helicopters have played an increasingly iaportant part in naritisie warfare since their introduction 
into Royal Nary   senrice.    The earlier helicopters were used aainly for search and rescue duties, but the 
introduction of dipping sonar in the aid 1950s added a new diaension to the helicopter's capability.    ASV 
helicopters deployed in the early 1960s were the Wasp and the Vessex Mc 1 with the short range 194 sonar. 
Since then the helicopter's capabilities have been iaproved with the introduction of the Vessex 3 and the 
Sea King,    both equipped with aediia range 195 sonar, radar, tactical plot and associated ASH weapons (see 
fig 1).   The capability of the Vasp was extended in 1969 by the introduction of a visual surface attack 
role using the AS12 alssile. 

The replaccaent for the Vasp is the Lynx (see fig 2).    This aircraft was developed as part of an Anglo 
French package which included the Pwa and the Gazelle.    The Lynx has been designed and built by Westlands, 
using Rolls Royce engines, but as with the other two aircraft the French helicopter coapany - Aerospatiale - 
has done a considerable eleaent of the nanufacture.    In the Lynx this has been notably the rotor head.    The 
naval variant of the Lynx is now mdergoing Intensive flying trials within the Royal Navy and will enter 
service later this year as the saall ship helicopter for the next  15 to 20 years. 

The Navy's requireaents for this helicopter are that it should provide a weapon delivery system Or 
the ship's own sensors but that the capability of the aircraft should be iaproved over that of the Hasp 
by the introduction of autonoaous sensors and the addition of an observer or tactical controller to the 
crew. The relatively saall sixe of the aircraft, with an all if> weight of 9,750 lb, together with its 
outstanding flying and deck landing characteristics allow for one of the factors which we consider very 
iaportant, naaely the ability to land or take off with the relative wind in any direction. This allows 
■axiaia tactical freedoa in the ship and generally reaoves the requireaent for ships to change course in 
order to lainch or recover their aircraft. 

Hying trials carried out recently in RFA ENGADDiE showed that the stated requireaent for the aircraft 
to be able to take off or land with winds of 19 to 30 knots froa the aircraft's stern arc was coafortably 
net and the pilots even indicated that, because of the reduction in wind turbulance noraally evident when 
the wind is disturbed by the ship's si^erstructure they foiaid the landings alaost easier than with the wind 
ahead. 

The sensor fit includes the Sea Spray radar, an I Band frequency agile radar with a TV raster display, 
a high accuracy Electronic Siyport Measures receiver and a ccaputerised navigation and display systea. 
The aircraft is also capable of being fitted with a Na^ietic Anoloay detector.    A wide range of weapons can 
be carried including the aediua range seal-active Sea Skua alssile which provides the aircraft with a highly 
accurate anti-shipping capability. 

The Royal Navy have not yet, of course, started to think of the design of aircraft to replace the Lynx. 
They have, however, identified the desirability of a scnics fit for the aircraft and recognise the advantage 
to be gained by increasing the aircraft's endurance.   Vestlands are currently engaged in grating the air- 
craft to allow additional payload and a decision on whether this iqprating will be applied to the Navy's 
helicopters will be aade soaetiae within the next two years.    For the longer tera they will have to aatch 
the desirability of speed, as :iight be provided by VSTOL, with the continued need for a aulti-role, light- 
weight and flexible vehicle with capability to operate froa saall ships in the often hostile environaent of 
the Eastern Atlantic. 

The Sea King, which is operated froa the larger ships and Royal Fleet Auxiliaries, has proved to be a 
aost effective ASV aircraft.    The airfraae, based i|)on the Sikorsky S6l is produced wider licence by 
Vestlands, but the sensor fit and Autcaatic flight Control Systea is «atirely British.   This aircraft will 
continue to provide the aainstay of the RNs ASV helicopter force intil the aid to late 1980s, but ways in 
which the capabilities of the aircraft can be iaproved are being sought. 

The aain ureas where the RN will  seek laproveaents in whatever aircraft is selected to replace the 
Sea King are, firstly, reliability and aaintainability, where considerable savings in life cycle costs can 
be aade by the sensible use of advanced technology and aaterials;    secondly increased speed and endurance 
to allow for proved speed of reaction and the capability to operate further froa the force being protected 
for longer periods;    and thirdly the introduction of improved sensors and weapons to increase the effective- 
ness of the systea. 

A two year Feasibility Stuuy has Just been coapleted within the IK to evaluate a nuaber of options for 
the Sea King Beplaceaent, and a decision will be aade towards the end of this year to allow Project Definition 
to start during 1978«    Again, the attractions of VSTOL are clear, but while the technology night arguably 
be said to exist, the developaent of a VSTOL aircraft with the endurance and sensor, weapon and crew carry- 
ing requireaents envisaged is still soae way froa realisation.    Besides which, the UK is Halted in the flight 
decks available for the carriage of these aircraft, and cannot afford to eabark i^on a costly redesign of 
tho new CAHs or Royal Fleet Auxiliaries to carry what would alaost certainly be a rather larger and heavier 
aircraft than the equivalent capacity helicopter.    RN interest therefore lies in helicopters for the aaln 
ASV tasks for the next generation.    The decision is expected to lie between either the developaent of a new 
helicopter, probably with European partners, or the aajor developaent of an existing airfraae to allow for 
the Increased speed, endurance, anti-icing and sensor fits called for in the Operational Requireaent. 



3.      AIMV PROCRMUCS ,   „ 

4'-i> The British Aray differs fro« «any other nation's arnies in that it only flies its light and utility 
helicopters, leaving the larger si^port types to be flown by the RAF. Nonetheless, the Army operates the 
niaerically largest nwber of helicopters of the three services.    Its tasks can be siaunarised as; 

Observation and Reconnaissance 
Araed Action using Anti-tank Guided Weapons 
Direction of Fire as an Airborne Observation Post 
or forward air controller 

Couand and Control 

and for the liaited aoveaent of nen and aaterial - including 

Casualty Evacuation 

This leaves the tasks of logistic si^iport, aeroaedical evacuation and the movement of larger nunbers of 
troops to the RAF. 

Thi light observation aircraft  used by the Army at the moment   is the Anglo French Gazelle (see fig 3) 
which is progressively replacing the Bell 47C Sioux.    The final deliveries of the 158 Gazelles ordered by 
the Amy are expected to be made by October this year.    The Army are well pleased with the Gazelles and it 
has proved to be a success  in its planned roles.    It has additionally been regularly used in Northern 
Ireland for photo-reconnaissance,  crowd control - for this they use an airborne loudspeaker which they 
test by reading recipes to the Belfast housewives, and assistance with night patrols using powerful search- 
lights. 

The Scout AH1 which is a variant of the Westland Wasp is the current army utility aircraft. This is 
shortly to be replaced by the army variant of the Lynx and 100 of these will be ordered for delivery over 
the period 1977 to 1981. Intensive Flying Trials on this aircraft are due to start shortly and the first 
squadron will be equipped in mid 1978. The uprated engines and transmission mentioned earlier in connec- 
tion with the Naval Lynx are of little interest to the Army at th'.s time, since the Lynx will meet current 
requirements without grating. The Lynx has, however, considerable stretch potential and a developed ver- 
sion with a larger fuselage and payload may meet future requirements. 

The Amy does not require to consider the replacement for its helicopters for some time yet.    The 
planned life of both the Gazelle and the Lynx is  15 years, but this may well  be extended to 20 years. 
Whereas the Navy have identified speed as one of the important  factors which will he sought in their 
replacement helicopters, the Army do not  identify an  increase in speed as being a major requirement but 
instead,  seek to improve survivability  in the battlefield environment  by  reducing the vulnerability of 
the aircraft to ground fire and by reducing both aural and electro-optical  sipiatures.    In a maritime 
environment, this vulnerability is less  important and one is torn between the desire for maximun common- 
ality of airframe design between the services and the need to avoid carrying .iromd armour plating and 
other survivability equipment which are not normally required at  sea. 

Like the Navy the Army will seek the maximun reduction in the through life costs of future aircraft, 
t'.iey will also look for improved maintainability in the hnttlefiold area and improved performance in icing 
conditions. 

4.      AIR FORCE PROGRAMMES 

In the UK the Royal Air Force is responsible for .sifplyine Hup|iort  helicopters  for the Army.    Currently 
this is provided by the Wessex (see fig 4) - a twin turbine varaton of the S58 - and by the Puna (see fig 5). 
The RAF is also responsible for providing much of the Search and Reiiiie  force aroind the UK and currently 
operate Wessex and single-engine Whirlwind helicopters to fulfil  th:N role;    they are supported in this by 
Royal Naval Sea Kings when long range or night SAR missions arise.     In  rotmon with the Army and Navy the 
Gazelle is used for pilot training. 

The Search and Rescue force is currently being »implemented by the purchase of IS Sea King Mk 3 air- 
craft.    This is a specialised version of the naval helicopter with modifications to  increase its range and 
endurance.    A very comprehensive avionic fit has been specified  including a Decca Tactical Air Navigation 
System the computer of which accepts signals  from Doppler and hyperbolic Decca and provides the crew with 
a wide range of navigational data to allow accurate search patterns to be performed and repeated at long 
range without the need for a specialised navigator.    The aircraft   is due to enter service in June 78 and 
will greatly increase the search and rescue coverage aromd the UK. 

The requirement for a mediun lift helicopter has been addressed repeatedly over the last decade but 
financial constraints have prevented the purchase of a suitable machine.    It has always been assuned that 
the helicopter would be an off-the-shelf buy.    With the increased pressure to provide the gromd forces 
with flexibility the UK is once again studying the possibility of purchasing aircraft in the fairly short 
term.    Studies are at an early stage and an acquisition is mlikcly to be reached before 1978. 

In the longer term the specification of the helicopter to replace the Wessex and Puna in the support 
role in the mid to late 1980s  is being studied.    The RAF sees this project as being a major opportunity 
for a collaborative venture. 

Over the years there has been a steady improvement in the capability of the helicopter as a weapon of 
war to the point where it may have become a deciding factor in a major land battle.    This has naturally 
led to the development of increasingly effective anti-helicopter weapons.    The RAF is becoming increasingly 
concerned with the problem of protecting the support helicopter both from gromd-to-air and air-to-air 
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attack.    In the latter case the Russian Hind and Armed Attack Helicopter developments are seen to present 
a real threat.    Major equipment fits of passive defence measures are wider study and the need for active 
defences may soon have to be considered.    It is in the general area of specialised equipment to allow the 
helicopter to operate in all weathers, at ni^it and in the scenario of the European land battle that major 
developaent efforts will have to be directed.    In particular, all future RAF helicopters will be equipped 
with an independent navigation aid to allow precision positioning in conditions of low visibility to permit 
the high speed nap-of-the-earth operations which we believe to be an essential part of future support 
helicopter tactics. 

5.       COJLABORATXON 

As the cost of the development of helicopters rises and the technical risks increases it becomes more 
important that every effort be made to collaborate with other nations in order to ensure a wider market for 
the product, both military and civil.    The Anglo French collaboration agreement of 1967, which led to the 
development of the Puna, Lynx and Gazelle, paved the way for future ventures which are now being actively 
explored between the four helicopter producing nations in Europe.    As a preliminary to the development of 
a package of helicopters it is necessary to determine that there is sufficient connanality in the require- 
ment of the various nations,  ideally not only by the individual services of the comtries concerned but 
also between the services.    Thus it is not sufficient to have agreement between say the navies of the 
comtries, every effort shoiOd then be made to ensure that a compromise is reached with the other two 
services to reduce the final package to a sensible size.    Only that way can the present situation, where 
some 27 different types of helicopters are in operation within the armed forces of Europe, be rationalised. 

Nor should the search for collaboration be confined to within Europe,  and NATO provides the forun in 
which collaboration, as a means to achieve coononality and standardisation should be continally discussed. 
The problem which seems to present the most difficulty, however,  is that of timescale,  since the replace- 
ment schedules of the various nations1 helicopters rarely coincide and the compromise between differing 
timescales and differing operational tasks is extremely hard to achieve. 
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SUMMARY 

This  paper addrasses  the  US Army's  latest developed  utility ard attack helicopters with  contracts 
recently  awarded  to Sikorsky Aircraft   for  the  Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System  (UTTAS)  and 
hugheb  Hellcopteri  for the Advanced Attack Helicopter  (AAH).    To provide details  of each of these 
intricate helicopter designs would  obviously be beyond the scope of  this  type  of paper,  however,  the 
paper will  provide a brief history into  the background of the Army's  requirements and need  for a 
UTTAS  and  AAH,   a history  of  the  development,  a  general description of  the aircraft with  Intended 
missions,   planned  activities,  significant  capabilities,  and potential alternate uses of  the resulting 
designs.    The capabilities  and potential alternate uses, which are the primary joints of the paper, 
will  consider  the  Implication of  the  stringent military  requirements  (principally the Survlvabllity/ 
Vulnerability   (S/V)   features  and derating  implicit  in the Army 4000  feet/950l   baseline mission)   in 
adapting  the  UTTAS  and AAH   to other  non-military  or  non-combat missions.     In addition to performance 
and  S/V,   both development  programs,  as highlighted   in the paper,  have concentrated efforts  on reli- 
ability  and maintainability chaiacterlstics  which,  when comb  ned with performance and S/V,   provide 
enhanced operational capability on the modern day battle  field at an affordable cost.     Finally it will 
be  shown  that  the  critical  performance conditions have yielded high  performance designs with attendant 
capabilities at off-design ambient conditions  and  reflect design considerations  for future change 
requirements,   thus  providing a  variety of  alternate mission capabilities, 

HISTORY   OF  NEED 

At  present   the  UH-1 and AH-1  series  helicopters  are   the only  utility and attack  helicopters  available 
for  fulfilling  the Army's  air mobility  and  anti-armor  roles.     Product   Improvement  programs will not 
enable  these  current  helicopters   to  expand   their  payloaH  sufficiently  to  fulfill  and meet   future 
tactical   airlift,  combat  support,  and  effective  direct   lire mission  requirements  during day.   night and 
adverse weather.     A need exists  in  the  1980  tlmeframe  to provide aircraft   that neet  the air mobility 
squad  carrying and anti-armor  roles  under  the more severe altitude  and  temperature conditions with 
necessary  increases  in reliability,  maintainability,   survlvabllity,   flight  safety and sufficient 
alternate mission  capability,   in  the  case  of   the AAH,   to  accept  various weapon  subsystems.     Sufficient 
increases   in  these areas  cannot  be  provided  on  existing helicopters   to assure  that  squad  size payloads 
can  be   transported and direct aerial   fire   in  support   of  ground combat   forces  can be  provided  under 
the  environmental  or  threat   conditions   likely   to be  encountered.     Improved helicopter systems  require 
design  concepts  to  increase  survlvabllity  against  sophisticated anti-aircraft weapons,   provide 
sufficient  anti-armoi   fire  power  in  the  case of   the AAH,  enhance operational  availability  and yet  be 
capable of   quick  response  to mission  requirements  throughout  the  range  of  altitude  and  temperature 
combinations where US  forces  can be expected  to  operate. 

WHY  UTTAS   AND AAH 

To  fulfill   these  requirements  the Army  esta'lished a  need  for  the Utility Tactical  Transport  Aircraft 
System   (UTTAS)  and  the Advanced Attack  Helicopter     (AAH).     Inherent   in  this  need was  an  assurance  that 
the  final  design  and  capability of   the  helicopters were  kept   In  proper perspective  relative   to  r£r"ife- 
ments  versus   tradeoffs.    This was  achieved  by  stipulating  the  following relative  order of  priorities 
of   the   requirements: 

UTTAS   (Ref  1N AAH (Ref  2) 

Performance Performance 
Maintainability/Reliability Firepower 
Air Transportability Survlvabllity 
Vulnerability Payload/Endurance 

Visionlcs 
RAM 
Avionics 
Reaction Time 
Deployabillty 

The vertical flight performance of the UTTAS and AAH will permli operations with a specified payload at 
design gross weight over a maximum portion of the earth's land surface, thereby, augmenting the Army's 
strategic and tactical capability.  Additionally, the capability to carry heavier payloads at reduced 
endurance or at heavier gross weights with reduced performance will provide maximum flexibility to meet 
specific missions cr situation demands.  To enhance survlvabllity the UTTAS and AAH will be capable of 
conducting low level and nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flights. Maximum use will be made of ter-ain masking and 
active and passWe protecti"e devices to enhance survlvabllity. The total UTTAS and AAH system will have 
the capability to operate in environmental conditions that Include moderate turbulence and icing.  The 
AAH system will incorporate an avionics and visionlcs capability which will allow it to deliver direct 
aerial fire day and night in helicopter visual meterologlcal conditions and for night NOE operations. 
Both aircraft will have the capability of flights to and from operational areas during Instrument 
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netcrological conditions. 

HISTOW OF DEVELOPMENT 

In 1972 Che Army awarded a UTTAS Basic Engineering Development (BED) contract to Boeing Vertol and 
Sikorsky Aircraft for prototype competitive developaent. The Intent of the BED competition was to 
develop an air vehicle to proceed into a maturity phase for the purposes of final qualification 
leading to production of the system. In 1976 after an extensive development and competitive fly-off 
the Army selected the Sikorsky YUH-60A (Figure 1) to proceed to maturity testing and production. 
In 1973 the Army awarded a Phase 1 AAH contract to Bell Helicopter Textron and Hughes Helicopters 
for prototype alrframe competitive development. The intent of the AAH Phase 1 competition was to 
develop an air vehicle to proceed Into Phase 2 full scale engineering development Including systems 
integration, eventually leading to production.  In 1976 after an accelerated developaent and a competitive 
fly-off the Army selected the Hughes YAH-64 (Figure 2) to proceed Into full scale engineering 
development. 

In addition to achieving the Army's performance and mission requirements these helicopters have incor- 
porated new technology in the areas of: 

Engine and dynamic components which have greater efficiency, reliability and ease of maintenance. 

Advanced materials (metals and composites) . 

■ Advanced lubrication concepts. 

■ Advanced armor protection. 

■ Advanced armament systems for the AAH. 

Both aircraft systems have capitalized on technological advances which are appropriate and compatible In 
terms of cost and risk. This exploitation results In a more effective and reliable product in accom- 
plishing the aircraft's assigned missions. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Both the UTTAS and AAH are twin engine rotary wing aircraft with the UTTAS designed to carry 11 combat 
troops and a crew of 3 to perform primary and secondary missions by transporting internal loads under 
visual and Instrument conditions, day and night, and external loads under visual flight. The AAH is 
designed to carry a crew of 2 and provide a stable manned aerial weapons system to deliver aerial point 
(Hell  »), area (30nm), and rocket (2.75 inch) target fires under day, night and marginal weather 
condlt  s. A general arrangement three-view of the UTTAS and AAH is shown in Figures 3 and 4 
respectively with the major charscterlstics depicted in Tables 1 and 2. References 3 and A contain a 
complete description of the UH-60A (UTTAS) and the YAH-64 (AAH). 

MISSIONS 

The UTTAS primary missions Include tactical transport of troops, troop units and required supplies and 
equipment in combat and combat support operations to Include troop assault/extraction, repositioning, 
unit replacement, and unit resupply. The secondary missions Include combat support and combat service 
support tasks associated with tactical operations In areas of aeromedlcal evacuation, administrative 
transport of troops and conmand personnel, transport rf maintenance and medical personnel/supplies/ 
equipment and aerial recovery. The AAH combat missions Include anti-armor using direct aerial fire 
against armor/mechanized forces, air cavalry operations, and air mobile escort and fire support for air 
mobile operations. Both the UTTiS and AAH will be utilized In peace time for aviator and troop/unit 
training, mobilization and evaluating new and improved concepts. In addition the UTTAS will be used in 
the support of disaster relief and civic action. 

PLANNED ACTIVITIES 

The Sikorsky YUH-60A Ground Test Vehicle (GTV) and the three BED phase prototype helicopters are 
currently being modified to reflect production configuration changes and the flight vehicles have 
initiated Maturity Phase Testing. This program consists of contractor testing through July 1978 and 
will Include qualification of full avionics integration and special kits. Follow-on Army testing con- 
sisting of evaluations in desert, arctic and tropic climates and final airworthiness and flight 
characteristics is scheduled to be completed in March 1979. The Initial production contract is 15 
helicopters and associated kits with the first aircraft to be delivered In August 1978. The Army will 
use these Initial production helicopters to conduct pilot training, perform operation»! tests and 
validate reliability and maintainability capability. Total production size of the UTTAS program as 
presently envisioned Is 1107 helicopters over a period of eight years. 

The Hughes YAH-64 full scale engineering development program commences using the test vehicles developed 
during the competitive phase. Periods of modifications are planned to Incorporate design changes or 
fixes that were Identified as being required by the Army during the selection process. Approximately 
18 months Into this program, installation of various subsystems consences. The subsystems, or mission 
equipment package (MEP), Installations are paced primarily by the Target Acquisition and Designation 
System (TADS) and Pilots Night Vision System (PNVS) which are being competitively developed.  These 
two major systems will be installed and evaluated In a side-by-side fly-off.  Subsequent to this fly-off a 
final modification is planned to remove the losing TADS/PNVS equipment. Install the winning TADS/PNVS 
and complete MEP. Concurrently with the above actions, three new development aircraft are in the 
fabrication and integration stage. These aircraft join the test fleet early In 1980 and should very 
closely approximate an early production aircraft.  Interspersed in the above described contractor program 
ore a series of Government tests.  These tests vary in length from 2 weeks to 8 months nnd include both 
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engineering and operational  (user)  tests.     More  than  1200  flight hours will be  flown by  Hughes  and more 
than  800 by  the Governnent.    These hours  are  In  addition   to more  than  1200 hours  of GTV  testing. 
Successful  program progress will  result   In a commitment   to production In mid-1981,   approximately   7 months 
prior  to  the end of   the development  cycle. 

AAH AND UTTAS CHARACTERISTICS 

The  following sections of the paper will summarize the significant capabilities of  the UTTAS and AAH 
designs.     Specific  areas discussed are performance;  avionics,  vlslonlcs and  firepower;   survlvabillty/ 
vulnerability;  reliability, availability and maintainability. 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Both  the AAH and UTTAS design  requirements  Included critical performance and agility  characteristics. 
The Intent of  these  requirements were to ensure  designs which can both meet performance/environmental 
criteria,  and possess enhanced agility  (both low and high speed)  for Improved survlvabllity.    Tue 
overall  design considerations had the purpose of  accommodating the adversities of: 

Environment 

■    Mission requirements 

Growth potential 

Service operator skill  levels 

while  at   the same  time avoiding unnecessary overdeslgn.     In addition  the design  considerations were aimed 
at  accounting  for: 

Tactical  experience 

'    Airframe/engine deterioration  and  growth trends 

Downdrafts  in natural  gusts  and wakes  of preceding aircraft 

Aircraft  accidents and  causes  attributed to  Inadequate performance 

In reference 5  the U.S. Army Combat Developments  Command  (CDC)  identified  criteria for  use  in concept 
formulation studies,  and  in material  requirements  Identification for future Army  tactical VTOL aircraft. 
These criteria were subsequently  Included  in the AAH and UTTAS  requirements documents.     The significant 
criteria are: 

Environment:    Detailed results  of  extreme  temperatures  and elevations  in  areas  of   the world most  likely 
to  require U.S.  military support,   determined that a design criteria of 4000 feet/950F was  the minimum 
acceptable criteria.    This design  requirement yields  a 95X probability of  mission  completion during 
daytime  operation  and a 97.5X probability  of mission  completion  for 24 hour operations.     It was  concluded 
that 95X  probability Is  the minimum acceptable  for Army  VTOL designs  and  therefore,   the 4000  feet/950F 
condition was  required as a design criteria. 

Mission Requirements:    Mission  requirements were developed while considering both  the  environmental 
considerations discussed above,  previous   tactical experience,  and previous experience  in airframe/engine 
deterioration and  growth  trends.     The key   items   from a  tactical standpoint  are: 

Helicopters  supporting  ground  combat  operations  are  required  to operate  in confined areas. 

Vertical  or near vertical   takeoffs  and   landings  are  required. 

Enemy activity may  require  "downwind"  takeoff  and  landing which  increases  demand  for  lift   and power. 

Reserve power  is  required  to arrest high  sink  speed«  and zero out   airspeed at   the  landing  zone. 

Poor technique,  enemy action,  cr  clutter  In the  landing zone may necessl t/ite aborted  landing. 
Power  requirements similar  to vertical   climb  criteria «re  required   for surcessful   abort. 

Army helicopter missions  are  routinely   performed   In area« ol   known moderate  turbulenic,  with 
turbulence  levels defined as; 

SS 

Turbulence 

Light 
Moderate 

Severe 

Vertical  Component 

0-4  FPS   (0-240  FPU) 
4-7 FPS   (240-420 FPM) 
7-10  FPS   (420-600  FPM) 

All  of   these  considerations  require  a maneuver  capability beyond a hover out-of-ground-effeet   rondltion. 
The power/maneuver margin equivalent  to a vertical   rate of   climb  (VROC)  of  450  fpm was   established as 
the minimum acceptable reserve  to provide  an  adequate  tactical  capability. 

In addition to the tactical considerations, the aircraft design must consider the inevitable airframe/ 
engine deterioration and growth trends. The following items were considered to be significant factors 
which  should be  considered in  the design  criteria. 
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Reduced rotor efficiency resulting fron blade eroslo i due to operation in sand/dust envlron- 
■ant.    On« percent, performance loss nay  result before replacement. 

Slallar aroalon of engine coapressor blades causes reduced power available and increaaed fuel 
conauaptloa.    Data indicates engine deterioration of 4 to 9 percent prior to replacement for 
erosion. 

Protective devices such aa particle separatora and blade erosion strips 
but do not preclude performance loss. 

erely delay maintenance, 

* Airframe weight empty increases 1 to 2 percent per year.    This will normally be offset by engine 
performance growth.    (However,  drive system should have reserve capability). 

These itema result in a requirement to meet VROC performance objectives at 95Z rated power.    Mission fuel 
loadings must be computed with a SX mission fuel conservatism.    In addition,  to account for airframe 
weight and engine power growth,  the drive train must be designed conservatively.    Both the AAH and UTTAS 
have transmissions which are capable of absorbing 120Z of the current power available at 4000 feet/950F 
condltlona. 

Growth Potential:    Consideration of growth potential is required to adequately forecast anticipated 
design Improvements over the Intended service life of the helicopter.    Normal growth can be expected due 
to service repairs, mission expansion and new technological advances.    The attendant weigh: increases 
are normally offset by engine growth capability,  therefore, within reasonable constraints flight 
performance capabilities can be maintained.    However,  in order to fully utilise the engine growth,  the 
original drive system should be conservatively designed to accept the engine growth without modification. 
This approach incorporates the growth in the original qualification of the vehicle rather than a costly 
retest and modification later on.    Similarly the aircraft structure must be designed to accept expanded 
loading requirements in service.    More detailed characteristics are contained in the Growth Capability 
section of this paper. 

Service Operator Skill Levels:    Another important consideration relates to power margins and control 
margins available to the operational pilot.    Maximum performance can only be extracted from a flight 
vehicle by using polished pilot techniques,  intimate pilot knovledge of the aircraft, and by giving 
individual attention to maintaining the optimum flight profile.    The typical operational pilot must 
contend with enemy action, navigation,  formation,  communications, weapon firing,  and coordination with 
other aircraft and ground units.    In this environment he is unlikely to be in a position to give 
undivided attention to his piloting duties.    In addition, in marginal performing aircraft the pilot is 
more likely to attempt operations which exceed the capability of the aircraft and result in aircraft 
damage.    Reference 5 analysed a sampling of accident data from Army aircraft in Vietnam during January 
through December 1966.    A significant portion of accidents were a result of marginal performance or 
inadequate control.    The following statistics list those areas which are directly or indirectly 
attributed to these factors: 

CAUSE 

Loss of RFM, Overgross High 
Density Altitude 

Aircraft Struck Obstacle 
Faulty Autorotatlve Technique 
Lost Directional Control 
Hard Landing  
TOTAL 

The above statistics indicate that the cause of nearly half of all accidents can be attributed to factors 
related to inadequate performance or control capability. Nearly half of the remaining accidents, or 25Z 
of the total, are related to inadequate design features which are being corrected or enhanced In the 
AAH and UTTAS designs, such as: 

* Dual engines with single engine inflight capability to minimize accidents attributed to engine 
failure. 

' Advanced materials technology and redundant design features to help eliminate material failures. 

* Instrument flight capability to avoid weather related accidents. 

Enhanced damage tolerance features to minimize effects of foreign object damage to engines and 
aircraft structure. 

In an attempt to overcome these problems the UTTAS and AAH designs incorporate conservative design features 
which will allow realization of desired flight capabilities while achieving a suitable margin for the 
various items discussed above. The key features incorporated in these designs (many of which will be 
covered in more detail later) are; 

• Vertical flight and low speed agility performance 

■ High speed maneuver capability 

5Z power reserve 

5Z fuel conservatism 

NUMBER PERCENT 

17.3 

TOTAL COST 

71 $12,361,634 
5b 13.5 5,024,552 
30 7.3 2,487,212 
22 5.3 1,316,843 
19 4.6 

48.0 
1.261.069 

198 WJ,451,310 
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• Stringent directional control requlreaents 

• Crashworthy alrfraae structure and personnel seating 

Integral engine partlcal separator 

Rotor blades and drive systems tolerant to object strikes 

Current Perforaance St—ary:    Tables 3 and 4 suanvrlse the salient Army perforaance requirements and the 
current estimated performance capabilities of both the AAH and UTTAS.    All capabilities are at 4000 feet/ 
950F imlesa otherwise specified. 

AVIONICS. VISIOMICS AND FIREPOWER CHARACTERISTICS 

The AAH and UTTAS each contain the elements of Avionics, Vlslonlcs and Firepower which are consistent with 
their respective Intended missions.    This equipment Is Intended to allow the AAH to deliver Its  firepower 
and the UTTAS to deliver Its troops/cargo under day and night rotary wing visual meterologlcal conditions. 
In addition they will have the capability to fly  to and from the operational area during rotary wing 
Instrument meterologlcal conditions. 

The following avionics equipment are Incorporated In each design to provide required communications and 
navigation capabilities. 

Interconmunlcatlons Subsystem 
UHF Communications 
VHF-FM Communications and Homing 
VHF-AM Comaunlcatlons 
Communication Security 
Automatic Direction Finding 
Doppler Navigation 
Absolute  (Radar) Altimeter 
Heading Attitude Reference 
Gyromagnetlc Compass 
Identification  (IFF Security) 
Crash Locator Beacon 
Radar Warning 
Civil Navigation Set 
Tactical Landing System 
Proximity Warning Device 
Comand  Instrument System 
Voice Warning/Recording 

AAH 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

(CP) 

UTTAS 

(CP) 

(CP) 

(SP) 
(CP) 

(SWP) 
(SWP) 

(SP) 

Note:    CP - Complete provisions 
SP - Space and power 

SWP • Space, weight and power 
X - Installed 

UTTAS requirements do not specify the need for vlslonlcs equipment.    However,  the AAH requires vlslonlcs 
equipment for target acquisition and designation,  fire control and night NOE operations.    The essential 
elements of  the AH-64 vlslonlcs system are: 

Copilot/Gunner's  (CPG) Target Acquisition Designation Subsystem (TADS) 
Pilot's Night Vision Subsystem (PNVS) 
Integrated Helmet and Display Sight Subsystem (IHADSS) 
Video Recording and Playback (Complete Provisions) 
Symbology Generator 
Fire Control Computer 

The copilot and pilot vlslonlcs systems will enable mission operation and target acquisition and designa- 
tion at night or in marginal lighting conditions. 

The IHADSS will provide the pilot and CPG with a heads-up display of TADS and PNVS Imagery.     Video recording 
equipment will provide a video recording and playback capability for the TADS and PNVS video.     This 
feature provides  the capability to quickly scan a suspected target a.-ea, and after reconcealment,  study 
the area In detail via the playback feature.    The symbology generator will provide displays on the pilot 
and CPG  IHADSS,  and the CPG indirect view display.    The symbology generator will accept video  inputs 
from the TADS,  PNVS and video recorder.    The fire control computer provides an  interface between the 
above equipment  and performs all necessary computations. 

The  firepower of   the UH-60A consists of two M-60,  7.62nn weapons and a configuration capable of carrying 
a total of 1100 rounds of avunltlon.    The M-60 is primarily a defensive or fire suppression weapon. 
The AH-64 firepower consists of three armament systems; Hellt Ire missile point target  subsystem;   Wmm 
area weapon subsystem;  and aerial rocket subsystem.    The external stores subsystem,  end a  fire control 
subsystem integrate these weapon systems.    The YAH-64 weapon systems and their modes of use are  listed 
below: 

a.    Point  target subsystem (Hellfire missile).    The AAH  primary mission require» eight  Hellflre 
missiles, however,  the AH-64 is capable of carrying up to  16 missiles. 
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(1) Prl»c made.    The CPG can fire all types, codes and modes of the point target subsystem using 
TADS as the target acquisition device.    TADS laser designation will be used during autonomous launches. 
The pilot will fly the missile launch constraints. 

(2) Backup modes.    The CPG can fire laser and RF/IR missiles In all modes where the missile seeker 
serves as  the acquisition device, and the aircraft Is flown within the missile launch constraints.    The 
pilot can fire laser seeker missiles on code selected by  the CPG against cooperatively designated 
targets when the aircraft is flown within the  launch constraints. 

(3) Hellfire operational modes. 

(a) Autonomous.    Target designation by TADS on the launch helicopter. 

(b) Cooperative.    Target designation by remote  (air or ground)  designator. 

(c) Ripple fire.    Launching of two missiles within one second or less from the same helicopter 
against  two targets being designated by two designators operating on different codes.    Requires 
cooperative designator. 

(d) Rapid fire.    Launching of two missiles within 6 to 8 second intervals at two targets using one 
designator.    Can be accomplished In either autonomous or cooperative mode. 

(e) Indirect fire.    Launching of a missile  from a helicopter masked from the target by trees and 
terrain.    Multi-tilt  programmer in the missile is activated prior to launch.    Requires cooperative 
designator. 

(f) Pseudo-indirect.    Launching of a missile prior to  target designation ("lock-on" after launch). 
Once in  flight the laser seeker locks onto target when designated.    Can be accomplished in either 
autonomous or cooperative mode from ranges within TADS capability.    Can be used in cooperative node 
for ranges in excess of TADS capability by use of Indirect  fire mode. 

b.    Area weapon subsystem QOiim XM-230 Chain Gun).    The AAH primary mission requires  320 rounds 
of ADEN/DEFA 30mm ammunition, however,  the AH-64 Is capable of carrying up to 1200 rounds of 30niin 

nitlon. 

1 

(1) Prime mode.  The CPG can fire the area weapon using TADS with fire control corrections applied 
by the fire control computer. 

(2) Backup mode. The pilot and CPG are capable of firing the area weapon in the flexible mode using 
IHADSS with fire control corrections applied by the fire control computer. The pilot and CPG can fire 
the area weapon in the stow mode utilizing the direct sight tueture  of IHADSS with fire control correc- 
tions applied by the fire control computer. The area weapon can be fired In the flexible and stow modes 
even if corrections are not available. 

c. Aerial rocket subsystem (2.75 Inch folding fin aerial rockets). The AAH does not require rockets 
for the primary mission, however, the AH-64 can carry up to 76 rockets. 

(1) Precision rocket mode. The pilot can select and fire rockets using target tracking by the CPG 
ualng TADS with fire control corrections applied hy the fire control computer, and aiming and steering 
conmands provided to the pilot on IHADSS with fire control corrc •ions applied by the fire control 
computer. 

(2) Prime mode.  The pilot can select and fire rockets using IHADSS with fire control corrections 
applied by the fire control computer in either a flexible pod elevation or depression mode In hover or a 
fixed mode at speeds over A0 knots. 

(3) Backup mode.  The CPG can fire rockets selected by the pilot using IHADSS with fire control 
corrections in either a flexible elevation mode in hover or the fixed mode over 40 knots.  The rockets 
are capable of being fired even if corrections are not available. 

d. External stores subsystem.  The AH-64 external stores subsystem can accommodate four removable 
external store pylons, although only two pylons are required for the primary design mission.  Each store 
station can carry up to four Hellfire missiles, or up to 19 2.75" rockets. Each station is structurally 
designed for a 1000 lb load at 3.5g's to accommodate future growth in requirements, and a 1250 lb load 
at 2g's for external ferry mission .'uel cells.  Currently the maximum ordnance load is the 19 rocket 
case which totals 646 lb for the rockets and launcher. The store stations are equipped to provide 
elevation travel of +4.5° to -20° relative to the helicopter longitudinal axis.  In addition the stores 
Include a Jettison capability. 

e. Fire control subsystem. The AH-64 fire control subsystem is a totally Integrated subsystem 
consisting of: 

• Target Acquisition Designation System (TADS) 
Laser Rangefinder/Designator 

• Forward Looking Infrared(FLIR) 
• Day Sensors (TV and Direct View Optics) 

Laser Tracker 
■ Automatic Target Tracking Processor 

• Air Data Sensors 
• Attitude and Velocity Sensors 



• IHADSS 
• Fire Control Coaputer (FCC) 
• Associated Controls and Display« 

The fir« control aubsyatea baa the capability for aiaultaneoua operation of any two weapon aubayataaa, 
except the Hellf Ire alsatle/rocket coabinatlon.    The FCC will pcrfon targeting navigation, weapon 
ballistic coapensation, and aupply co—snda required for the fire control aubayatea.    The coaputar will 
perfota the following functions: 

■ Interface with avionics and weapons equipaent 
• Provide aziauth and elevation aiaing signals 
■ Store ballistic paraaeters 
■ Accept air data sensor inputs 

Cospute aucxle velocities 
Accept TADS target inforaation 
Cospute target klneaatlcs and aupply cosaanda for weapon firing 

■ Accept helaet eight data and control helaet aiaing and steering displays 
Coapute aircraft attitude and naneuver inforaation 
Coapute and atore target locations 
Coapute and atore boreaight errora 

• Perfora fault detection and isolation 
Monitor aircraft and weapons to provide fire enable signals and perfora fite interrupt 

SURVIVABIUTY/VUmERABILITY  (S/V) CHAKACTERISTICS 

One of the aore challenging areaa of design in the UTTAS and AAH la the stringent total S/V requirements, 
and their relationship to achieving a good aurvivable design at the coat of eapty weight and performance. 
The phrase "total S/V requirement" la used to distinguish the various design criteria necessary to 
achieve an increaaed aurvivable helicopter froa the conotatlon of vulnerability to specific weapon threata. 
This section of the paper will discuss the key design requirements and capabilities which aake up the 
total S/V picture and will naturally include the invulnerable capability to weapon threats. 

Craahworthineaa:    The UTTAS and AAH have been designed to specific craahworthiness requirements relating 
to Increaaed human and hardware protection and survivability.    The specific areas deal with the airfraae, 
(Including engine and transmission), landing gear,  fuel tanks,  and living apace volume reduction on 
impact. 

Table 5 outlines  the major capabilities of these areas  for each helicopter.    In addition to the capabilities 
shown in Table 5,  additional design features are incorporated such as;  anti-plow skid beams,  energy 
absorbing losd limiting seata, energy absorbing structure of ductile material in the fuselage,  turnover 
protection structure, Jettisonable cockpit doors,  and craah inertia switches co activate fire extinguish- 
ing systeas. 

Radundsncy:    In many areas the survivability of the helicopters can be attributed to ballistic invulner- 
ability, enhanced by redundant components and subsystems.    Specific redundant designs incorporated on  the 
UTTAS and AAH are: 

Engines widely aeparated with good single engine performance 
• Fuel aubayatea 
' Flight controls 
' Hydrsulic systea 
■ Electrical systea 

Instruments 
Rotor - transmission - engine attachaent and support structure 

Tranaaisaion Dry Run Capability:    The main transmission and all gearboxes of the UTTAS and AAH have  thr 
capability to operate for a minimum of 30 minutes at  the power required for flight speeds for maximum 
range after the total  loss of the lubrication system. 

Detection:    The UTTAS and AAH have incorporated design features to reduce detectabillty by radar, noise 
levels. and visual prominence.    Specific design  features are: 

■ Reduced radar detection by use of controlled fuselage profiles, engine inlet screening and rotor 
head shaping. 

Reduced external noise  levels by use of advanced geometry main and tail rotor systems. 

Reduced visual prominence by use of  low reflectance and camouflage paint,  low helicopter profile 
and in the case of the AAH, near-flat glass canopy. 

'    Reduced engine infrared  (IR)  signature by provisions for an IR suppression kit on the UTTAS and 
an integral suppression system on the AAH. 

Vulnerability:    One of  the moat Important Ingredients of S/V is obviously vulnerable area to specific 
weapon threats.    A primary design requirement of the UTTAS and AAH is the stringent allowable vulnerable 
area of the two designs which to date has been demonstrated by analyses and component testing.    The 
design methods by which these capabilities are accomplished are damage tolerant or ballistic tolerant 
components and the use of shielding and/or armor.    Further protection to the crew in the AAH is 
accomplished by the use of s fragmentation barrier between the pilot and co pilot/gunner.    The actual 
requirements differ for the two designs from a standpoint of  threat and flight condition (i.e., hover 
and forward flight).    The UTTAS requirement is aero vulnerable area to 7.62M projectiles with a design 
gosl to minimise vulnerable area to 12.7nm and 23iaB threata.    The requirement and goal is for forward 
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flight only.     The  AA1I  requirement  is  leru vulnerable  area  tu   1.'. 7mm projectllea and a  similar  design 
goal   to nlnlnlxe  .'Jam.     Unlike UTTAS,  the AAH  requirements  are   for hover and  forward  flight.     In 
addition both aircraft are designed for fuel  tank self Healing capability against   12.7mm,  and  lA.tan for 
the lower portion which  contains   the  30 minute   reserve.     The  reason   for  the  difference  In  requirements 
of  the  two design«   Is  related  to  the design Bissluns of   the he 11 copters.     The Mil will   live  In  a more 
hostile environment,  intentionally operating in and near areas of  small  arms fire and will  spend a 
great  deal  of  time  in  this  environment while   In  a hovering condition,     Therefore,   the AAH imin'   be capable 
of defeating a higher threat at more stringent   flight  conditional     In order to show the helicopters' 
capabilities  relative  to  their  design goals  for   the higher  .'»mm  threat,  a  presentation of   the percentage 
vulnerable area  to  total  helicopter presented area   Is  shown   In  figure  V     Cor  comparative  purposes,   the 
UH-1  and AH-1  percentages  are  also shown,  keeping  In mind  thai   these halleoptari were not   designed 
for any  invulnerability   to apeclflc   threats.     As  can  he  seen  I rom  Hgure  'i,   the UTTAS ami AAH have 
achieved their goals of ■Inimltation to :3mm when con|>aieil to alnialt   that  had no design  requirement 
or goal. 

RELIABILITY,  AVAILABILITY.  AWU MAINTAINABIUTY   (HAM)  tllAKA» TMf-i ICH 

The UTTAS and AAH  represent  a new generation ol   hellcoptel   desl»"i   In which  slgnlflianl   attention  to 
reliability  and maintainability  haa bee»  required by   the  Army   to   «ssur»  an   Improvement   In  availability 
thus  enhancing the operational  effectiveness  and   life  cycle  nisi   ••;   the helicopter.     The Army's 
stringent  requirements   in  the  area of  KAM were  sunessliil   In aitvanil.g  thr  mate of   the-art   of   detail 
design to provide highly  reliable and easily maintained aircraft .     A »ummarv ol  the UTTAS and AAH 
capabilities  for significant  RAM parameters   Is  shown   In   table  h,     The  value« shown are  entrapolated 
capabilities based on actual  reaults measured during conlraclor development  and Army  flight  tsatlng. 
For purposes of  definition,   the mission rellsblllty  Is baaaJ on a  prohahlllly ol  completing a mlsnlon 
and  landing at a  predetermined area without  occurrence  of   an  equipment   malfumtlon or   failure 
that  Is  the  cause  for A mission  abort,   given  that   the  aqulpaanl  was  oparatlonally  ready  at   the start  of 
the mission.     For presentation  purposes  the probability  ha« been  converted  to Mean-Tlme-Betvieen-Fal lure 
(MTBF)  as shown  in Table  6.     The  dynamic  component  Mean-Tlme-Belweiu-Kemoval   (MTBR)   capabilities 
represent  an average  for  all  components with no one  component   leas   than   l^OO hour«.     It   should also be 
noted that   the difference between  the  two  designs  In  the srea of  mission MTBK  and  field Maintenance 
Man Hour/Flight Hour  (MMH/FH)   is  related  to  the  contribution of   the mission equipment   In  the AAH. 
Although not shown,  the  values  for  the AAH airframes  alone are  essentially  equivalent  to  th-   UTTAS.     in 
addition,   the overall maintainability  of  the AAH with  the mission equipment   Installed  Is  enhanced by 
the  Incorporation of a Fault  Detection/Location  System  (FD/LC)   and  Line Replaceable Unit«   (LRU).     The 
FD/LS has the capability  to: 

■ Provide on-alrcraft   inflight  "go/no go" status  of  mission  essential  equipment 

• Detect  failures  of   flight critical  subsystems 

• Fault   Isolate electrical/electronic  failures   to  the  replaceable unit 

• Provide electrical/electronic  fault  isolation within replaceable units 

The  Inherent  reliability  capability of   the UTTAS  and AAH   is  primarily  obtained by  the use of  component 
derating,  simplified design and low vibration design.     Safe  life  requirements and capabilities  are such 
that  all  fatigue  critical  dynamic  components have  a minimum  life of   5000 hours on  the UTTAS  and  A500 
hours on the AAH.     The  airframes  are designed  to  preclude major overhaul   In  less  than  4500 hours  for AAH 
and 8000 hours  for UTTAS.     Each  aircraft has design   features which  significantly   lower  the overall 
vibration  levels by as much  as  a  factor of  two when  compared  to existing Army  utility  and  attack 
helicopters. 

Both helicopters have  Incorporated design  features which  enhance  accessibility by  the use of built   In 
work platforms coupled with  aircraft mounted cranes which have  virtually  eliminated  the need  for 
workatands.    Numerous external  fuselage door panels provide good accessibility for inspection and 
maintenance activities.     This  attention  to design has  also  Included sound maintenance safety  features. 
Hand hold« and steps «re identified and all work platforms/walkways are coated with anti-skid compound. 
Other general maintainability  features include the use of quick disconnects throughout the electrical 
and hydraulic  subsystems  and quick acting  fasteners  are  provided  on all  access  panels which  are  frequently 
opened.     In addition scheduled overhauls have been  replaced by  "on-condltion" operation,  and  the need 
for lubrication has been eliminated or reduced. 

These attention«  to maintainability detail design coupled with the  inherent reliability capabilities 
have allowed extended  time between  Inspections  and provides   the Army with next  generation helicopters 
with  the operational  availability needed coupled with  reduced  cost  of operation. 

GROWTH CAPABILITY AMD POTEMTIAL ALTERNATE USES 

Both the AH-64 and UH-60A have  Inherent growth potential  in their designs.    As discussed previously in 
the Performance section,  the normal in-service growth due to repairs, mission expansion, and new 
requirement«  required that  the UTTAS and AAH be designed with anticipation of  changing requirements  In 
service.    A» mentioned previously  this approach will avoid costly  requallflcation and retrofit  at a 
later date.    The moat cotton area of growth in past helicopter designs ha« been the periodic updating of 
the powerplant.    The AAH and UTTAS have drive systems which have been (for purposes of durability)  designed 
to u«e 1201 of nhe current power available at  the design condition of 4000 feet/950F.    In addition,  thl« 
drive system design criteria allow« more efficient use of  the higher engine power available at  low 
altitude« and/or low  temperatures,  where heavy weight alternate mission« are  required. 

__ 
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Th« AAH prlnary •Sailon tnduranc« raqulraMnt .• t.9 hours at an aablant condition of A000 feet/9S0Ft 

raqulrlni IUI lb o( fual.    In addition,  tha AAH haa a 2.) hour anduranca requirement at SL/STD 
condltlona,  requiring ■! 1/4 lb of  fual.    Thla aacond alaalon alias tha  internal fual capacity of the AAH, 
and providaa a )AI capacity •argli; ovsr tha hot day «laalun raqulraaMnt.    Tha UTTAS endurance requlre- 
*ant la 2.3 hours fot both tha 4000 faat/t}0? and SL/STD aHblant condltlona.    The hot day mission fuel 
raqulraaant la 197) lb and tha si/siu raqulreaant  la 23SO lb, provldl .ig a 19X capacity nargln over tha 
hot day raqulraaant.    Tha area of »'jalon aspanslon typically ev  Iva . fro* Increaaed alaalon require- 
■ants, additional alaalon aqulpwt-.i,  alternate uses of the vshlcU troa Its prlaary mission, or coablns- 
tlons of tlia above.    In the oaaa uf  the AAH and UTTAS, critical flight perforaance haa been specified at 
tha prlaary alaalon gross weight and aablant condltlona described above.    Because of the requirement   to 
perform alternate heavy weight alsslons such as asternal cargo alaalona, the atructural deaign has 
Included operations to significantly higher loadings.    The following lift coaparlaon Illustrates the 
alternate alsslon potantiala  (relative to prlaary mission weight) while still maintaining structural 
Intag-lty. 

Prlaary Mission Weight 
Structural Design Weight 
Maximum Weight 

llB-iS 
14660 
17650 

AAH  (Rel  4) UTTAS   (R«if  3) 

Load      Add'l Lift Load 
m      Factor    Capability      Wt    Factor 

3.7g 
3.5g 
2.9g 

63; 
26X 

164S0 
16825 
20250 

3.6g 
3.5g 
2.9g 

Add'l Lift 
Capability 

25; 
2iX 

The AAH la dealgned for a crew of  two and a prlaary alaalon ordnance load of 8 Hellflre missiles ai.d 320 
rounds of  30* aamunltlon.    Alternate loading capabilities are:    up  to 16 Hellflre missiles,  up to  76 
2.75" folding fin aerial rockets  (FFAR), up to 1200 rounds of  30IBB ammunition, or combinations of  the 
above.    The UTTAS primary mission load consists of a 3 man crew,  11  fully equipped combat  troops,  two 
M-60 weapons and 1100 round» of  7.62mm aamunltlon.    Alternate loading capabilities are up to 8000  lb 
of external or  internal cargo.     In addition,  the UTTAS can be reconfigured to serve as an »erlal 
coaaand post, aeroaadlcal evacuation vehicle, crash rescue/fIro suppression vehicle, and general support 
vehicle. 

Another frequent use of military aircraft Is the civilian market.     Civilian applications normally 
follow the development of military versions, and after the expensive development and qualification program 
haa been funded.    However,  there haa been a recent tun.-around In this trend related to the industry's 
assessment of coMercial helicopter neede.    The industry has assessed a market need In the low to mid 
gross weight range and haa  initiated company-funded new-development efforts In lieu of modifying any 
existing vehicles.    These new development efforts,  the most notable being Sikorsky's S-76 and Bell Helicopter 
Taxton's Model 222. are considerably different than the AH-64 or the UH-60A.    Table 7 lists the salient 
characteristics of the AAH and UTTAS, and three medium lift  commercial aircraft which are currently being 
developed.    It can be seen from Table 7, that the two Independently developed commercial aircraft   (S-76 
and BHT-222) are significantly smaller than the aircraft designed to military requirements.    The BHT-214B, 
although it ia more comparable  in site,  is again a coamercial vehicle which has been modified from the 
214A, developed for the Imperial  Iranian Air Force. 

The chief reasons for the difference in size between the military UTTAS and AAH designs on the one hand, 
and the coaaerclal S-76 and BHT-222 on the other hand, are  the critical military performance design 
requirements at 4000 feet/950F and the crashworthy and survlvablllty design requlrments for enhanced 
battlefield effectlvenesa.    The AAH and UTTAS,  for example, have about 7 to 10X of their weight empty 
asaociated with crashworthiness and survlvablllty design features.     For a nominal aircraft growth factor 
of 1.6 lb/lb,  thla results in the aircraft growing 11  to 16Z due to the presence of the crashworthiness 
and survlvablllty requirements.    This trend Is compounded by the severe VROC performance criteria at 
4000 feet/950F condltlona.    Compare,  for example.  In Table 8,  the UTTAS design for a crew of  3 and 
11 troops (total of  14 onboard)  against the S-76 with a crew of  2 and 12 passengers  (total of  1'• onboard). 
For this caae of equivalent total number of people onboard,   the UTTAS useful  load Is approximately 
35X larger, and the total gross weight  is approximately HO",  larger.    Table 8 Illustrates a comparison 
of typical loadinga for the UH-60A, S-76 and Model 222.    At  this condition the S-76 Is unable to hover 
0GE on a hot day,  and is  limited to an HOGE condition at  750F and sea level altitude. The UTTAS,  however, 
can HOGE at 5000 feet/950F with its higher useful  load.    The Model  222 loading condition shown Is  for a 
maxlmua loading of  10 people onboard and allows a hover OP" capability of  3700 feet on a 950F day. 
Note that the uaeful load of 2780 lb is approximately ha r of  the comparable UTTAS loading.     It  can be 
concluded from thla  comparison  that the Industry's assessment of  commercial requirements Is  In the 8-12 
paasenger range, with a useful load/performance combination which  Is much less demanding than the 
current military troop transport requirements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is recognised that the Army's  requirements for the UTTAS and AAH In the area of flight performance, 
survlvablllty/vulnerability,  reliability and maintainability and in the case of the AAH advanced 
Firepower and Vlalonics represent demsnding design criteria, but  are considered necesssry to fulfill 
the Army's operational roles on the modern battlefield.    While  these requirements dlrtsted  Inovaclve 
design features within design to cost goals,  the UTTAS and AAH will provide the Army with truly  improved 
next-generation helicopters capable of achieving the Army's required missions. 

As a reault of the Army's deaign requirements the resuming helicopters represent capsbilities beyond 
thoae of current coaaerctal operation requirements.    However,  the necessary inovative design approaches 
required to meet  the Army's needs provide inherent advancements  in rotorcrsft technology which are 
directly applicable to coaaerclal applications relating to reliability and maintainability,  safety and 
reduced coat of operation. 
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Fig.3    The Sikorsky UH-60A 

Fig.4    Hughes helicopters YAH-64 
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TABU 1 

UTTAS CHAKACTERISTICS 

R0I0I1S MAIN TAIL 

Typ« 
NuBb« of Bladas 
DUMttr - R 
Chord - FT 
Twltt - DEC 
Solidity 
Cant Anyla - UEG 
Rotor Spaad - RPM 
Disc Loading - PSF 

EMCIMIS 

Articulated 
4 

53.67 
1.75 

18.0 
.0826 

N/A 
258 

7.2 

Hinge less 
4 

11.00 
0.81 

18.0 
.1875 

10.0 
1190 

Two GE T-700. 1543 SHP (ea). 20000 RPM 
Solar Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) . 90 SHP, 12000 RPM 

HELICOPTER WEIGHT 

Enpty Weight - LB 
Useful Load - LB 

10900 
5550 

3 crew 
11 troops 
2 7.62BBI M60 Guns + 1100 Rds  7.62H 

Fuel for 2.3 hours at 4000 ft/950F 

Mission Gross Weight - LB 
Alternate Gross Weight - LB 

16450 
20250 

TABLE 2 

AAH CHARACTERISTICS 

ROTORS MAIN TAIL 

Type 
Number of Blades 
Diaaeter - FT 
Chord - FT 
Twist - DEG 
Solidity 
Rotor Speed - RPM 
Disc Loading - PSF 

ENGINES 

Articulated 
4 

48 
1.75 
9 

.092 
2M 

7.6 

Hlngeless 
4 
8.58 
0.833 
9 

.2409 
1411 

Two GE T-700.   1543 SHP  (ea) ,  20000 RPM 
AlResearch Auxiliary Power Unit (APU),  125 SHP, 8216 RPM 

HELICOPTER WEIGHT 

Eopty Weight  - LB 
Useful Load - LB 

10268 
3557 

2 craw 
1 30M XM230 Gun + 320 Rds SOnv 
2 HELLFIRE Launchers 
8 HELLFIRE Missiles 
Fuel  for 1.83 hours at 4000  ft/950F 

Mission Gross Weight - LB 
Alternate Gross Weight - LB 

13825 
17650 
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TABLE 3 

CURRENT AAH PERFORMANCE SUMMAKY (Ref 4) 

Any 
Requirement 

Weight Empty - LB 

Primary Mlnslon Wt - LB 

VROC 9 95X IRP -  FPM 450-500 

Cruise Speed 9 MCP - KTAS 145-175 

Mission Endurance - KR 
Primary 9 4000 feet/950F 
Alternate 9 SL/STD 
(Full Internal Fuel) 

1.83 
2.5-2.8 

Ferry Range  (STD D«y;-N.M. 800-1000 

One Engine Inop 9 IRP 
Cruise Speed  - KTAS 
Service Celling 9 950F - 
Safe Land Speed - KTAS 

90 
FT                 5000 

Near Zero 

TABLE  4 

CURRENT UTTAS PERFORMANCE  SUMMARY     ( 

Army 
Requirement 

Weight Empty - LB — 

Primary Mission Wt - LB ... 

VROC 9 95J; IRP -  FPM 450-500 

Cruise Speed  9 MCP  - KTAS 145-175 

Mission Endurance - HR 
Primary 9 4000 feet/950F 
Alternate 9 SL/STD 
(Full Internal Fuel) 

One Engine Inop @ KTAS 
dulse Speed - IRP 
Service Celling 9 950f - FT 
Safe Landing 
Takeoff from IGE Hover 

2.3 
2.3 

ion 
5000 

Req'd 
Req'd 

AH-64 
Capability 

10268 

13825 

880 

146 

1.83 
2.62 

820 

108 
5600 
Yes 

UH-60A 
Capability 

10900 

16450 

480 

147 

2.3 
2.3 

109 
5000 
Yes 
Yes 
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AIRTRAME - G'a 

Longitudinal 
Vertical 
Lataral 

TABLE 5 

CRASHWORTHY DESIGN CAPABILITY 

UTTAS 

+20 
+20/-10 
+18 

AAH 

+20 
+20/-10 
+20 

LAHDINC GEAK - FT/MIN 

Rcserva Energy 
Craah 

900 
2520 

900 
2520 

FUEL TAMKS - FT/MIN 
3900 3900 

MAXIMUM LIVING SPACE VOLUME REDUCTION - X 

Longitudinal Impact 9 1200 Ft/Min - into rigid wall 
2400 Ft/Hin - into rigid wall 
3600 Ft/Min - 15° nose down 

into level ground 

Vertical Impact 

Lateral Impact 

9  2520  Ft/Min 

9  1800  Ft/Min 

Safe Evacuation 
15 N/A 

5 5 

15 

15 

15 

15 

TABLE 6 

RAM CAPABILITY 

PARAMETER 

System KTBF - HR 

Mission tfTBF - HR 

Dynamic Component KTBR - HR 

Field MMH/FH 

Operational Availability 

UTTAS 

4.5 

76 

3619* 

.80 

.86 

AAH 

3.4 

19.8 

4258* 

5.61 

.88 

NCTE:     MTBF - Mean Time Between  Failure 

MTBR - Mean Time Between Repair 

MMH/FH - Maintenance Hanhour Per Flight Hour 

*Aver ige Time  for Aircraft  Component  Set 
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TABLE 7 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENT  DEVELOPMENT HELICOPTERS 

MILITARY 
UH-60A 

DESIGNS 
AH-64 

MODIFIED 
MILITARY DESIGNS 

BHT-214B 
CIVILIAN 
S-76 

DE. IGNS 
BHT-222 

Weight Empty - LB 10900 10268   (1) 
(8989) 

7761 5114 4H20 

Maximum Gross Weight - 
LB 

20250 17650 16000 (External) 
13800 (Internal) 

9700 7200 

Fuel  Capacity  - LB 2350(JP-4)2374(JP-4) 1372(JP-4) 1768(JP- 5) 1284(JP-5) 

Rotor  Diameter  - FT 53.7 48 50 44 39 

Crew 3 2 1 2/1 2/1 

Passengers 11 0 15 12/13 8/9 

Engines (2)  T700-GE- 
700 

(2)  T700-GE- 
700 

(1)  LTC T5508D (2) ALL 
C30 

2 5C -  (2)   LTS 
101-650C 

Total Engine SHP  (SL/STD 
Unlnstalled) 

3086 3086 2930 1300 1300 

Passenger Cabin Volume - 
Fr3 

376 — 220 204 130 

Baggage  Bin Volume  - FT3 — ~ — 42 42 

Maximum Useful Load - LB 9350(2) 7382(2) 
(8661)(1) 

8239(2) 4586<2> 2780") 

Maximum U.L./W.E.  x 100Z 86X 72;t 
(96X) 

1061 90Z 63X 

G.W.  HOCE 9 4000 Ft/950F - 
LB 

17500 15550 13800(2) 7500 7100 

V.l.  9  4000  Ft/950F - LB 6600 5282 
(6561) (!) 

6039 2558 2680 

U.L./W.E.   x 100X 61* ,;£<« 78X 52Z 61Z 

NOTE:  (1)' Armament Mission Equipment Removed from Weight Empty 
(2)  Limited by Maximum Gross Weight 
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TABLE 8 

Crew 

Passengera 

Baggage 

Full  Fuel 

Two M-60 

1100 Rounds  7.62tnai 

Trapped & Unusable Fluids 

Useful Load 

Enpty  Weight 

Gross Weight 

HOGE Altitude 9 9S0F 

TYPICAL MISSION LOADINGS 

UTTAS S-76 BHT-222 

3 9 725 LBS 2 9 340 LBS 2 9 140 LBS 

11 9 2640 12 0 2040 8 @ 1360 

  180 120 

2350 1768 960(1) 

96 —   

72 --- 

42 In W.E. 

4328 LB 

In W.E. 

5925 LB 2780 LB 

10900 LB 5114 LB 4420 LB 

16825 LB 

5000 FT 

(30 Min Rating) 

9442 LB 

Max HOGE Temp 
at SL is 750F 
(5 Min Rating) 

7200 LB 

3700 FT 

(5 Min Rating) 

NOTES: W  Capacity Is 1284 LB JP-5 
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US NAVY/MARINE CORPS ROTARY WING REQUIREMENTS 

by 

Captain J.A.Purtell 
US Navy 

INTRODUCTION 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak today about Navy and Marine Corps helicopter requirements. The Naval 
helicopter is unique in that it is employed throughout the world in every climate, on a mobile platform, in a salt air 
environment, often in very small numbers. Small maintenance detachments and junior officers operate them for months 
at a time in austere conditions. They must be rugged, reliable and versatile. For example, in the pace of war at sea the 
mode of operations changes very quickly and secondary missions often are performed on the same flight as primary 
missions, thus, the aircraft must always be fully equipped. Naval Rotary Wing Aircraft must be able to extend their 
flights, refueling on-station from the nearest ship, either in-flight or on deck. This is particularly true in anti-submarine 
warfare where your effectiveness is proportional to time on station. 

This paper addresses three points: first, how rotorcraft fit into a Navy committed to a future VTOL force. Second, 
current helicopter developments in Naval aviation with emphasis upon characteristics and capabilities of CH-S3E Super 
Stallion, LAMPS MK III, and the AH-IT improved Sea Cobra, and finally, what current trends are underway in navalized 
helicopters to applications. 

To explain transition to a "V" Navy, I will discuss our function in the Rotary Wing Branch and how organization is 
changing, or, more accurately    changing very little. 

The Rotary Wing Branch responsibilities today are: 

Concept formulation 
Development 
Engineering 
Test an4 Evaluation 
Production 

as they pertain to all Navy and Marine Corps helicopters, and now to some extent to Coast Guard helicopter selection 
Support, training devices and basic technology research and development are done by other offices at NAVAIR as is the 
overall management of projects. We do, however, provide engineering to support those functions. Here are our current 
helicopter programs: 

SH3 Sea King 
SH-60B LAMPS MK III 
RHS3D Minesweeper 
AH-IT Sea Cobra 
CH-46E Sea Knight 
CH-53E Super Stallion 
SRR USCG Short Range Recovery 

As VTOL projects take form and are staffed, we add project engineering for those aircraft    and perform the samc 
functions for the "V" as well as for the helos. That is: 

AV-8A/B Harrier 
V/STOL Type A ASW/AEW/Marine Assault 

The point is that V/STOL is not intended to replace rotorcraft in the Navy. Eventually, practical V/STOL are 
intended to fill some roles now performed by helicopters. The thrust of the study effort in VTOL is advanced develop- 
ment, technology development. There will be a point at which it will be decided whether IISX, HXM. combat SAR, and 
so on, will be conventional helos, advanced rotary wing, lift cruise fan or something else. 

Here are the extended hovering roles expected to be performed by helicopters and missions, now of helicopters, 
which by virtue of their flight profiles, appear likely candidates for VTOL. 
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A.    Sea based vertical flight 

Helo roles 

o Minesweeping 
o LAMPS (VTOL"C") 
o Vertrep 
o Heavy Lift/VOD 
o HS (Sea King) 
o VOD 
o SRR 

Studied for VTOL VT 

HSX 
HSM 
Attack 
Combat SAR 

The concepts of ABC, tilt rotor and possibly others will be fully evaluated for their possible application to tasks appro- 
priate to low disc loading. 

The commitment of the USN to VTOL is to not be viewed as a precipitous impulse. We are embarking upon a 
deliberate investigative process with many decisions which remain to be taken at appropriate points. At each of these 
points alternate courses of action will be thoroughly explored. 

NAVMJZING REQUIREMENTS 

Helicopters, as discussed by the gentlemen from land based services who have preceeded me, do very well in Naval 
roles except - it is a vital exception - they require adaption to the shipboard environment, salt air environment, sea 
combat environment and over water environment. 

The sea makes the difference. 

The LAMPS MK III aircraft illustrates this point. These are proposed changes to be made to rotorcraft designed for 
Army applications which have been offered to meet the requirements of war at sea: 

Shipboard Landing and Handling 

- fittings added for hauldown and traversing 
- landing gear stressed for rolling, pitching decks - 12 eps touchdown 
- rotor brake for rapid handling and close quarters 
- blade and tail boomfold for stowage 
- pressure fuelling - rapid safe handling 
- fuselage door changes - swinging doors and high winds don't mix 
- small footprint 

Salt Air 

- marinize engines 
- non corrosive materials/paint 

Sea Combat 

- increvsed drag - external sensors, weapons "-ki, etc. 
- avionics - mission equipment 
- weapons (torpedos) 
- add sonobouys/pyrotechnics for mission support 
- add third crewman - operate equipment 
- remove gun mounts/armor 
- added cockpit panels reflecting the increased complexity of Naval tactical aircraft 

Over Water 

- rescue hoist - SAR and utility missions 
- flotation - all emergency landings are ditchings 
- more fuel - overwater mission length 
- H1FR - helo inflight refueling 

high capacity fuel dump - emergency procedure to reduce to single engine hover weight for shipboard recovery. 

Pictured here is the SH-60B, LAMPS MK 111. You may notice the number of externally mounted weapons, and 
sensors    and the number of fuselage changes for sonob uy chutes - doors, escape hatches and so on. 
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These material acquisition fundamentals we call the "NAVAIR New Look". 

OObjectiva 

o Improve Fleet Readiness 
o Enhance Material Acquisition Efficiency 

O Comentones 

o Maximize Reliability/Maintainability 
o Optimize Quality Assurance 
o Minimize Life Cycle Cost 

OR&M 
o Mission Profile Definition 
o Stress Analysis 
o Derating Criteria 
o Worst Case Analysis 
o Sneak Circuit Analysis 
o Prediction/Allocations 
o Failure Modes & Effects Analysis 
o Test, Analyze, & Fix with Closed Loop Reporting 
o Design Reviews 
o Mission Profile Qualification Test 

OQ.A. 

o Process Control Attainment/Maintainment 
o Mission Profile Acceptance Test 

OCost 

o Design to Cost 

mm 
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These are also requirements, stressing engineering disciplines which will assure us of improved reliability and main- 
tainability. Each of the aircraft 1 am discussing, has been given the "New Look" starting with design. In each case we are 
hearing from designers that they are happy that we insisted upon these criteria. The payoff is better aircraft for us and 
better product for the contractor who uses the results of RAM improvements on other products. 

We are currently going into production of the improved Sea Cobra, the AH-IT. This aircraft features twin engines, 
improved dynamic system and 402 RAM changes from earlier Marine Cobras. 

This aircraft has realized a threefold increase in ordnance capability - has au^ed the dimension of the TOW missile 
to Marine close air support and is capable of operation from ship or shore. It differs significantly from its Army counter- 
parts because it has met the hard requirements of sea basing. 

MILITARY APPLICATION OF OFF-THE-SHELF CIVILIAN HEUCOPTERS 

The concept of using civilian helicopters for US Navy where applicable is not new. The TH-S7A is used for heli- 
copter flight training by the US Navy, and for the Marine Corps and Coast Guard has served extremely well. This is the 
basic Jet Ranger, B-206. 

We are now cooperating in the US Coast Guard's selection of a replacement for the HH-S2A. The short-range 
recovery aircraft is envisaged as an existing certified civilian or military equivalent helicopter. It is anticipated that the 
development costs for this procurement can be greatly reduced by taking advantage of civil developments with minimum 
modification. Several helicopter manufacturers from NATO nations have expressed a strong interest in this competition. 
Documentation for this procurement is now being prepare«*. An RFQ should be issued by the end of the year. 

J 



BRITISH AIRWAYS HELICOPTER OPERATIONS 

( aplain J.A.Camcron 
Britiih Airways Helicopters 

Gatwick Airport 
Horley 
Surrey 

Writing this Paper for the AGARO Symposium on Rotorcraft Design presents me with the 
opportunity to suggest ways in which, perhaps, the civil and military aspects of VTOL 
can best be progressed to the benefit of operators, manufacturers and users alike. 

I am Managing Director of British Airways Helicopters and we have 30 years experience 
in the helicopter business and I think we can, without being accused of being imnodest, 
rightly claim the epithet 'successful'. 

For 12 years we have, as I un sure many of you knuw, contributed to the support of 
Britain's off-shore oil exploration effort in the North Sea - perhaps one of the most 
hostile environments in the world.  The somewhat unhappy economic situation in which 
Great Britain has found itself has highlighted the importance of the oil in our coastal 
waters and as its importance has grown so the efforts of those supporting the operation 
has been thrown into ever sharper perspective. 

But if our achievements in the North Sea give us juct cause for satisfaction the fact 
that we operate probably the only profitable scheduled helicopter passenger service in 
the world is of equal importance to us - and some may say to the progress of civil 
rotary flight generally. 

There obviously can be no direct comparison between our North Sea operations and our 
passenger service between Penzance on Britain's south west coast and the Isles of 
Scilly.  But if our oil support operation is of national importance, the largely 
unheralded success at Penzance is of international importance because aside from the 
cudos which accrues to British Airways Helicopters as a result of its success, the 
achievement at Penzance underlines the economic viability of scheduled helicoptet 
operations.  This viability, though proven, is sadly too often ignored. 

Having then outlined our pedigree, I would like to expaua a little on these open lug 
remarks.  Perhaps I can try and outline to you some of the factors which I tmml  hava 
contributed to our success. 

From the outset I was determined to keep the helicopter divorced totally tt<m\ 
established fixed wing thinking.  To this end we have our own Chairman and ttoaid el 
Directors, and in effect have always 'paddled our own canoe *. 

I was also determined to surround myself with staff who had a genuine «nthuslasm Cur 
helicopters as well as the necessary skills.  I am pleased to say that thia 
enthusiasm for rotary wing has remained constant throughout the Company for K) years. 

It would be wrong to say that we were successful from the outset.  For the first 19 
years we had only a small number of single engine helicopters in our fleet and we were 
kept alive by a multitude of small charter operations together with a small Government 
contribution for development work: this contribution became more and more difficult 
to obtain as the years went on.  However, the Government's small investment in single 
engine helicopters has been paid back many times over.  For example, our use of 
helicopters for services to the Isles of Scilly enabled HM Government to close down 
the airport as Land's End some 12 years ago, saving them £120,000 par annum. 

Thankfully our main objective whilst operating single engine helicopters was to prepare 
ourselves for the advent of multi-engine machines.  This we did by undertaking various 
operations, one of which was an 80-mile night mail operation between Peterborough and 
Norwich, during the winter of 1949/50.  This highlighted many operational problama 
which had to be overcome before the helicopter could take its place in the civil field. 
One of these was ensuring that the navigation and approach aids were suitable to our 
needs. 

That is just one maumplm,  but the attention which was directed to the diverse probl 
that ehowd t-hemaelves in those early days resulted in British Airways Helicopters 
becoming the first airline in the world to carry passengers on scheduled helicopter 
services asd later to become the first in the world to secure clearance for 
instruBBBt fxyiag and flying in icing conditions. 
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But to return to our Penzance operation.  When the service was inaugurated in 1964, 
the fixed wieg 1 ■ toe was carrying fewer than 28,000 people.  Last year British 
Airways earned vt.OOO.  Thi«, yvar we anticipate carrying »0,000 passengers. 

Despite tfce feet tket we have only one helicopter on this route, the regularity and 
punctuality hae 11» nml froiu 78 par cent, which was the best a fixed wing operation 
could maintaie tc 97.6 per cent per annum recorded over the last six years.  This ii 
a great tribute to the Sikorsky S61N helicopter and to the staff maintaining it. 

We were able to 
airfield am tfee 

the regularity because we brought the operation fron St Just 
tip of England, 250 feet above sea level and plagued by 
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sea fog, down to sea level and within walking distance of our main catchment area of 
Penzance. 

An interesting fact has arisen from our operation and that is that ground costs are 
infinitesimal compared with those of fixed wing.  To give an example.  It costs 
us 40 pence to handle each passenger through our heliport.  The cost of handling a 
passenger on any major airline through Heathrow is equivalent to £6.00. 

The reasons are not hard to find, we are able to keep staff to a minimum, we do not have 
to use large fire tenders and trucks to race down runways when an emergency occurs, we 
have no runway maintenance costs and we believe in transitting our passengers through 
the heliport quickly.  It is quite commonplace for them on the return trip to collect 
their baggage outside the terminal building and then depart to the car park provided, 
which is just a few yards away. 

TheT is another lesson we learned from our Penzance operation which we feel has a 
direct bearing on its economics.  It is that on short sectors, 'block time1 becomes 
very important.  For example, on the Scillies route the block speeds achieved by our 
S61 work out at 83 per cent of the cruising speed of the aircraft.  Compare this 
with the block speed of a modem jet on a flight, say, from London to Paris.  Here the 
block speed is less than 50 per cent of the aircraft's cruising speed.  The reason for 
the vast disparity is the amount of taxying required of the jet.  This is of little 
significance over long routes but on those up to 200 miles it is of vital economic 
importance. 

We operate a quick turn round on this service, the 32 passengers and baggage can be 
offloaded and loaded on the Isles of Scilly well within the five minutes allowed on the 
timetable.  We find this an exceptionally difficult point to communicate to our fixed 
wing friends who do not understand how it can be accomplished:  I can assure you it can 
and has been done over the last twelve years. 
Our Company film 'Rotor Flight' demonstrates this. 

When we comnenced operations the aircraft was delivered to us as a 26-seater with an 
all up weight of 19,000 pounds.  We soon realised that the manufacturer's performance 
figures for this aircraft were extremely conservative so we, together with our Civil 
Aviation Authority, took steps to initiate trials and tests at our Royal Aircraft 
Establishment at Famborough in order to get a weight increase.  We were successful in 
doing this and we now operate this aircraft, still under Group 'A' performance, at 
20,500 pounds.  Also, we have now comfortably increased the seating capacity to 32. 

Both these improvements have tremendously helped the economics of the operation. 

Unfortunately, the Federal Aviation Authority has not to date recognised the work 
carried out by the Civil Aviation Authority and the Royal Aircraft Establishment:  at 
this very moment duplicate trials and tests are being carried out in the United States 
by the Federal Aviation Authority in order to clear this increased all up weight. 
It is no wonder to me that civil helicopter scheduled services in the United States have 
never been successful when one views the bureaucratic nonsense manufacturers have to 
fight. 

It is significant that our S61Ns, and indeed virtually all multi-engine helicopters in 
civil operations to-day, are civil derivitives of basically military helicopters. 
Therefore, to some extent when a civil operator takes such a helicopter it is a 
compromise and he has to develop certain items to meet the civil operational 
requirements.  One area which has received considerable attention from our engineers 
is the development of overhaul life of major components.  The civil operator is in 
a more favourable position to carry out such development work.  While the military user 
may have a considerably greater number of units, his utilisation per unit is generally 
relatively low.  Within our fleet we have six helicopters with 10,000 hours each or 
more to their credit and in fact each aircraft in the fleet is averaging 12/1400 hours 
flying each per annum. 

The conventional helicopter, being a sophisticated piece of engineering equipment, 
results in relatively high operating costs.  Therefore, all means must be given to 
reducing costs whilst at the same time maintaining, or if possible improving, 
reliability. 

The overhaul life development of major mechanical units is a means of reducing costs, 
but this can only be done in tandem with the design and material development of 
mechanical components.  Trial extensions of overhaul life of major units show up 
components which are subject to wear or mechanical deterioration and action can then 
be takon to rectify the problem by redesign or changes in materials.  Obviously, 
such development can only be done where there are sufficient numbers of units 
available with a sufficient number of operating hours. 

The first five or six years of S61N operations were carried out with a total fleet 
of some four or ftvt.' aircraft, initially operating on average about 500/600 hours 
per y< jr and this restricted early life development.   Utilisation gradually 
increased to about 800/900 hours per year by 1970 and it then became possible to 
initiate trial extensions to the overhaul periods of major components. 

The rapid qrjwth in fleet size and utilisation over the last three years has resulted 
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enabled British Airways Helicopters to keep the increase in engineering costs brought 
about by inflation to a reasonable limit and if reduced to 1965/6 price levels, 
actually shows a reduction in costs. 

It is in this area of component overhaul life development that civil operators can make 
a significant contribution to military users, although I do not feel that they take as 
much advantage of this as they might.  Manufacturers give little encouragement to 
military users to develop component overhaul life, for low overhaul life is good business 
to them. 

I referred earlier to the attention given by British Airways Helicopters to flight icing 
conditions.  Our North Sea operations revealed the need for the ability to operate in 
forecast icing conditions and our Company began a series of trials over several winters 
of actually flying in ice conditions and studying the effects on the performance and 
handling of the aircraft.  This work was supported by the British Ministry of Defence 
and the S61 manufacturers, and over 100 hours were spent actually flying in icing 
conditions.  The result was that British Airways Helicopters became the first civil 
helicopter operator in the western world to obtain clearance for flight in icing 
conditions.  The clearance was limited to forecast light icing down to a temperature of 
-5 degrees Centigrade at altitude* of between 500 and 5,000 feet.  This clearance, 
although significant, nevertheless falls short of the desired requirements.  Current 
operations would benefit from clearance down to at least forecast moderate icing 
conditions of -10 degrees Centigrade with an extension of the altitude band.  It is 
felt that such a clearance would be possible with an S61N type helicopter without any 
mechanical or electrical de-icing or anti-icing equipment.  The necessary protection 
could be derived from kinetic heating and blade flexing.  Any further advances in icing 
clearance would almost certainly call for some form of de-icing/anti-icing equipment on 
blades and other areas of the airframe. 

It is felt that such development could be enhanced by work undertaken by the military, 
who would stand to gain even more from clearance into severe icing than would a civil 
operator.  A civil operator would have to carefully consider the merits of the ability 
to operate on the few occasions of severe juxng against the increase in equipped weight 
brought about by de-icing equipment. 

As stated earlier our icing trials were carried out with some Ministry backing and we 
have kept a close liaison with the work done directly by the Aircraft and Armament 
Experimental Establishment at Boscome Down, and I am sure our work on this has made a 
worthwhile contribution to the icing clearance now approved on several helicopters in 
service with the British Forces. 

If I may now refer again to our Penzance passenger service, it has proved conclusively 
that it is possible to make profits over short stages.  If it is possible with existing 
equipment, greater profits must be possible with newer more advanced machines. 

We are fortunate that Sikorsky did certificate the S61 for public transport and with the 
success of our scheduled service uppermost in our minds, I have been encouraging them 
to similarly certificate the military CH53, in civil guise the S65.  To date I have not 
been successful in this but I am hopeful that either this aircraft or the Boeing Vertol 
'Chinook' will obtain civil certification within the next two years.  This will enable 
operators like ourselves to use these machines on longer, more lucrative routes - for 
example, the short continental routes from London.  These types are not only larger 
than our current types but they are also faster.  However, this gain in speed of some 
30/40 knots falls far short of what we would like. 

Obviously, the pure helicopter has speed restrictions for the well known reason of 
compressibility of the advancing and stalling of the retreating blades.  We cannot 
expect any great improvement in cruise speeds of pure helicopters over the 150/160 knot 
mark. 

In our opinion design effort should be concentrated on the compound helicopter where a 
considerable portion of the flight loads could be offloaded to aerofoils in cruising 
flight.  Not only would this lead to a considerable increase in cruising speed but the 
stress levels in the rotor system wouM be considerably reduced, thereby greatly 
prolonging rotor life.  Serious project studies have been made on compound rotorcraft 
capable of carrying 100/120 passengers at cruising speeds of some 250/280 knots on 
stages of up to 500 nm.  With modem tecknology there is no doubt that such projects 
are quite feasible.  All that is needed is the initiative to go ahead.  We have the 
civil requirement, is there not some similar military requirement which could help such 
a project to get off the ground. 

The last few years have seen the introduction of new materials into helicopter 
construction, particularly materials associated with blade construction.  We would like 
to see a more general use of such materials on military helicopters so that a better 
understanding may be obtained of their ability to stand up to every day wear and tear. 
Results to date of examples in service look encouraging but we would like more evidence. 
Blades made from glass, cotton or carbon fibres which hold out hopes of infinite life 
sound most attractive to the civil user. 

I spoke earlier about our overhaul life development of major units.  Although we have 
considerably extended these periods, neveitheless at the approved time the gearbox or 
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similar item has to be removed and sent to the workshops, stripped, inspected and 
re-assembled.  This is still an expensive business and often unnecessary.  When 
stripped the box is usually still in perfect condition.  We would like to see gearboxes 
maintained on an 'on condition' basis and funding for such research projects would be 
money well spent.  Such a situation is technically feasible utilising some form of 
sonic analysis and work dune to date in the UK has yielded good results.  I am sure 
that similar work is being done in the USA but we would like to see more effort being 
channelled in this direction. 

In the environmental conscious world we civil helicoper operators are very concerned 
about the noise level of our aircraft.  I understand that experience by the US Forces 
in Vietnam also highlighted the importance of reducing the noise level of military 
helicopters.  Noise in helicopters tends to be of a different nature to that of fixed 
wing aircraft.  With fixed wing the predominant noise is engine noise but with 
helicopters the problem is rotor noise. 

Much work still remains to be done on rotor tip design to minimise this noise for 
although in general the helicopter does not result in the same painful noise from say - 
a jet airliner, it does have to operate close into built up areas, thus the noise level 
has to be kept to an absolute minimum.  We feel that our operations at Penzance have 
been carried out without any real intrusion into the overall noise level of the town. 
We have become good neighbours and we hope to remain so wherever we operate. 

But to conclude.  I am sure there are many people who will disagree with some of my 
suggestions for the future development of rotor flight.  Each of you has a list of 
priorities I am sure but there is, I am equally sure, one thing on which we all agree 
and that is the desperate need for greater development, whatever form it takes. 

This year British Airways celebrated the 25th anniversary of the inauguration of the jet 
age by BOAC's Comet aircraft.  Over a year ago British Airways inaugurated the 
supersonic era, which incidentally enables us to boast good-humouredly of being the only 
airline in the world to operate through a speed spectrum of zero to mach 2.2.  But, to 
be serious, compare that with the progress made in the field of rotor flight over the 
last 25 years.   I for one am dismayed at the general lack of progress in the world 
towards the next step in VTOL. 

We have not properly explored, let alone reached, the capability of helicopters in 
civil aviation.  If a percentage of the enthusiasm and technical know-how that produced 
Concorde could now be directed towards the research and development of VTOL we can look 
forward to a wide and profitable extension of helicopter services worldwide. 
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AIR-SEA RESCUE  OPERATIONS. 
SEARCH  AND  RESCUE  EXPERIENCE, 

by 
Capt  Tore Skaar 

330  squadron/B-wing 
Banak  AFB 

9700 Lakselv 
Norway 

SUMMARY 

The 330th squadron operate Sea King helicopters for air-sea rescue missions all along the 
Norwegian coast. 

The operational environment is one of the most demanding in the world. 

The shortcomings of the present generations of helicopters are discussed, the most 
serious beeing the lack of in flight icing protection of the rotor systems. 

1. BACKGROUND 

^^^^^ 

Helicopters  and STOL  aircraft  became   a  natural  element   in   the  Norwegian  air transporta- 
tion   system,   and when   oil was   found   in   the  North  Sea   during   the  sixties,   the   civilian 
helicopter market made  a  tremendous  expansion,   and   it   is  still   expanding.     This  üxpansion 
is   expected to  continue   in   the   future  as   off-shore   oil  exploration   progress   northwards 
beyond the  sixtysecond parallsll.     In   1976   the   largest  Norwegian   operator of civilian 
helicopters   (Helicopter Service  A/S],   flew   close   to  thirty-thousand   hours  and  transported 
more  than  400 000 passengers. 

During  the  sixties,  we  had   a  number of  sea  disasters   in   Norwegian  waters.     These 
disasters  focused the  public  attention  on  the  shortcomings  of   the  air-sea  rescue  services. 
The   successful  use  of meaium  sized  helicopters   in   air-sea   rescue missions   demonstrated  by 
other  countries,   appealed  to   the   Norwegian  public.     A  popular movement  was   formed,   demending 
an   improvement  of  the   air-sea   rescue   services  along  the  Norwegian   coast.      In   1970   the 
Norwegian  parliament   decided  that   10 medium sized  helicopters   should be   included  in   the 
Norwegian   rescue  service.     The  Air Force was  given  the   resonsibility   of  operating   the   rescue 
helicopters.     After studying   various   helicopter types,   it was   found  that  the  Mestland 
Sea  King mark 43 would satisfy   the   operative  needs  within   an   acceptable  economical   frame. 
It was   the opinion  of  the  Royal   Norwegian  Air Force  that  the   air-sea  rescue  resources 
would  be  best  utilized   in   the   form  of  an   air-sea   rescue  squadron.     For this  purpose   the   330 
squadron was  re-established.      The   330  squadron  had   long   lasting maritime   traditions,   tracing 
back   to   the  second world war.   and   its motto  'Secure   the  Saas'   was  well  suited  for  its   new 
mission. 

The   training of  personell   started  in   1972  and was   done   partly   in   the   UK  and  partly   in 
Norway.     In  August   1973  thg  whole  squadron was  given   operational  status   and has  been   on 
continous   readiness   ever since.      In  the  period  up   to  the   31.   of  December  1976,   the  squndron 
had  performed  1140   rescue  missions,   or close  to  one mission   each   day   on   the  average. 

2.   330 SQUADRON 

The  primary mission   of  330   squadron   is  air-sea   rescue.     In   order to  give  the  best 
possible  coverage  of   the   long  Norwegian   coastline,   330  squadron   operates   from  four  different 
bases.     The  four bases  were   chosen   so   that  any  position   along   the   coast   could be   reached 
within   ninety minutes   of   flying   from  one   of  the  bases.     For  this   purpose   thi  squadron  was 
divided   into  four "wings"   (flights),   named  A,   B,   C  and  0-wing. 

A-wing   is  based  at  Bode.     The  squadron   leader has   command   of  this  wing,   and  he  has   the 
responsibility  for giving  professional  advice  concerning  the   operation  of  the  helicopters. 
He   is  also  given  the   responsibility   of  co-ordinating  the  aircraft-   and  production   potential 
in   order for the  squadron  to maintain  the  optimum  of  operative   readiness   at  all  times. 

B-wing based at  Banak,   Owing  based  at  Oerland  and  D-wing  based  at  Sola  are  each   under 
the   command  of  a  flight-comnander.      There  are   two  Sea  King  helicopters   at  each  wing.      This 
totals   eight  helicopters.     The   two   remaining Sea  Kings  will   normally   not   be  available   due 
to  maintenance and modifications.     To  operate  the   two  Sea  Kings  and  to  maintain   readiness, 
there  are   four helicopter  crews   on   each   UT   the wings.     The   normal   crew   consists  of   two 
pilots,   one  flight   engineer/radar operator,   one  winchman/rescue-man   and  one  observer/ 
technician,     A medical   doctor  normally   is   available   and   can   be   included   in   the   CTPW  when 
called   for. 
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Normally,   there  is  one   helicopter with   crew  on   nm   hour  readiness   on   each   of   the wings. 
Shorter  readiness   can  be   ordered,   but  nomally  not  for any   extended   period  of   time.     Due  to 
the   continuous  alert  status with   only   four  crews   to  share   the  burden,   the   crews maintain 
their readiness   in   their homes  after normal working hours.     Alerting   is   performed by   use  uf 
telephone  or  radio.     Each   crew member  is   equipped with  a  small   pocket   radio   receiver that 
will  sound an   alerm when   his  services  are   required. 

The   requirement  for  readiness   is   ^or  the   helicopter  to  get  airborne   in   a maximum  of  one 
hour after the   decision   has  been  madb  at   the   rescue  co-ordination   centre.     This   hour   is 
subdivided  into  three  equal  parts: 
.   twenty  minutes   for alerting  the   crew  and  transporting   them  to   the   "wing", 
.   twenty  minutes   for planning  and  making  the   aircraft  ready,   and 
.   twenty minutes   for start-up  and   take-off. 
Normally   there   is   a   five  minute   "buffer"   on   each   of  the   three  phases,   so   that   t^ie   helicopter 
is  normally   airborne within   fortyfivo minutes.     During summer,  when   operations  are   less 
troublesome,   reaction  time   is   normally   less   than   thirty  minutes.      The minimum   reaction  time 
for  crew member^   jeing   asleep   in   their  respective  beds,   to  airborne   time,   has   been   as   low 
as   twentyfive ninutes.     This  being,   of  course,   a  well  trimmed  crew,   a  standard mission   jnd 
splendid wsathbr.     During   the winter season,   we   find  that  we   use   almost   all   jf   the   time 
slotted   i   e   very   close   to  one  hour. 

The  operations  of  "The  Rescue  Squadron"   has  brought   upon   itself   a 
interest   in   Norway.     One   can  safely   assume   that   the  squadron   save   at 
every  week  and  assist many  more   in   various  ways.     This   demonstration 
versatility   has   of  course   been   most  welcomed  by  the  public.     But   as   a 
has   brought   greater demands   on   our  operations.     The  pioneering  days   f 
Norway   has   ended.     The  present   demands   are   to  use   the  helicopters   to 
and  operative   limits,   and  quite   often   the   demands   are   for  the  helicop 
beyond  their present   limits.     The   demand   is   for the  helicopter to   get 
possible,   get   to  the   disaster scene   in   as   short   a  time  as   possible,   d 
the  scene   in  a safe  and   fast  manner and  to   recover safe  and   fast.      Th 
are   therefore  not  just   to  have  a   helicopter  that   can   fly   in  all   sorts 
helicopter that   can  perform  a   rescue mission   regardless   of  weather  an 
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3. THE   RESCUE   HELICOPTER 

The   success   of  the  helicopter  and  its   popularity   throughout   the  world   can   tj  a   great 
extent  be  attributed  to   its  utilization   as   a   rescue  vehicle.     In   spite  of  this,   no  great 
effort   has  been made  to   design   a   pure-rescue   helicopter.      The   trend  bting  to  put  a   rescue 
winch   on   any   usable  helicopter  and  thereby   creating  a  rescue  nulicopter.     Although   this 
mignt  be  quite  satisfactory   if   rescue missions   are  of     secondary   importance.     It   is   not 
satisfactory   if  rescue missions   are  of  primary   impcrtance   and   100%   success   is   the  aim, 

Jne  may  question  the   economical  wisdom  of   creating  a  specialized   rescue  helicopter. 
The  majority   of countries  will   probably   not  be  able  to  afford the   operation  of pure   rescue 
helicopters.     Nevertheless,   one   feels   that  the  experience  one  has   gained  as  an   air/sea 
rescue   operator under quite  adverse   conditions,   illuminates   the   demands   that   future 
generations   of  helicopters  must   fullfill.     Not  jjst   tor  the   rescue   helicopter,   but  also 
to   a  certain  extent,   the   demands   that must  be met  by  all   future   helicopters   that   are   to 
operate  off-shore   in   the  Norwegian   and  similar areas. 

4. THE   ENVIRONMENT 

Norway   is   situated   in   the   path   of   the   atmospheric   depressions   that   normally   forms 
between   Iceland  and  Greenland.      This   leads   to  generally  poor weather conditions   along  the 
Norwegian  coast   in  the  predominantly westerly winds.     The   damp  air   is   litte-   as   the winos 
press   towards   the   rugged,   mountainous   terrain   of  Norwjy.      This   often   leads     o  poor 
visibility,   severe   turbulence   and   icing   conditions. 

The   fact   that   Norway   is   a  mountainous   area   also   leads   to   high   minimum   safe   enroute   IFR 
cruising   altitudes   along   the   coast   and   in   the   inland  areas.     Ilinimum  enroute   altitudes   of 
up   to   0000   feet   can   be   found   on   the   Norwegian   airways.      Air  traffic   considerations   may   force 
the   helicopter up  even   further   co   9000   or   10000   feet   in   order  to   obtain   an   ..lir  traffic 
clearance. 

As   the   rotorsystem   of   our  helicopters   perform   vory   poorly   at   these   altitudes.   IFR   flying 
along   the   coast  and   inland  is  '•.ot   normally   done.     Once   the   helicopter gets   off-shore,   the 
safe   IFR   altitude   reduces   tr,   200   feat   or   less   and   the   rotorsystem   performs   better.      Ths 
weather   over  the   open   sea   is   generally   bettor  than   along   the   coast.      However,   one  will   find 
heavy   snow   (mostly   in   the   form   of   showers)   during   the  winter reasons,   with   visibility   and 
ceiling   down   to   zero-zero   conditions. 

In   the   northern   half   uf  Norway   the  winter   seafon   is   often   rofeied   to   as   the   dark   aoaaon. 
This   is   due   to   the   fact   thit   the   sun   never   rises   above   the   horizon   for  iieveral   months. 
In   the   far  north   it   is   gone   for   approximately   J  months.      The   i  month   antic   night   is   the 
worst   period   for  our  operation    ,    due   to   the   lack   of   daylight,   poor   visibility   in   snow  and 
icing   conditions.      The   weather   is   also   normally   quite   unstable  with   high   winds,   often 
refered   to   as   winter-stüinis , 
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Thg  summer season   is  quite  easy   in  comparison.     The  sun never sets   (midnight  sun)   for 
3 months,  the temperature  is   higher and sometimes  permits  IFR   flying up  to 6000   -   6000   feet 
altitude.     The weather  is more stable and the wind  forces  are   generally   lower.     If  the 
temperature  gets   too  high,  however,   fog may  form  over vast areas at sea.     One may  encounter 
snow showers  all   through  the   'summer*  season   (the   light  season]   in  the  northern  part   of  the 
area of operations.     In  the southern  part  of Norway   the  seasons  are  not  so extreme.     The 
weather is  quite  similar to what one might expect  in  northern   Scotland. 
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The  Norwegian   rescue  squadron maintains  one  helicopter on  continuous  alert  on   each   of' 
its  four bases.     Disasters  at  sea  can  occur at any  time,   but  ships  often   find themselves   in 
trouble  ir   poor weather,   especially  in high winds   coupled with   high seas.     The demand   is 
therefore for the   rescue  helicopter to  operate  safely  and efficiently under such   conditions, 
dedevacs are  called for in all  kinds of weather,  but  the  rescue  squadron   (330  sqd)   is 
normally  called upon when  no  one else  can  do the Job  or when time  is short.     We  find, 
therefore that  the helicopter  is expected to perform a  variety   of  tasks   under quite  adverse 
conditions.     The   helicopters  do perform these  tasks  and do it  quite successfully   in most 
cases.     But  one has  to   overcome  a number of obstacles   in   order to  reach   the goal,   *-Ko   rescue. 
Some obstacles are quite  easily  overcome,  and solutions   can be   found locally  or by ^ 
certain   operative   techniques  etc.     The  highest  obstacles,   however,   can  only be oveicume  by 
constructing  a new rescue  vehicle.     In the  following,   we  shall   try  to discuss  the   obstacles 
and suggest  solutions where  possible.     The discussion will  be   from a pilots  point   of  view, 
operating an   off-shore  SAR helicopter  (Sea King Ilk  43]   in  the  arctic. 

Scramble 

The  first   requirement   for a  SAP helicopter is  that  it   is available when you wa.it  it   and 
at  short  notice.      The  bigger and more  complex  the  helicopter,   the  harder  it  is  for this 
requirement   to be   fullfilled.     The conflict  is,   of  course,   that  you will  need a  large  and 
complex  helicopter in  order to   get  the  range  and  performance required to  solve  the  different 
tasks you are  given. 

The solution to  this   problem will  of  course  be  to make   very   reliable  equipment  and  to 
reduce the factors  that   reduces  the serviceability  of  the  helicopte.r systems,   such  as  vibra- 
tions and corrosion.     Work along these  lines  is well  on   its way.     Another way  to  cut  down 
the  reaction  time   is to make all equipment automatic  or very simple  to operate.     There will 
be  no room for any  elaborate  and  complex  setting up  procedures  when  the  pressure  is  high. 
Work is well   on its way  along  these   lines  as well.     The main obstacle might be the   price  of 
automatic equipment  and  systems. 

Enroute 

' , 

With  the  present  generation   of helicopters,   the  pilot  must decide between  enroute  flying 
on   instruments  or  enroute  flying with  visual  contact   to  the ground.     The modern helicopter 
is  safe,   stable and well   equipped.     Instrument  flying   is   therefore no problem  in  itself. 
However,   in the arctic,   icing  is  an almost  constant problem.    One will  find 'super-cooled* 
droplets   in almost  any   cloud when  the  temperature  is  below  freezing.     Freezing  is   the  rule, 
rather than the exception  in these  latitudes,   and the  helicopter,   it seems,   acts  as  an 
enormous   'ice-magnet*,   picking  up ice where other aircraft  get   'home  free*. 

The demand  for safe  obstacle   clearance below the  helicopter when  flying on   instruments, 
calls  for high  cruising   altitudes.     This   is  especially  true in   a mountainous  country   like 
Norway.     The  high  cruising altitude close  to the  coast   (in   the  order of 10 000  feet  in some 
areas]  calls   for high pitch  attitudes  on  the  rotorblades.   making  them work closer to  their 
stall-angle.       The   addition  of  ice and turbulence  can   further aggravate the condition  and 
bring the  helicopter out  of control.     The  pilot,   therefore,   has   to select  a  low-level  route, 
flying below  the cloudbase.   often with  very  limited  visual   clues   to  the surface.     Selecting 
low  level  routes necessitates  flying  along valleys   and  fjords,   around mountains,  islands  and 
peninsulas and prohibits   the  direct  route.     This  can make   the route  to be  followed  by  the 
helicopter much  longer than  needed.     For the  rescue  helicopter,   time  is not money,   but  a 
matter of  life  or     death.     In  the  cold waters  of the  north,   unprotected survivors  freeze   to 
death in   a matter of minutes,   and the protected  ones  only   last  a   few hours.     Speed   is 
therefore of primary importance   in our operations.     We often find that a  cruising speed  of 
110  knots  is  too  low.     This  speed is   lowered even  further  in  a headwind condition.     Higher 
cruising speed is   therefore wanted,  so that a  reasonable  groundspeed  can be maintained even 
in  a strong hpadwind.     A   cruising speed of approximately  300 knots will  probably be  adequate. 
A higher speed  in  the missions  we  fly would probably  not be  fully  utilized as   the  aircraft 
would fly  *ahead*   of the   incoming data.     The data at the start of a mission is  often  very 
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limited,   and a  lot of  data   is  normally accumualtad during tha  enroute  cruise.     A  lot  of  in 
air planning has   to be performed,   and alterations  of plan  to be mads.     In a pilotfc  opinion, 
the optimum speed would be about 300 knots,  but any increase of speed over the present would 
of  course be welcomed. 

The last factor in the enroute phase  is range.     Tha   longer the range,  the better. 
Specific f««l consuNption of the helicopter must be reduced  in order to meet this demand in 
a sansible  fashion,     for safe  overwater  flights,   the security  of the  power transmission 
systs» is T~*  isportsnee.     'Fail-safe' gearboxes are wanted to achivs this, and safe rotor- 
systew.    Ts csMcluds ths enroute phase,  we want a helicopter that  behaves more  like a fixed 
wing mi.riTm*t~    A kslicoptsr that  can take-off and  fly   on   instruments  up to  10 000  feet 
•Iti^KOe   .'  ••«»re icing and turbulence,   and that  can  do this  on a   routine basis.     This   is 
»* mrifmrt  jwn.t-ei'-e not Just to our operations  in northern Norway,  but to all off-shore 
■para&aew a« t^is ere«.     The sscondary  requirements will be  higher spaed and  lower spesific 

the  long overwater flights  also call  for 'fail-safe' power transmission 

»oneone  from  a helicopter,   one  has  to  see him   (or them).     Locating 
m mt mmm mmc at night  can be  very  difficult.     The night  in   the north where we 
mm  4Kt -»er 3 aonths   (during the winter -   or  the  dark season).     One  cannot wait 

for turn  a^.^gKt te cone.     Locating  and  rescuing the survivors must  be performed at night. 
Tue perm'mm e*  .eceting survivors  is  greatly  simplified  if  the survivors  utilize an  active 
locating astase  li*«  an  emergency  radio  or a   light signal.     On the  open sea we are able  to 
locate enc recover en  emergency  position   indicating radio beacon  in   complete  darkness  down 
to  almost zero-zero conditions  with   the  equipment   in  our present Sea King helicopters. 
The  survivors without  any  active signalling  device are   very   difficult  to  locate.     Further- 
more   the pilots want  to  see.   not  only  the survivors,  but also  their  environment so  that   they 
can   avoid any  obstacles  and make a  safe  approach  to  them.     A  device   that  can  utilize the 
low  ambiant   light  or other radiation,  amplify   it and present   the  result  to the  pilot in   a 
comprehensive  form  is   called  for. 

To avoid obstacles,   a  comprehensive presentation of   radar data might be  useful.     A radar 
display  that would present  a  picture  of  the  area  in  front  of  the helicopter in  a manner 
quite similar to what   the  pilot would see with  his   own   eyes,   is  probably  the best  solution 
for  low  flying helicopters   (and they  all  have   to  come   low  for the  rescue  or for the  landing]. 
Aver;,   narrow  radarbeam.   scanning both  horizontally  and   vertically  in   front  of  the helicopter, 
with  presentation  on  a  television screen  in front  of the pilot might  be  a possible 
technical  solution.     Range  to  targets  could be  indicated by   chromatic  scale,   i  e  'hot* 
colours  close  and  'cool'  colours  far away.     The range or this   radar need not be more than 
max  5 NU.     Other data  necessary  for  the safe manoeuvring  of  the helicopter could be super- 
imposed  on the same screen. 

The   rescue 

Normally,   the  rescue  of  people with helicopters  are  accomplished by the helicopter 
hovering  above the  survivor(s)   and  from this  position  the survivors   are winched up  into  the 
helicopter.     As  stated  before,   one  has  to see   the  survivor(s)   in  order to  rescue them. 
This  condition   is   partly  violated by   the  present  generation  of helicopters  during the 
'pick-up* phase.     The  pilcts  will  see the survivors before,   but not   during the  pick-up. 
This   is  unfortunate because   it  is  during  the pick-up  that  the most  accurate  hovering  is 
called for.     This   is  especially  true when  a pick-up  is   performed  from a ship where  the 
margin   for' error  is   very  small. 

A pick-up  is  normally performed  in the  following  manner:     The winch  operator sees  the 
survivor and verbally   tells the pilot where  to  fly  in order to  arrive   in a hover directly 
above  the survivor,   from where  he  is  winched  into  the helicopter.     This  procedure  is.   of 
course,   far from optimum.     The  optimum procedure being,   of course,   that the pilot sees  the 
survivor(s]   at all  times  and takes   direct  action on what  he  sees.     Many means  have  been 
tried  in  order to  accomplish  this,  but the most  reliable  and  efficient will probably be   the 
use   of a  rear-facing pilot,   because   one  avoids   the  use   of elaborate   electronic  equipment. 
The   use of a  roar-facing pilot  has  so far only been  utilized  on  'flying cranes'  in  order 
to  reduce the   risk  and  time-factor when  picking up  and  delivering underslung  loads  from 
some  specialized  helicopter types   (Sikorsky S-64E  Skycrane,   Mil Mi   10   Flying  crane.  Kamov 
Ka  25K  Flying  crane etc).     The  use  of a  rear-facing pilot  could be particularly  useful 
during night,   and when  operating over ships or similar obstructions,   day or night.     The   use 
of a   rear-facing pilot might  also obviate  the   need  of automatic hover,   thereby  simplifying 
that  part of  the   flight  control  system.     A human being   is  the most  valuable cargo one  can 
have  as  underslung   load  on  a  helicopter.     The   reason why  provisions   for a  rear-facing pilot 
has  not been  included on the  present  search and rescue  helicopters,   must be.  that thats,   up 
to   this  time,   have been  so  few  operating  solely  in  the   rescue  role,   that  no specialized 
helicopter for this  role  has been envisioned.     To  incorporate  a  rear-facing pilot  on  rescue 
helicopters might prove   itself  impossible.     One might  therefore accept  other means  for 
increasing the pilots  view  during pick-up. 

The Sea King has    a  system whereby  the winchoperator  can move  the  helicopter around by 
means of a  small  control-stick  close   to  the  cargo  door.     This   control  gives  input  to  the 
automatic flight control system and moves  the  helicopter about with  a speed of up to  10 
knots   in  each  direction.     The  system  is based  on  doppler grnundspeed   inputs.     This  system 
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i not ccnsider d to b s ood as a system with a rear- f acing pilot b ca use of the follow
ing ctors: 

t~ winch op r~tor is not a trained pilot 
• ope~tion o bo h the controlstick nd th winch simultaneou ly is very cumb rsome 

the ayste s not r li~bl nou h to b rusted close o cbstructions (ships etc) 
t a ayst is not op r~tin v ry good in windspeeds above 50 knots. A very rough 
cond tion w 11 r sult with engines and flight control nputs hunting rapidly around 

he r dat 
daca~~ of th s l "mit t ion~ . this system as not been used very much on actual SAR 

For pic in up p ople from a life-raft, however , the system i quite useful. 
ic radar h ght hod, however. has b n used e tens ively and has b1en in use in 

a t sea . More r liable winches ar called for. The str ss and strains 
i on re cu winch during " hot • missions in rough weather. is r obably much higher 
t designers have nvisioned. 

D rescu mission o the ~il drillin rig "Deep S a Driller• off the coast of 
B r& n dur n the sprin of 1976, the winches of al three participating helicopters fail d 
(two Sea ings and on Be 1 212}. Th weather was very rou h, ith high win ds and high seas. 
A t r winvhing a few persons p from the sea, the wi nch stopped . The sa~ e thing happen d 
with the 3acond S a . ing that was brought in and wit h a Bell 212. All fail d internally 
and from different reasons, but the failures were in all probability caused by the rough 
conditions on that day. Fortunately the dril '· rig was very close to th coast. so the 
re cu a fort was continued with ropes hanging from under the helicopters. The burvivor 
c ng n o the rop s being lift d fro the water and onto the shor as und rslung load . 
On y 3 of the crew on the drill-rig drowned. Had the accident occur d further out at s a. 
h aver, the -allure of th winches could have proved itaelf lethal to many more of th 
rescuaes. More r liable wi ch s are there or high on the !ist of th improvements we want 
on future hel'copters. A winch ' ng syste that would brin& the survivor or the stretcher 
ore easily into the elicopt r auld alao be w lc~ed. 

t o 
in to 

eep 

The contingency power res rv o engin ~ s ou ght to be high enough for th he icopter 
mainta n hovfr for two minutes (in order ~o compl t the winching} and th n to transit 
forward fligh~. Twin ngin r liabilit s qu slionable when you need both engines to 
fly "ng (as you do need ·n the over} . A one hundred percent ·ncroase o engine pow r 
(contingency power) might b h rd t o achive, but is the onl y solut'on to the prt'· lem of twin 
enaine re iab . lity of a hover ng helicopter, un ess we use a system with 3 engines . FiftJ 
percent increase is then suffic"ent . During th hover n windspeeds in e~ess of about SO 
knot s. engine performance will be of ~l'i:M ry int r st to the pilot. At high windsptseds , 
t e air is filled with seawater spray hat evaporates on its way through the engine 

pressors. The salt deposito on h compressor blades. disrupts the normal airflow and 
ti ately 1 ads to compres or stall and ngine surge with consequent power loss . The only 

w the p lots can keep trac of e engine power cond·tion in our pr sent helicopt r, is 
by comparing the indications of eng 'ne torque, engin comp ressor P nd e~aust temperatures. 
An inc rease of e~aust t mp rat re while th o h r indications rema · n constant. will indicate 
a b i d-up of s alt (or ic ) on compressor b ades. One will. how ver, find it difficult 
to record t e s ttings in t h se high winds as power demands are ra idly fluctuating up and 
d n . Besides. the pilots are normally very busy t this stage. The tim for proper 
recordi n m'gh t not be available. Ther ·s a definite nee d for an engine performance 
indicator that automatical y t lls the pilot f engine performance is det riorating. He 
can then ta e proper action by leaving the hover or (if mounted} give the engine an in-flight 
turco blast in order to remove th salt . Winds induced by the rotorsystem can also produce 
serious saltspray. The induced winds can also b of discomfort to the survivors or even be 
of hazard to the • by preventin the from breathing or by blowing ~~t~r into the "r mouths . 
A low rotor disc loading with low induced w' ndflow i therefor called for. The wind
erosion of water s rface made by s all rotors, propellers or direct lifting jets . probably 
prevents their use in an efficient air-s a rescue vehicle. Endurance in the hover must be 
as ong as possible. hence the fuel flow (power required) of the hovering helicopter must 
be reduced as much as possible. 

Secov ry 

For recovery, the sa e factors mentioned under the heading "enroute" applies as far as 
anti-icing. speed. altitude, ra ge etc is cone rned. Increased rang nd endurance increases 
safety in the recovery phase. 

6. SUMMARY 

The ost serious handicap of the pres nt generation of heli c pters operating in the 
arctic. is he inability to cope with serious icing conditions . For future . routine off
shore operations in northern orway , this problem will have to be solved. The problem of 

igh altit de flight (10 000 feet) must also be solved. The requirem nt is for the 
h icopter/aircraft to fly safely at 10 000 feet altitude during se , re icing and 
t rbu ence conditions. 
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ACTUAL  NUMBER  OF MISSIONS   FOR  330  SQO  OVER  THE   LAST   i YEARS   (1974-1975-1976) 

Type  of mission   (or equipment  used) Total Percent of Annual 
number total average 

9 39 313 
332 35% 111 
520 55% 173 

419 45% 140 

343 114 
160 52% eo 
10 3% 3 
34 10% 11 
24 7% 6 
56 16% 19 
39 11% 13 

115 50% 56 

117 50% 59 
206 - 103 
17 - 9 

29 „ 15 
6 - 4 

15 - 7 
1 - 0.5 
1 - 0.5 

17 _ 9 
2 - 1 

20 - 10 
195 - 96 

9 - 4 

10 _ 5 
1 - 0.5 

73 - 37 
29 - 15 
47 - 24 
15 - 7 

Total  number of missions   (3  years) 
No of missions  at night 
Madevacs 

SAR 
Search  object: 
Total  searches 
Ship 
Raft/lifeboat 
Aircraft 
Man overboard 
Persons   lost  on   land 
Other objects/unknown 

Search  object   localized 
(no reports  available  for  1974) 
Search   object not  localized 
Nc of survivors  picked up 
No  of  dead persons picked  up 

Assistance  rendered  to   (2  year period) 
- ship 
- aircraft 
- parsons 
- forest  fire 
- other 

Type of  assistance 
- pump  delivery 
- transfer of doctor 
- stand by  over object 
- no of  persons brought  to scene   of  disaster 
-equipment brought  to scene of  disaster 

Method  of  rescue 
Pick-up  from land/island 
Pick-up  from the sea 
Pick-up  from ship 
Pick-up  from small  boat 
Pick-up  from raft 
Auto hover used 
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Th« 4 baMs of 330 th. iqd 

%-l 

There is one SEA KING helikoptfr 
on contlnous alert on each of 
the four bases. 
The alert requirement is lor the 
helicopter to get airborne in one 
hour. 
The crew consist; of: two pilots, 
one radar operator/flight engineer, 
one rescue-man,one observer/ 
technician. 

J 
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H 
Tne arctic area covered by 330 squadron/B-Vlng. 
The area is approximately  1500 000 square kilometers wide. 

The missions  performed by  330 sqd/B-ving  that are more  than  20 run 
off shore are marked with a letter. 
The  letter "M" means medevac,   the letter "S" means search mission 
and the  letter"R" means rescue mission. 
The marked missions are approximately 15% of total.Thus 85% of 
the missions  are on  the coast or inland. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF OFFSHORE OPERATIOHS IH THE NETHERLANDS 

by 

R.J. van der Harten, KIM Noordzee Helikopters B.V. 

, 

SUfiARY 

The oral presentation is preceded by the IP-minute sound film "Bridging the Troubled Waters" 
(Sikorsky Aircraft) giving a general '.mpression of helicopter operations between mainland and naval 
destinationa. The introduction of the paper briefly sunnarizes the essence of the film including data on 
the production of flying hours and the regularity through IFR flights of the off-shore operations. 

The paper further reviews the problems, which had to be solved in order to realize the required 
services on a 2k~bour basis. One of these problems was the certification of helicopter weather minima for 
IFR-flight. This involved the development and evaluation of instrument procedures and the proper choice of 
instruaents and panel lay-out, the navigational aids and the comnunication system. Some special attention 
is paid to the radar system, which provides not only weather detection but is also used during the 
approach to the targets at sea, as well as to the recent evaluation of on Integrated Pilot Display System, 
which has a great potential for very low weather minima without the use of automatic guidance. 

The various, scaetiaes tedious, steps taken to achieve the present state of the art are described in 
some detail. 

Finally, the paper gives a few thoughts on possible future improvements of the helicopter transport 
system in a more general sense, in particular in relation to a project, presently under study at governmen- 
tal level, concerning the construction of industrial islands in the North Sea. To that end a tentative 
proposal as to the contributions to be provided by the industry, the governmental agencies and the 
military and civil operators is presented. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

The Netherlands, sometimes also called the Low Countries, has for ages been involved with the sea, 
which has often proved itself as both a friend and a bitter foe. 

Much of the land on which the Dutch now live has been reclaimed from this sea, and whole towns like 
Amsterdam had to be built on pole foundations, due to the marshy soil. 

Extensive waterworks and dike systems were built to keep the sea from coming bacK again as the 
reclaimed land is below mean sea level and therefore floods, like the one in 1953, have still to be 
reckoned with. But the sea has also been a source of prosperity, and has made the Netherlands a natiot. of 
sea farers, shipbuilders, traders and experts in the design and building of all kinds of waterworks. In 
this respect it may be mentioned that in 1971, our company carried out successful trials in building a 
dike, using a U.S. Amy CH 51* A flying crane and major assistance of Sikorsky and U.S. Army personnel. 

Again the stormy North Sea showed itself a friend when, after the discovery of the big gas reserves 
in the Northern province of Groningen, investigations of the North Sea bottom around i960 indicated that 
offshore exploration of gas and oil was feasible. 

Due to the formula used to define the division of the North Sea into continental shelves as allotted 
to each country, with boundaries equidistant to the shorelines of these countries, the Netherlands, with 
its long coastline acquired a very sizeable part of the North Sea (Fig. 1). 

Drilling activities started May IS, 1968. KIM Noordzee Helikopters B.V., which was founded in 1963 
as a 100 %  daughter company of KIM Royal Dutch Airlines, started operations for the oil companies at that 
date with aircraft and crews fully certified for IFR i Instrument Flight Rules). The objective was to 
provide 2l»-hour services, 7 days a week, to the oil companies, with airline regularity and dependability. 

The company started with one Sikorsky S-61N and one Sikorsky S-62A. Presently we operate 3 S-6lN's, 
2 S-SST's (one of which belongs to the Placid Oil Company) all IFR-certificated and one Bölkow 103D, 
employ 120 personnel of which 29 are pilots and produce approx. 7000 flying hours per year. 

Since the beginning the company has aimed for improvements of the IFR-capabilities of its helicopters 
and investigated new possibilities for the use of helicopters made possible by the IFR-concept (Ref. 2-6). 

One of the improvements was the developnent and operational certification in 1969 of the airborne 
radar approach system (Ref. 2) to rigs which in turn led to a successful development of a 2U-hr  harbour 
pilot service at Rotterdam, the main gate of Europe, which presently accounts for 20 % of our flight hour 
production (Ref. 3). The radar approach concept has since been adopted by many other companies and has 
becoae a major asset in improving offshore all-weather operations. The regularity of the service is 
presently at, or over, 97 %• 

Recently the use of a flight director system, using an Integrated Pilot Display System (IPDS), as 
developed by the Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics Corporation and imj-voved according to our requirements, 
was very successfully evaluated during 1976 (Ref. 3,6) under operational conditions. This evaluation 
provided data on pilot workload reduction and indicated the feasibility for very low weather minima 
(below Cat II) both for radar and II£-spproaches without automatic guidance. The concept has been proven 
sound and, in the opinion of our pilots, is also a major flight safety break-through (Fig. 2). 

Our coapany is a founder aeaber of the study group which reported on the feasibility of building 
artificial islands in the North Sea, relieving the overpopulated mainland from the pressure of providing 
for industrial sites, with the necessary growth of our industrialisation process (Ref. 1). 

This concept, which is presently under study by a government appointed committee, may require 6 to 
10, 90-passenger helicopters per island which have to carry out regular services to transport many 
thousands of workers each day, to and from the mainland (Fig. 3). 
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FIG. )  CONTINENTAL SHELF  BOUNDARIES IN THE NORTH SEA 

The answer to the necessary all-weather capability for this venture could, in our opinion, be provided 
by the further development of the Integrated Pilot Display (Flight Director) System as evaluated by our 
company. 

2 THE IFR COHCEFT 

The main purpose of this paper is to review the typical difficulties which were encountered but also 
the possibilities which became clear when it was decided to conduct all helicopter services under full 
IFR certification (Ref. 2). 

This IFR certification was a necessity because the Retherlands Department of Civil Aviation (RLD) had 
decided fron the beginning that helicopter operations at night had to be carried out under Instrument 
Flight Rules (IFR) as defined for fixed-wing aircraft. Except for lorway, where IFR certification of 
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helicopters was being pioneered by Helicopter Services A.S., other countries allowed night operations 
under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) in Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC). This however, in the opinion of 
the RLD, did not meet the safety level  required for 
Airline Transport Category operations,   uider which 
category Dutch helicopter companies have to operate. 

The RLD thus followed the example of tire 
Norwegian CAA, which had been the first  in Europe to 
insist on flights under IFR with helicopters   it night 
over the North Sea for oil-rig operations. When the 
RLD compelled our company to instrument  f1ight, they 
also took the consequences that, because of the lack 
of regulations and ICAO recommendations for certifi- 
cation of the aircraft instrumentation, approach aids 
and calculation methods for IFR weather minima for 
helicopters, they should have an open mind for new 
concepts differing from accepted fixed-wxng regula- 
tions, provided we could prove them to be uafe. 

Because of the KIM background of the company 
the choice of the Sikorsky S-61N heMcopter was 
obvious. This aircraft was the only civil helicopter 
at that time which had been certificated for instru- 
ment flight in the United States.  It also was at that 
moment operationally the best aircraft available, was 
in use by several helicopter operators  in the North 
Sea area for already a number of years, and had 
proved itself to be very reliable. 

The RLD minimum requirements to certify heli- 
copters for IFR flight were, at that time and still 
are, except for point d, the following: 

a. A reliable single automatic stabilisation system 
with separate channels for roll, pitch and yaw, 
should be installed; 

b. The aircraft must be equipped with at least two 
engine*; 

c. The aircraft must be flown by 2 pilots and instruments must be duplicated; 
d. The aircraft must be certificated under FAR 29 and for instrument flight in its country of origin; 
e. Navigation, instrumentation and communication systems a» required by law for airline transport flights 

must be provided for. 

n 

FIG. 2  INTEGRATED PILOT DISPLAY SYSTEM 

FIG. 3   PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL ISLAND IN THE NORTH SEA 

A     -A 
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The S-61N offered no problems as to the requirements under a, b, c and d. 

The requirement sub d has, from necessity, been handled with leniency in the last years because the 
British CAA certificated the S-58T and Bolkow 105 in a more acceptable way to airline transport require- 
ments than the countries of origin; therefore the RLD accepted the CAA-certification of these aircraft at 
least partly. It may be added that the British CAA can take a more realistic standpoint than some other 
countries in accepting data from identical military certification trials, on civil versions of those 
belicoptere because of their extensive experience with the type of operations th».' aircraft are used for. 
This is also the case with the French civil aviation authorities. 

The requirements under e. were discussed with the RLD which accepted a different approach towards 
instrument flying with helicopters, from that with fixed-wing aircraft. The main consideration was that a 
helicopter, contrary to fixed-wing aircraft, when using the right procedures, can abort any approach at 
any point, and is thus never committed to land. This attitude made it possible to define a concept provi- 
ding a 2U-hour service, 7 days a week, to oil-rigs and ships with the high reliability and regularity 
comparable to regular airline services at i competitive flight hour price. 

This concept was realized by: 

a. Using existing approach and navigation ground aids, utilising the specific capabilities of the heli- 
copter, which e.g. can execute ILS-approaches to runways which, due to crosswind, are not used by the 
fixed-wing aircraft. 

b. Preventing undue duplication of aircraft instrument and approach systems to save weight and cost, 
accepting higher weather limits for approaches, when one system fails and a different system as back-up 
has to be used. This implies the use of multi-purpose navigation systems such as Decca, radar, ADF and 
VOR/ILS. The radar is used for bad weather avoidance (in particular icing conditions), for short range 
navigation and as an approach aid. 

c. Designing a close-scan Instrument panel (Fig. M to obtain an intended fixation on only the necessary 
instruments in the critical phases of take-off, approach and landing. It must be realised that, at the 

FIG. 4 PRESENT CLOSE-SCAN INSTRUMENT PANEL 

d. 

low air speeds iuring the first phase of the take-off, in particular from rigs, as well as in the last 
phase of the approach, disorientation may occur if the pilot's scan would allow an inadvertant glimpse 
of the outside, in particular during dark nights with rain or snow. The Kaiser Integrated Pilot Display 
lay-out is also based on this proven concept (Fig. 3). It may be stated that, due to this disorienta- 
tion risk at lover airspeeds, we do not envisage the use of a head-up type display for helicopter IFR 
flights. 
Using the full potential of the crew, which always should consist of two pilots, by sharint; their tasks 
and thus reducing their increased workload, which is inherent in the rather simple system concept. 
Both pilots must be trained to captain's standard ("2-captains system"); one captain can be the 
designated pilot-in-command and the other the first officer. The latter e.g. is to handle that part of 
the take-off where visual reference and flying is required, while the pilot-in-command stays on inst.ru- 
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ments from the very beginning. In the case of the 
radar approach the pilot-in-conmand directs the 
first officer, who remains on instruments throughout, 
onto the landing decision position after which 
either a "go around" is conducted by the first 
officer on the directive of the pilot-in-comnand, 
or the pilot-in-command takes over control to land 
the aircraft on the rig (Ref. 3 and Fig. 6). 

3 WEATHER MIMIMA 

Present weather minima are, basically for air- 
ports: 

Take-off visibility 300 m 
PAR ana ILS approach 600 m 
PPI and  ILS btckbeam 800 m 

No cloudbase limit. 
Decision Height  (DH):200 ft 
Break off altitude  (BOA): 
250 ft. 

FIG. S CLOSE-SCAN INSTRUMENT PANEL WITH 
INTEGRATED PILOT DISPLAY SYSTEM 

Approaches may be initiated under a "look see" 
policy, where a reduced visibility and cloud base may 
be accepted of respecti%e.1.y two (200 m) and one (100 
ft) increment(s) allowing e.g. an approach on the ILS 
or PAR to be initiated when a visibility of UOO m and 
a cloud base of 100 ft are reported by ATC (CAT II 
conditions). When, however, RVR (Runway Visual Range) 
is reported by ATC, this always prevails, regardless 
of a reported cloud base, and an approach must be 
aborted if visibility is below minimum when arriving 
at the designated BGA/DH. 

Weather minima for airborne-radar approaches to 
rigs and ships are still at the original visibility of 800 m and 150 ft cloudbase. The visibility reduction 
to 600 m, as envisaged in Ref. 1 for 1972 has not been realised because of two factors. 

- The original Bendix-Airequipement RDR-1DM Radar 
minimum range of 5 n.m. 

- The high workload involved under IFR at the lower 
airspeeds required to approach nearer to the rig, 
before deciding to abort. 

However, with the present Bendix RPR-1301 Radar, 
as now installed in our S-ölN's and S-SßT's, and 
using the Kaiser Electronic Integrated Pilot Display 
System, the minima could become kOO m and 100 ft 
(CAT II). This might even be further reduced with 
the installation of transponders on the rigs and 
ships, provided that an accurate low airspeed system 
for all-weather use should be developed. 

The radar approach procedure has also been 
approved for instrument approaches to heliports and 
small airports without ATC or approach aids, situa- 
ted near the coast, which is used as a reference 
for the letdown within defined sectors. The present 
weather limitations are locally defined but can 

generally be stated as visibility 1500 m and a cloudbase of 500 ft. For these heliports and airfields an 
inexpensive lighting system was developed and certificated in close co-operation with Philips N.V. and the 
RLD. Furthermore, IFR flights, when conducted to and from oil-rigs and ships, may be carried out at a 
minimum altitude of 250 ft en route when the visibility at that altitude is 1500 m. 

The RLD has granted a waiver of the IFR-requirement for alternate airports, for whicn extra fuel has 
to be carried, if the airport weather reports indicate a visibility of at least 1500 m lasting for at 
least 2 hours after the estimated time of arrival. 

FIG. 6    AIRBORNE  RADAR APPROACH PROFILE 

k     ICING 

None of our helicopters is approved for flight in "known" icing conditions. However, we have been 
able to avoia icing conditions in the winter by the use of the radar for detecting and avoiding areas 
where icing is suspected. This is the reason why an X-band radar was selected (Ref. 3) which provides 
good weather penetration combined with a satisfactory resolution for sea surface obstacle scanning. 

The development of blade-anti-icing, as being considered for the new generation of U.S. Army Helicop- 
ters, will provide in our opinion principally an extra safety feature. Of course it will be very desirable, 
but it will probably, referring to icing tests as conducted by the U.S.Army (Ref. 6), not change our 
present principle of avoiding icing conditions, because increased drag and fuselage icing may then become 
the limiting factors as it was with the fixed-wing aircraft of the past. 

British Airways Helicopters (Ref. 7, 10) has been conducting icing tests with standard winterisation 
equipcent plus instrumentation to record icing severity, but without blade de-icing. On the grounds of 
some 86 hours testing in actual icing conditions the British CAA granted approval for the S-61N to fly in 
forecast light icing, using engine torque readings and an ice detector for monitoring the amount and spoed 
of ice build-up within the limits approved for. 



2. COICLIJllDG RDWCRS 

Fraa the toresoi it i s clear that helicopter IFR operations have become routine with the Korth Sea 
operator~. Hovever, ve still have to use aircraft with o~ration~ limitations and equipment which were 
aeceptah-e tor fixed-vine operations of the airl i nes ao~ere in the 1950ia. With the presen coat of 
helicopters &Dd ita maintenance we at · ll have a long ~ ahead ot us to rea~b 1977 airline standards. The 
operators therefore have been trying tor years to have a voice in helicopter R a. D, with an aim to improve 
the eeo~ aad uaase ot the helicopter to near fixed-wing standards and to be able to use ita rull 
potential also in other as, a~cb as short-haul paaaenger services, ~here its unique IFR capability is 
a ~oua aaset, but the coat per seat-mile i~ prohibitive. This vas the major reason why the outc 
ot a jo~t liM, BAH and SiJtoralcy at~. conducted ar .r\ 1971, regardi ng the feas ibility of helicopter 
services between Loo&on, Paris, The Hague and Brussels, vas negative . 

Recent , however, improvements have been noticeabl~ in he development of dAmage tolerent com el 
and iaproved rotor blades, components oad atructur~s, vbicb migb ecrebee the dirr ' operatine coat to a 
aore acceptable level. 

Also , aa certain government funding or R a. D tor c i l aircraft is an accepted fact in ope 
{Ret. 6) , it is gratifying to see ~hat R A baa &lao ~come ware ot the fact hat civil hel i opter & D 
tubdi nc baa t o be increased nov to maintain the U.S . lead in helicopt er echnology , sine th risks tor 
the private industry would be too high to tund the necessary a. D th elves. 

However, vhere lfASA c also do a tremendous job in combining military an fforts (an 
vhere -,o'.lld ve be without military R a. D for helicopte rs) it i l' pparen ly sti asibilitiee 
to Lequire a budget tor a complete prototype necessary tor applied civil re ~ch , which in Europe led o 
the ev lo~nt of the Concorde, the Fokier F-27 and 26 , th Al rbus , th 61 and others. 

I personally &4P'ee that the freedom of entl!rprise and he compe itive s ·~ture, which as made the 
u.s. a great nation, should n t be impaired , but could there not e a V8¥ to retain this pr inciple by 
adapting civil R a. D ding t o the accepted militar-J R & pr edures . Pr sently the ~elicopter manu!ac 
turers are able to cope with R a. D for &Caller he icop er vhi ca sh & direct sales potential, bu , ot 
necessity, are still using many basic military developme t ecreaa the R & P coat. For a large 
helicopter, even if the basic hard are is available , t he R •or involved is pr sently oo high for 
the r isky ve~ ure o~ building e.g. a 90- passenger he · copter which uld r e1uire for services to an 
industr ial island in the iorth Sea. Such a helicopter, ilowe·.-er , co &lao o h p t he possi1li ities to 
compete with fixed-ving a i rcraft on dis t ances up o 250 n.m. (Ref . ) . A good exam leis he poss i bility 
of s ret ching the CH- 53 {Fig. 7) , and possibly he H- 47 hinook • • f his aircraft is ot buil because 

FIG. 7 POSSIBL E AIRLINE VERSION OF TH E SIKORSKY CH S3 E 

of ~ack of R D fUnds for a complete prototype system 
and r uced or. th t asis of a qucntity large enough 
to r~duce he i ni ial pr ocurement cos , v will rP~ain 
in ~ v· cious cir cle anJ ~t receive the helicopter 
which could start airline use . I n this respect it can 

e er.tioned that aptain Jock Cameron , olanaging 
Dir ector of Bri ish Airways Helicopter s , has also 
canJ imes expressed he need f r sue}, an aircraft 
(Ref . 0) . 

To concl de ttis pa er I would ike to we 1 
pon som per sonal ideas on f u ure r equir ements for 

civil helico ter s and to se tentati ve future R & D 
requir me.ts . 

F~r offshore se i ooks like a subs antial 
amoun of to 12- sen r an 15- o 22-passenger 

he icopters is requ·red . For fut . r e l ong-distance f yi g to dril~ r g r i gs vhich are far ou•, long- range 
he icopter s are required . As ther . vill {initially ) be only n scall quant i y of this type of he icopter 
r eq ired for these services i t sho l d possibly be ui l accor ding o airline standards . It couJd then no 
only serve drilling r igs and indust r ial islands , b t also become in-teresting enoiJ8h as a c mpeti iv short
haul airliner. This might open the ssibili y for a cost-effective productior. line and r esul in a cost 
per pound of aircraft compara le to f;_xed- · ng air iners. 

R & D for l arge helicopter s might be based o he f ol owing recommendations; 

The aircraft should preferably be eq ·pped with 3 engin~G to allow for an accepta le n-1 e. gi ne per for
mance for the take-off from heliport at maximum take ff weight . 

-Fail- safe , redundant and mult i ple loa path , thus damage tolerant, designs (Ref. 11) should be developed 
for all major components to reduce ma. tenance r equirements and cost , by alloving safe "on condition" 
maintenance, as in fixed-wing aircraft . This means that FAR 29 may have to be r e-defined t o accept the 
damage-tolerant design philosophy . For t he ev generation of ilitary helicopters damage-tolerant design 
is already ccmmon practice . 
It has to be real ised that the safe fat . e lift philosophy is out-dated because it depends on impeccable 
qU&l.ity control in he manufacturing at e, and operationally on severe inspection schedules and early 
retirement or struct ures and components. From the point of vi ew of investment and maintenance this is 
very costly and detrimental to the opera• i onal reliability and availability of the air~ratt. 
Maintenancevise these aircraft should be ble to produce safely ver 3000 t ight hours per year to be 
econOIIli.c&l. 

- The first generation o! large helicopters should be designed for awrox. 260 n.m. range with full 
passenger payload und.er CAT A or Britisb Gr oup A conditions up to 25 or 30 C at sea level. Unless a 
solution is found to remain ~ompetitive with fixed-ving aircraft for lo er anges, vhich may be the 
case vith e.g. the Si korsky ABC and the Bell Tilt Rotor Concept, the pure helicopter still seems to 
offer the beat chance for a coet-et'fecti ve Short-Haul Transportation System (Ref. 12). 

- R • D efforts should be directed &t a complete prototype syste. to achieve t'Uselage-rotor-eystem matching 
ror the lovest possible vibra ion levels {JetSJDOOth ) to improve reliability, unscheduled removal coat 
and passenger acceptance. 

- Unfortunately present ailitaxy R a. D has to concentrate on high perfor-.nce at high .:ltitu4e and high 
outside air teaperatures, coabined vith re!.tively small or fighter type fuselages vhich makes e.g . the 



CH-^3E, AHH and the UTTAS uneconomical. It  is recommended   that future military R&D should be keyed to 
include versions with a fuselage of a commercially acceptable size in the design stage of new helicopters. 
This would allow the use of the potential payload capabilities and improved technology of new military 
helicopters by the civil operator, while still keeping the initial R & D-investnent at an acceptable 
level. 

- Large and small helicopters should be designed and certificated to fly IFR at CAT III limits if necessary. 
Systems and cockpit lay-out should be designed to enable even a single pilot to fly the aircraft  IFR 
under normal and emergency conditions. This will require an R & D effort in defining the capabilities of 
advanced ground and aircraft equipment such as terminal guidance, approach and landing equipment, 
electronic integrated display systems and special helicopter avionics. 

- Finally it should be investigated whether the FAA could consider to reduce certification cost for civil 
helicopters by combining military testing and FAR 29 reqairements as much as porsible.  The cost of e.g. 
certifying the CH-53A and the CH-U7 Chinook has been so prohibitive, despite the wealth of military 
testing information available for these aircraft, that FAA certification has not yet been found feas-^le, 
and efforts are now being made to certify the aircraft in Europe. This also, to my feeling, is an area 
in which NASA could be of assistance. We are certain that other operators with us, or societies  like the 
Helicopter Association of America (HAA) and the International Helicopter Operators Committee  (IHOC), will 
assipt wherever required with a wealth of information at theii' disposal. 

As far as IFR is concerned it should be mentioned that the above societies are very much involved in 
defining standardisation of rules and regulations, equipment, groundaids, heliports and platforms, flight 
safety and certification requirements which hopefully will ultimately lead to ICAO recommendations regar- 
ding operations with helicopters and future VTOL aircraft. 
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OF UGHT HEUCOPTERS 
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SUMMARY 

This discussion will present an overview of light helicopters of less than 
4000 pounds gross weight used by both military and commercial aviation, 
Hughes Helicopters background in light helicopters,   the design considera- 
tions and criteria used in the development of these helicopters,   and the 
Arm/'s entry into light helicopter development.    We will also offer some 
conjecture on the design considerations and criteria which might be used 
to develop a next generation light-weight,   multi-purpose helicopter which 
could be used suitably by both military and commercial aviation, 

ARMY LIGHT HELICOPTER 

During and since World War II,   as shown in Figure 1,  all Army light heli- 
copters were designed to Civil Aeronautics Agency (CAA) or Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) standards,   and in most instances initial funding was by 
the developing company; even in those instances where the funding was by the 
military,  the basis of the certification was Federal standards.    Most of these 
helicopters are shown in Figure 2. 

Helicopter Time Frame Acceptance Basis Fund ing 

Sikorsky R-4 World War II CAA Sikorsky 

Bell H-13                (47) Late 1940,s CAA Bell 

Hiller H-23          (360) Late mO's CAA HilHr 

Hughes TH-55A (269) Mid 1960^ FAA Hughes 

Hughes OH-6A   (369) Mid I960,s FAA Army 

Bell OH-58          (206) Mid 1960^ FAA Army/Bell    | 

Figure 1.    Army Light Helicopters 
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Figure 2.    Army Light Helicopters 
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HUGHES BACKGROUND 

Model 269 

Since the basis for opinions    is   formed by experience,   it is important to 
discuss Hughes' background in the light helicopter field.    Early in 1955 
we designed and built the first experimental Model 269,   aimed at filling the 
requirements for a low-cost piston engine powered,  light-weight,  two-place, 
multi-purpose helicopter.    Based on a successful experience,   we designed 
and built seven YH02HU helicopters,  five of which were delivered to the 
Army in 1959 for evaluation.    It is noteworthy that the acceptance basis for 
Army evaluation was >- CAA TIA (Type Inspection Authorization) which indi- 
cated that,   based on company-submitted structural and ilight data,  the CAA 
agreed that the helicopter was safe for evaluation by their pilots. 

Despite meeting its design goals and getting excellent performance and 
maintainability reports on the testing conducted by the Army at Edwards Air 
Force Base in California and Fort Rucker,  Alabama,   the helicopter was not 
purchased for military use since by that time the Army had come to the con- 
clusion that its light observation helicopter would be powered by a light 
turbine engine.    A short time later,  the Army contracted with the Allison 
Division of General Motors to develop the Allison T63 engine,  known later 
commercially by its 250 designation. 

In 1961,  without any military orders,  the YH02HU was redesigned for pro- 
duction and was recertificated under Civil Air Regulations (CAR) 06.    The 
first production helicopter — from a planned production of 1000 — was 
delivered for commercial use in April 1962.    In 1964,   Hughes received the 
first order for 20 TH-55A helicopters; eventually the Army purchased a total 
of 793 by 1969.    These trainers were identical to the commercial 269A except 
for some variations in equipment.    This helicopter,   then and until now,   has 
been the Army's primary trainer and has trained military pilots from many 
countries,   including some of the countries represented at this meeting.    This 
program has the unique distinction that normal military spares provisioning 
and ownership of spare parts by the Army was never initiated; instead a 
Hughes consignment inventory has been maintained at Fort Rucker and spares 
are withdrawn and paid for by the Army on an as needed basis. 

There has been continuing product improvement on this helicopter by funds 
supplied by both the Army and Hughes.    Most of the improvements have 
direct application to both military and commercial users.    Some of the cur- 
rent improvement programs are being conducted on a cost-sharing basis by 
Hughes and the Army.    Figure 3 shows the experimental helicopter and the 
family of versions and applications in which it is now being used. 

Figure 4 shows some of the salient performance characteristics of the 269A 
in its original version compared to the 269C — Hughes designation 300C — 
i ow in production,   which is an improved model with larger diameter main 
rotor blades and an improved engine.    The 300CQ,  a quiet version,   was the 
first helicopter to be certificated,   in 1973,  by the FAA for quiet operation 
for a specific mission — police patrol. 



Figure 3.    Hughes 269 Helicopter 
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269 TH-55A 300C 

Gross Weight,  pounds 1550 1670 2050 

Useful Load, pounds 630 662 998 

Overload Gross,  pounds 1850 1850 2150 

V    ,  miles per hour 86 86 105 

Hover IGE, feet 

Standard Day,   150C 6300 4700 5900 

ISA+ 20oC 4500 2900 4000 

Rate of Climb 1450 1240 750 

Figure 4.   Model 269 

This successful program with 17 years of continuing flight experience, 
approximately 2200 helicopters sold, more than 4,000, 000 flight hours, and 
used in more than 60 countries is a vivid demonstration of the successful 
partnership possible between Hughes anH Hie Army,  and is all based on the 
well-planned design of a commercial helicopter anticipating a military 
requirement. 

OH-6A 

Early in 1961, the Army requested, from all interested companies, a no-cost 
study with opinions,   suggestions,  and recommendations for the optimum 
design configuration,  performance characteristics,   control system,  power- 
plant,  avionics,  etc.for the next generation of Army light-weight aircraft. 

This study,  entitled "ASR 1-60,   Parametric Study of a New Light Observation 
Aircraft" (Figure 5) was submitted by Hughes in 1961 and was the beginning 
of the first operational light helicopter developed under Army guidance,  and 
was the first in which design development funding was by the Army. 

Based on its own studies and many of the opinions submitted by the numerous 
responders, the Army issued a request for proposal (RFP) for an Army LOH 
light observation helicopter.    Based on the submitted proposals, the Army 
awarded development contracts to Hiller,  Hughes and Bell (Figure 6) with the 
proviso that the helicopters would be developed and certificated under FAA 
regulations with minimal or no design supervision by the Army.    The winner 
of that unique competition, the Hughes YOH-6A,  is shown in Figure 7. 

We are certain that our ph'Josophy,   small size,  minimum weight, agility, 
and derated engine •- different from the other two competitors — was the 
reason we were chosen.    Ii; 1965,  the first of 1428 helicopters was delivered 
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New 
Light 
Observation 
Aircraft 

Parametric 
Study 

1965-1970 
Time Period 

ASR No. 1-60 

V. S. ARMY TRANSPORTATION CORPS. 
Project NR9-38-10-000 

Figure 5.    Parametric Study ox New Light Observation Aircraft 

Figure 6.    Army LOH Competitors 
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Figure 7.    OH-6A Armed 

|    Gross Weight 2100 pounds          j 

1     Overload 2700 pounds 
i    Gross Weight 

!     Empty Weight 1050 pounds 

|     Power Plant Allison T63. 
derated 

Main Rotor Articulated, 
4 blades, 
26.33 ft dia 

|     Tail Rotor 2 blades. 
4.25 ft dia 

j    Control System Mechanical, 
no hydraulics. 
electronics            i 

Landing Gear Articulated, 
energy 
absorbing 

j       Speed 128 K at               j 
2100 pounds        j 

!       Hover 

IGE,   950F 6240 feet 

Endurance* 3.9 hours          i 

Range* 320 miles 

*2 minute warmup, 
10 percent reserve 

Figure 8.    OH-6A Army Light Observation Helicopter 
Performance Characteristics 
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to the Army for operational use.    Figure 8 describes the OH-6A and some of 
its performance characteristics. 

The OH-6A in combat service in Vietnam amassed more than 2 million flight 
hours.    Some of the helicopters,  after having suffered substantial battle dam- 
age,   were repaired at Hughes' Overhaul Facility in California,   and were 
returned for service in Vietnam a second and third time. 

MODEL 500 (FAA DESIGNATION 369) 

From the bajic OH-6 design,  Hughes,  in 1966,  certificated the first Model 
500 using the Allison 250C18 engine,  and in 1972 we certificated an improved 
version using the increased horsepower Allison C20 engine.    Performance 
is shown in Figure 9. 

2200 Pound 2550 Pound 

Speed — Maximum Cruise, 1 55 mph 145 mph 
4000 feet 

Hover — In Ground Effect 14,400 ft@ISA + 20oC 9,800 ft@ISA + 20oC 

Hover - Out of Ground Effect 11,500 ft@ISA + 20oC 4,500 ft@ISA + 20oC 

Service Ceiling 18,000 feet 14,500 feet 

Rate of Climb 2,100 fpm 1,700 fpm 

Endurance,  4000 feet 3.9 hours 3.7 hours 

Range. 4000 feet 400 miles 375 miles 

Figure 9.    Performance - Model 500 

It should be noted that in each of these certifications,   as a part of our basic 
philosophy,  the design was predicated on using only a portion of the available 
engine power so that reserve power was available for emergencies.    In addi- 
tion,   this premise provided room for logical growth of the helicopter.    To 
date,   approximately 1300 Model 500C and Model 500 helicopters have been 
sold and are operating in 60 countries.    Figure 10 shows many of its applications. 

In more than 4 million hours of total operation and with a commercial fleet 
now flying 850, 000 hours per year,  the Hughes 500 has compiled the enviable 
safety record shown in Figure 11. 

This record is twice as good as general commercial aviation and is  only the 
beginning.    Our current program includes making the helicopter at least as 
safe as large fixed wing aircraft in airline operation,   benefiting both com- 
mercial and military users of our 500C and 500D helicopters. 
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Figure 10.    Model 500C Helicopter Applications 



16'10 1974 and 19V5 (Avg) 

Accidents per 100, 000 Flying Hours,   United States Operation 

Total 
Accidents 

Fatal 
Accidents 

Hughes Model 500 

All Helicopters 

All General Aviation 

10 

19 

14 

0.4 

2.4 

2.1 

Source:   U.S. National Transportation Safety Board and 
Helicopter Association of America 

Figure  11.    Aircraft S .ety 

MODEL 500D 

In 1971,   Hughes flew its first five-bladed Model 500 helicopter and accumu- 
lated more than 2000 hours of pilot evaluation.   In December 1976,   after 
more than 650 hours of Company and FAA flight testing,   the Model 500D 
(described in Figures 12 and 13) v/as granted FAA certification; the first 
production helicopter was delivered and flown in commercial service several 
days later. 

Some of the 500Dls unique design features are shown in Figures 14 through 
20,  and pictured in Figure 30. 

The 500D,   a Company-sponsored and funded program,   recognized the poten- 
tial for military use and our FAA certification included the 500M-D,   almost 
identical to the 500D except that the pilot's position is on the right side; it 
also has provisions for the inclusion of many of the military requirements. 
Its excellence is demonstrated by the fact that it was recently chosen as the 
multi-purpose military helicopter for a foreign government. 

3000 Pounds Normal Gross Weight 

3550 Pounds Overload Gross Weight 

Uses Allison C20B Engine,   derated 375 HP 

Five Main Rotor Blades,   26.33 feet in diameter 

Two Cambered Tail Rotor Blades, 4. 58 feet in diameter 

Improved Transmissions,   5000 Hour TBO Objective 

5000 Hour Life Objective for all Dynamic Components 

Mechanical Control System — No Hydraulics or Electronics 

Figure 12.    The Hughes 500D Helicopter 
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Maximum Speed (Vne) 156 knots 

Hover Ceiling IGE 6900 feet.   150C 
4400 feet,   350C 

Hover Ceiling OGE 3300 feet,   350C 

Rate of Climb 1875 feet per minute at sea level 
1680 feet per minute at 5000 feet 

Endurance 3.1 hours,   5000 feet,   2-minute 
warmup,   no reserve 

Range 330 miles,   5000 feet 

Service Ceiling 14,700 feet 

Payload — Normal 1065 pounds — full fuel 

Payload — Overload 2000 pounds — sling load 
(3550 pounds gross weight) 1 5 minutes fuel 

Figure 13.    Performance of the 500D Helicopter 
(3000-pound gross weight except where noted) 

ALL-METAL 5-BLAOED MAIN 
ROTOR WITH ARTICULATED 
HUB FOR EXTRA MARGIN OF 
CONTROLLABILITY AND LOW 
VIBRATIOI 

T TAIL FOR IMPROVED 
MANEUVERING AND 
STABLE. 
COMFORTABLE RIDE 

ALL-METAL TAIL 
ROTOR WITH 
CAMBERED AIRFOIL 
FOR HIGH ALTITUDE 
OPERATIONS 

420 SHP (ALLISON 
2S0-C20B) TURBINE 
ENGINE PROVIDES 
RESERVE POWER 

FORWARD 
HEMISPHERIC 
VISIBILITY 

1ST PILOT 
POSITION 
ETHER 
SIDE 

OW DRAG FUSELAGE WITH 
HIGH STRENGTH, AND 
LIGHT WEIGHT FOR 
HIGH SPEED 

ARTICULATED EMERGENCY 
ABSORBING LANDING GEAR 

Figure 14.    New 500D and 500M-D Helicopters 
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ROLL BAR PROTECTION 

LOAD ABSORPTION    / 
CRASH RESISTANT FUEL CELLS 

DOUBLE WALL, KEEL BEAM 

SUCTION FUEL SYSTEM 
(NO. BOOST PUMP) SHOCK ABSORBER/LANDING GEAR 

Figure 15.    Crashworthy Structure 

MANUAL CONTROLS WITH 
PUSH-PULL RODS 

• NO H\ DRAULICS 
• NO ELECTRONICS 
• NO CABLES 

Figure 16.    Simple Flight Control System 
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MAIN ROTOR TRANSMISSION WITH 
ONLY 4 GEARS AND 2 GEAR MESHES; 
WEIGHS ONLY 90 LB; CAN BE 
REMOVED BY ONE MAN WITHOUT 
DISTURBING ROTOR HUB OR CONTROL 
RIGGING AND WITHOUT SPECIAL 
EQUIPMENT 

Figure 17.    Mechanical Simplicity 

LONG LIFE 
ALL METAL 
TAIL ROTOR 

ENGINE MOUNTED 
LOW AND AFT OF 
CABIN FOR ONE-MAN 
REMOVAL WITHOUT 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT. 

ROTOR SUPPORT MAST CARRIES 
FLIGHT LOAD SEPARATE FROM 
TRANSMISSION AND DRIVE SHAFT; 
MAST RETAINS ROTOR IN EVENT 
OF DRIVE SHAFT FAILURE 

Figure 18.    Fail Safe Design 
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NO CENTRIFUGAL 
LOADS ON HUB 

NO 
BEARINGS 

FLAPPING 

OLEO 
SHOCK 
ABSORBERS 

FEATHERING 
DOES NOT FAIL AT 
100% DESIGN LOAD 
WITH 7 OF 16 STRAPS BROKEN 

Figure 19.    Strap Retention System 

20° SLOPE LANDING CAPABILITY 

UNIQUE LANDING GEAR PREVENTS TAIL BOOM STRIKES 

V KNEE-ACTION SWIVEL JOINT 

Figure 20.    Landing Capability 

  -  
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MODEL 500M-D 

The 500M-D,   a third generation OH-6A,   is a unique light combat helicopter 
capable of accepting weapons system up to and including the TOW missile. 
Figure 21 shows a listing of available kits.    Figure 22 shows the TOW missile 
configuration in flight.    Configured as a Scout,  the 500M-D can carry a full 
array of night vision and target acquisition sensors. 

The 500M-D/ASW configuration shown in Figure 23 is designed to provide 
ASW mission capability.     When operated in conjunction with a naval ship,   such 
as a destroyer,   it is an extension of that destroyer and the combined capability 
is greater than that which each possesses separately.    The 500M-D/ASW may 
be either destroyer-based or land-based,   from where it can be deployed to 
fly to a datum point determined by destroyer sonar contact. 

Since the Model 500M-D is a small,  low cost,   high performance helicopter 
with a high degree of combat survivability and mission flexibility,   it offers 
significant operational and life cycle cost advantrges over the conventional 
military helicopter.    Its low detectability is helped both by its size and five- 
bladed main rotor helicopter.    A tw-blade rotor system,   with the equivalent 
payload capability of the 500M-D,  has been found to have five times its bright- 
ness.    The comparative size of the 500M-D TOW and AH1 is shown in 
Figure 24. 

The 500M-D is available with standard lightweight aircraft electronics 
(SLAE) (Figure 25),   and passive armor for the crew and critical components 
of the powerplant system (Figure 26).    It also incorporates an infrared sup- 
pression system (Figure 27),  hardpoints for the HGS-5 Minigun subsystem 
and ammunition (Figure 28),   and the HGS-17 rocket launcher subsystem 
(Figure 29). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS - THE FUTURE 

We have described many years of the successful applications and coordination 
of Hughes light helicopters,   designed to commercial standards,   operating in 
both the military arena and the commercial market.     There now appears to 
be a need for an improved Army Scout with improved operational capabili   ^s; 
such a Scout will surely have appeal to the commercial user. 

To what standards and how will such a new helicopter be designed?   Although 
there is no agreement on design standards between the Army and the FAA,  we 
at Hughes feel that we could meet the needs of both the Army and the commer- 
cial user with a single helicopter which would be an outgrowth of the design 
philosophy and technology which produced our successful TH-55A/2 69A and 
OH-6A/500D helicopters. 

^^A~ 
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Name Part Number 

TOW System 416-150 

Utility Float 369D290086 

Emergency Float 369D290121 

SLAE Radio 369D294000 

Gun/Rocket Armament 369D294150 

Armor 369D294600 

IR Suppressor System 369D294900 

Dual Controls 369D297000 

TACAN Subsystem — 

Radar Subsystem — 

MAD Subsystem — 

Hauldown M30291 

Smoke Marker — 

Torpedo Subsystem — 

Litter 369H90011 

Hoist 369H90070 

Cargo Hook 369H90072 

Rotor Brake 369H90123 

Searchlight 369H90142 

Siren 369H90143 

Range Extension — 

Night Vision — 

22 Cubic Feet Stores Kit - 

On Board Computer - 

On Board Diagnostic Kit — 

Figure 21.   Model 500M-D Kits 
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Figure 22.    500M-D TOW Missile Aircraft in Flight 

Figure 23.    500M-D ASW 
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AH-1 

500 M-D TOW 

Figure 24.    Relative Vulnerability 

/ / 

Figure 25.    Standard Lightweight Aircraft Electronics (SLAE) 
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ENGINE COMPRESSOR 
ARMOR 

ENGINE FUEL CONTROL 
ARMOR 

Figure 26.    Armor Kit 

Figure 27.    500M-D With Exhaust IR Suppression 
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Figure 28.    HGS-5 Minigun Subsystem Configuration 

Figure 29.    HGS-17 Rocket Launcher Configuration 
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Figure 30.    Model 500D Helicopter Applications 
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SUMMARY 

The Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm Company has gained good experience with its light 
helicopter MBB - BO 105, which is engaged in civilian as well as in military operations. 
Up to now, more than 300 BO 105 helicopters have been delivered to customers, and some 
250 000 hours of flight time have been accumulated. The first helicopters have about 
5 000 flight hours. This experience is especially valuable because the BO 105 is the 
first production helicopter with a hingeless rotor and fiberglass rotorblades which has 
been able to prove its ability in practical operation consistently over a long period 
of tine. The broad spectrum of operation and experience includes the following types of 
missions in civilian operation: utility, executive, rescue, police, offshore, lighthouse 
supply, as well as LOH, scout and antitank-missions in military operation. 

Besides the problems resulting from this broad field of operations, which are typi- 
cal for many light helicopters, additional questions associated with the new technology 
were specially considered, for example the changed handling characteristics and the diffe- 
rent loading situation of the hingeless rotor, and the behaviour of the fatigue loaded 
fiberglass blades. 

1 . INTRODUCTION AND STATUS 

The Bölkow Company, now Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm GmbH, started research and 
development activities for helicopters in the late fifties, and since that time the work 
has been centered around fiberglass composite rotor blades. The first experimental all- 
fiberglass composite rotorblade was flown in 1962. Its only basis was research work; never 
before had a composite blade been flown. No design rules were available at that time. 
There was some data on static and fatigue strength - just sufficient for an experimental 
program. The overall knowledge regarding this new material was very limited; knowledge of 
fracture mechanics, for example, was almost non-existent. Furthermore, the composites of 
the fiberglass as well as the manufacturing techniques were not yet optimized. During the 
last 15 years, however, continuous research and development activities in all the related 
fields, together with the operational use of the 30 105 helicopter since 19',2 have almost 
completely changed this situation. 

Arising from activities on composite rotorblades which have relatively high elasti- 
city, the Bölkow Company came up with the idea of a hingeless rotursystem based on flexib- 
le fiberglass rotorblades. The fiberglass material, offering high elasticity and good 
strength properties for fatigue loads, seemed to have potential for a rotor with flapwise 
and lagwise rigid attachment to the rotorblades, and the best way to understand the MBB 
rotorsystem Is to regard it as a successful attempt to a quasi-articulated rotor whose flapp- 
ing and lagging hinges are replaced by the elastic deformation of the fiberglass rotorblade. 
About 1960 the Bölkow Company began a research program for such a rotorsystem which inclu- 
ded theoretical studies and windtunnel model tests. Favorable results led to the manufac- 
ture of a full scale rotor which was first flown on a helicopter in 1966, and in 1967 the 
helicopter BO 105 was ready for its first flight, (Ref. 1 T 3) . 

Up to now, more than 300 BO 105 helicopters have been delivered tc customers. The 
BO 105 helicopters are engaged in civilian as well as in military operations. The broad 
scope of operation and experience includes the following types of missions in civilian 
operation: utility, executive, rescue, police, offshore (Figure 1), lighthouse supply, as 
well as LOH (Figure 2), scout and antitank-mission in military operations. The operation 
of the helicopters in 18 countries since 1971 has resulted in the accumulation of some 
250 OOO hours of flight time, with 1 OOO 000 main rotorblade hours and 500 0O0 tail rotor- 
blade hours. Sufficient data is now available for a review on a statistical basis. The 
first helicopters have about 5 000 hours of flight time. Tye  environmental conditions un- 
der which 80 105 helicopters have been and continue to be flown cov«r a temperature range 
from less than -400C up to more than +450C with a relative humidity up to 10O% even at 
the highest temperature. The helicopter is certified for operation from -450C to +50oC. 

The experience with the BO 105 helicopter is of great interest because the BO 105 
is the first production helicopter with a hingeless rotor and with fiberglass rotorblades 
which has been able to prove its ability in practical operation consistently over a long 
period of time. The special questions associated with the new technology had to be spe- 
cially considered, for example, the changed handling characteristics, the different loa- 
ding situation of the hingeless rotor, and the behaviour of the fatigue loaded fiberglass 
rotorblades. 
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The MBB hlngeless rotorsystem Is of the type stiff hub and soft flapwlse, soft In- 
plane blades (Ref. 4). The main components of the rotor are shown in Figure 3. The fiber- 
glass blades are rigidly attached to short hub arms. The rotorhub is made of titanium 
(Ti Al 6 V4). The star shaped center part is forged and milled. The rotorhub is flange 
mounted on the rotorshaft. The feathering axes of the blades are fixed to the hub arms. 
The only bearings are provided for the featherirj hinges, which are unloaded from the 
centrifugal forces by tie-bar-devices (Bendix). The rotorblade with the attachment i.ou; - 
ting is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, Fiberglass rovings are oriented from the blade 
tip to the root wound around a bolt and back to the tip. 

2. LOADING AND FATIGUE SITUATION OF A HINGELESS UOTOR HELICOPTER 

The history of the helicopter is marked by the ^tr .igle against dynamic forces at 
the rotor system and the dynamic characteristics of the wLo.> helicopter. In the early 
days with the insufficient knowledge of the physical-technical correlations, the intro- 
duction of the blade attachment hinges was the only way to overcome the mechanical 
strength difficulties at the rotor blades and the control problems of the whole helicop- 
ter caused by the lack of symmetry in the conditions of flow. For a long period of time, 
all successful helicopters were equipped with articulated rotors. Nowadays, rotors with 
rigid or so-called hlngeless blade attachment are of great interest, because they offer 
mechanical simplification and improved handling characteristics in comparison to articu- 
lated rotors. 

For hlngeless rotors without flapping hinges, it is possible, to transfer high mo- 
ments from the blades to the hub and the fuselage. The changed loading situation with high 
moment loads at the blade root area, at the hub, and at the rotor shaft have to be consi- 
dered in the design. Figure 6 illustrates the different loading situation of a hlngeless 
rotor and of an articulated rotor with a small flapping hinge offset. If the aerodynamic 
lift at the blade is the same for both rotors, it produces the same force at the hinge or 
blade attachment respectively, as well as at the center of the hub; but for the moments 
there is a pronounced difference at the blade root and the hub. At an unrestrained hinge 
there will be no moment at all. For the hlngeless rotor with blades of high elasticity, 
there also exists an area at the blade with relatively low moments which indicates an 
effective or equivalent hinge. Compared to a typical articulated rotor with a hinge off- 
set of about 2 ♦ 3% of the radius, the equivalent hinge offset of a typical hlngeless ro- 
tor is about 15%. Consequently, due to the different lever arm for the acting forces, the 
moments at the center of the hub will be quite different. The resulting moment at the hub 
can be reduced to a certain degree by coning the hub arms and taus producing an unloading 
moment from the centrifugal forces. Normally, the precone angle will be chosen for unloa- 
ding with the design rotor thrust. Other thrust conditions, primarily alternating thrust 
of the blades will result in corresponding moments at the hub. It should be pointed out 
that these moments resulting form cyclic control inputs are intended; they are the basis 
of the improvements in handling qualities. The most stressed section of a hlngeless rotor, 
therefore, is the blade attachment section, the rotorhub and the rotor shaft. With a pro- 
per design the blade main section is relatively low stressed. 

The control of helicopters with articulated rotors is mainly done by incliration 
of the thrust vector, thus producing a moment around the center of gravity of the heli- 
copter. For a helicopter with a hlngeless rotor system an Inclination of the thrust vec- 
tor is combined :.'ith ? strong hub moment, and the moment around the center of gravity is 
a combination of this hub moment and the moment due to the thrust inclination. The loa- 
ding of the rotor shaft and the gearbox with its suspension is different in the two cases. 
For the articulated rotor the moment is built up linearly towards the center of gravity 
(eg); whereas for the hlngeless rotor the hub and the shaft are subjected to a relatively 
high moment loading. Trim conditions, which need a rotor produced moment to overcome cg- 
travel or slope landing conditions, for instance, require an alternating first harmonic 
moment in the rotating system for the hlngeless rotor, whereas in the case of an articu- 
lated rotor, because of the equivalence of cyclic control and blade flapping, only an in- 
clination of the thrust would be necessary. For the trim requirements in forward flight 
there are nearly no differences between the two rotor systems, because the cyclic control 
is needed to overcome an aerodynamic nonuniformity, to which the dynamic systems of the 
rotors are of minor importance. 

Higher harmonic blade loads resulting from the flow conditions in forward flight 
produce alternating forces at the hub for both rotor systems, and, in addition, for the 
hlngeless rotor moments at the blade root and the hub. For a dynamically well-tuned hln- 
geless rotor these higher harmonic moments are relatively low compared to the first har- 
monic moments needed for trim or flight maneuvers. Figure 7 shows a typical case with a 
pronounced first harmonic part. The higher harmonic loads are exciting vibrations; and 
a low vibration level requires good dynamic design of the rotor itself and in combination 
with the fuselage, for all rotor systems. However, for the component sizing for fatigue 
of a dynamically well-tuned hlngeless rotor, only the first harmonic loads are Important. 

To get optimal dynamic characterictics for a hlngeless rotor system, the stiff- 
ness of the rotor system should not be too high. The stiffness is defined by the flexu- 
ral stiffness, which is the product of the modulus of elasticity E and the moment of 
inertia J, representing the cross-sectional area of the blade. The same flexural stiff- 
ness EJ can be realized for instance, with a high E of steel and a small J, i.e. a thin 
cross-section, or with a low E like that of fiberglass reinfo-ced plastic material and a 
larger J or crossectlon. In both cases the same moment loading must be tolerable for fa- 



tlgue.  The  relation of the modulus of elasticity  is about 5  for  the  two materials,  but 
the  relation of  the fatigue allowables is only about  2.  Therefore,   the fiberglass mater- 
ial   is much better than steel  for a  hingeless attached rotor blade.  The stress allowables 
of  fiberglass material  result in blades of nearly unlimited  life.  Steel would be a very 
poor solution as would aluminum because of  the low stress allowables.   Figure 8  illustra- 
tes  these conditions.   The differences in  the material properties are even more pronounced 
if the essential  notch  factors are considered.   It  seems to be evident that  the fiberglass 
blades are  the key to success of the MBB rotorsystem. 

The main section of a hingeless attached blade outside the attachment area  should 
normally pot have  fatigue problems.   The loads are  lower,  and there will be enough sectio- 
nal  area,   because no weight-saving construction  is normally necessary.   For other  reasons, 
i.e.,   for flight dynamical  reasons of autoiotational behaviour,   a    certain mass of the 
blades   (or better  a certain moment of  inertia around the rotor oxis)   is desirable.   This 
will  result  in favourable conditions   for  the  stresses. 

The  typical  fatigue  problems  of helicopters  are  high-cycle   facigue.   The components 
of the dynamic system are loaded at  frequencies which are multiples of the  rotor speed 
with  the highest  loads  in the first  harmonic  for  the hingeless rotor,   which means  7 cyc- 
les per second for the BO 105.  This   loading rate represents  25 million load cycles per 
thousand operating hours.  The high frequency cyclic loading  is normally caused by ben- 
ding moments.  The  low-cycle loads,  which are  the start-stop cycles,   result  from centri- 
fugal forces. Their loading rate  is with about 1   »  5 0O0 cycles per  1   000 hours of flight, 
low compared tc  the high-cycle loads.   In most cases the start-stop cycles,   therefore,  don't 
influence  fatigue.   But there can be  some rotor components which are mainly  loaded by the 
centrifugal  forces,  for instance the  torsion-tension barr,  which have the  function of un- 
loading the blade  feathering hinges  and the hub from centrifugal   forces.  Such components 
have  to be sized to withstand the xow-cycle  fatigue loading   (Ref.   5,   6). 
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3. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A HINGEl^SS ROTOR HELICOPTER 

The feature of the hingeless rotor of transferring high moments from the rotorbla- 
des to the hub and the fuselage results in a changed situation for the control characteri- 
stics. The control of the helicopter becomes more powerful, faster and more direct, and 
nearly independent of rotor thrust. 

The difference in the control moment of a hingeless rotor helicopter compared to 
an articulated rotor helicopter is illustrated in Figure 9. With an articulated rotor the 
control moment around the center of gravity of the helicopter is only produced by the 
tilt of the thrust vector (in the case of central flapping hinges with see-saw rotors). 
This moment is relatively small. For rotors with small flapping hinge offsets there is 
an additional rotor moment produced by the shear-forces at the flapping hinges. This ro- 
tor moment is much higher in the case of the hingeless rotor, which can be considered 
equivalent to an articulated rotor with a flapping hinge offset of about 15 percent. Its 
rotormoment is - for the same shearforces - about live times that of an articulated rotor 
with a small offset. 

The effects obtainable with a certain control input and the corresponding time be- 
haviour of the helicopter motion are the most important parameters in evaluating the con- 
trol characteristics. Usually, the control efficiency will be expressed by the initial 
acceleration per unit stick deflection, which is equal to the ratio of the control moment 
obtainable with the stick deflection to the moment of inertia. The time behaviour is ge- 
nerally expressed by the damping moment which again is referred to the moment of inertia. 
For satisfactory control behaviour a definite correlation should exist between control 
power and damping, as illustrated in Figure 10. Along straight lines through the origin, 
there is the same control sensitivity, meaning the same angular velocity per stick dis- 
placement. In the diagram, values obtainable with the hingeless rotor are compared to 
those with the articulated rotor. As already known, a discrepancy exists between the 
various recommendations and specifications. Most likely, the reason lies in the fact that 
these were established on the basis of pilot evaluations from limited flight tests or si- 
mulation studies. Both helicopters - with articulated rotor and with hingeless rotor - 
have about the same control sensitivity, because of the fact that flapping offset or ri- 
gid blade attachment increases both control moment and damping moment. With a proper con- 
trol ratio of stick deflection to blade deflection the helicopter with the articulated 
rotor is generally in the range of the old curves by Salmirs and Tapscott. The helicop- 
ter with the hingeless rotor is within quite another range than usual for conventional 
helicopters. The control moment for the same stick deflection is about three to five ti- 
mes the value of the articulated rotor; for the damping moment a similar relation exists. 
The damping moment is even more important than the control moment, which can be influ- 
enced to a  certain amount by the control ratio. A high damping moment results in a low 
time constant, which is defined as the time required for reaching 63 percent of the sta- 
tionary angular velocity following a control step input. When the time constant is short, 
the helicopter follows control inputs more directly. The time constants of the hingeless 
rotor helicopter are relatively short; the control is nearly a rate type control. The 
controllability of the hingeless rotor helicopter is much better than that of an arti- 
culated rotor helicopter. The recommendations for armed helicopters seem to apply for mo- 
dern helicopters. The hingeless rotor helicopter it able to fulfil such modern require- 
ments . 

The stability behaviour of the hingeless rotor helicopter will be influenced, (as 
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were the control characteristics), by the high moment capacity. The rotor Is more sensl- 

_£_/ tlve to control Inputs, but external disturbances also play a role. On the other hand, 
the higher damping moments will be advantageous. Early studies have Indicated that the 
phugold mode can become highly unstable In the high speed range, and at that time It was 
not able to be ascertained If this was a dangerous situation or not. Quite surprising 
during flight tests, which showed good correlation with theoretical predictions, was the 
fact that the pilots did not notice this Instability because of the excellent control 
characteristics. 

Another area of uncertainty In the beginning was the phenomena of ground and air 
resonance. With the relatively low Inplane frequency ratio of about .65 to .70 of the 
MBB rotorsystem, ground and air resonance may occur, however, theoretical studies and 
tests showed that this was not a critical situation. There Is no necessity for a lead- 
lag damper at the blades, the material damping of the blades and their attachment Is 
sufficient to avoid ins ability. 

Now, the dynamic characteristics of the hlngeless rotor helicopter. Its control and 
stability behaviour, ground and air resonance phenomena, and aeroelastic coupling effects 
have been studied In numerous Investigations, (for example Ref. 4, 7 ♦ 11), and today 
there Is a good understanding of the well-predictable phenomena. 

4. OPERATIONAL AN'D TEST EXPERIENCE WITH A HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTER 

Intensive flight testing with the BO 105 and broad operational experience have 
fully proved the excellent handling characteristics of the hlngeless rotor helicopter. 
The BO 105 Is well accepted by all pilots, they like the strong and direct control beha- 
viour. One of the most experienced commercial operators illustrates the situation best 
with his comment, 

"We've been quite pleased with the BO 105 which is a very well made small 
twin-engine helicopter with a hlngeless rotor system and glass fiber blades. 
The hlngeless rotor system Is fantastic. Pilots who've flown it love It. 
It gives the helicopter almost fixed-wing handling characteristics". 

In a brief and simplified manner, it is possible to summarize the experience as 
follows: The main operational advantage of the hlngeless rotor Is, no doubt. Its power- 
ful and direct control behaviour. Potential disadvantages, which were suspected in the 
beginning of the development provtd to have no real adverse effects. The high control 
sensitivity, the changed control coupling effects, the gust sensitivity, and the phugold 
Instability in the high speed range are not of problematic nature to the pilot, even un- 
der IFR-operation or under extreme weather conditions, as they exist in the offshore area 
in the North-Sea. The powerful control enables the BO 105 to do precise maneuvers under 
nearly all conditions, which is very advantageous, for Instance, in flying to small off- 
shore rigs. It has the potential to do steep slope landings (Figure 11), and there is 
good experience with landings on small ships (Figure 12, Ref. 12). The high rotor moment 
capacity is also the basis for operation of a high capacity rescue hoist (Figure 13, Ref. 
13), which has an excentrlclty of 2 m and a certified load of 270 kg, which is relatively 
large for a small helicopter with a gross weight of 2 300 kg. 

The advantageous handling characteristics of the hlngeless rotor helicopter are 
even more pronounced in military operations, which require extreme N.O.E. (nap-of-earth) 
flight capabilities. The powerful and direct control response and the ability to perform 
negative g-maneuvers with full control power reduce the time and space requirements in 
N.O.E. maneuvers and provide Increased safety margins fo" the pilot by reducing exposure 
time and vulnerability in service (Ref. 14). In addition, the hlngeless rotor gives the 
helicopter good characteristics as a weapon platform. This could be proved in successful 
test programs with ungulded rockets, with a 2 cm-canon of relatively high recoil (about 
800 kg),  and with the wire-guided antitank missile HOT (Figure 14). For some time, the 
German Army has been doing intensive flighttesting for antitank missions with 10 BO 105 
helicopters. More than 10 000 hours of flight under simulated tactical conditions have 
lead to a good understanding of the related problems. The operational experience with 
the EC 105 is very good, and the hlngeless rotor is living up to its promises. The Germar. 
Army is introducing the BO 105 as liaison and observation helicopter (LOH) and will alsc 
have it equipped as antitank helicopter with the HOT missile as well. 

In the beginning of the activities with the hlngeless rotor, there was 
that the high moment loading at the blades, the hub and the rotor shaft could have ad- 
verse effects on the fatigue life of these components. MBB has solved the blade probl— 
by selecting the fiberglass material, which is best suited for such an applicatioB. It 
was possible from the beginning to offer a long blade lifetime, which was quit* am.  im- 
provement over metal blades. The design requirement for the complete rotor «mm to 9K 
hub and the rotorshaft structurally well matched to the blades, and MBB has 
ful. Figure 15 illustrates the fatigue strength of the titanium rotorhufc. Tbs 
strength was determined by S-N-testing of full-scale components. In the figor* 
of 99.9 percent survival probability can be compared with flight loads. AH Ifsa*» at - **■ 
mal level flight conditions are below the fatigue endurance, only wemm 'jomtm  at mmf ^m 
maneuvers or extreme slope landing conditions will be soaewhat aigtosr. T1>is sxew jam  is 
about the r^ame for the rotorshaft and the blades. Hitb tbs loads rnqmens-» mmc^r   ^mmd.  as 
a conservative basis, the calculated fatigue lifstiass ars 22 OOC lomss far .^  Slada. 
11 600 hours for the rotor hub and 5 400 hours for tits rotarsfesft.  ■»*     T^aas val-jas 
are all relatively good in comparison to those af 
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tOS was prlaarlly designed for civilian operation and certification, It 
If military operational requirements for LOH-type and antltsnk missions 

a reisr»»tie modification. The longterm military evaluation Including 
•.3.X. flyUwy has proven that the highly conservative mission loads spectrum of 

n» ._«■ «c 105 Is also sufficient for the military version. Measurements Indicate 
IM  ah« radical environment rapid and extreme maneuvers will be necessary with 

US' 

maximum load factors up to 2. 5 g, 
roll angles up to 80 degrees, 

rolling speeds up to 50 degrees per second. 

pitch angles up to 40 degrees, 

pitching speeds up to 40 degrees per second. 

rmtm of change of those parameters up to their extremes will,  of course,  result 
-a  ••   «s   Utmda.   But these maneuvers are all within the normal flight envelope,   and the 
loar t rnxatm tn« normal  loads spectrum. 

I. WITH FIBERGLASS COMPOSITE  ROTORBLADES 

iag  to the blade section   (Figure  16),   the blade consists of a C-spar of uni- 
1 fibers in order to withstand the centrifugal forces and bending moments. The 

im made of a woven fiberglass material,   and the remaining part of the blade section 
fi." ImJ with a low-density foam.  As erosion protection for the leading edge a titanium 

..'.•. 

Because of the fact that the utilisation of the fiberglass material for rotorbla- 
mmm  relatively new, extensive fatigue testing was done, including tests with specimen 
am*,  of blades and fullscale tests. Figure 17 illustrates some results for the fatigue 

of the blade spar. A comparison of the fatigue strength with fllj.it loads shows 
-"« blades normally run on a low stress level and that there are lar^e reserves bet- 
-.-.e actual working stress level and the fatigue limits, resulting in ..  long fatigue 

Special tests were perfcrmed to look for the notch sensitivity. Figure 18 shows 
tomm  results of tests with notched specimens out of the fiberglass material in compari- 
•oa to those out of the metal. For the fiberglass material there is no loss of strength 
ia the resMining structural section. Due to this facr, the blade is inherently insensi- 
■ - ■» to damage caused by manufacturing defects, bad maintenance, operational or ballistic 
defects. In addition, the failure propagation rate is extremely low. The blade is insen- 
sitive to practically any defects or damages. This is illustrated in Figure 19 with a 
roaparison of a typical steel spar blade to a glassfiber blade designed under the same 
criteria. It shows that even the loss of a significant part of the fiberglass spar (more 
than 75 percent of the original strength) would still allow completion of any mission 
without restriction and without an ultimate failure which could lead to a catastrophic 
failure. The diagram also points out how sensitive the current metal blades are. Even if 
only io percent of the original spar strength is lost, the blade would fall ultimately 
after a very short flight time. These findings indicate that composite blades have a 
very high critical length, thus providing an Inherent fall safe behaviour, because a 
crack can easily be detected by visual  inspection or by the increased vibration level 
or loss of track. This behaviour is very important for ballistic damage by gunfire. Spe- 
cial tests with damaged blades (Figure 20) proved the high Insensitivlty. 

The long term operation and test experience Indicates that 

- There is no adverse effect from aging. Tests with aged specimens and high time blades 
have shown that there is no reduction of blade strength due to aging. 

- There has never been a blade which had to be removed from service due to a structural 
failure. In the beginning there had been some minor problems with the bonding of the 
titanium erosion protection. These problems have been solved by modification of the 
bonding process. 

- Composite blades do not change their balance behaviour or rotor track due to water 
pick up, to change of stiffness or creeping effects, whether the blades experience 
high usage or not. 

- Composite blades are not subject to corrosion. 

- Composite blades have experienced a very low sensitivity to impact damage. 

- Composite blades can be easily repaired even under field conditions. The repair pro- 
cedure can easily be performed; only simple tools are required, and the procedure Is 
uncritical. 

The experience from and for production can be summarized as 

- The matched die process using heated metal molds ensures the necessary high geometric 
accuracy and repeatability (Figure 21). 
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-    Only simple and easy to manufacture tools are necesiary for production of high quality 

blades. 

The manufacturing process allows a high accuracy of blade mass characteristics (Figure 
22). 

The blade rejection rate is very low; during the production of 2 000 blades it has 
been lower than 1%. There is an indication that the rejection rate tends to become 
lower due to learning effects and experience. 

Depending on the number of blades to be built direct impreqnatincj and "wet" hand-lay- 
up method (Figure 23) or a mechanized layup procedure can be used. 

There is only one curing process for the structural elements of the blade, i.e. spar 
plus skin. 

The curing process with 105oC i 30C for 8 hours * 0,5 hours is uncritical and easy to 
control. 

Reliable quality control is comparitively easy and uncritical when applied during the 
manufacturing process (Figure 24). 

6. EXPERIENCE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HINGELESS ROTOR HELICOPTERS AND CONCI.'JDING REMARKS 

The hingeless xotor with its fiberglass rotorblades is a new technology, today alrea- 
dy a proven technology, offering a wide range for further improvements. An understanding 
of the physical correlations to the theoretical background, as well as of the materials 
which can withstand high loads is now available. 

The more and more pronounced tendency of the modern military holicopter towards 
higher power and improved performance, towards higher agility and capability for extreme 
nap-of-the-earth flying, towards improved survivability and reliability and towards re- 
duced costs ask for further development. The hingeless rotorsystem with fiberglass rotor- 
blades offers a high potential. The scope of experience covers a research program in a 
speed range of up to more than 200 knots (Ref. 15), and by Boeing-Vertol's development 
of the YÜH-61A gross weights up to the medium class helicopters (8 tons) (Ref. 16). To- 
day's knowledge and existing theoretical methods allow for further improvements. By a 
proper optimization of the dynamic characteristics, including aeroelastic feedback con- 
trol effects, it seems to be possible to tune the system to any desirable character*:, ics 
(Figure 25). 

With an adequate sizing of the components the high dynamic loads are no problem. 
The theoretical determination «f the loads  T, in comparison to articulated rotors, even 
easier, because the critical Joads are mal ^y firstharmonic. 

For the fiberglass rotorblades there are practically no limitations resulting from 
manufacturing methods. It is possible to build blades strictly on the basis of aerodynamic 
requirements. The blades can almost as easily be built with non-rectangular plan^orm, non- 
linear twist, variable camber and variable airfoil section as a standard rectangular con- 
stant cross section, linear twist, constant mass blade. This could be demonstrated with a 
thickness tapered blade from 12 percent to 6 percent relative thickness, and a blade com- 
bining thickness taper with a variable camber and chord plus a double sweep (Figure 26). 

The blade mass and its distribution can be tailored to fit the dynamic requirements. 
The blade mass per length of span can be realized in a wide range, larger than is actually 
needed. Figure 27 shows the envelope of the possible mass distribution in which a compo- 
site blade can be realized. The proper selection of the fiLer (glass, Kevlar, graphite) 
and the fiber orientation allows the design of the composite to match the stiffness charac- 
teristics of a rotorblade easily, in accordance wich dynamic and aeroelastic considerations 
almost independently from other requirements U'igure 28). 

The composite rotorblades ensure high reliability, long or infinite fatigue life, 
insensitivity to damage, and inherent fail-safe characteristics. It has been proven that 
they are mature for operational use, and the next decade will definitely see a change from 
the composite blade as an exception to the standard design rule, to the non composite bla- 
de being the exception. 

Compared to the articulated rotor, the hingeless rotor is not "forgiving" which 
means that all the detail design parameters have to be optimized. Small deviations may 
result in unfavourable conditions, but small modifications may also improve the system 
enormously. The hingeless rotor requires a fully coupled treatment, considering aerodyna- 
mics, dynamics and aeroelastlclty together. The era of the hingeless rotor has just begun 
and will have its future (Ref. 10, 17). 
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Flg. 1   BO 105 in Offshore Operation Fig. 2  BO 105 in Military Operation 

Fig. 3  Rotorhub and Blade Attachment of the 
BO 105 Hingeless Rotor System 

Fig. 4  BO 105 Fiberglass Rotorblade Fig. 5  BO 105 Dlade Root 
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Fig.   21       BO  105 Blade After Curing in the Mol'' 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the design objectives, features and 
performance of the recently developed Bell Model 222.  The Model 
222 was designed to meet the needs of the worldwide commercial 
market. Primary design objectives were safety, efficiency, re- 
duced cost of ownership, and superior handling qualities.  Prom 
the test results, the Model 222 is a fuel conservative, produc- 
tive aircraft with excellent flying qualities. 

The first flight was in August 1976 and development is 
essentially complete.  The aircraft will be delivered in early 
1979 after the most comprehensive test program ever conducted on 
a commercial helicopter. 

Federal Aviation Administration Airworthiness Standards, 
Transport Category Rotorcraft (FAR Part 29 - Category A) provides 
the basis for civil certification; however, the 222 far exceeds 
the FAA requirements for fail-safe design and crashworthiness. 
Redundancy, 8g seats, crash resistant fuel tanks, and real twin- 
engine safety are examples.  The latter refers to the fact that 
for any altitude at which the helicopter can hover OGE, it can 
continue to cruise if one engine fails. 

Recent military design requirements differ from the commercial 
requirements which guided the design of the 222.  This paper shows 
some of these differences and how the 222 might be adapted to 
satisfy the military requirements of the NATO countries. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Bell Model 222 is an 8-place helicopter powered by two Lycoming LTS101 engines. 
It is the result of extensive engineering design studies and marketing surveys conducted 
by Bell Helicopter to determine the size, power, and performance needed for the light 
twin of the future. 

Figure 1 shows a full scale mock-up of the 222 built in early 1974.  It was used 
extensively by Bell Engineering and Marketing to establish the final configuration. 

The mock-up was shown at several conventions and suggestions were solicited from 
commercial and military customers. 

Figure 1.  Model 222 Mock-up. 

Many customer suggestions were incorporated in the design, including increases in 
visibility and cabin volume, cowl styling, performance targets, and kits. 
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Figure 2 is a three-view of the 222 showing the overall dimensions. 
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Figure 2.    Model 222 Overall Dimensions. 
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Other highlights of the design include: 

-Speed of 150 knots at maximum continuous power. 
-Range of 370 nmi with 20 min reserve fuel, cruising at 8000 ft. 
-Useful load of 2950 lb. 
-Single engine service ceiling of 9000 ft at 7200 lb gross we jht 
on a standard day. 
-Retractable tricycle wheel landing gear as standard, with skid 
gear and flotation options. 
-Flexible seating arrangements with large baggage space (43 cu ft) 
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Figures   3,   4 and  S 
features of tbe 222. 

the outstanding  safety,  naintenance  ard  =o«f=rr 
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Figure  3.     Safety Features. 
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Figure 4.     Maintenance Features. 
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Figure 5.  Comfort Features. 

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS 

Main Rotor Hub 

Reduced maintenance, safety, and long component lives have ceen designed into the 
semirigid two-bladed main rotor hub shown in Figure 6. 

CONICAL 
ELASTOMERIC 
BEARINGS 

RADIAL 
ELASTOMERIC 
BEARINGS 

TITANIUM YOKE 

STEEL FORGING 

Figure 6.  Main Rotor Hub. 

This hub uses elastomeric bearings for pitch change and for flapping, eliminating 
the need for lubrication. Pitc*. change is accomplished by twisting of the conical elas- 
tomeric bearings.  For full cyrlie and collective pitch these bearings twist through 
approximately 40 .  These corrcal elastomeric bearings are redundant.  Either of the 
bearings can fail and the reraining bearing is sufficient to carry the centrifugal force 
of the main rotor blade. 

The aluminum grip attachment to the main r^tor blade is also redundant.  Any one of 
the four lugs which attach the grip to the blade can fail and the remaining three will 
carry the normal flight loads. 

The yoke is a machined titanium plate and is designed with a flexure to accommodate 
coning and tc reduce the oscillatory forces transmitted to the pylon.  Flapping occurs 
about the mast by means of radial elastomeric bearings.  The elastomeric bearings are 
supplemented by elastomeric springs, providing hub restraint. The hub restraint improves 
handling qualities, increases control power, provides more e.g. travel, and allows high- 
wind startup and shutdown. 



The blade weights and frequencies have been placed, and all structural elements have 
been sized, to give long component lives.  Based on the current test data, the objective 
of having a 5000-hour life on all of the dynamic components in the main rotor hub and   /'^-''S 
control system will be achieved. / r ■*> 

As can be seen fi.on. Figure 7, the elastomeric bearings in the hub are easy to 
inspect.  The failure mode of these bearings is a gradual visible deterioration; 
therefore, no life limit will be assigned these bearings. They will be replaced on 
condition. 

Main Rotor Blade 

Figure 7.  Main Rotor Hub. 

Design Parameters 

Diameter 
Chord 
Number of Blades 
Thrust Coefficient 
Design Tip Speed 
Airfoil Section 

40.0 ft 
26.0 in 
2 
.14 
708 ft/sec 
8% Thick FX71-H-080 

( 
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Redundancy and long component life is built into the 222 blades.  The main rotor 
blade has an 8% thick Wortmann 080 airfoil and 40 ft diameter.  It is constructed of 
stainless steel and fiberglass.  The stainless steel built-up structure (first 25% of 
blade chord) provides the primary load carrying structure for the blade.  The after body 
is constructed of fiberglass skins with a Nomex honeycomb core. For redundancy, fiber- 
glass safety straps, as shown in Figure 8, are placed inside the steel spar on the upper 
and lower surfaces.  These fiberglass safety straps extend from the root of the blade, 
where they wrap around the blade retention bolt bushings, to the tip of the blade.  These 
straps are designed to carry the full centrifugal force of the blade in the event of a 
failure of the primary steel structure. 

FIBERGLASS SAFETY 
STRAPS 

SPAR OOUBLER 

ALUMINUM HONEYCC JB 
r— FIBERGLASS AFTERBODY SKIN 

- ROOT OOUBLERS 
STAINLESS STEEL SPAR 

- ATTACHMENT LUGS ^- FIBE RGLASS SAFETY STRAP 
NOMEX HONEYCOMB 

Figure 8.  Main Rotor Blade. 
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The straps perform two distinct functions.    First,  if a crack develops in the blade, 

the fiberglass strap will slow the rate of crack propagation.     Second, after the crack 
has progressed to its max-mum extent, the fiberglass safety straps retain the ulade 
structure and prevent a catastrophic separation.  Tests show that the fiberglass    straps 
will carry the load indefinitely after primary spar failure,  thus assuring that routine 
Inspections will  reveal any problem». 

Figure 9 shows a finished blade with the fiberglass straps laying on the top side of 
the blade to illustrate how the strap wraps around the retention bolt bushings. 

Figure 9.    Main Rotor Blade Showing 
Fiberglass Straps. 

With the  long predicted life of these blades and the  incorporation of the safety 
straps,  the  222 blade is expected to achieve on-condition replacement soon after its 
introduction into  service. 

Tail Rotor 

Design Parameters 

Diameter 
Chord 
Number of Blades 
Design Tip Speed 
Airfoil Section 

6.5  ft 
10.0  in 
2 
621  ft/sec 
BHT 10.9% Forward Camber 

The tail rotor is a semirigid type.     The hub is  comprised of a titanium yoke  anc  a 
4130 steel trunnion.     Needle-type bearings are used in the  flapping axis and dual   low- 
friction spherical bearings provide  feathering motions.     Pitch  links  are fixer   length 
with teflon-lined spherical bearings for low maintenance. 

The blades have a Bell-developed 10.9%  forward cambered airfoil that has a very high 
stall angle.     Sideward flights  in quartering winds have been performed at high altitude 
in Alamosa,  Colorado,  and adequate directional control margins have been demonstrated. 

Rotor Drive System 

The rotor drive system shown in Figure  10 consists of  two  LTS101-650C-2 engines, 
engine-to-transmission drive shafts,  two overrunning clutches,   a tail rotor drive of four 
equal-length shafts,  and a tail rotor gearbox. 

I 

Figure  10.     Drive  SystP.n. 
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The prebalanced input drive shafts have grease-packed crown tooth couplings at each 
end that attach to mating adapters on the engine and transmission input quills.  The 
couplings are designed to operate with angular misalignment and chucking to allow for 
pylon motions.  Particular attention has been paid to seal designs.  Seal contact veloc- 
ities are kept as low as possible throughout the drive system to minimize grease leakage 
problems. 

Vhe overrunning clutches are sprag-type freewheeling units mounted in each 
transmission input quill.  These freewheeling units will provide for long periods of 
single-engine operation as well as conventional autorotational features. 

The four identical interchangeable tail rotor shafts are each prebalanced  nd 
equipped with adapter flanges on each end.  The main transmission has a grease-packed 
crown tooth coupling attaching it to the tail rotor driveshaft to accommodate trans- 
mission motions.  The remaining shafts are connected by flexible Thomas couplings to 
accommodate angular misalignment.  They are supported by three bearing hangers.  Each 
hanger consists of coupling flanges mounted by a fixed spline to a grease-packed bearing. 
A redundant strap retainer supports the shaft in the event of a hanger bearing failure. 
Each bearing hanger has a pad for mounting an accelerometer for shaft balancing. 

Main Transmission 

The main transmission combines power from the two engines to drive the main rotor, 
tail rotor, and hydraulic pumps.  The input speed is 9265 rpm and the transmission 
drives the main rotor mast at 338 rpm, the tail rotor drive shaft at 3298 rpm and the 
hydraulic pumps at 5000 rpm.  The reduction is accomplished in three stages:  first stage 
is through a spiral bevel gear =et in the right and left outboard incut aearboxes; second 
stage is through a spiral bevel collector gear set; and third stage is through a plane- 
tary gear set.  The tail rotor drive shaft is driven by the collector bevel gear.  Both 
hydraulic pumps are driven by the collector bevel gear through an independent spiral 
bevel gear. 

Gear noise is minimized by advanced gear technology with increased tooth contact 
ratios in the planetary stage. Higher tooth contact ratios in the spur gears provide 
smoother transfer of forces at lower pressures, thus reducing bearing and gear noise. 

The transmission is designed to accept full engine power from either engine with one 
engine inoperative (OEI). The installation is derated at the main rotor mast for normal 
twin engine operations.  This derating results in a light-weight, efficiently-designed 
transmission since the power plant installation has approximately 33% excess power to 
accommodate high altitude and high ambient temperature operations.  The mast contains an 
integral torquemeter to allow use of the full horsepower capability of the mast regard- 
less of other power requirements - increasing hover perfontu-nce and payload. 

The transmission is attached to the nodal beams bv a four-bar linkage.  Elastomeric 
bearings in the links isolate the fuselage from noises and high-frequency vibrations. 
Fore and aft and lateral stops on the beam limit motion and provide a redundant means of 
reacting loads in the event of a support link failure.  Elastomeric mounts provide fore 
and aft and lateral pylon restraint and tune the pylon to isolate two-per-rev inplane hub 
shears. 

The transmission lubrication system has its own reservoir and oil cooler.  The oil 
cooler receives forced air from both engines so that cooling air is supplied with one 
engine inoperative. 

Nodal Beam 

Crew and passenger isolation from th'' rotor-induced vertical two-per-rev vibration 
is provided by the nodal beam structure shown in Figure 11. 

The four links which attach to the transmission are focused at predetermined points 
for isolation of fore and aft and lateral forces and are attached to the nodal beam for 
vertical isolation. The nodal beam has fiberglass flexures which are dynamically tuned 
by adding or subtracting tuning weights to tailor the force inputs to the fuselage to a 
low value. The effects of tuning are shown in Figure 12. As can be seen, dramatic im- 
provements in vibration levels were made with the 11 lb weight. 

~_i^H 
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Figure 11.     Nodal Beam Arrangement. Figure  12.     2-Per-Rev Vertical Vibra- 
tion at Crew Station. 

Power Plant 

Two LTS101-650C-2 engines shown in Figure 13 provide the 222 with the power reserve 
required for outstanding single engine performance.  Each is rated at 615 shaft horse- 
power for takeoff and 590 shp for continuous operations.  There is also a special rating 
of 675 shp for 2-1/2 minutes with one engine inoperative.  The LTS101 is a simple design 
with one axial and one centrifugal  Mge compressor and only three main shaft bearirgs. 
The gas generator turbine and powez   bi e are both single stages. 
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Figure 13. LTS101-650C-2 Engine. 

Goals for reduced operating costs are achieved in the LTS101 by its simple modular 
design which allows easy replacement of units and quick "hot-end" inspections with 
standard hand tools.  The engine contains only three major modules plus the quick- 
disconnect inlet scroll.  The major modules are shown in Figure 14.  In 1975 the LTS101 
was certified with a 1200-hour TBO.  In early 1977, based on extensive testing, the TBO 
was extended to 2400 hours. The potential is high for further increased TBO. 

UPPER INLET SCROLL 

ACCESSORY/REDUCTION 
GEARBOX MODULE 

1 ION   '^» 
COMPRESSOR MODULE 

COMBUSTOR TURBINE MODULE 

LOWER INLET SCROLL 

Figure 14. Major Modules of the LTS101 Engine. 
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Other features of the LTS101 engine include a minimum number of moving parts,  low 
oil heat rejection, easy starting,   fuel consumption optimized for partial powers,  and a 
high speed accessory drive  for the oil cooling fan. 

The 222 has a bypass air filtration system for the engine installation.    This bypass 
air filtration system is shown schematically in Figure 15.    Air enters the cowling inlet 
through the forward firewall.    The air must turn approximately 90    to enter the engine. 
In so doing, particles in the air are centrifuged to the bypass duct and are taken over- 
board with a tail pipe ejector.    This system is common to the Bell models 212 and 214 
engine installations and,   in service throughout the world,  has demonstrated outstanding 
filtration efficiency for sand,  snow, and ice. 

M 

FWD FIREWALL 

ENGINE INLET-, 
INLET RAMP- 

F.O.D. SCREEN 
AFT FIREWALL 

PLENUM 
EJECTOR 

COWLING INLET 

Figure 15. Engine Air Filtration System. 

Fuel System 

Four rugged impact-resistant cells provide the 222 fuel system with safety features 
far in excess of FAA requirements, see Figure 16. Two cells are in the wing structure, 
and two are in the fuselage just aft of the passenger compartment. 

Figure 16. Fuel System. 

The wing attaching fuel lines and vent lines have breakaway fittings to minimize 
the possibility of a post-crash fire from fuel spillage.  These fittings have been shown 
to be a major deterrent to fire injury. 

All cells are made of a material developed by Uniroyal to be rupture resistant.  In 
testing at Uniroyal, each cell has been subjected to free-falls with ground contact ve- 
locities of 56 ft per sec without rupture. 

This fuel system is a derivative of the systems developed for the Army in the Huey 
series helicopters.  A dramatic reduction in post-crash fires and injuries has been 
evidenced since incorporating that system. 

Fuselage 

The fuselage of the 222, as shown in Figure 17, is of conventional semi-monocoque 
construction. To minimize costs, flat-wrapped all-aluminum skins have been used where 
possible.    No magnesium has been used to avoid corrosion and cracking problems. 

 -- A 



Fiberglass honeycomb panels have been restricted In use to the fuel cell areas, 
has been used sparingly because of  its cost. 

Titanium 

lä-IÖ 

RUGGED ROLLOVER BULKHEADS 

INTEGRAL TAILBOOM 

AVIONICS COMPARTMENT DOOR 

Figure 17.  Model 222 Semi-Mcnocoque Construction Fuselage. 

Large rugged leak-proof doors provide easy entrance and egress. The cabin volume 
is large (130 cu ft) even though the overall size of the helicopter is small. Maximum 
utilization is made of the space.  The easy-access baggage compartment may be reached 
from either the cabin or outside. 

The wings which contain two of the fuel cells also house the r« tractable landing 
gear. This wide-spread gear arrangement provides good ground stability. 

Cockpit 

Figure 18 is a photograph of the cockpit area of the 222.  A large instrument panel 
has been provided that can be equipped with an IFR array of instrumentation and radios, 
and yet retain good visibility for the VFR operator. 

The collective control on the pilot's side shown in this figure is unique.  The 
collective lever is located in the lower console and has the throttles extending lateral- 
ly from the collective head.  This collective arrangement offers three advantages. First, 
it puts the left and right throttles in the proper relative position with respect to the 
instruments and engines.  Second, this unique collective arrangement provides a flat, 
rather than an up-down travel. Up collective is still the same basic ration, the elbow 
bends in the same manner as in the older collective stick arrangements. With this con- 
trol system pilot-induced oscillations are eliminated thus reducing the requirement for 
collective friction to a minimum.  Finally, this collective system allows an open space 
between the pilot and co-pilot seats for cabin access and the storage of maps, manuals, 
etc. Pilot acceptance of this collective configuration has been outstanding. 

Figure 18.  IFR Instrument Panel. 
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Interiors 

/ The 222 cabin and crew compartment areaa offer a great deal of flexibility. A 
seven-place configuration. Figure 19, with two aft facing seats provides a convenient 
executive arrangement and still allows an aisleway into the cockpit. Figure 20 shows 
the standard passenger compartment with six seats. The outboard two seats in the forward 
three-man seat fold for access to the back seat. A two-man seat can be added in the 
passenger compartment, see Figure 21, by moving the forward three-man seat slightly aft. 
This provides the cabin with eight seats for a total of ten places. 

All the seats can be removed and the baggage compartment door left open aft of the 
passenger compartment, as shown in Figure 22, providing an unobstructed distance of 
12.S feet from the back of the crew compartment to the back of the baggage compartment. 
The baggage compartment, aft of the cabin, has 43 cubic feet for storage and the passen- 
ger compartment has 130 cubic feet. 

Ill 

Figure 19.    Customized Executive Configuration. 

Figure 20.    Standard 8-Place Configuration. 

Figure 21.    High Density 10-Place Configuration. 

Figure 22.    Utility Configuration. 

^ L. 
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Seats 

The crew seat incorporates energy absorbing material in the back supporting strut, 
and allows for seat adjustment vertically and fore and aft.  Figure 23 shows the seat 
during drop tests conducted by the FAA in Oklahoma City. 

Figure 23.  Crew Seat in FAA Test. 

These test results have not been published; however, the data show that a 170 lb 
occupant would receive no major injuries from vertical accelerations when the seat 
contact velocity is 30 ft per sec.  These seats far exceed FAA design requirements. 
Seat crash load factors for the 222 throughout the aircraft are 8 g's forward, 8 g's 
down and 4 g's lateral.  These are double the FA/> requirements, further evidence of the 
222's safety. 

Flight Test 

Figure 24 shows Ship 1 in flight test. The first flight of Ship 1 was in August of 
1976. Since August, four additional prototype aircraft have flown and 350 flight test 
hours have been accumulated.  Cross-country flights and offsite high altitude tests have 
been conducted for the evaluation of both the main rotor and the tail rotor. 

I 

Figure 24.  Ship 1 in Flight Test. 

Early testing showed the requirement to relocate the horizontal tail. On the first 
aircraft the horizontal tail was located on top of the fin as seen above. The tail now 
has been moved to the boom, as shown in Figure 25, to prevent an abrupt cyclic stick in- 
put requirement as the aircraft accelerated into forward flight. This is illustrated on 
Figure 2fi. 
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Figure 25.    Ship 4 With Relocated Horizontal Tall. 

iooT 
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Figure 26. Cyclic Stick Position Vs Speed 
for the "T" Tail Configuration. 

The stick motion shown is due to the main rotor wake impinging on the horizontal tall. 
Tests of a similar tall configuration on the Bell Model 206 had indicated the surface 
could be spoiled to prevent this abrupt pitch-up, but this was not the case for the 222. 

The "T" tail also caused an abrupt pitch with yaw at hiqh speed, 
solved by relocating the horizontal tail to the boom. 

This, too, was 

Not shown on Figure 25 are small end plates located on the tips of the boom-mounted 
horizontal tail.  These will be a part of the production configuration. 

With the fixed boom-mounted horizontal tall, excellent handling qualities have been 
achieved with stable stick plots throughout the flight envelope, good dihedral and 
excellent dynamic stability, and rearward flight characteristics.  These help to make 
the 222 a pilot's helicopter. 

Tests have been conducted at Bell's flight test facility in Arlington, Texas, and 
at jVlamosa, Colorado. The data show that the aircraft pcrforas as expected, that the 
tall rotor is adequate for good high-altitude control, and that long component lives can 
be expected. 

FAA certification testing of the 222 begins this summer and Bell will obtain an FAA 
Part 29, Category A certificate for the Model 222 during 1978.  Production deliveries 
will be aade in early 1979. 

Before the aircraft is delivered, a stringent five-ship accelerated service test 
will be conducted in a number of differing environments. Also, the aircraft will be 
tested in the cold-weather hangar at Eglin AFB in Florida. These are not requirements 
for certification but are additional steps being taken by Bell to assuie low cost of 
ownership. It is believed that the 222 will be the most thoroughly tested cosaercial 
helicopter ever to be put in service. 
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Noise 

Noise measurements on the 222 have given the results shown by Figures 27 and 28. 
Figure 27 shows that tne external noise in a hover is essentially the same as that of a 
Bell Model 2061., which has been well accepted in the comnercial environment. This low 
noise level was achieved because of the low tip speed of the main and tall rotors. 

he  can be seen by Figure 28, internally the 222 is quieter than the 206L for both 
the bare ship and the finished interior configurations.  This has been achieved through 
the use of elaatomeric bearings mounting the engine and transmission to eliminate 
structure-borne noise and careful attention to space allowance for soundproofing mater- 
ials. 

dBA 

IGE HOVER 500'OISTANCE 

-80 

-70 

70-7« dBA 76-7» dBA 

♦ 

206L 222 

Figure 27.     External Noise Comparison. 
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Figure 28.  Passenger Cabin Noise Levels. 

Performance 

The following table summarizes the key performance parameters of the Model 222. 
These data are based on early flight test results. 

Performance Data at 7200 Pounds Gross Weight 

Maximum Cruise Speed ISO Knots 
Range at 8000 ft, with 20 minute reserve fuel 370 nmi 
Rover Ceilings, OGE 

Standard Day 8200 ft 
Standard Day +20oC 4000 ft 

Rover Ceilings, IGE 
Standard Day 13000 ft 
Standard Day +20 c lOOOu ft 

Single Engine Service Ceiling, 30 minute power 
Standard Day 9000 ft 
Standard Day +20oc 5100 ft 

Useful Load 2SS0 lb 

MMM 
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Comparison of FAA and Military Requirements 

The following table compares the requirements of the Military and FAR Part 29 for 
seven items. This comparison is the author's evaluation, could occupy many pages of 
discussion, and is an obvious over-simplification. It does, however, highlight the 
different requirements. Any helicopter designed with the efficiency required to be com- 
petitive in the commercial marketplace will not meet the full Military requirements for 
hot-day hover, landing gear energy absorption, survivabllity, and crashworthiness. 

Comparison of Requirements 
Military Vs FAA Part 29/222 

]                ITEM MILITARY FAA PART 29/222 

1 FLYING QUALITIES 

VFR 

IFR 

EQUAL EQUAL 

MORE SEVERE   j 

PERFORMANCE ARMY MUCH MORE SEVERE - 

STRUCTURAL (EXCLUDING LANDING GEAR) EQUAL EQUAL       i 

LANDING GEAR ENERGY ABSORPTION MORE SEVERE | 

SURVIVABILITY AND CRASHWORTHINESS MORE SEVERE | 

POWER PLANT FIREWALL SEPARATION - MORE SEVERE   j 

SYSTEM REDUNDANCY - MORE SEVERE   i 

The 222 meets all of Part 29 requirements plus has some crashworthiness features 
never before introduced into the commercial market. The 222 offers the Military the 
option of buying an off-the-shelf helicopter that has many desirable features not in 
other civil aircraft. 

The Coast Guard has a stated requirement for an off-the-shelf certified helicopter. 
With the two-bladed rotor requiring no folding, the 222 will fit the Coast Guard's ship- 
board hangar, thus the small mission-efficient commercial machine is sized right for the 
Coast Guard (Figure 29). 

Figure 29. Model 222 in Coast Guard Colors. 
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The dynamic« of the 222 can be adapted to a new alrfraae which aeeta the Military 
requirements for a small gunahlp configuration. Figure 30.    Other Military requirements 
obviously can be met with a 222 derivative if some compromiaea can be made in the areas 
of survivability and crashworthiness, Figure 31.    These compromises would be small be- 
cause of the fail-safe design concept used in the commercial machine, yet major cost 
savings could result. 

222 0VNAMICS 
2» ENGINE ARNANOCMCNT 

FLATQLAtS 
ON MODIFIED 
AIRFRAME 

REPOtlTIONED 222 WING ft 
MAIN LANDING GEAR 

Figure 30. Model 222 Dynamics Adapted for Gunship. 

222 ENGINE/COWL 

VISION/TARGET DESIGNATION 

•NEW SKIDS 

Figure 31.    Model 222 Dynamics and Modified Airframe 
for Missiles. 

CONCLUSION 

The 222 has many advanced features.     Bell's extensive conraercial experience has led 
to heavy emphasis on safety, flying qualities, efficiency and fuel economy, mission 
effectiveness,  and reduced life cycle costs.    These characteristics make it ideal for the 
civil executive market, and offer major advantages for the offshore support and utility 
user.     Its size,  performance, and outstanding dynamic components make it readily adapt- 
able for several Military uses. 

Bell Helicopter Textron is proud to add the 222 to its successful fleet of 
production helicopters, Models  47, HTL,  HOL,  204,  205,  206,  206L,  209,  212 and 214. 
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THE SIKORSKY S-76 PROGRAM 

R.F.Donovan 
Sikorsky Aircraft 

Division of United Technologies 

Let us introduce the Sikorsky S-76.    The S-76 is a completely new helicopter designed for the coinnercial 
market in general, and in particular, is designed to serve the off-shore oil market and meet its require- 
ments; that is to carry 12 passengers and a crew of two on a 400 nautical mile radius mission with flota- 
tion equipment and operate IFR Category A.    A definite requirement exists for a long range, over water 
helicopter to transport crews to and from the oil rigs.    The S-76 is designed to that mission.    All  this 
is to be achieved in a helicopter weighing less than 10,000 lbs.    This helicopter is going to be very 
necessary to the continued exploration for oil.    As you know, we have searched for and found oil on land 
and off the shore line.    As time passes, we are forced to move further off shore.   A long range overwater 
helicopter is a necessity. 

Figure 1 is the aircraft development schedule.    The program was begun in 1975, first flight was scheduled 
for May 1977 and occurred two months ahead of schedule.    The FAA/CAA multi-engine IFR certification will 
occur in 1978 and the first production delivery will be in July 1978. 

In Figure 2 we show the attributes of the S-76.    Maximum weight is 9,700 lbs., and useful  load is 4,758 
lbs.    It has a maximum speed of 156 knots at sea level  standard, cruise speed of 145 knots under the same 
conditions, and a best range of 125 knots.    Range is 400 nautical miles at 3,000 ft.  ISA. 

The S-76 has four-bladed main and tail rotors as shown on the three-view Figure 3.    The main rotor is 44 
ft. in diameter; the tail rotor is 8 ft. in diameter.    It is powered by two Allison DDA 250-C30 free tur- 
bine engines mounted on the top deck behind the rotor.    The landing gear is a tricycle configuration, 
fully retractable with doors over all wheel wells.    The placement of the horizontal stabilator and the 
tail rotor are designed to preclude the possibility of passengers walking into the tail rotor. 

The interior oassenger configuration has the passengers arranged in three rows of four seats abreast. 
There are four cabin doors, two on each side.    The two forward doors are used by the flight crew and the 
front row of passengers, the two aft doors are used by the two aft rows of passenger seats.    Behind the 
cabin with doors on both sides of the aircraft is the baggage bin with a capacity of 42 cubic feet. 

In order to achieve the design goals, the S-76 employs Sikorsky's latest technology, most of which was 
developed with the U. S. Army UTTAS helicopter.    This is shown on Figure 4.   Among the features are the 
Improved titanium and composite main rotor blade, a bearingless composite tail rotor, the elastomerlc 
main rotor head, bifilar vibration absorber and the simplified main rotor transmission.    Figure 5 shows 
some of the details of the main rotor blade construction.   This is truly a blade with a composite of 
materials. Inducing a titanium spar which does not corrode and provides strength for infinite life - a 
fiberglass cover - a redundant graphite root end - a Kevlar tip cap and Nomex   honeycont) in the trailing 
edge.    The arodynamic shape reflects the latest Sikorsky technology developed from extensive two dimen- 
sional airfoil testing. 

The construction details of the composite bearingless tail rotor are shown in Figure 6.    The principal 
structural element is the cross beam spar.    The cross beam tail rotor is designed to take advantage of the 
special capabilities of unidirectional composites.    To this end the tail rotor consists of two assemblies 
each of which provide two blades of a four bladed tail rotor.    The spar which connects opposite blades is 
made of unidirectional graphite and is laid up in a rectangular cross sectional shape.    The resultant beam 
is flexible in the torsional and flapwise direction, but is very stiff in the edgewise direction.    An air- 
foil shape is bolted to each end of the cross beam to form one half of a tail rotor.    Two of these assem- 
blies are clamped at right angles to one another to form the tail rotor.    The resultant tail  rotor is free 
of instabilities and requires no lubrication or maintenance. 

The main transmission has as its final reduction a bull gear with two spur gear inputs.    This is consider- 
ably simpler than a typical planetary system shown Hn Figure 7.    This approach is possible for a helicopter 
with a relatively small main rotor, since for a constant tip speed, the rotor RPM on a small  rotor is con- 
siderably higher than it is on a large rotor such as our CH-53.   As a consequence, the reduction required 
between engines and rotor is considerably less.    Each engine has a separate power train all the way up to 
the bull gear through a single spur mesh and a bevel mesh.    The tail take off is from the left engine 
power train.    In case of left engine failure the tail take off still drives through from the right-hand 
engine to the bull gear back through the bevel set and to the tail take off.    The free wheeling units are 
inside the first spur gear forward of each engine.    The approach using the simplified bull gearing system 
reduces the nunber of bearings and gears by a significant amount over the conventional planetary gearing 
approach. 

Power for the S-76 is provided by two Allison Model 250-C30 turbo shaft engines.    The engine cut-away is 
shown in Figure 8.    The engine is the easily recognized basic Model 250 design.   The C-30 engine has a 
maximum rating of 700 h.p. for 2-1/2 minutes with one engine inoperative.   The 700 h.p. is available up 
to 90 F, sea level.    The take off rating is 650 h.p. and the 30 minute one engine inoperative ratlt.q is 
650 h.p. at sea level standard, dropping to 630 h.p. at 1,000 ft. altitude.    The maximum cruise h.p. at 
sea level standard is 557 h.p. 
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Since the S-76 Is designed to operate over water, the flotation system has been built Into the aircraft 
and Is completely flush to minimize drag.   The flotation system Is shown In Figure 9.   The system is 
stowed In two compartments on either side of the nose gear and on the inside of the main landing gear doors. 
The flotation bags of which there are four are each divided Into two separate compartments.    Each bottle 
Is connected to one cell on each side of the aircraft.    In this way should one bottle fall to operate, a 
lateral unbalance would not be created or if a cell of one of the bags is punctured, the cell on the oppo- 
site side will deflate also.   Reserve buoyancy has been provided so that the aircraft can float satisfac- 
torily with one cell on each side unlnflated. 

Figure 10 Is a photograph of the No. 1 aircraft at roll out.   As you can see, the outer contours are ex- 
tremely smooth.   With the exception of the tall cone which Is a wrapped surface, all exterior surfaces of 
the 5-76 are formed against hard dies so that the outer surfaces are carefully controlled.    The entire air- 
craft Is flush riveted.   This not only gives a pleasing effect but also gives an extremely la   drag air- 
frame.   Most of the outer surface is formed honeycomb panels which consists of aluminum inner and outer 
skins bonded to aluminum honeycomb.   Extensive use is made also of fiberglass and Kevlar   . 

Good concepts are essential to a high performance helicopter but without a thorough test program the po- 
tential will never be realized. Sikorsky's commitment to the S-76 program resulted In an extensive test 
program. 

Figure 11 shows the original 1/10 scale muuel of the S-76 in the United Technologies wind tunnel In Hart- 
ford, Connecticut.   This was the first preliminary test to get a look at airframe drag end stability. 

The 1/5 scale model of the S-76 Is shown in Figure 12.    This model has a powered rotor dynamically scaled 
and is equipped with three Internal balances to measure forces and moments.    It is also aspirated to simu- 
late the engine air Intake and engine exhaust, and the exhaust from the engine oil coolers and the main 
transmission oil cooler. 

The same 1/5 scale model is shown in Figure 13 In the model hover facility at Stratford, Connecticut.   The 
height of the model above the ground can be varied to get test results in and out of ground effect.   This 
is a new facility and the S-76 Is the first aircraft to take advantage of It before first flight. 

Figure 14 shows the 8,000 h.p. whirl stand at Stratford with the S-76 rotor Installed.    This provides full 
scale performance and structural data. 

In Figure 15 the S-76 rotor Is shown in the 40 x 80 ft. tunnel here at the Ames Research Center.   Ue fur- 
nished a S-76 rotor with various tip configurations as part of an R&D program to Investigate the effect of 
tip shape on rotor performance.   This is part of a NASA research goal concerning tip configuration for two 
and four bladed rotors.   The two bladed research had been completed previously.   The tip Investigation 
showed a spread between the best and worst tip configuration of 5% on max. cruise speed, 6% on one engine 
inoperative allowablt gross weight and 2% on range.    During the Investigation the rotor envelope was ex- 
panded 1.75 g's and forward speeds of 170 knots. 

Figure 16 Is an overall view of the fatigue lab   at Stratford for testing various elements of the dynamic 
system.   This and the newly constructed test cell for the S-76 main gear box are common test facilities In 
the Industry.    Figure 17 shows the gearbox mounted In the test cell. 

Figure 18 shows the Inlet to the engine air plenum chamber mounted in the NASA Lewis Icing tunnel in 
Cleveland, Ohio.   The test verified the engine ice protection arrangement and the plenum chamber pressure 
recovery. 

Figure 19 is a picture of the variable stability flying simulator operated by the Canadian government. 
Here again we entered Into a cooperative agreement to simulate the yaw characteristics of the S-76 for 
comparison with the flight article. This correlation Is continuing and is the subject of another paper 
at this forum. 

The tie down facility in Stratford dedicated to the S-76 project Is shown In Figure 20. This facility Is 
used for endurance testing of the complete system, and to accumulate system operational hours well in ad- 
vance of the flight vehicle. 

Figure 21 is an overall view of the newly constructed Sikorsky flight test facility at West Palm Beach 
which at the present time is dedicated to the flight test program of the S-76. 

As a result of the extensive pre-flight test program, the S-76 flight test program has been able to pro- 
ceed at an accelerated pace.   During  the first twenty days after first flight the number one flight test 
aircraft had flown to 35 knots in left and right sideward flight and also rearward flight.    It had flown 
to Its maximum gross weight of 9700 pounds and to a forward speed of 172 knots.   We feel the test program 
has paid for Itself. 

The question has been posed, "What are the essential differences in a helicopter that is designed for a 
coomercial application as compared to a helicopter designed for a military application?"    I think the 
differences can be shown by comparing payload range curves that result from the two design approaches. 
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In Figure 22 the top line illustrates the case where the machine is designed for commercial service.    The 
power train and the cabin volume are matched to the maximum engine capability and therefore the maximum 
take off gross weight.    If the operator has occasion to operate under conditions of high altitude and 
temperature, he will off load at the longer ranges.    The extreme altitude temperature conditions happen 
rather infrequently, however, and under less severe conditions he will have the cabin volume to take ad- 
vantage of the available lift.    This commercial aircraft in a military adaptation will show payload cap- 
abilities at long range under high altitude, hot day conditions as shown in t1)'» payload range curve on 
the right.    In the case where the helicopter is conceived to meet a military requirement with a high al- 
titude high temperature requirement from the outset, the range payload curve will be as shown on the lower 
left.    The power train and the cabin volume will be matched to the hot day, high altitude gross weight. 
In most cases the military range requirement is less than the commercial and the fuel volume is sized to 
this shorter range.    For the commercial adaptation of the military design under more benign conditions 
the range payload curve is precisely the same as it is for the military since the aircraft is limited in 
fuel volume and cabin volume.    The operator cannot take advantage of the increased lift capability at 
lower temperatures and altitudes since the cabin and fuel volume have been sized for the high altitude hot 
day conditions. 

In airframe systems the military design will tend to have a smaller cabin for the same gross weight since 
the payload in the military machine is flat rated just like the dynamic components.    This probably is the 
most serious shortcoming when the military helicopter is turned to commercial use and the operator is en- 
able to utilize the lift capability in the machine because the cabin Is sized for the high altitude ;iot 
day conditions.    The other notable airframe differences between the military and the commercial helicopter 
are principally in the areas of ballistic vulnerability.    Many of these military features, which are re- 
ceiving increased emphasis, will make future conversion of the military designs less palatable in tlie 
conmercial market.    I am referring to those features installed to enable the components to survive ballis- 
tic hits.    These features are a libability in the conmercial area because they increase weight and rtduce 
single engine stayupabllity.    The military helicopter Is a highly specialized machine and as we learn more 
and more about designing to live and operate in the military environment, the gap between military and 
conmercial helicopter designs will widen. 

The Sikorsky S-76 and the Sikorsky UTTAS for the U. S. Army offer an interesting comparison.    Both air- 
craft use essentially the same technological base.    Both carry twelve passengers and a crew of two.    Tie 
UTTAS has a range of 330 nautical miles, the S-76 has a range of 400 nautical miles.    The UTTAS has a 
gross weight of 16,450 pounds.    The S-76 has a gross weight of 9700 pounds. 

So in conclusion, let me say that we recognize this widening gap between the conmercial  and the military. 
For this reason, we have chosen to design the S-76 specifically for   the  conmercial market. 
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S-76 MAJOR MILESTONES 

Dttoil Design CompUtt (4-76)  

1st Aircraft Complete  

Prod Release DDA250-C3O Engine 

1st Flight  

1st Certification Flight  

S-76 TIA  

DDA250-C30TC 

TC CAT A/B/IFR  

DELIVER 1st Prod S-76 

CAA Approval      

Figure 1 

S-76 ATTRIBUTES 
Maximum Weight SVOO Lbs. 
Empty Weight 43-42 Lbs. 
Useful Load  AV^B Lbs. 
Fuel Capacity 2^2 Gals. 

AT 9700 LBS. 

Maximum Speed 156 Knots SL STD 
Cruise Speed 145 Knots SL STD 
Best Range Speed 125 Knots 
Range  400 N Mi 3000* ISA 

Figure 2 
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Figure 5 

TAIL ROTOR BLADE 

Figure 6 
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SIMPLIFIED TRANSMISSION ß-7 

^ -11 * Packaging existing 
technology -low risk 

* 20% increese in reliabilr 
• 30% decreaee in cost 
• We can make it in house 

Enginejnput 

Figure 7 

ALLISON MODEL 250 TURBOSHAFT ENGINE 

Figure 8 
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Figure 9 

Figure 10 
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Figure 11 

Figure 12 
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Figure 14 
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Figure 15 
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THE    "AS  350"    LIGHT    HELICOPTER 

by    Ren<    MOUILLE 

Deputy Director,   Helicopter Design 

SOCIETE   NATIONALE    INDUSTRIELLE    AEROSPATIALE 

Division   H^licopt^res    -    Direction    des    Etudes 

The  AHS meeting held in Washington last week,   gave me  the opportunity  to  speak 
about  the AS  350 helicopter,   as  a  "design  to  cost exercice". 

To day, I would like to introduce the AS 350, as a modern light helicopter, an 
efficient and low-cost machine having characteristics which could be interesting 
also for military people. 

WHAT  DID WE  INTEND TO DO.   WHEN   DESIGNING  THE AS 350  ? 

We wanted to design a new machine of the  Alouette II or  Alouette  III   size, 
specially for  civil operators.   The   Gazelle has been designed for military purpose 
and we  thought we  could produce  a  cheaper  machine more  adapted to the  civil 
market with  a  special effort on  the  cost aspect,   procurement cost  and operating 
cost. 

We   shall  see later that it has  been  necessary to develop new technologies  which 
could be also interesting for military users. 

WHAT  ARE  THE  CHARACTERISTIC OF  THE  AS  350 AND  THE NEW  TECHNOLOGIES 
APPLIED  ? 

The  AS   350  is a  single  engined helicopter     (fig. I)    which has  an  all-up  weight of 
4200  lbs  and  can  carry two people   at  the  front and  three  ou  four  at  the   rear. 

The main  rotor,   35 ft in diameter,    comprises  a Starflex  semi-rigid head  and 
3  glass-resin  composite blades     (fig. 2). 

The  one  piece  two-bladed  tail   rotor   is   also  made   of glass-resin   composite. 

The  AS   350 may equally be  equipped with  either  the  Lycoming  LTS   101   engine 
(600 HP) or  the  Turbomeca  Arriel  engine  (650 HP).   Both  are  of the  free 
turbine  type. 

Full  access to the  cabin  is  provided on each   side  by a large door   and  a  small 
one     (fig. 3). 

A   rear   and  two lateral   compartments  provide  a  total  volume  of  35 cu ft   for   the 
baggage     (fig. 4). 

The   sling has  a load  capacity of  2000 lbs. 

Owing  to  the  payload   and  the   cabin   space,   the  AS   350 may be   considered   really 
as the   successor to both the  Alouette II  and   the   Alouette  III  as   shown  by the 
following table    (fig. 5)  .   The payload is  close  to that of the Alouette  III  over  a 
distance  of  200 km   (108 n.m.)   in   spite  of  the   fact  that  the  power   installed  is   the 
same   as on  the Alouette  11   and  the  gross  weight is between that of the  Alouette  II 
and  the  Alouette III. 

The overall  architecture has been thought to  reduce the number of components  and 
the  engine  design is  very important  in  that  way.   On the AS  350,   the  free  turbine 
turboshaft engine make it oossible  to delate   the  clutch unit.   Moreover,   as  the 
engine power take off is off-set,   it is possible to eliminate a couple  of bevel 
gears  in the main gearbox  as  well  as  an  intermediate gearbox and  one   section 
or  the  tail   rotor drive   shaft  as  you  can  see  on the  figure  6. 
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THE STRUCTURE     (fig. 7)    consists of a  stressed  framework including pressed   sheet 
metal parts. 

Most of the  components are  independent of the  external  shape  and  can have   simple 
and  straight profiles. 

The  external   shape is achieved by molded  cowlings made of fiberglass  resin 
laminates  and the canopy made of thermoformed polycarbonate panels     (fig. 8). 

The tail boom  and baggage  compartment have  a  shape which may be  flat-patterned 
and  are  both made of a  rolled   sheet without   stringer. 

Altogether,   the  structure includes   300 parts only compared to   1000 on the  AlouetteH. 

THE  MAIN   ROTOR  of the AS  350  appears  as  the most  significant novelty with the  Starflex 
rotor  head     (fig. 9)    which  you  probably know  already. 

Compared to the Alouette rotor head (fig. 10) the Starflex rotor head shows a 
reduction in weight of 45% with 70 components only, instead of 377 components 
for  the  Alouette. 

Central   star  and   sleeves  made   of fiberglass   resin   composite  have   fail-safe 
characteristics.   Elastomeric  spherical  thrust  bearings,   visco elastic dampers  and 
any one of its  components  can be  replaced in  the field in less than   10 minutes. 

THE  MAIN  ROTOR  BLADES are  entirely made  of fiberglass  and epoxy resin  composite 
(fig. 11) .    They have the  reliability,   fail-safe   and  ruggedness features  of the 
Gazelle  blades  but  owing  to   a  mechanized  processing  they  are  produced   3   times 
cheaper. 

BOTH  BLADES  OF  THE  TWO-BLADED  TAIL  ROTOR     (fig. 12  and  fig. 13)    made   of glass- 
resin composite material  are moulded directly on  the same glass-roving  beam. 

The  assembly is  articulated  in   "see-saw" manner  on  self lubricated bearings. 

A substantial reduction in weight and price has been achieved through th-s new 
rear  rotor concept,   requiring no maintenance  and having a  very high  MTBF. 

THE  MAIN   GEARBOX is  a ve/y  simple design  with one   stage of epicyclic  gears   and  a 
couple of bevel  gears. 

All  components  are largely dimensioned  so the  main  gearbox  can be  kept  in 
service  almost indefinitely with no  schedule i   removal. 

Fig. 14     compares the Alouette  II  and AS  350 main  gearbox.   The number   of parts 
and production  cost have been  reduced   roughly by  2  while the operating  cost  could 
be  divided  by  3. 

THE  TAIL  ROTOR  GEARBOX has  also been  dimensioned for  the whole life  of the  aircraft 
without  removal. 

THE   ENGINE-MAIN   GEARBOX COUPLING SHAFT     (fig. 15)     is fitted with flexible   couplings. 
It is housed in  a large diameter tube  which  connects the engine  to the main  gear- 
box  and  transfers the engine  conter-torque to the latter. 

Thus,   the  engine-structure attachment is  very  simple and the engine  contributes 
to  the  vibfaUan  filtering efficiency. 

THE  ANTI-VIBRATION  SYSTEM    (fig. 16  and  fig. 17)    is the  same ü. its principle  as that 
of the Puma or  Gazelle or  Dauphin  (Barbecue   system).   However,   the  design of 
the  gearbox flexible attachment to the   structure is different and based on  the use 
of laminated  elastomeric pads  which  transfers  the  torque  almost without  any 
deflection  while  allowing horizontal displacement of the main gearbox bottom. 

This  system  is  very simple,   light,   cheap and  very efficient and  there is  no  fatigue 
stressed parts and no  sheduled  removal. 

"      -     — 
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EQUIPMENT  has been  selected with  special  care.   In many cases,   we have  found equipment l» 
the  general  or  automotive industry as light,    sometimes  lighter,   more  reliable  and  very 
much  cheaper  than the  corresponding  aeronautical  equipment. 

Such  was the  case  for  : 
a car plastic fan    (fig. 18) 

.   light alloy cooler    (fig. 19) 

.   various pressure  and  temperature  sensors    (fig. 20) 

.   electrical  relays,   warning lights,   and even the hydraulic  pump     (fig. 21) 
has been found in the  general mechanical  industry. 

Some  techniques of the general or  automotive industry have been used for production 
of  some  equipment very  specific to the  AS  350  such as  roto-molding  for  fuel,   oil and 
hydraulic tanks     (fig. 22 and fig. 23). 

Qualification tests required for the use  of these items  on aircraft have been  carried out. 

WHAT ADVANTAGES ARE  DERIVED  FROM  THIS NEW DESIGN  AND  COULD  THEY  INTEREST 
MILITARY  PEOPLE 

The   cost is  not the first priority for military machines,   either purchase or 
operating cost. 

Nevertheless,   it is interesting to point  out that it is possible to  reduce  the  life  of 
modern helicopters by adopting new technologies  improving retirement life,   TBO  and 
reducing the  cost of all parts,   the  cost  of maintenance  and the  cost of fuel,   all  this 
being  achieved on  the AS  350  as  compared  with  the  Alouette. 

Figure  24     gives  the comparison  in terms  of DOC  between Alouette  II  and AS   350 
and     fig. 25     the  comparison in terms of Tot 1  Operating Cost. 

It appears  that the price per kg carried out over   a distance  of 200 km   (108 n.m.) is 
about  3 times  lower than with  the  Alouette II. 

But may be availability is more attractive for military users. New comcepts developed 
for the AS 350 contribute to improve the machine in this respect through the simplicity 
of the aircraft, the maintenance very light, the ruggedness of the machine with largely 
dimensioned  components,   deletion  of  scheduled  removals for  life limited parts  and  TBO. 

SAFETY  AND  LOW   VULNERABILITY due  to new  fail-safe  concepts for  composite blades  and 
rotor  heads  is  also a very attractive  feature  for  military users.   In  addition  to  the 
others  fail-safe  concepts pertaining  to  the   structure it  gives  to the  AS   350  a  high 
degree  of  safety. 

Moreover   special  tests have demonstrated  the tolerance  to dan-age  of blades   and hubs 
(fig. 26,   27,    28,   29,   30)    and  the possibility for  blades  to cut branches  and  even trees 
up to  about   10 inches in diameter     (fig. 31). 

OPERATIONAL  CAPABILITIES  have  been  improved   also  due  to  these  new  concepts  by   reducing 
the  empty weight and the  fuel  consumption  while  the  gross weight could be  increased 
for  roughly the  same  amount of power. 

It is  the  reason why the AS  350  can carry almost the  same payload as the Alouette III 
over  a distance of 200 km  (108 n.m.)  in   spite  of the fact that is  a  smaller  machine. 

The  improvement of loading  capability of the machine in addition to the  capacity of the 
cabin,   increases  the aircraft versatility  thus  allowing  for various  types  of installations. 

TO CONCLUDE,   we   can  say that the AS  350,   well  adapted  to the  civil market,   thanks  to  its 
low purchase  and  operating  cost,   offers  new concepts  which   should be  of great interest 
to military users  : 

low empty weight .   Improved performance 
.   High  safety and low vulnerability Very light maintenance 
.   High  reliability 

That is to  say a high degree  of cost effectiveness. 

The  AS  350 demonstrates that trying to make  a  low-cost helicopter lead to  a  very 
'cost  effective" machine incorporating new concepts which are of a great interest not 
only to the  civil operators but also to  the military users. 
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TETHERED    RPV-ROTORCRAFT 

by 

G.  KannamUller,   W.   GöHer 

DORNIER GMBH,   7990 Friedrichshafen,   Germany 

/S-l 
\ 

1.       INTRODUCTION 

After a short definition of  the tethered rotor platform the  following paper will 
continue with a description of the objectives pursued with  such an equipment.  Then,   a 
report will be given on the current development of  the tethered rotor platform KIEBITZ, 
a project being carried out by DORNIER under contract from the "Bundesministerium  für 
Verteidigung"   (Federal Ministry of Defence). 

Finally,   promising possibilities for the use of the KIEBITZ,   above all the French-German 
cooperative development of a battlefield surveillance system ARGUS will be discussed. 

2.       DEFINITION 

A tethered rotor platform is designed for  the stabilization of transmitters and 
receivers of  electromagnetic waves at an adequate altitude over a ground control  station 
for military and civil purposes. The complete system consists of rotor platform, 
tethering cable,  and ground control station,  ihe rotor platform is unmanned and 
stabilized by means of an autopilot.  A tethering cable constitutes the  link between  the 
rotor platform and  the ground control station.  The platform is controlled by an operator 
in the ground control station. Apart from the  transmission of command and  information 
data the  tethering cable  is also used for  the power  supply. 

3.       OBJECTIVE 

Tethered rotor platforms can be used primarily  in the military field for  the  following 
missions: 

Surveillance of battlefield,   sea surface and air space 
Electronic warfare 
Fire control 
Communication 

These operational  tasks are based on several  requirements: 

Adequate altitude,  payload and  stability  for the operation 
of  the  individual transmitters or sensors 
Long endurance without any restrictions due to  adverse 
weather conditions and nighttime 
ECM-resistance 
Low detectability 
Cross country mobility 
Cost-effectiveness in comparison with alternative  systems 

It is the primary  task of  a  tethered rotor platform  to elevate modern transmitters and 
sensors  for electromagnetic waves,   that are characterized by straight-line propagation, 
and to position them at an altitude above the ground at which the maximum range of  these 
systems can be  fully used,  without restriction by  terrain  roughness and vegetation. 

Figure  1   shows  the  cumulative intervisibility by an elevated sensor versus range. 

However  for certain military applications  near   the   forward  edge of  the battlefield  area 
(FEBA)   high  altitude generates  increased   threat by  ground  based air defence  systems  of 
the  enemy. 

Figure  2  demonstrates  this  by  the example  of  a  helicopter  and  a  tethered   rotor  platform 
for  battlefield  surveillance.   In order  to  avoid   ehe  effective  range of  an  enemy  SA-6   for 
example,   higher  altitude  has  to be combined with greater distance  to  the  FEBA. 

The application of transmitters and sensors the performance of which is rather inde- 
pendent of weather conditions calls for a flight vehicle with bad weather capability 
qualified  for   long  endurance. 

For tethered rotor pla»-forms, only very high wind speeds and lightning are problema- 
tical.   Here,   certain  restrictions have  to be  accepted. 

MM 
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ECN resistance has to be required for the flight control of the rotor platform as well 
as the data transmission from air to ground. 

Limited detectablllty has to be required for observation with eye, Infrared sensors, 
and radar. 

The required mobility calls for a quick positioning of the rotor platform at the mission 
height as well as reellng-ln and change of the position of the ground control station In 
short time. 

The cost-effectiveness has to be evaluated by means of comparison with alternative 
ground-based systems, helicopters, and captive balloons. 

4.  TETHERED ROTOR PLATFORM KIBITZ 

DORNIER is developing the tethered rotor platform Do 34 KIEBITZ under a contract from 
the "Bundesministerium fUr Verteidigung" (Federal Ministry of Defence) . This prograime 
was initiated after the successfull flight evaluation of a  small demonstrator platform, 
that was also called Kiebitz. The military requirement of the German Army calls for a 
rotor platform for the stabilization of a payload of 140 kg for a period of up to 24 
hours at an altitude of 300 m above the ground. 

Dynamic system 
DORNIER had gained good experience with the pneumatic rotor d. Ive for various other 
flight vehicles. For KIEBITZ this propulsion system was chosen as well since it is 
qualified for continuous operation due to its relative simplicity. The gas turbine 
Allison 250-C 20 B that is mounted in the KIEBITZ drives a radial compressor (Figure 3) . 
The compressed air is conducted through the hollow rotor hub and the hollow rotor blade 
spars to the blade tip nozzles. It is deflected in the direction of the blade rotation 
and expands whereby the rotor is driven by reactive forces. 

The turbine exhaust gas is conducted to two yaw control nozzles. The control dbout the 
yaw axis of the rotor platform can be effected by deflection of the exiaust gas jet. 

The two rotor blades are connected with the rotor head by a central flapping hirge. The 
cyclic or collective blade pitch control is effected by a spider. 

Stabilization   system 
Rotor blade pitch and yaw nozzle control as well as engine control are carried out by 
the stabilization system. The following control loops are used for the stabilization of 
the rotor platform: 

Attitude control in pitch and roll combined with translation damping 
in the longitudinal and cross direction 
Angular velocity control in yaw 
Cable tension control trough the rotor thrust 

Using preset values for the attitude control loop In pitch and roll the operator in the 
ground control station can control the lateral offset of the rotor platform. He can also 
control the flight vehicle about the vertical axis by commanding a yaw velocity. 

Using the signals of an azimuth reference in the yaw control loop the flight vehicle can 
be stabilized in a cho-.en azimuth direction. 

Apart from the attitude control a translation damping is also necessary for the 
stabilization of the flight vehicle. 

The translation accelerations are measured in two axes and utilized by the autopilot. 
The necessary degree of amplification of these acceleration signals is determined by the 
length of the tethering cable. 

As shown in FiCjUre 4 the amplification is effected in three steps. 

The length and the tension of the tethering cable have a decisive Influence on the 
flight mechanical behaviour of the rotor platform. There Is an upper and a lower limit 
for the permissible cable tension depending on the length of the tet'ierlng cable. 

High cable tension leads to high frequencies of the pitch and roll oscillation of the 
rotor platform. It is limited by the pitch and roll frequency to be handled by the 
autopilot. Low cable ter'<on leads to insufficient translatory restoring forces in the 
case of a lateral offsc  jf the platform. The lower limit value of thr cable tension ss 
determined by the requirement concerning adequate damping of the translatory movements 
of the rotor platform. (See Figure 5.) 

The operator in the ground contiol station can choose between three ty^os of control, 
the attitude control, position control, or offnet control. 'See Figure h.) 
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In the case of attitude control the vertical attitude of the KIEBITZ Is stabilized and 
wind forces cause a drift. In the case of position control the position above the ground 
control station Is stabilized and wind forces lead to an Inclination of the flight 
vehicle. In the case of offset control the operator In the ground control station can 
preset an offset value of up to 100 m horizontal distance from the ground control 
station that Is kept constant by the autopilot. The inclination of the flight vehicle is 
then determined by the wind velocity. 

The lateral offset of the KIEBITZ Is measured by means of a radio beacon. Aboard the 
KIEBITZ a transmitter is Installed. Four antennas on the ground station measure the 
phase shift of the electromagnetic waves. On the basis of the phase shift the lateral 
offset angle with respect to the vertical is determined. 

Air frame 
The upper part of the alrframe of the KIEBITZ contains all those systems that are 
necessary for the operation. (See Figure 7.) The lower part of the alrframe has a 
conical shape and ends In an landing ring. The hollow conical part of the alrframe 
permits adequate clearance for the tethering cable In the case of lateral offsets of the 
flight vehicle. At the outer frame of the conical structure different sensor payloads 
can be mounted. Figure 7 shows the KIEBITZ with a radome of a battlefield surveillance 
radar. 

When the design of the KIEBITZ was developed special attention was paid to the possibility 
of using other sensor payloads without having to change the carrier system. 

Tethering cable 
The connection between ground station and flight vehicle is provided by means of a 
tethering cable (Figure 8) . Its components are as follows: 

A fuel hose for the continuous fuel supply for the flight vehicle. 
Two coaxial lines or one coaxial line and a pair of shielded lines 
for the transmission of the sensor payload data in the video frequency 
range, 
72 single wires for the transmission of control and monitoring signals 
for flight vehicle and payload and for the transmission of the tethering 
force. 
A sheath. 

Ground  control etation 
The mobile ground control station permits the transportation and the autonomous operation 
of the KIEBITZ (Figure 7) . It is accomodated in a container that can be transported by a 
truck, by train or by airplane. For transportation purposes the rotor blades are folded 
and the platform Is tilted forward and thus positioned in the container. 

The major components of the ground control station are as follows: 

Take-off and landing pad 
Cable winch 
Operation cablne for the flight vehicle 
Power supply system for the electric and hydraulic power 
consumption of the ground control station 
Fuel supply system for the rotor platform 
Operation control system 

For the operation of the sensor payload and the processing of the sensor data another 
vehicle will be provided. 

Flight  performance 
The flight envelope of the rotor platform KIEBITZ is determined by the available rotor 
thrust, the available length of the tethering cable, and the load capacity of the 
alrframe with respect to the maximum payload. 

Figure  9 shows the altltude/payload range for the design requirements concerning the 
altitude of the ground control station location and the atmospheric conditions. 

The KIEBITZ was designed for: 

Payload 140 kg 
Operational height 300 m 
Altitude of the ground control 
station location lOOO m 
Environmental temperature of ISA + 10 C 
Max. wind velocity on the ground 14 m/s + 8 m/s 

The operational height Is the flight altitude above the ground control station. 

Reliability 
In the case of the unmanned KIEBITZ a non-redundant design was chosen. The achievable 
reliability Is considered adequate and It meets the requirement concerning the provision 
of a relatively simple overall system. 

 ———■ ■ —-— _^. 
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Coat-effeativenceB 
Compared with the manned helicopter meeting the same requirements the tethered rotor 
platform causes only half as much cost for procurement and operation. 
Furthermore, this system promises much greater availability than alternative systems 
because of Its capability to operate under adverse weather conditions as well as during 
nighttime. 

Development  etatue  of the project 
At present the tethered rotor platform Is In the flight testing phase. At the same time 
the testing of a battlefield surveillance system based on the tethered rotor platform 
KIEBITZ has been started. 

5.   MISSION POTENTIAL OF THE KIEBITZ 

The KIEBITZ was designed as a multi-purpose carrier system for different sensors and 
transmitters. The most Important applications of the KIEBITZ are as follows: 

Battlefield surveillance 
Electronic warfare 
Communication 
Detection of low-flying aircraft 
Sea surface surveillance 

Battlefield aurveillance 
The German as well as the French Army Intend to use the KIEBITZ for battlefield sur- 
veillance by means of radar. In German-French cooperation the system ARGUS Is being 
developed which consists of the carrier system KIEBITZ of DORNIER and the MTI-radar 
ORPHEE and the analyzing equipment PREDICADOR of the French firm LCT. 

The system ARGUS Is planned to be used for: 

continuous surveillance of the battlefield and 
target acquisition for areal weapons. 

It will be possible to detect moving targets in a distance of up to 60 km. Due to the 
wide range of the radar the ARGUS can be located in adequate distance from the FEBA in 
order to be protectected against any attacks by air defence guns and small ground/air 
missiles. The rotor platform with the radar equipment remains outside the effective 
range of long-range, ground/air missile systems as well as artillery fire of the enemy. 
Sectors that are interesting from the tactical point of view can be continuously 
surveyed for more than 24 hours. A French/German military evaluation campaign of ARGUS 
is being prepared for 78. 

Eleatronia  warfare 
Another important field for the use of the KIEBITZ considered by the German Army is the 
SIGTNT. Here, the reconnaissance range can also be considerably extended by elevating 
the sensors. The higher the transmission frequencies, the higher will be the range 
increase percentage. Depending on the frequency It may amount to an increase of 100 to 
200 %. (Figure 10.) 
By means of a COMINT-sensor the direction of VHF- and UHF-transmltters in greater 
distance can be found and the transmitters can be intercepted. 

With an ELINT-sensor continuous direction finding and identification of enemy radar 
equipment is possible. The identification is carried out by means of comparison of the 
received radar signals with the stored characteristic data of different radar systems. 

The combination of the radar-direction finding/analyzing system with a jammer can be 
used for deceptive jamming of the enemy radar. 

Communiaation 
Apart from the building-up of a directive radio link at short notice for the bridging 
of broken-down radio relays, especially the setting-up of an elevated relay station for 
RPV and UGS (unattended ground sensors) is of great importance. Between the RPV and its 
ground control station a radio contact has to be maintained. Depending on the mission, 
video signals of the airborne sensors have to be transmitted to the ground station and 
command data for the control of the flight vehicle have to be transmitted to the flight 
vehicle. Since the frequency used by the transmission channels requires a more or less 
straight-line transmission a relay station that is located at an adequate altitude has 
to be Interposed in order to provide sufficient penetration depth. 

The transmission of signals from the UGS via a relay station In a rotor platform looks 
promising. Due to the long surveillance time before the perception of possible signals 
resulting from enemy movements continuous operation of the relay station is required. A 
tethered rotor platform with a relay station could provide a reasonable coverage of the 
terrain for long periods of time. The elevated position of the relay station leads to 
an extension of the range that Is twice to four-times as great as In the case of 
ground-based equipment. 
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Deteation  of lou-flying aircraft 
For the detection and tracking of air targets radar and target have to be in a straight 
line. Enemy aircraft can take advantage of the earth curvature and of terrain features 
in order to avoid or at least to delay a possible detection and attack by air defence 
weapons. 

The probability of placing the radar and the air target in a straight line depends on 
the altitude at which the radar equipment is located above the ground. A radar equipment 
that is operated at an altitude of several hundred meters above the ground is much more 
effective against low-flying aircraft because of better coverage of the terrain. 

A radar equipment for the detection of low-flying aircraft that is mounted on the 
KIEBITZ permits the detection and identification of low-flying aircraft about 1,5 
minutes or 25 km earlier than ground-based radar equipment. That is equivalent to a two- 
fold increase in the early warning time whereby the combatting of low-flying aircraft by 
means of guns and missiles could be considerably improved. 

Sea surface eurveittanae   (Figure  11) 
A tethered rotor platform with active and passive sensors can be operated from ships or 
from the coast. It has the effect of an antenna mast that has been extended to a length 
of 300 m and enables the ship to detect targets within a range that otherwise could only 
be covered by special direction finding devices outside the ship. 
The range of many SS-nissiles exceeds considerably the range of direction finding 
equipment aboard the ship. The radar horizon of the ship can be extended to 60 km by 
mounting the KIEBITZ together with a radar equipment on the ship. 

According to the results of investigations carried out so far the flight mechanical 
problems of a ship-based tethered rotor platform can be solved. 

6.   SUMMARY 

The combination of tethered rotor platforms with efficient transmitters and sensors 
constitutes a cost-effective solution for a number of tasks. 

This system is especially qualified for battlefield surveillance by radar as well as 
signal intelligence in order to guarantee the continuous surveillance within a range of 
10 to 50 km behind the forward edge of the battle area in stand-off operation. 

The following characteristic properties qualify the system for these tasks: 

Continuous operation capability without any restrictions due to 
bad weather conditions and nighttime 
ECM-resistance of the data transmission 
Cost-effectiveness because of low cost of ownership and operation 
Immediate availability and independent operation of the system by 
ground troops 
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ABSTRACT 

In a continuing effort to expand the versatility of their aircraft,   VTOL designers 
have  for many years tried to combine the desirable features of various concepts into a 
single aircraft.     This is a  formidable  task and most efforts have met with limited  success. 
This  paper explores the need for an aircraft combining the efficient VTOL capability of a 
helicopter with the efficient high speed characteristics of a  fixed wing  turboprop.    The 
ability of  the tilt rotor concept to fill  this  requirement and examples as to its poten- 
tial  usefulness  in both military and civil missions  is   'iscussed.     The status of  the 
current Army/NASA/Bell XV-15 program and  its role  in pr       tq  tho viability of  the  concept 
is  reviewed. 

DESIRABLE  HIGH   SPEED  VTOL VEHICLE  CHARACTth t. , . ^ L 

In considering any advanced  VTOL concept,   it must  be recognized  that  the VTOL capa- 
bility does not come without penalty.     This penalty is  generally realized  in terms of 
increased complexity, and increased empty weight   factor.    Both of these  factors  increase 
costs  as  compared with CTOL and  STOL vehicles of  an equal  size and otherwise equal  capa- 
bilities.     The  first decision that must be made  is whether or not the potential  user not 
only  needs VTOL,   but  is willing  to pay  its price.     Having determined  that  the versatility 
of  VTOL is necessary  in his application,   he must   investigate  further  to determine  whether 
it  is  an  integral  part of  the anticipated mission.     If  that  is the case,   considerable 
operation at  hover  and below the  threshold of  fixed wing  flight may  be  required.     An 
evaluation of  these parameters will direct  the potential  user toward   the  appropriate type 
of  propulsive   lift needed. 

At  the other  end of  the spectrum  is  the search  for  the proper  cruise mode configura- 
tion  to operate efficiently at the ranges and airspeeds necessary to  complete  the  desired 
mission.     The  range requirement will  greatly influence  the choice of  propulsion  system. 
The  helicopter   is obviously best  suited   for very  short  range VTOL missions.     As  range 
and airspeed requirements increase,   the  importance of  the drag reduction  increases sig- 
nificantly.     The  interference drag  caused by the  lift  producing devices   is  an  important 
consideration  in  this evaluation.     The  final decision on the configuration  needed   is based 
on a  series of  tradeoffs between VTOL and cruise  performance parameters   to obtain  the 
desired compromises  that fit the situation.     The AV-8  Harrier represents  a successful  solu- 
tion  to  this  equation where high  speed   is  needed  but extended hover   flight  is not  required. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF  THE TILT ROTOR 

The tilt rotor concept is characterized by an aircraft having three principal flight 
modes:     helicopter,   conversion,   and airplane   (Figure  1). 

In evaluating  the characteristics  of  the  tilt rotor,   the concept has  been compared 
with  the conventional helicopter.     The  primary advantage of  the tilt  rotor  is  that  it 
combines the efficient static lift   (hover)  capability normally associated with the low 
disc  loading  helicopter with the  efficient cruise performance and  low vibration of a 
fixed wing  turboprop aircraft with cruising speeds of over  300 knots.     Eliminating  the 
requirement to operate the rotor  in the edgewise  flight mode for high speed cruise permits 
the  blades  to be  tailored with a  high  spanwise  twist and camber distribution  that  signifi- 
cantly  reduces  induced and profile  losses,   therefore  improving hover  efficiency.     Figure  2 
illustrates  the effects of  the major  rotor characteristics on hover  and  cruise mode per- 
formance.     The  impact of  the  improved  hover efficiency   (Figure of Merit)   is  illustrated 
in Figure  3,   where,   for equivalent disc  loadings   (and also downwash  velocities),   the tilt 
rotor  could operate at reduced power  levels and  rotor diameters as  compared  to  the heli- 
copter  to produce  the same  thrust. 

As in all multiple point design situations, the tilt rotor blade geometry represents 
a tradeoff between the hover and cruise requirements. However, by reducing the rotor tip 
speed (RPM) to about 80 peicent of the hover value after conversion to the airplane mode, 
the extent of  the compromise is minimized due to  the increase in blade loading.     Therefore, 
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cruise propulsive efficiency is increased while engine performance and engine transmission/ 
drive system torques are maintained at desirable levels. 

A significant product of the combination of high efficiency of the tilt rotor in both 
the hover and cruise flight modes is fuel conservation.    For example,  the higher rotor 
performance results in a requirement for smaller engines to perform a typical hover/cruise/ 
hover transport mission.    As an additional bonus  for mid-to-long-range applications,  the 
increased cruise mode speeds  (at lower power levels)  will also result in an increase in 
productivity  (ton-miles/dollar).    High endurance capability at moderate airspeeds due to 
a reduction in power required  (see Figure 4)   is another benefit of the fuel conservative 
tilt rotor. 

The relatively short duration of forward flight in the helicopter mode for most tilt 
rotor applications results in a favorable fatigue environment for both the vehicle and the 
crew,  as compared to the helicopter   (see Figure 5).    The use of the wing to sustain lift 
in cruise flight and the associated reduction in the dynamic loadings on the rotors will 
also contribute to a reduction of crew fatigue by improving flying qualities and lowering 
cabin vibration levels.    A further result,  and perhaps the most significant,  is the ex- 
pected increase in reliability and reduced maintenance required. 

Additional benefits of the use of low disc loadings include low downwash velocities 
which allow efficient ground operations below a hovering tilt rotor aircraft with improved 
personnel safety and autorotation capability to achieve a safe descent and landing in the 
event of a total power loss. 

The tilt rotor concept is also unique in that the conversion corridor   (i.e.,  the 
band between the minimum and maximum flight speeds throughout the rotor-mast tilting 
process)   is broad,  typically greater than 60 knots, and noncritical.    Furthermore,  the 
conversion may be stopped and reversed, or the aircraft may be flown in steady-state at 
any point in the conversion corridor.    This feature is expected to provide great flexi- 
bility in field operations, enhance survivability because of low-speed agility, and permit 
the performance of STOL operations at greater than VTOL gross weights. 

The two tiltable low-disc-loading rotors, located at the wing tips,  are driven by two 
or more gas turbine engines.    The engines may be located in the tilting nacelles mounted 
at the wing tips, or may be fixed with respect to the wing.    A cross-shaft system mechan- 
ically links the rotors so that power sharing for maneuvers or control is possible and 
asymmetric thrust in the event of single engine malfunction is avoided.    Independent 
control of each engine/rotor can be maintained should simple cross-shaft failure occur 
(due to combat damage,   for example).    The rotor/nacelle tilt mechanism is provided with 
redundant fail-safe design features,  thus preventing asymmetric tilt conditions and bind- 
ing of the mechanism in any fixed position. 

The stiffness and mass distributions of the rotor/nacelle/wing/dynamic system are 
tuned to remain clear of resonances in the range of operating rotor rotational speeds. 
Special emphasis is placed on meeting both the structural and dynamic stability require- 
ments.    Therefore,  the aircraft was designed to be free of rotor stall  flutter and wing/ 
pylon/rotor dynamic coupling problems throughout the entire tilt rotor operational  flight 
envelope. 

The control system in hover is similar to that of a "side-by-side" twin rotor heli- 
copter.    Fore and aft cyclic pitch provides longitudinal control and   (differentially 
applied)   yaw control, eliminating the need for a tail rotor.    Differential collective 
pitch provides roll control.    In the cruise flight mode, control is achieved with conven- 
tional airplane control surfaces.    The presence of tha rotor cyclic and collective con- 
trols would permit, with further developaent, the use of the rotor in cruise for control 
augmentation, aircraft stabilisation, and gust alleviation.    A mechanism for phasing of 
control functions from helicopter to aircraft type controls as a function of mast angle 
is applied during conversion. 

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT OBJECTIVES 

The current NASA/Army program with Bell Helicopter Textron to design,   fabricate, 
and test two tilt rotor research aircraft will determine whether or not the tilt rotor 
concept is viable and ready for full-scale development to meet military or civil aircraft 
requirements.    The proof-of-concept research aircraft, designated the XV-15,  is shown in 
Figure 6. 

are: 
Proof-of-concept objectives which have been selected to determine concept viability 

Verification of rotor/pylon/wing dynamic stability and performance over the 
entire operational envelope. 

Initial assessment of handling qualities and establishment of a safe operat- 
ing envelope. 

Investigation of gust sensitivity. 

Investigation of the effects of disc loading and tip speed on downwash, 
noise, and hover mode operations. 



At the end of the proof-of-concept flight tests, and after the data have been re- 
viewed, additional flight tests will be conducted to assess the mission suitability of 
the XV-15.  During this phase of the program, selected mission profiles will be flown 
within the established flight envelope to determine the potential of the tilt rotor con- 
cept to satisfy potential mission requirements. 

/H 

: 

POTENTIAL  MISSIONS 

There are certain military and civil  missions  which appear  particularly  well  suited 
to  the  characteristic  capabilities of   the  tilt  rotor.     These missions  are  listed  in 
Figure   7.     The efficient  cruise performance  of  the   tilt  rotor  also  results   in   increased 
point-to-point mission  productivity within  a   50-  to   SOO-nautical  mile  radius. 

Military 

All potential military mission applications would benefit from the rapid response 
characteristics resulting from VTOL and cruise airspeeds in the 300-plus knot speed range. 
The tilt rotor cruise performance would also result in longer ranges and increased endur- 
ance for a given fuel load. 

One obvious mission application is the search and rescue vehicle.  This mission re- 
quires the rapid response and extended range capability earlier discussed and in addition 
must have a loiter capability in the search area.  With variable pylon angles, the tilt 
rotor can search at the airspeeds required by the conditions.  For example, for an ocean 
search, where the area is large and open, the airspeed would be higher than for a search 
over a forested area.  During the rescue, extended hover out of ground effect may be 
necessary.  The tilt rotor, with its low disc loading, would be well suited for this 
operation.  The relatively efficient hover also results in lower downwash velocities. 

Reconnaissance and surveillance missions require n-o-.y of the same capabilities as 
the search and rescue mission, with some additional requirements.  The on-station loiter 
for a surveillance mission takes advantage of the same capability used during the search. 
In addition, this vehicle would have the low speed agility and ability to operate in the 
nap-of-the-earth near enemy front lines where operations as a conventional fixed wing 
aircraft could be hazardous.  The absence of a tail rotor will be beneficial in reducing 
the noise and radar signature of the tilt rotor.  Preliminary noise measurements indicate 
the noise signature of the tilt rotor will be less than a comparable turboprop operating 
und«-, the same conditions.  Because most of the engine power is transferred to the rotor, 
the IR signature of the vehicle will be minimal and easily suppressible. 

The limited number of vehicles required for either search and rescue or reconnais- 
sance and surveillance by any one service places a barrier in the way of full-scale 
development.  The Department of Defense would be required to coordinate such an effort 
in order to make it affordable. 

The good productivity (ton-miles/doliar) potential of the tilt rotor makes it a 
likely candidate for logistics and airborne assault missions of all three branches of the 
U. S. military.  The ability to disperse aircraft landing areas and the elimination of 
the need for runways would give an added degree of flexibility.  It is envisioned that a 
light transport in the 30- to 50,000-pound class would be developed first before pro- 
ceeding with larger and heavier sizes. 

Another potential application is to 
mission is made up of a number of divers 
example of this type of mission. Basica 
range/payload/airspeed capability to be 
of the vehicle to operate aboard ships i 
potential utility mission requirements. 
Although the tilt rotor is only one of a 
Type A mission, it appears to possess a 

the utility mission.  As the name implies, this 
e requirements.  The Navy Type A V/STOL is an 
lly, this mission requires VTOL and adequate 
productive.  For Navy application, the ability 
s an important factor.  All of the services have 
and the possibility of commonality is distinct. 
number of candidate concepts to satisfy the Navy 

number of desirable unique characteristics. 

Application of the tilt rotor concept to a variety of military missions is illus- 
trated in Figures 8 through 15. 

Civil 

Some of  the  same characteristics   that make  the  tilt  rotor attractive for  military 
missions  also make  it attractive  for  civil  missions.     The  tilt  rotor must also  satisfy 
other  requirements  necessary  for civil  operation.     Characteristics of   the tilt  rotor  that 
make  it  suitable   for civil applications  are  listed  and discussed below. 

Characteristics  that make  the  tilt  rotor attractive  for  civil missions: 

Low Noise 
Improved Maintenance and Component Life 
Safety 
Fuel Economy 
Productivity 

Sideline noise in takeoff and landing of the tilt rotor aircraft will be less than 
for an equal gross weight helicopter and considerably less than other VTOL types as shown 
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in Figure 16.  As in other types of aircraft, designing for low noise imposes some design 
compromise.  Figure 17 shows the impact of designing for noise on the Direct Operating 
Cost (DOC) of 21-, 45-, and 100-passenger airliners.1- During cruise flight, the speed 
of the rotors is slowed down to increase propulsion efficiency. This decreases the ex- 
ternal and internal noise to an exceptionally low level and the tilt rotor airliner will 
be notable for its quietness. 

Ride characteristics of the tilt rotor will be comparable to the jet airliner.  During 
takeoff and landings, there will be some rotor-induced vibration, but it will be at a low 
level, equal to or better than that of the smoothest riding helicopter.  After tilting over 
to the airplane cruise mode, rotor induced vibration will be very low.  Gust response of 
the wing will also be at a low level because high wing loadings (with their inaensitivity 
to gusts) can be used since the wing is not sized by takeoff and landing requirements. 
Gust response of the rotor has been uf some concern, but this area is expected to be 
researched during the XV-15 program. 

The tilt rotor aircraft operates in the helicopter regime of flight a very small por- 
tion of its total operating time.  The XV-15 research aircraft can accelerate from a hover 
to airplane cruise flight in 30 seconds.  Conversion time is 12 seconds.  In a civil 
operation approach and departure, times would be lengthened to several minutes as dic- 
tated by airport and traffic control procedures, but still, helicopter time would be only 
a small portion of total fliqht time.  This means that the rotor and other components 
subject to vibratory and fatigue loading would have greatly extended TBO's and service 
lives in comparison to their counterparts on helicopters which are subiect to these vibra- 
tory loads for their total flight time.  The use of advanced composite structures and non- 
lubricated bearings that the helicopter industry is now turning to will make replacement 
of components on the tilt rotor a "conditional" requirement, rather than at a finite 
service life as has been the past practice and one of the biggest operating expenses of 
helicopters. 

Safety for the commercial and executive passenger will have to be maintained at the 
same high level that has been provided by the jet airliner.  The smaller tilt rotor air- 
craft that will be used by the commercial operators and corporate owners will have twin 
engines and be able to operate in helicopter, airplane, and conversion modes on a single 
engine in the event of a loss of one engine.  The system redundancies and safety features 
built into the XV-15 would also be provided in civil tilt rotor aircraft (see Reference 2 
for safety features of the XV-15).  The airliner, for added safety, would be provided 
four engines so that it could hover api continue takeoff with one engine failed.  As 
shown ii. Figure 18, the airliner would typically have two engines mounted on each wing tip 
pivoting with the rotors.  In addition to the single-enqine-out flight capability, all 
civil tilt rotor aircraft will have the capability to autorotate as a helicopter.  Figure 
19 shows the autorotative performance of the XV-15;  it is comparable to that available in 
the current new generation of twin engine helicopters.  Autorotation can be initiated 
from airplane flight by windmilling the rotors and making a power-off reconversion to 
helicopter autorotation. 

The tilt rotor promises to be a " 
It will offer extended speed, payload, 
support of off-shore oil operations, 
tion of oil at greater distances from 
tilt rotor in military aö well as m c 
Its transport of payload for a nautica 
and approaches closely the fixed wing 
and time economy of the tilt rotor in 
comparison with the helicopter and boa 
bus, train, airplane and helicopter. 

two-edged sword" on the fuel and energy crises, 
and range over that of the helicopter for the 
This will be a boom to the exploration and produc- 
shore than is now practical.  Additionally, the 
ivil operations will be an economizer of fuel. 
1 mile per pound of fuel surpasses the helicopter 
turboprop airplane.  Figure 20 illustrates the fuel 
performing the off-shore oil support mission in 
t.  Figure 21 compares the tilt rotor with the 

The real determining factor as to whether or not the tilt rotor will be a viable air- 
craft type will be dollars, be it for the commercial operator, corporate owner, or for the 
airlines.  More specifically, will the total cost in terms of ton-miles per dollar or 
passenger-mile per dollar be competitive?  In assessing this question, all cost elements 
s ch as initial cost of aircraft, facilities, direct operating costs, etc., should be in- 
cluded.  However, this assessment can be reduced to an assessment of technical parameters 
if vehicle cost and cost of ownership are assumed to be a linear function of aircraft 
weight and operating costs are proportional to fuel and operating time.  This was done by 
Kingston and DeTore (Reference 3) in comparison of productivity of a variety of VTOL 
types.  Figure 2 2 shows the result of this analysis and the tilt rotor is seen to have 
the greatest productivity (indicates the highest ton-mile/dollar/ of other VTOL types for 
all but the shortest ranges where the helicopter is superior. 

MILITARY/CIVIL COMPATIBILITY 

It is believed that the NASA/Army proof-of-concept program will establish that the 
technology is available for any of the military and civil applications discussed.  It is 
also believed that successful aircraft development could commence at the completion of 
this program. 

As mentioned earlier, a coordinated effort by the Department of Defense may be re- 
quired to initiate development of a reconnaissance and/or search and rescue aircraft 
because of the limited numbers of aircraft of this type required by any one service. 
Other mission applications can justify larger numbers of aircraft and single-service 
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development may be possible.     However,  because of present  inventories,  the reconnaissance/ 
surveillance search and  rescue aircraft appears   to  be  the  most  likely  first development. 

Because of   the development expense,   the   first  civil   tilt  rotor  aircraft  will   have 
to await the development  by  the military.     Technology,   performance,   safety,   reliability 
and maintenance   requirements  are quite similar.     Basic differences   in a military  and civil 
aircraft would  be   in  the   furnishings and equipment.     For   instance,   the  first  military  air- 
craft envisioned could  readily be  converted  to civil  applications with only  changes   in  the 
fuselage  to provide  for  doors,  windows,   passenger  seats  and baggage  compartments.     However, 
the  reliability  and maintainability and survivability  requirements would be different   for 
the civil  aircraft. 

r 

The reconnaissance/surveillance search 
sized and powered   for  civil  applications as 
shore oil  support.     The  light  transport  for 
for  the  first  introduction and trial  service 
center airline operation.     Larger military  t 
could be modified  to civil  application by pi 
packages onto a   fuselage designed   for a  spec 
approach is also envisioned  for a variety of 
and a utility aircraft could  be developed us 
only differ  in  their  fuselages as  shown in F 

and  rescue aircraft would be appropriately 
an air  taxi,   executive  transport,   and   for   off 
the military  missions would be an  ideal  size 
for  the tilt  rotor  in a city-center-to-city- 

ransports  as  well  as other tilt  rotor  aircraft 
acing the wing with the  > ntira propulsion 
ific civil  mission.     This  type of  development 
military missions.    A ground support  aircraft 

ing  the  same  wing  propulsion system and would 
igure  23. 

CURRENT  XV-i5   PROGRAM  STATUS 

The  fabrication and  assembly of Aircraft No.   1  has  been  completed and  the  aircraft   is 
now  undergoing  its  ground and hover  testing.     Th«   final  assembly of   Aircraft  No.   2   is 
approximately  90  percent  complete.     After the completion  of  its  ground  tests.   Aircraft  No. 
1,   rigged  for  remote control operations,  will  be  shipped   to Ames  for evaluation  in   the 
40-foot-by-80-foot wind  tunnel.     Airciaft No.   2 will   soon  begin ground  testing  to   include 
a  60-hour ground qualification test of  the  integrated propulsion system prior   to  contrac- 
tor  flight tests  scheduled to begin next year. 

The prog-am has  included extensive  use o'   the Ames  Flight  Simulator   for  Advanced 
Aircraft  for ttth  the competitive evaluation and  during  the  final  design ot   the   XV-15. 
The extensive analytical  and model  testing data  base  should be of great  value   in   resolving 
difficulties,   should  they arise,  during the   testing program. 

Aircraft No. 1 has undergone approximately forty hours of ground tiedown testing. 
Figure 24, and two hours of hover and air taxi tests at speeds to 40 knots. Figure 25. 
Detailed status of the test program is reviewed in Reference 4. Those teats have been 
highly successful and their results give rise to optimism with regard to the future of 
the concept. 
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Figure  4.     Power  required  comparison. 

Figure   5.     Vibration  environment. 

Figure 6.     XV-15  tilt rotor research 
aircraft. 
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Figure   3.     Disc   loading  effect or 
rotor  hover  efficiency. 

Figure  7.     Potential missions   for  tilt 
rotor aircraft. 



Figure   8.     Reconnaissance/surveillance 
tilt   rotor   aircraft. 

Figure   11.     Ground  support  tilt  rotor 
aircraft. 

Figure   9.     Utility  tilt   rotor   aircraft. Figure   12.      Light  transport   tilt   rotor 
aircraft. 

Figure  10.     Airborne  assault   tilt rotor 
aircraft. 

Figure   13.     Typical   rescue mission  pro- 
file  for tilt  rotor  aircraft. 
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Figure 14.     Typical   surveillance mission 
for  tilt  rotor aircraft. 
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Figure   17.     Direct  operating  cost 
versus  size  and noise. 
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Figure  15.     Typical   advanced  early 
warning  profile   tilt  roto^ 
aircraft. 

Figure  18, Four-engined  tilt  rotor 
airliner. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of estimated 
noise levels of various 
VTOL types . 
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Figure 20.  Comparison of tilt rotor 
with other modes for 
off-shore oil support. 
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F gure 21.  Comparison of tilt rotor 
with other modes of 
inter-city transportation. 

Figure 23.  Same wing/propulsion system 
used with different fuse- 
lage for a variety of tilt 
rotor miüsions. 

Figure 24.  XV-15 on ground tiedown 
test facility. 
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SUfiAKY 

The Advancing Blade Concept   (ABC)  Is a relatively new type  of helicopter rotor system that has been flight 
tested 67 hours»    Flight  results in  a basic helicopter configuration have  confirmed  several Important  ad- 
vantages of  the concept  and have identified some shortcomings»     The background  and current  status of  the 
program are presented in this paper.     Rotor  and test  aircraft  features are  oriefly  described.    Flight-test 
data are compared with  similar data  fron other helicopter  flight  tests.     A qualitative assessment  based 
upon 2 hours of US Government  flying is presented.    It is noted  that  this  concept Is feasible  and  Army   con- 
tract  objectives have been  satisfied.    It  is concluded that  rotor  and  control   system weight  fractions must 
be  reduced to  achieve  the  full  potential  of  this concept.     This would Involve design and development  of  a 
lighter weight  rotor system utilizing high-modulus material  and redesign  of  the  control  system. 

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

i 

W 

P 

A 

R 

OR 

HPT 

HPR 

IGE 

OGE 

T 

MA 

PL 

DL 

M„ 

W/PA «iRr 

3 

Inflow velocity,   ft/sec 

Gross weight  coefficient 

Power coefficient = 550 HP/PA (QR) 

Thrust  coefficient = T/PA (OR)2 

Rotor  speed,  RPM 

Ambient temperature ratio = Ambient 0ATOK/281.15^ 

Anbient pressure ratio =  p/29.92 In.  Hg 

Gross weight,  lb 
3 

Atmospheric density,   slugs/ft 

Rotor disc area ■ 

Rotor radius,   ft 

Rotor tip speed,   ft/sec 

Engine  output  horsepower 

Engine horsepower  to rotors 

In ground effect 

Out  of ground effect 

Rotor thrust,  lb 

Aircraft  figure  of merit = 

2   2 
»RS ftZ 

550(HPT) VA(2P) 

Power loading, lb/HP = W/HP.j 

2 
Disc loading, lb/ft = W/A 

Rotor figure of merit = 550(HP1 ,) V A(2P) 

b 

P 

Vv 

Rotor  solidity  ratio = bc/irR 

Nunber of main rotor blades 

Rotor blade  chord,  ft 

Cyclic phase angle,   azimuth angle where blade feathering is 
applied,  referenced from ^ = 0    positi   .. 

Atmospheric pressure,   in.  Hg 

Vertical rate of  descent,   ft/min 
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M Rotor advance ratio, 1.69 KIAS/OR 

K1AS Knots, Indicated Airspeed 

KCAS Knots, Calibrated Airspeed 

KTAS Knots,  True Airspeed 

i> Azimuth angle, = 0    when blade Is over tall of aircraft 

2 
Ns Directional control power,  rad/sec /in. 

L/D Lift/drag ratio 

INTRODUCTION 

The ABC is a coaxial,   counterrotatlng,   hlngeless helicopter rotoi   system.    It  differs from other coaxial 
helicopter rotors In both physical construction and operational capability.     The ABC rotor blades are 
extremely  stiff  and are  rigidly  attached to  the rotor hub.    The  static deflection of  the tip of  the  18-foot- 
long blade, due to the blade's own weight,  is only 3/8 inch,  compared to about 6 inches of deflection for a 
conventional  roto- blade of  similar  length.     The combination of extremely  stiff blades and rigid retention 
of blades to the hub results in an equivalent  flapping hinge offset  of  approximately 50 percent of rotor 
radius.    More conventional  rotors have  offsets which range from 0 percent  of  rotor radius to 25  percent  of 
rotor radius,  depending upon whether  the  rotor is a teetering,   articulated,   or hlngeless type.     The  stiff 
blades of  the ABC preclude  excessive  deflections under high loads,   and their rigid  retention to the  rotor 
hub prevents flapping excursions  associated with conventional  rotors.     Rotor blade  pitch is controlled    by 
swashplates in the  same manner  as  conventional rotors.     Unique  to this concept,  however,   is the  ability to 
intentionally vary the  loading  on the  advancing side of  the rotor as  compared  to the  retreating side.     This 
feature, made possible  by the   stiff  and counterrotatlng,  rigidly attached blades,   largely eliminates  classi- 
cal  retreating blade  stall  and  permits operation at higher thrust  coefficients  and  advance ratios.    Further, 
the  stiff blades  should be  able  to operate more easily without  aeroelastic Instabilities as rotor speed Is 
reduced.     Such operation is  required  for high-speed flight where the  advancing blade  tip Mach number  should 
not  exceed  a value of  approximately 0.85. 

Advantages  of  this rotor may  be  simnarlzed  as follows: 

1. Rapid control  response  characteristics of  rigid  rotors. 
2. Superior maneuverability,   particularly af  high speeds  and high altitudes. 
3. Deletion of  the  requirement  for a tail  rotor with attendant  benefits  in  safety,   simplicity,  vul- 

nerability,   compactness,   noise   signature     and  performance. 
4. High-speed capability without  vings  when provided with  a source  of horizontal  thrust. 

The main purpose  of  this paper is  to report   the flight-test results  and how these  results compare with 
similar data fron other helicopter  flight  tests. 

An attempt  is made to  sort  out  results which  are believed to be germane  to the  concept  from those results 
incidental  to the  test  program.     Rotor and  test  aircraft  features  are briefly   described. 

BACKGROUND 

Several  approaches to increasing helicopter  speed capability have been  tried  in t  e  past,   and new concepts 
are  currently under development.     The   idea  of  compounding an existing helicopter by using vings  to unload 
the  rotor and adding auxiliary  propulsion for forward thrust has been Investigated  on several  different 
helicopters and is reported  in Reference 1.     Although this approach was demonstrated  to be feasible,   the 
disadvantages due  to wing drag,  weight,   complexity,  and  interference  effects were evident.    The ABC  rotor 
system  is designed to penetrate  beyond  the  classical  speed boundaries governed  by  blade  stall  on the  re- 
treating  side of  the  rotor  and by  compressibility on the  advancing  side  of  the  rotor by making better use  of 
lift  potential  on the  advancing  side  and by  operating the rotor at  reduced  speed,   thereby eliminating  the 
need  for a wing  at  high  speeds.     Figure  1  compares the  lift distribution of  a    conventional  single rotor 
and  the ABC.    Note  that  in order  to keep roll moments balanced  on a  conventional  single rotor,   the  onount  of 
lift   that  can be developed  on  the  advancing   side of  the  rotor disc  is  limited  by  that which can be developed 
on the  retreating  side.     This  is not  a  limitation on the  ABC,   however,   since  roll moments  are  automatically 
balanced by the coaxial,   counterrotatlng rotors.     As with conventional helicopters  that  are compounded,   some 
means  of  providing horizontal   thrust must  be  supplied for high-speed  applications. 

Sikorsky  Aircraft  Division,  United Technologies Corporation,  began  to explore  the  possibilities of  this rotor 
concept  in 1964.     Theoretical  work and  actual  tests with experimental hardware  were  Initiated.    Major efforts 
were  directed toward investigating materials  and manufacturing  technology,  design concepts,  and conducting 
wind  tunnel  tests of  ABC  rotors.     This work    is presented in considerable detail  in    Reference  2.    One  of 
the most  significant  findings  from the materials investigation was  that  titaniun,  with the  proper metallur- 
gical  characteristics,   could  be  produced in usable  form with fatigue  allowables 40  percent higher than those 
previously  considered  for that metal.     This meant  that  the weight penalty  previously  associated with  a 
hlngeless,   highly-loaded titanium rotor would be acceptable,  at  least  for demonstrating the concept.     Another 
one  of  the more  significant  events was wind  tunnel  testing of   a full-scale,  40-foot-dianeter ABC rotor in  the 
NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind  tunnel.     During  this  program,  the rotor was  tested at   25  combinations of  flight 
conditions,  up to a maximum  advance ratio of  0.91  and up to an advancing blade  tip Mach number of 0.83.     Al- 
though  the wind tunnel  tests were  limited in  scope,  the results verified the  aeromechanical  stability,  high 
lift  capability,   and  structural  Integrity of  the rotor at the conditions  tested. 
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In  December  1971,  the  Eustls Directorate  of  the  US Army  Air Mobility  Research and  Development Laboratory, 
Fort  Eustls,  Virginia,  awarded  a  contract   to Sikorsky Aircraft  to design,   fabricate,   and flight  test  two 
ABC-configured  research aircraft.     Aircraft  target design speed was 140  to  170 knots In the basic helicopter 
configuration and up to 300 knots  In  the  auxiliary  propelled mode using  two J-60  turbojets to provide  the 
horizontal  thrust.     The  target  hover design point was hover out  of  ground  effect   (OGE)  at  sea level,  95  F, 
at  design gross weight.  In the  auxiliary-propelled helicopter configuration.    The maneuver and structural 
objectives were  rather  severe  fur  the  basic helicopter,  and Included  the  ability   to achieve  sustained  load 
factors  of   2.3 g In the  speed range  of   70  knots  to 170 knots with  satisfactory maneuvering  stability and 
stress  levels in all  critical  components  limited  to not more  than  130  percent  of   their  fatigue endurance 
limits. 

The  first  flight of  the ABC  aircraft   (designated  the XH-59A)  occurred  on  26 July   1973.     On 24 August 1973, 
the  first  aircraft, while flying  at  23  to 30 knots at  an altitude of  about  50 feet,  pitched nose-up,  lost 
altitude,   and was extensively  damaged in  a hard,   tail-first  landing.     A detailed  accident investigation, 
involving wind tunnel  tests of  a 1/3  Froude  scale model XH-39A aircraft,  was conducted.     Results of  the 
wind tunnel  tests,  projected to  the  full-scale XH-39A aircraft,  disclosed  a  significant  difference between 
analytically assumed  fore-and-aft variation of  inflow through the  rotors  and the   actual  Inflow.    Figure  2 
shows the  longitudinal Inflow velocity  through the rotors at  23  knots  as assuned  prior to flight  test  and 
as  revised  after the  accident  investigation.     Figure 3 is a plan view of  the Inflow velocity distribution 
for the sane couditfons.    Note the significantly higher Induced velocities at ^ = 0    (tail of aircraft 
position)  than were originally  predicted.     The high-induced velocity had  the effect  of  reducing blade angle 
of   attack more than expected.    Consequently, more  forward longitudinal  cyclic pitch was  required for a 
given (lov^speed)  trim condition than had been predicted.    Unfortunately,   the forward  longitudinal  cyclic 
stick travel was deliberately rigged to provide a maxlmun of six degrees of cyclic pitch.    This was done to 
prevent pilot over-control of the aircraft.    During the accident  sequence,  the pilot had ccnmanded full for» 
ward travel  of  the cyclic  stick,   but  the resulting cyclic pitch on the blades was  Inadequate  to prevent 
pitch-up and subsequent settling of  the aircraft.     The flight control  system was  then modified in the other 
test aircraft to essentially double the longitudinal and lateral cyclic control ranges.    Other modifications 
Included  the addition of  a 10-percent  authority,   rate  feedback,   stability  augmentation  system  (SAS)  for  the 
pitch and roll axes; viscous stick danpers;  and an in-flight adjustable cyclic phase angle changer.    This 
latter device is the mechanian for varying the relative loading of the advancing  and retreating sides of  the 
rotor discs.     It allows the pilot  to  select,  within a range of  70 degrees,   the azimuth angle where blade 
feathering is applied.     The  first  flight  with the modified flight  control  system occurred In July  1973. 
After 12 hours of flight testing,  it was concluded that the modified control  system resolved the problem 
that caused the crash of the first  aircraft,  and  sufficient control margin was available to expand the 
flight envelope  to contract  objectives. 

AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION 

Figure 4 shows the XH-39A aircraft  flying  in its  test  configuration.     The  cylindrical "can" between rotors 
contains slip rings essential  for transmitting rotor blade strain gage Information.    Aircraft and rotor 
specifications are given below: 

Aircraft Length (overall) 
Aircraft Height (overall) 
Main landing gear tread 
Design gross weight 
Rotor dimeter 
Disc  loading at design gross weight 
Blades per rotor 
Rotor  separation 
Blade  taper ratio 
Blade  twist 
Rotor solidity 
Design rotor tip speed 

Drive system design HP 
Tail surface - horizontal 

- vertical 
Design load factor 

Helicopter (9000 lb) 
Auxiliary propulsion (11,100 lb) 

Maxlmun speed, level flight - helicopter 
Maxlmun div. speed - helicopter 
Maxlmun speed, level flight - aux propulsion 
Maxlmun dive speed - aux propulsion 
Aircraft fuel capacity 
Helicopter engine (United Aircraft Canada, Ltd) 
Auxiliary propulsion (2 Pratt & Whitney) 

41 ft, 3 in. 
12 ft, 11 In. 
8 ft 
9000 lb 
36 ft 
9 lb/ft 
3 
30 in. 
2sl 
-10 degrees (nonlinear) 
0.127 
650 ft/sec - helicopter 
450 ft/sec -  aux  propulsion 
1500 
60 ft; 
30 ft^ 

2.3 - 0.3 
2.0 - 0.5 
160 knots 
196 knots 
280 knots 
345 knots 
242 gallons 
PT6-3/T-400  (twin engines) 
J60-R2 (2900  lb thrust each) 

More  detailed infoimation on the rotor   ind control  system may be  found in Reference 3. 

CURRENT PROGRAM STATUS 

As  of  this writing,  the XH-59A aircraft has been flown 67 hours in the basic helicopter configuration.     After 
incorporation of the modified control system, the aircraft has been free of major technical problems th.«t 
normally plague new helicopter developments.    Army contract objectives relative to demonstrating the rotor 
concept up to conventional helicopter  speeds have  been satisfied.     Plans  for investigating the performance 
of  this rotor at higher speeds are being reformulated at the present time. 
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FUOIT TEST RBSULTS AHD AMALYSES 

SOB« flight test result! have been reported In Reference» 3 and 4.    A few of  these results are Included in 
this paper for continuity of subject material»    Jesuits from flight tests of other types of helicopters are 
also shown for comparison purposes. 

HOVER PERFOaUIICE 

Nondlmenslonal OGE hover performance of the XH-S9A aircraft Is shown In Figure S and Is reported In Reference 
3«    The OGE data were taken when the lower rotor was 45 and 85 feet above ground level  (a wheel height of 
35 and 75 feet).    Figure 6 shows this sane data compared with hover performance of  other Army helicopters. 
The expression C    ■ 1.93 C_ 0.774 was given In Reference 6 as representative of Array helicopter OGE hover 
capability.    This expression, which was derived from hovering tests of the OH-58A,  UH-1H,  TH-55A, 0H-6A, 
UH-1C,  AG-1G, and CH-47C helicopters,  has been   extrapolated beyond values given In Reference 6 to permit 
comparison with the XH-59A data.    Hover data for the CH-54B helicopter at a high disc loading are also 
shown in Figure 6.    These data are  from tethered hover tet.s at 145-foot wheel heights as reported In 
Reference 7.    Since the Cu vs C_ plot Is based on actual test data,  the total effects of disc loading, verti- 
cal drag,  rotor efficiency,  and tall rotor power (or the lack of  It)  are all accounted for.    Note that the 
XH-59A aircraft exhibits better than trend hover perfc-nance In spite of relatively high vertical drag (cal- 
culated at 6 percent of gross weight) and relatively *_gh disc loading (approximately 10.4 lb/ft    at condi- 
tions tested).    The benefits of not  having to power a tail rotor and the improved efficiency of a coaxial 
rotor are apparently worth more than the penalty of high vertical drag and high disc loading. 

Figure 7  shows the XH-59A aircraft figure of merit  (M )  compared to other Army helicopter figures of merit 
«kick were reported in Reference 6.    Note that on this plot,  the XH-59A aircraft Is shown to be considerably 
»ore efficient in hovering than other Array  helicopters.     Since M    = Power Loading  j/   Disc  Loading." this 

A 550 Y        2X Density 
sreted of showing hover performance does not penalize high disc loading rotors. In addition, since seme air 
la believed to be pulled In between the XI •59A,S upper and lower rotor, the effective disc loading, for pur- 

~ of dctemlnlng Induced losses in hovering, would be somewhat lower than the disc loading, V/rR , used 
la the above expression. However, the most obvious reasons for the high M of the XH-59A aircraft is simply 
ckac cbere is no tall rotor to power, which normally accounts for 8 to 10 percent of total power. The aver- 
age »alue of M    for the XH-59A aircraft was 0.67 for the data in the range tested. 

Qme acthod of presenting isolated rotor hover performance is to show rotor figure  of merit  (M )  plotted 
against blade loading (C /»).    This requires that a value be assigned for vertical drag (thrust developed 
by the rotor which is not used to help lift  the helicopter).    Power losses through the trananissiun must 
also be accounted for if test dat« are based on engine torque or power.    Figure 8  shows ABC rotor figure 
of merit compared with the preliminary design estimate.    The ABC M    assunes a vertical drag of 6 percent uf 
gross weight, and a power loss (power developed by engines but not used in turning the rotors)  of 75 horse- 
power.     The 6 percent vertical drag was calculated using the polar moment of inertia method of  Reference 8. 
This method is based on a single velocity distribution beneath a hovering rotor over areas of a characteristU 
shape.    The calculation yielded a 7.6 percent drag assuming an "average helicopter" fuselage,  or 5.0 percent 
assuning a cylindrical shape.     Since the XH-59A aircraft fuselage is  shaped more cyllndrlcally than an 
average helicopter,   :he use of  6 percent  seems to be  a reasonable compromise.     Note  that  in the cxprrsilun 
of M_,  the rotor thrust is raised to the 1.5 power,  so that any error in the assuned vertical  »Irin la maK- 
nlfied.    The actual vertical drag of any helicopter with an ABC rotor is likely to be higher than an avcraK)' 
helicopter designed for a typical Army mission.    This is because the ABC rotor tends to be a rolativoly  lilgli 
disc-loading concept,  which implies a higher ratio of  the plan view area  of  the  fuselage  to  the  rotor dim 
area.- Although the disc loading of  an ABC  aircraft  could be reduced  to more  conventional  values of   5  to  I 
lb/ft  ,  this would either reduce speed and maneuver capabilliy or would require  stiffer rotor bl.i.l. •, or an 
increase in rotor separation to avoid blade intersection.    The drag and weight penalty assoclated with In- 
creased rotor separation or longer blades may not oe acceptable for missions requiring hinh speeda.     Ttu' 
assuned 75 horsepower loss, which is approximately  5  percent of  total  power,  was  based  on no-load  trananl mil"!) 
lube test results and assuned power needed to drive accessories through the accessory drive train. 

LEVEL FLIGHT PERFOmANCE 

Level  flight  performance data are  shown in Figures 9  and 10.     Solid  lines  are  fairings based  on the  actual 
test data points with the helicopter in its "dirty" test configuration.    The dashed line  In Figure   ' from 
120 knots to raaxiimm  speed is intended to show power requirements at  11,000  lb,   adjusted  for delrtl  n of 
test iustrunentatlon such as the 3.3 ft    (projected area) interrotor slip ring Installation (a flat  plate 
drag area of 2 ft    has been assuned for this test instrunentatlon).    Speed for best rang«  at  11, '••   lb and 
sea level standard (SLS), based on the intersection of a straight line drawn tangent to th^  «ower  -■ ...i- 
airspeed curve,  is 120 HCAS.    Speed tor best endurance is 85 to 90 KCAS.     Total helicopter 170 •>  <U in 
its test configuration at 120 KCAS is approximately 4.    Figure 9A shows how this value ccnparo with    eher 
Army helicopters.    Total helicopter lift/drag ratios shown in this figure were calculated at  sp«*d for best 
range and represent various configurations,  gross weights, and altitudes. 

Figure 10 shows nondlmenslonal level flight performance data for two different gross weight coefficients and 
two different referred rotor speeds.    As shown in this figure,  the advance ratio for ralnimua power required 
is approximately 0.22.    Although this differs fron the representative value of   ).14 given in Reference 6, 
Figure 11  shows this result might be expected when gross weight coefficients and advance ratios are extrapo- 
lated to values flown by the XH-59A helicopter.    In a production version of  an ABC helicopter,  the rotor hub 
and shank portions of the rotor blades would be faired to reduce drag.    It is also likely that in a produc- 
tion version of an ABC helicopter designed for conventional speeds only,  the rotor and trananlssion would be 
pretilted forward a few degrees to reduce the fuselage nose-down attitude with its attendant drag rise at 
high speed (the XH-59A has zero degrees tilt, considered to be the best  compromise between conventional heli- 
copter speed requirements and high-speed requirements with auxiliary propulsion). 

•aaa 



AUTOROTATIOM 

The XH-S9A autorotatlonal characteristics were determined during the flight program.    This was an area of     / j-'j 
concern since it is known that coaxial helicopters, which use differential collective pitch for yaw con- 
trol,  can experience control reversal  at low collective pitch settings.    The high disc  loading of 10.5 
lb/ft    compounded this problem.    Figure 12 is a plot of the autorotatlonal characteristics and shows lines 
of constant directional control power as a function of vertical rate of descent and airspeed.    These lines 
were developed from data showing XH-59A response to pedal steps and they represent the yawing moment con- 
tribution due to differential rotor torque and due to the twin rudders (9 ft    total area)  that are linked to 
the pedals.    Notice the control power weakens gradually as the region of reversed directional control Is 
approached.    This means more pedal travel is progressively required to develop a given yawing moment and 
at the threshold of reversed directional control,  a pedal  step will not produce any directional control 
response.     Pilot corrective action at  this point  consists of either increasing collective pitch or using 
the cyclic stick to effect a turn. 

During the flight progron,  steady-state autorotations were flown at b<\ 80,  100,  and 120 knots forward air- 
speed as  shown by the band In Figure 12.    Under these conditions,  the aircraft responded positively to 
cyclic stick turns.    Entry RPMs ranging from 95 percent, N ,  to 105 percent,  N  , were Investigated.    Flare 
attitudes up to 25 degrees were attained during recovery,  and forward airspeed was reduced to a minimum of 
35 to 40 knots. 

Controllability during autorotatlonal  flares was Investigated with differential collective pitch in both 
the "fixed mode" and 'kutcmatic mode."    in both modes,  the rudders remain linked to the pedals and move 10 
degrees per inch of pedal travel.    In the fixed mode,  directional control Is augmented by differential col- 
lective pitch, which change;, a constant  2 degrees per inch of pedal travel throughout the  speed range. 
However,  in the automatic mode, differential collective pitch is washed out  linearly between airspeeds of 
40 knots and 80 knots,  so that all directional control canes from the rudders at  speeds above 80 knots. 
An operational  corridor in terms of rotor RPM,   flare  attitude,  and collective  pitch was demonstrated. 
Autorotative touchdown landings were not attempted. 

Reference 6 reported that the minimum autorotatlonal rate of descent divided by main rotor tip speed was 
es&entially constant  for the five  single-rotor helicopters that were tested.     The expression Vv     _ 0.04 
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was established to approximate this relationship,   and it was also noted that  the  tandem rotor CH-47C  ex- 
hibited a trend  25  percent  higher than  the  referred rate of  descent.    Figure  13   shows referred rate of 
descent  plotted against disc loading for  several  helicopters.  Including  the XH-59A.     Note  that   the XH-59A 
exhibits a slightly higher referred rate of  descent than might be expected based on single-rotor helicopter 
data only.     Additional data points for helicopters at disc loadings between 6 to 9 lb/ft    are obviously 
needed to reach a general conclusion regarding the relationship of disc loading to referred rate of descent. 
For the XH-59A helicopter,  the minimum rate of descent  at 100 percent rotor speed was about  2280 ft/min at 
60  to 70 knots.     This  sink rate  could be reduced  to  2000 ft/min by reducing rotor  speed 5  percent.    If  the 
expression Vv ,, -,.  was used to compute the XH-59A helicopter minimum rate of descent,  the result would 

6Ö5R = 0-04 

be  1560  ft/min  at  100  percent rotor  speed,  and  1482  ft/min at 95 percent  rotor  speed.     This  comparison  shows 
that  single-rotor helicopter test data,  within  the  tip  speed and disc  loading  ranges reported in Reference 6, 
are not valid for projecting ABC autorotatlonal  trends. 

BLADE STALL ALLEVIATION 

Flight results demonstrated that classical retreating blade stall could be substantially delayed.    The first 
Indication of blade stall occurred in a 1.75 g maneuver at 10,000 feet.    Figure 14 compares blade loading 
capability  of  the XH-59A helicopter with other Sikorsky helicopters.    Note that  the ABC  rotor  sustains lift 
at advance ratio Is increased, whereas conventional rotors loss lift at higher advance ratios as stall is 
encountered.    This result was expected from previous full-scale wind tunnel tests of  an ABC rotor. 

The  sustained  load factor envelope demonstrated during  the flight  progron is  shown in Figure  15.     Load 
factors shown in this figure have been increased beyond measured values by the ratio Actual gross weight 

Design gross weight 
to account  for flying at higher than design gross weight.    All load factors shown in this figure were 
attained without reaching the endurance  limit of  any critical component.    This was considered a major 
achievement  and Indicates potential  for considerable weight reduction in a production ABC helicopter. 

Flying an ABC helicopter is sometimes  likened to  flying a stacked  set  of  propellers  sideways.     Aerodynanic 
lift applied to the extremely stiff,  rigidly mounted rotor blades creates high bending moments which must 
be carried  across the feathering bearings and into the rotor shaft without flapping relief.     During the 
flight program,  the feathering bearing retainers did,  on two occasions, begin to extrude between races, 
but this type of failure was not  classified as catastrophic in nature.    Bearing condition    was monitored 
by conducting periodic spertographlc analyses of grease purged from the rotor blade sleeve bearing assem- 
blies.    Bearing deterioration was detectable as a high one per revolution (IP) vibration in the controls 
and,  since  all push rods were Instrumented,  it was obvious which blade sleeve bearing assembly was failing. 
In a production version of the ABC rotor,  this area would need redesign to provide a longer life expectancy 
for the feathering bearings and associated parts. 

Rotor blade  stresses,  which can be varied by  changing  the cyclic pitch phase  angle,   T ,  or by  introducing 
differential cyclic pitch, were never a limiting factor during the flight program.    Typlcal.flatwise vibra- 
tory stresses at 120 knots were 8,000  lb/in    compared to an endurance limit of  20,000 lb/in .     Evidently, 
the stiffness required for adequate tip clearance guarantees ample stress margins in the blades.    Figure 16 
shows the upper rotor shaft prior to its installation in the transmission.    The shaft is 7-1/2.feet long 
and 8 inches in dimeter.     Shaft  stresses were highest  at high rates of  descent  when the 60  ft    horizontal 
tall  produced  aircraft nose-down  pitching moments which had  to be balanced by  a nose-up pitching moment 
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|H developed by ehe rotors*    This was the only primary  structural pameter that exceeded endurance    limits 
during the flight  progran.    This pameter was of less concern after Installation of an elevator-to- 
collectlve coupling modification that had the dual purpose of reducing shaft stress In descents and reducing 
total longitudinal  stick travel required throughout autorotatlonal entry and flare.    Analytically predicted 
and measured pushrod loads for the upper rotor are shown in Figure 17.    Lower rotor pushrod loads are some- 
what less.    Measured loads turned out to be about 33  percent of predicted loads and less than 20 percent of 
endurance limits at 155 KIAS.    Although It is apparent that the controls are overdoslgned on the XH-59A air- 
craft,  it is not obvious how much weight savings could be achieved on a production ABC aircraft.    This Is 
because the control  system design is stiffness-critical rather than strength-critical. 

mam 
The primary objective of the Army contract was to demonstrate the feasibility of  the ABC rotor through 
flight testing.    This objective had to be satisfied within budget and tine constraints that  precluded 
separate  or  special  component  developmental  efforts.     Consequently,  the XH-59A was designed with conven- 
tional materials and was fabricated using siate-of-the-art manufacturing methods.     Some components were 
intentionally overdeslgned to assure a high probability of being able to danonstratt the XH-59A to flight 
envelope extremes (up to 345 knots) without encountering structural limitations.    Costly machine operations, 
which could have been used to hog out nonstructural material in the rotor and tranonisslon  systems, were 
omitted.    Final aircraft weight also Included redundancy in the control system to acconmodate different 
control  schemes,  different control  couplings,   and gain changing features.     As an example,   the tranarlssion 
housing was designed to accennodate a mechaniao that would allow the rotors to turn at different spi eds. 
This provision was not used, but the weight penalty was paid. 

The  ABC rotor diameter was established as 36  feet before  the aircraft  detail design was completed.     During 
detail design,  weight growth occurred which increased the disc loading about  10 percent beyond the preliminary 
design value.     The effect of Increased disc  loading manifested itself most noticeably during autorotation as 
an Increase in sink rate. 

The  weight  breakdown for major  subsystems  in the XH-59A demonstrator aircraft  and  the final  weight  of  the 
aircraft is as follows: 

Rotor group 
Flight  controls 
Drive system 
Body grcp 
Empty  weight 
Flight gross weight 

1896 lb 
1260 lb 
1119 lb 
1184 lb 
8060 lb 
10,500 to 10,800 lb 

A production version of  an ABC helicopter would undoubtedly Incorporate a lighter weight  rotor made of  high 
modulus material  and a redesigned control   system.     The benefit  of using high modulus material,   such as 
graphite  conposite,  in an ABC rotor Is much more pronounced than the benefit  of using  this   sane material 
in  a conventional  rotor system because  of  the  stiffness requirement for the ABC blades. 

ROTOR DYNAMICS 

Prior hingeless rotor testing suggested that rotor dynamics be monitored at  least until damping and response 
trends could be established.     The main concern was associated with edgewise  response of  the  blades in the 
absence  of  lag  dampers.     Figure 18  shows  the  percentage of  critical damping  for the  edgewise mode  throughout 
the  flight-test  speed range.     As  shown,  the  edgewise mode was  stable  throughout  the  speed range and concerns 
of  rotor instability were dlanissed. 

A tip path monitoring  (TPM)  system was Installed to measure rotor-to-rotor blade  tip  separation as a function 
of   flight   condition.     The operation of  this  system is described in Reference 3.     Figure  19   shows rotor blade 
tip  clearance  as a function of  load  factor for  speeds up to 150 knots  and    cyclic  phase  angles of  40 and 60 
degrees.     Note  that In level flight  at  a 1  g  load factor,   the  tip clearance is considerably  reduced  from 
the  30-inch  static  tip separation distance.     Since  each rotor has the  sane  prucone  angle  (3  degrees),   this 
demonstrates that the advancing blades are  lifting more than the retreating blades.    Other factors that in- 
fluence tip clearance are pitch and roll rate,  rotor speed,  and gusts. 

A minlmun  clearance  of  10.5  ii.ches was recorded during the  flight progran.     Sufficient information was ob- 
tained to verify  that  the blad?  stiffness and rotor  spacing were quite adequate when the  XH-59A is flown as 
a conventional  helicopter. 

VIBRATION 

During the flight  program.  It was found that pilots could satisfactorily fly the XH-59A to envelope extremes 
without  the  need  for vibration Isolators.     Vibration was  shown to be a strong function of  differential  r^tor 
loading which  could br  varied through the  application of differential  longitudinal  cyclic  control.    Vibra- 
tory  levels were  also  tanaltiva to cyclic  phase  angle  settings  and rotor speed.     The  primary  source of  vibra- 
tion was three  per  revolution (3F)  lateral  forces and rolling moments. 

Figure  20  shows the  3P lateral vibration band versus airspeed measured by an accelerometer  located near the 
pilot's  feet.     Data within this band  represent vibratory levels  after installation of  a single 100-lb  spring- 
mass  absorber  in  a nonoptimun location.     Prior  to installation of the vibration absorber,  vibratory levels 
at   speeds above  10U  knots were higher and reached 0.9 g at  155  knots as shown by  the  line  In Figure 20. 
Vibration,  with the  absorber Installed,  was  lowest  at  95  percent  NR up to 120 KIAS,  was reduced  somewhat by 
operating  at   100 percent  N    beyond 120 KIAS,   and reached 0.4 g  at 155 KIAS.     Vibration in the 40  to 60 KIAS 
range depends,   to a large extent,  on cyclic phase  angle,   and the phase  angle  for  lowest vibration varies with 
airspeed.     However,   since very  little  flight time was devoted to vibration investigations  per se,  data shown 
in Figure 20 should not be construed as vibration characteristics Inherent with an ABC rotor.    Rotor con- 
figuration changes,   such as re-indexing the upper rotor with respect to the lower rotor,  or aircraft 
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configuration changed  such ai reducing the als« of tie large horlsontal tail, ware not Inveatlgated, but     \~j^'l 
would be expected to Influence vibration In a slgnlfl ant way«    >•••<> on th« d*c« available,  a production     ' /    / 
varalon of an ABC helicopter would probably incorporate acne vibration abatement or isolation device more 
sophlatlcated than spring-mass absorbers« 

CONTML AMD MSPOHSE CHAMTEglSTICS 

Aa was expected with the rigid rotor,  the XH-39A aircraft demonstrated crisp response about the pitch and 
roll axes.    Response about the yaw axia, which depends upon differential torque between upper and lower 
rotor, was quicker than predicted.    A 360-degree hover turn could be aade in 6 seconds with virtually no 
overshoot.    Figure 21  shows representative pitch, roll, and yaw control power aa a function of airspeed. 
These control powers were derived from the helicopter rate response to pilot-applied step control Inputs. 
Additional cements on handling qualities are contained under the heading "Goverment Flight Evaluation." 

The acquisition of acoustical data was not a prime objective of the program.    Consequently,  there was no 
aaphaaia on recording  sound pressure levels for a wide variety of test conditions.    SounJ pressure levels 
that were recorded In hover are empared with other helicopters In Figure 22.    Results show the XH-59A 
helicopter, in spite of Its high disc loading,  is much quieter than all other helicopters except the OH-6. 
Credit for the low noise signature Is attributed to lack of a tall rotor and to running the rotor at a 
relatively low tip speed of 650 ft/sec.    The quietness of the XH-59A helicopter in forward flight is dra- 
matic when compared with two-bladed helicopters. 

GOVERMMENT FLIGHT EVALUATION 

GENERAL 

The Army performed a brief flight evaluation of the XH-59A in July of 1976 after the contractor had acquired 
41.3 hours of  envelope expansion and exploratory testing.    The evaluation consisted of 3 flights totalling 
2 hours.    While the evaluation was essentially qualitative in nature, quantitative data was acquired at 
56 test  conditions to complement  the pilot cenments. 

The surface wind was generally 10 to 15 knots with an occasional gust to 30 knots and the turbulence at the 
test altitudes was light to moderate.    The takeoff    gross weight of 10,700 pounds equated to a disc loading 
of 10.5 pounds per square foot and the center of gravity was approximately 3 Inches forward of the mast 
centerllne.    The aircraft configuration was pure helicopter only (without thrust engines) with the doors 
on and off. 

In general,  the XH-59A exhibited some excellent handling qualities attributable to the rigid coaxial rotor 
system and it exhibited some undesirable characteristics that may or may not be related  CO the rotor system. 

TAXI AND GROUND HANDLING 

The tricycle-type wheel handling gear provided for very good ground handling;  however,  two characteristics 
relating to the concept were somewhat degrading or at  least not very ccnpatlble with a wheel-type landing 
gear.    Directional control during taxi was dependent upon the proper amount of collective pitch. In that 
a directional  control crossover or reversal occurred as collective was lowered below approximately 12 t    15 
percent  (100 percent being full up collective).    Although slightly sluggish, adequate directional con    ol 
was available during taxi operations with the  collective positioned at approximately 30 percent.    Engine/ 
rotor system runup and shutdown was conducted with the collective set at about 15 to 18 percent with the 
cyclic stick slightly offset to Che left  to reduce airfrsme vibration.    The recomnended technique for 
taxiing was to select approximately 30 percent collective pitch and to control forward speed with cyclic 
pitch and brakes.    Application of more than about 35 percent collective in combination with forward cyclic 
pitch tended to cause the rear wheels to lift off the ground, while the use of less than about 10 percent 
collective Involved reversed directional control.    The  capability to Initiate forward rolling motlo--  and 
accelerate seemed limited even on a snooth ranp,  although prudence was exercised in the use of for    rd 
cyclic.    It Is very likely that taxi tests on unimproved ramps would show this to be a significant limi- 
tation.    While nose wheel power steering might provide a reasonable Improvement in directional control, 
both of these deficiencies, directional control power and the weak forward propulsive force,  can obviously 
be avoided by air taxiing. 

HOVER 

Although longitudinal and lateral control power and danplng were outstanding,  stabilized hover in ground 
effect  (IGE) was difficult to perform in the gusty wind conditions prevalent during the Initial portion of 
the flight evaluation.    The difficulty atenned from frequent,  abrupt, but random,  lateral accelerations of 
the entire aircraft along with bothersome yawing and heading deviations.    The magnitude of the upaets varied 
with the magnitude of wind, gust  level, wind asimuth,  hovering height,  and whether the doors were on or off. 
Ranoving the doors Improved the pilot rating by two points.    Under less severe wind conditions and with the 
doors removed,  the lateral upsets were not much of a problem and stabilised hover was relatively easy to 
perform with SAS either on or off.    The unstableness also varied draaatlcally with hover height.    The air- 
craft was much more stable hovering out of ground effect (0GE)  than IGE, although near the ramp at a wheel 
height up to about 1  foot, it exhibited improved handling.    The shape of the fuselage la believed to be the 
primary contributing factor In that the contractor reported a marked decrease in the instability by tempo- 
rarily attaching longitudinal strakes to the aides of the fuselage. 

Directional control power and response were characterized by a yaw acceleration of 40 degrees^sec/sec and 
a peak yaw rate of 70 degrees/sec produced by a 1.3 inch (22 percent) pedal input.    However,  the time required 
to achieve a steady-state yaw rate was approximately 3  seconds,  indicating a level of directional danplng 



similar to that of  the Gacelle and Blackhawfc fan-ln-fln aircraft. 

LO». SPEED MANEUVEES 

The aircraft exhibited very good handling qualities In low-speed maneuvering up to about 50 knots.    The 
case and preclseness with which accelerations,  flares,  quick stops, multi-axis turning maneuvers,  and hover 
translations were performed related to the absence of control cross-coupling and large trim changes,  par- 
ticularly in yaw, plus the presence of high daaplng, rapid response characteristics and a general feeling 
of solid stability.     Occasionally, however,  there were unconnanded trim changes about the pitch axis in 
flaring maneuvers that hinted of downwash effect on the horizontal tell  surface.    Many helicopters have 
a similar characteristic,  but not necessarily in the flare. 

FORHARD FLIGHT 

The aircraft exhibited a bothersome pitch stability problem in climbs between approximately 30  to 70 KIAS. 
Frequent but random longitudinal trim upsets occurred which tended to produce nose-up and nose-do-m atti- 
tude excursions of as much as 10 degrees, which,  if uncorrected,  caused large errors in trim airspeed. 
Excessive pilot effort was required to maintain a trimmed condition.    The problem,  believed to be caused 
by air flow over the horizontal tail,  diminished at airspeeds beyond about SO KIAS;  however,  the  apparent 
speed stability throughout the forward flight envelope was disappointing In that considerable attention to 
pitch attitude was required to maintain a given airspeed.    This fairly high gust sensitivity adversely 
contributed to pilot workload.    The effect of  SAS is discussed later. 

Precise aircraft control, very good turn coordination,  and the absence of control cross-coupling were 
characteristics that were impressive In forward flight maneuvers including pushovers,   pullups,   and  sym- 
metrical  turns as the  load factor was varied from 0.2 to 1.8 g at   speeds up to 140 KIAS.     The  ease of  per- 
forming maneuvers was  also Impressive.     This  related not  only to  control  responsiveness,   but  also to the 
lack of increased vibration and noise  as Increased load factor and roll  rate were applied.    As with the 
B(M05,  the  XH-59A was extremely maneuverabl^ almost enticing one  to perform aerobatics. 

AUTOROTATION 

Autorotation entries  followed by  steady-state  autorotativi'  descents and  power recoveries were  performed 
et 60  and 80 KIAS.     The autorotatlon entries were very  straightforward except  for the compensation re- 
quired for the  strong collective to pitch coupling  caused by the   large horizontal  tail.     The rate of 
descent  at  60 KIAS was 2280  fpm  at  a gross weight   of  10,100  lb.,   a rotor speed of  348 rpm,   and  a cyclic 
phase  angle  of 43  degrees,     iftille nu abrupt  autorotatlve maneuvers were  performed,   it was apparent  that 
rotor  speed control  was very  sensitive  to collective  pitch variations. 

The XH-39A exhibited  the  sane  directional control  reversal  In autorotatlve descents  as  it  did  In  taxi, 
with the collective   pitch positioned  at  that   setting required to majncaln proper autorotatlve  rotor  speed. 
The rudders provided enough positive  directional   control   in  autorotatlon at  80 KIAS  to overcome  the nega- 
tive directional control  contribution of differential  collective  pltcli,   but  as airspeed was decreased to 
60 knots,  the differential collective pitch contribution becane more predominant and an effective mild 
control reversal  was observed.     To perform  an autorotatlve  landing,  one would conceivably initiate an air- 
craft  flare  at  approximately  80 KIAS which would  allow  (or  require)  enough increase in collective  pitch 
to retain positive  directional control during  the  time  required to arrest the  sink,  decelerate,   and com- 
plete the landing.     This has not yet been demonstrated. 

^AS  EVALUATION 

The pitch  and roll   SAS (rate donplng  only)  was briefly  evaluated at various  flight  conditions  a   I was 
found to be "bracketed."    The  SAS was dualized,  with each  system providing 30 percent  of  the input,   so 
that  either  system  could be  selected on or off.     In general,  the  ride qualities deteriorated with both 
systems on as if   the gains were  too high,  yet more danping  ..as desired with both systems  off;   therefore, 
the  evaluation was  flown  for the most part with half  SAS.     However,  it  is important  to i.ote that  at  all 
the  flight  conditions explored,   the aircraft was completely manageable without SAS,   although half  SAS was 
clearly beneficial. 

VIBRATION 

The predominant XH-59A vibration was felt in the  cockpit  as  a 3P lateral, varying in Intensity  throughout 
the  envelope  from  almost nonexistent  to approximately  0.6 g.     Aside from the  shaking of   the  alrfrone  and 
Instrument panel.   It was not botherscme,  probably because  the crew seats were located near a node.     At 
times,  the instrunent panel shake resembled  that  of  some  of  our  older piston-powered cargo helicopters when 
passing through translatlonal  lift into hover,  but the XH-S9A vibration was noticeably  different  due to the 
absence of  typical  tall rotor induced vibrations.    Regions of pronounced vibration were in climbs,  in do- 
scendlng  flight  around 30 knots and  at high  forward airspeeds.     Regions of  low vibration Included hovevlng 
flight  and forward  flight maneuvers involving increased  load factor.     When cempared to  some  other rigid- 
rotor aircraft  and  even  some articulated or  soft-mounted  teetering  systems,   the XH-39A vibration did not 
seem too bad,   particularly in view of  the fact  that  the XH-59A was a feasibility demonstrator with its 
gearbox  solidly  bolt   .1 to the  alrfrone.    Nevertheless,   it was excessive and  some  sort  of vibration attenu- 
ation is required. 

SIMULATED ENGINE FAILURE 

Single -hops were performed during level  flight  at  120 KIAS to observe aircraft  trim changes.     The 
only  !..LecL  was  a very  slight nose-down trim change during  the  time It  took for the operating  engine  to 
respoi '   and produce  the required power. 
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SMflAaY Or fLlGHT-TEST RESULTS 

The following siaonary Is based upon rasult* of flight testing the XH-59A helicopter for 67 hours as a 
pure helicopter« 

1. The lift distribution on the rotors In forward flight can be easily controlled to alleviate retreating 
blade stall»    Conversely,  lift distribution on the rotors in forward flight must be controlled to prevent 
overloading the advancing sides of rotor dl*cs<    Controls required to properly distribute rotor lift are 
straightforward and conceptually simple. 

2. Hover performance based on rotor figure of merit calculations was excellent.    A maximum rotor figure 
of merit of 0.80 was computed.    IWer performance,  nondlmenslonallzed In terms of C    and Cp, was better 
than trend data from tests of other Arm-/ helicopters. 

3. Level flight performance expressed In terms of total helicopter L/D was within the sane range as most 
other helicopters. An L/D of 4 for the XH-59A helicopter In Its test configuration was computed at speed 
for best range.    Performance would improve If the test hardware and associated drag were deleted. 

4. The rotors remained aerooechanlcally stable throughout the test progrsn and no adverse elastic couplings 
were recorded.    Rotor blade tip clearance exceeded 10 Inches for all flight conditions. 

5. Control loads were approximately one-third of predictions,  and blade stresses remained well below en- 
durance limits for most flight regimes.    Shaft stresses reached endurance limits at high descent rates prior 
to the elevator/collective coupling modification.     Stresses were below endurance limits after the coupling 
modification was Installed, except for low collective, high-speed descents. 

6. Hover control  power and danplng in pitch and roll were outstanding.    Directional control power and 
response were characterized by a yaw acceleration of 40 degrees/sec    and a peak yaw rate of 70 degrees/sec 
achlevsd 3  seconds after control input. 

7. Handling qualities in lot^speed maneuvers up to 50 KIAS were very good.    A bothersome pitch stability 
problem existed In climbs between SO and 70 KIAS.    Considerable pilot attention to pitch attitudes was re- 
quired to maintain a given airspeed at speeds above 80 KIAS and fairly high gust sensitivity contributed 
to pilot workload.     The absence of control cross-coupling,  precise aircraft control, and very good turn 
coordination were impressive characteristics during forward flight maneuvers including pushovers,  pullups, 
and synmctrlcal turns. 

8. Autorotatlonal entries were stable and relatively straightforward.    Minimum rat* of descent was  2280 
ft/mln at 100 percent rotor speed and 2000 ft/mln at 95 percent rotor speed.    Directional  control rever- 
sals at lov collective pitch settings were experienced.     Flare attitudes up to 25 degrees were attained 
on autorotationa!   recoveries,  but no autorotatlonal touchdowns were attempted. 

9. Vibratory levels in the cockpit were highest  at 5C knots and at maximum speed.    The primary  sources 
of vibration were three-per-revolutlon lateral forces and rolling moments.    Lateral cockpit vibration 
levels up to 0.9 g were recorded ac 155 knotf with the transmission hard-mounted and no absorbers Installed. 
This value was reduced  to 0.4 g with installation of  one  100-lb  spring-mass absorber. 

COHCmSION 

The feasibility of  the ABC rotor has been dononstrated by  flight  testing the XH-59A helicopter up to  speeds 
of 160 KIAS during a 67-hour flight-test program. 

The main advantages  of  this  rotor are:     alleviation of  retreating blade  stall,  which provides  improved 
maneuverability  at  high  advance ratios and altitudes;   and deletion of  the tail rotor with attendant  benefits 
in safety,  compactness,  vulnerability,  noise,  handling qualities,   and hover performance. 

rrlmary disadvantages include high hub drag,   less  favorable  autorotatlonal  landing characteristics,   and 
higher rotor and controls weight fractions. 

To achieve the  full  potential  of  the concept,   the  rotor and  control   system weight  fractions must  be  reduced. 
This would Involve  design and  development  of  a lighter weight,  rotor  system utilizing high modulus material, 
and redesign of the control system. 
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SUMMARY 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the United States Army have jointly contracted 
for the development of two Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA).    These flight research vehicles are 
being developed specifically to provide a National Facility with the capabilities necessary for the effective 
and efficient in-flight test and verification of promising new rotor concepts and supporting technology 
developments.    This paper addresses the capabilities of the RSRA aircraft for potential  research programs. 
Research activities to be conducted on the RSRA are discussed with a review of technological advances 
anticipated from several advanced rotor concepts. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of the RSRA vehicles is a unique effort in that the vehicles ar«; not intended to have 
a specific operations application for either the military or civil use, but are lo be solely dedicated as 
research tools for the advancement of rotary-wing science.    This paper covers the developments leading to 
the RSRA, details of the RSRA concept, technological advances anticipated from several advanced rotor designs 
under study, and planned research activity aimed at "technology verification." 

RSRA BACKGROUND 

The concept of the RSRA dates back to late 1968.    At that time the deveiopniont of the AH-56, Cheyenne, 
was plagued by problems that Indicated the available analysis techniques were Inadequate for predicting 
the dynamics, stability, control, and performance of a new vehicle type that was pushing back the frontiers 
of operational capability.    Prior to the development of the Cheyenne, a number of Army-sponsored experiments 
with high-speed helioipters had explored new operational  requirements, out *o speeds in excess of 300 miles 
per hour.    However, tne main missing element in these research programs was a rational and consistent 
verification that the various analytical techniques applicable to dynamics, stability and control, per- 
formance, aeroelasticity, and loads could be correlated with flight-test measurements.    Neither could 
there be a pragmatic attempt at correlating the various parameter variations available as a function of 
the operational envelope.    The key missing factor was that good measurements of the rotor operational state 
were not consistently obtained from these experimental studies.    This is not to make light uf the very 
significant accomplishments of programs done at Bell, Lockheed, Sikorsky, and Kaman, because each of these 
programs was a significant accomplishment in its own right.    However, all of the vehicle experiments 
performed in the 1960's had been based on taking an existing airframe, modifying the aircraft to add wings 
and auxiliary propulsion, providing basic safety of flight and aircraft state ineasurements, ard then inves- 
tigating the vehicle operational and performance llml'is of each individual approach to extending the 
operating capability of rotary-wing vehicles. 

During this time period, the Langley Research Center and the U.S. Army AVLABS had jointly participated 
in all of these experimental programs and had firsthand knowledge of the test results, limitations, and the 
degree of or lack of correlation between experiment and theoretical predictions.    Based on this knowledge, 
Langley proposed a program to develop a rotor test vehicle which would attempt to eliminate the fundamental 
restraints on the previous programs.    The concept of the rotor test vehicle was one which would provide 
sufficient performance measurements of rotor and aircraft state such that all types of analytical computa- 
tion could be properly referenced to the vehicle operating conditions.    In recognition of this approach, 
the vehicle would be designed from the outset primarily as a measurement device.    The concept of the 
rotor test vehicle was laid down initially by a small group of people in the Flight Research Branch at 
Langley Research Center.    Concurrent with the Langley Identification of requirements for a rotor test 
vehicle to perform essential rotorcraft research, the staff of the AVLABS was also studying ways to remove 
the restraints on the previous Army-sponsored inoust-y flight studies.    Informal contact between the two 
laboratories served as a stimulation to the Individual efforts. 

On December 3, 1970, by joint agreemrnt of the LRC Director for Aeronautics, the Commanding Officer 
of the U.S. Army Aviation Materiels Labontories, Ft. Eustis, and the Director of the newly established 
U.S. Army Aeronautical Research Laboratory, Langley, a joint NASA/Army working group was established.    This 
working group was responsible for identifying the essential features of a rotor systems test vehicle, the 
detailed technical requirements, and developing an overall  technical and financial plar for the development 
of a vehicle which would assure that the conrnon^lity of NASA and Army objectives was met.    This plan resulted 
in a November 1, 1971, agreement between the Army and NASA for the joint development of the rotor systems 
test vehicle at the Langley Research Center.    Subsequent to this agreement, the program was formally 
designated the NASA/Anny Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) program. 

As the first step In this formal cooperative agreement, two predesign study contract;, were awarded 
to Bell Helicopter Textron and Sikorsky Aircraft Division, United Aircraft Corporation.    These predesign 
studies specified the flight research requirements established by the joint NASA/Army working group.    The 
specifications centered around the requirement to accurately measure the rotor operating state and the 
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vehicle state for compound operating conditions up to 300 knots, for helicopter operating conditions from 
0 to 200 knots, and for "helicopter simulation" (in the compound helicopter configuration) frr« 120 knots 
to 200 knots.    The two contractors addressed these requirements by two different approaches. 

A key conclusion of these studies (Refs. 1 through 6) was that the feasibility of the RSRA concept was 
established and sound, and that the vehicles would be an Important tool for both Government and Industry 
in the future research to be performed.   These results and results of 1n-house Government research were 
combined into a detailed set of specifications for the RSRA.   Based on the apparent wide Interest shown 
by Industry in the RSRA concept, NASA issued a request for proposals to the helicopter industry on 
March 1, 1973.    Sikorsky Aircraft was selected to design and builtf two RSRA vehicles and commenced design 
work on the RSRA on November 6,  1973. 

In concluding this background to the development of the concept of the RSRA vehicles, several key 
points should be noted.    The key objective of the joint NASA/Army program was to develop two versatile 
flight vehicles capable of real-world verification of rotorcraft-supporting technology and for performing 
research on promising new rotor concepts.    The RSRA vehicles were also to provide a focus for research 
efforts in a broad range of disciplines ranging from fundamental aerodynamics, performance, loads, dynamics, 
and acoustics through flight dynamics, stability and control, and operational techniques.   The RSRA, as a 
U.S. National Facility, is a new step in the technology and rotor systems verification cycle.    It will 
not replace Initial small-scale and/or large-scale experimental explorations into entirely new regions of 
the rotorcraft flight environment, but it will provide new confidence In the future development of theo- 
retical techniques and/or tne obtainment of pragmatic variations of parameters throughout the operational 
envelope.    In addition, with the capabilities Inherent In the RSRA concept, and built into the design of 
the vehicle, inspired technology breakthroughs can be expected.    This result requires only that rotor- 
craft researchers be allowed to experiment, to quantify and evaluate their results, and to experiment 
again.   This is the promise of the RSRA! 

RSRA CONCEPT 

General Description.- Two RSRA vehicles are being developed (Fig. 1).    One aircraft Is configured as 
a compound helicopter with a removable wing, lower horizontal stabilizer, and a pair of auxiliary propulsion 
engines.    The second aircraft Is configured as a helicopter on which the wing, stabilizer, and auxiliary 
engines can be mounted.    Other than these obvious external differences, the two aircraft are essentially 
identical internally and can Interchangeably perform the same mission.    In the basic helicopter configura- 
tion, the RSRA utilizes the dynamic components of the Sikorsky H-3 series helicopter with the rotor 
powered by two Genoral Electric T-58-GE-5 engines.    For the compound configuration, besides the addition of 
the variable incidence wing and stabilizer, two General Electric TF34-GE-400A turbofan engines provide 
auxiliary propulsion.    Details of the geometry of the two configurations are presented in Figure 2, Tables I 
and II. 

Design Priorities.- The design philosophy of the RSRA vehicles can best be understood by relating the 
design features to the basic objectives of the RSRA program.    These objectives, plus the management 
philosophy adopted, resulted in a set of vehicle design priorities upon which programatic decisions could 
be weighed during the design and development of me RSRA vehicles.    The concept upon which the management 
ot the RSRA program proceeded was that every effort would be made to prevent rigid adherence to require- 
ments and specifications from causing cost growth.    This management philosophy required that a set of 
design and development priorities be established and that the impact of day-tf-day decisions, as well as 
the cataclysmic events that every project encounters, be assessed in terms o.c their impact on priorities 
(hence the basic objectives of the program) as well as the dollar cost to the program. 

In keeping with the objectives of the program to obtain, at the lowest possible cost, a capability to 
perform real-world verification of rotorcraft supporting technology and to perform research on promising new 
rotor concepts, a set of design and development priorities were established at the beginning.    The technical 
priorities are, in order of importance: 

1. Measurement accuracy 3.    A broad test envelope 
2. Accurate control of test conditions 4.    Adaptability to new rotor systems 

5.    A sufficient (or adequate) performance envelope. 

One item not included in this list of technical priorities is and continues to be an overriding 
priority.    That priority is safety. 

Safety.- The design of the RSRA has always considered safety both from the standpoint of aircraft 
airworthiness and from the standpoint of extraordinary features to prevent loss of lives.    In tnis regard, 
the RSRA is equipped with an emergency escape system.    The RSRA is the first rotary-wing vehicle to be 
designed from the ground up with an emergency escape system.    Details of the emergency escape system will 
be covered later in this paper. 

Measurement Systems.- The   requirement   for a high degree of measurement accuracy was fundamental  to 
the basic design of the RSRA vehicles in that the aircraft was designed around the required measurement 
systems.    This concept is shown in figures 3 and 4, which Illustrate the primary force and moment measure- 
ment systems of the RSRA vehicle. 

The force and moment measurement system provides the capability to measure loads for particular 
aircraft subsystems (rotor, wing, tail rotor and auxiliary engines), providing a breakdown of the contribu- 
tion of each of these subsystems to the total flight loads experienced by the aircraft.    In general, these 
aircraft subsystems are mounted to th» airframe on load cells In configurations that minimize force 
interactions and provide an accurate determination of the particular flight loads for that subsystem. 
Specifically, the main rotor transmission is mounted to the airframe (as shown in Fig. 5) by seven uniaxial 
load cells, the outputs of which will be utilized to calculate the main rotor longitudinal force, side 
force, vertical force, pitching moment, rolling moment and yawing moment.    The expected accuracies of these 
measurements are listed in Table III.   The wing is mounted to the airframe as shown in figure 6 with a 



biaxial load cell  at each of the two pivot points and with a uniaxial load cell incorporated in each of     ig 
the two wing-tilt actuators.    The load cell outputs are used in calculating wing lift, drag, pitching       /C 
moment, and rolling moment.    Each auxiliary thrust TF34 engine is mounted to the airframe as shown in 
figure 7, with the uniaxial load cell output used In calculating fne auxiiary engine thrust.    The tall 
rotor Is mounted to the airframe as shown in figure 7, with the uniaxial  load cell output used In calculat- 
ing the tall rotor thrust. 

A necessary part of aiy measurement system Is a comprehensive calibration,    During the vehicle 
development stage, the purpose of calibration is a one-time determination of random and systematic errors, 
so that the sources of systematic errors (friction, alternate load paths, etc.) can be identified and 
either minimized or Included in the detailed data analysis algorithms.    Once the RSRA is operational, the 
calibration will be performed to assure that all measurements are traceable to the Bureau of Standards, to 
determine "cross talk" Influence coefficients, and to provide periodic verification of the balance systems 
measurement Integrity.    A calibration fixture designed to meet these requirements Is Illustrated in 
figure 8.    The data reduction algorithm has been derived and Is published in reference 7. 

An essential part of the RSRA instrumentation is the vehicle state measurement system.    The vehicle 
state measurement system provides conventional test instrumentation for measuring aircraft attitudes, rates, 
and accelerations as well as stress measurements on the rotor blades, controls, rotor shaft, and airframe. 
In addition, over 30 control surface and actuator positions are measured.    There are 57 aircraft measure- 
ments identified for the baseline or delivered aircraft.    These, along with the 15 for the force and moment 
measurement system are listed in Table IV.    In addition to these 72 measurements, there will be 216 spare 
channels available for measurements required by any particular investigation or future research program. 
Also, a 192 channel slip-ring assembly mounted on the main rotor shaft provides the capability for 
recording rotor Information required for future research programs. 

The flight research measurements listed in Table IV are provided by standard sensors.    To provide 
sufficiently accurate data for a particular research program, it may be necessary to change sensors.    For 
example. In gathering data for stability derivative extraction it may be necessary to replace the rate 
gyros with sensors of greater sensitivity over a smaller range to increase the accuracy of the measurements. 

All of the data generated by the RSRA can be processed, recorded, and telemetered to the ground by 
the Piloted Aircraft Data System (PADS).   The Piloted Aircraft Data System is a versatile data collection 
system designed at the Langley Research Center (LRC) specifically for aeronautical flight research programs. 
Each RSRA will have a data recording system comprised of two PADS.    Each PADS provides up to 104 Pulse 
Code Modulated (PCM) channels for use in recording up to 10 Hz data, and up to 40 constant bandwidth (CBW) 
frequency modulated (FM) channels for use in recording up to 400 Hz data.   The PCM uses a nine bit analog 
to digital converter to provide accuracy of ±0.2 percent of full scale for ±5 volt inputs and ±0.5 percent 
full scale for ±10 milll-volt Inputs.    The constant bandwidth-frequency modulated subsystem is comprised 
of voltage-controlled oscillators and mixer-amplifiers, the root sum squared error being less than or 
equal to 2-percent full scale.    In addition, one channel is provided for recording voice and events and 
one channel for recording PCM time code for use in correlating the measurements recorded onboard and the 
measurements telemetered to the ground station.    The telemetry capability provides for up to 104 channels 
of PCM data and 10 channels of FM data.   A ground station provides (a)  real-time display and hard-copy 
recording of a limited number of selected channels of data; (b) recording on tape all of the telemetered 
data channels; and (c) off-line data editing, reformatting, and the generation of a digital tape for use 
in automatic data processing. 

Control System.- The RSRA vehicle requires a unique control  system.    First, the control  system must 
provide accurate and repeated setting of test conditions in the multi-dimensional parameters of rotorcraft 
operation, for correlation with flight and wind-tunnel  test results.    The RSRA also performs transients and 
maneuvers in a repeatable precise manner.    This portion of the RSRA control system, a fly-by-wire flight 
control system, is based on the model-following concept discussed in references 8, 9, and 10. 

The model-following control concept has been used for many years as a research tool for in-flight 
simulation, and its principles, if not already, will probably be applied eventually to stabilization system 
and autopilot design.    Briefly,  the model-foilowing concept is based on the principle of forming error 
signals between the response commanded by a desired set of model dynamics and the response measured by a 
set of motion sensors.    These error signals, in turn, are used to drive the aircraft control surfaces in 
order to null the error and, thus, achieve response compliance.    More details of this approach are given 
in reference 10. 

Second, in order to provide the broad envelope of rotor and flight test conditions, the airplane 
control surfaces are used to create the reactive forces and moments necessary to exercise the candidate 
research rotors throughout their operating envelopes.    As shown In figure 9, a variable incidence wing 
provides a force to react the rotor trim lift, while high-speed flaps generate transient reactive lift on 
the rotor about the trim rotor lift.    In the longitudinal axis, auxiliary thrust engines provide a force 
to react the rotor trim drag, while high-speed drag brakes generate a transient longitudinal force to 
react the rotor propulsive force.    In addition to generating forces to react the rotor forces, the aircraft 
generates trim and transient moments to react the rotor moments.    The elevator, ailerons, and rudder 
provide this capability. 

Third, in keeping with the philosophy of paramount safety, the fly-by-wire flight control system must 
be backed up by a mechanical system capable of flight in all regions of operation 

Fourth, because of other requirements, the aircraft is designed to fly in three configurations as 
shown in figure 10.    As a compound helicopter, the auxiliary propulsion engines and a variable incidence 
wing are installed, while in the helicopter configuration these items are removed.    The final  configuration 
is as a fixed-wing airplane that provides a fly-back capability should it become necessary to jettison 
the rotor during compound operation due to a potentially catastrophic operating condition. 
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The control concept that meets these four requirements 1s a computer-controlled fly-by-wire system, 
operating through a mechanical system, described In detail In reference 11.    Figure 11 shows the functional 

IQ-U  layout of the primary flight control system for each axial of control.    The control system In the pitch, 
> v    '   roll, and yaw axes provides the safety pilot with Integrated control of the rotorcraft and airplane control 

surfaces.   Figure 12 shows the functional layout of the fly-by-wlre flight control system for each axis 
of control.   The system exercises control of the main rotor, tall rotor, elevator, ailerons, rudder, flaps, 
and drag brakes.    The configuration of the fly-by-wlre flight control system Is shown In figure 13.    The 
heart of this system is the Teledyne Systems Company TDY-43, general-purpose, flight-qualified, digital 
computer, the characteristics of which are listed In Table V. 

The research versatility of the RSRA Is provided by use of the research control modes.    Three basic 
modes are provided:    manual, automatic, and auto/manual.   These form the basic format within which the 
control laws to be used for a research mission will be Implemented.    In the manual mode, all of the RSRA 
control surfaces are under the manual control of the evaluation pilot.    For example, this mode will be 
utilized In the helicopter configuration to accomplish handling qualities research using the RSRA as a 
five degrees-of-freedom variable-stability In-flight simulator.    In the manual/auto mode, several of the 
RSRA control surfaces, or degrees-of-freedom, are under the manual control of the evaluation pilot, the 
remaining control surfaces or degrees of freedom are under the automatic control of the fly-by-wlre 
system.    For example, the evaluation pilot could exercise manual control of the rotor under test while 
the fly-by-wlre system uses five degrees-of-freedom fixed-wing controls to automatically simulate a 
fuselage of different aerodynamic and mass/Inertia properties, thus simulating a range of fuselage charac- 
teristics for a given rotor systew under test.   This control task is the case that was used to size 
the flight computer computational capability.    In the automatic mode, all of the RSRA control surfaces 
are under the control of the fly-by-wire flight control system.    This mode will be used in the compound 
helicopter configuration for the automatic control and Indexing of rotor test conditions.    For example, 
the fly-by-wire system would step main rotor collective pitch over a range of values as stored in an 
array in memory while holding cyclic pitch constant and maintaining the vehicle flight path and airspeed 
constant by use of the fixed-wing control surface.    This flight control capability, coupled with the 
planform force and moment general capability, permits precise and repeatable mapping of rotor performance 
over a broad range of each variable, independently of the other variables. 

Comprehensive rotor and vehicle information must be available in the flight computer to permit the 
use of the fly-by-wlre flight control system to provide accurate and repeatable conditions for the varied 
research tasks envisioned for the RSRA.    This information is derived from signals supplied by aircraft- 
mounted sensors that include some from the onboard research Instrumentation system.    Specifically, the 
information for the direct setting and control of rotor test conditions is taken from the rotor force and 
moment measurement system.    The output signals are sent to the flight computer where the forces and 
moments are calculated and used in control by the fly-by-wire system. 

The concept of using rotor force and moment feedback in the control feedback loop was experimentally 
examined and reported in reference 12.    Sikorsky Aircraft performed a contracted study consisting of 
analytical and simulation studies followed by in-flight demonstrations of techniques for employing blade 
motion electronic feedback signals as primary control input shaping functions.    This investigation provided 
engineering data concerning signal conditioning techniques, allowable gains, and stability characteristics 
of various feedback signals in the control network.    In addition, the results have general application in 
the areas of rotor gust response suppression, high-speed helicopter control sensitivity, and compound 
helicopter rotor-wing lift control. 

Test Envelope.- The requirement for utility of operation of the RSRA, that is, the capability to 
obtain technology verification data in a broad envelope of operating conditions, is fundamental to any 
research facility.    In design of the RSRA this factor is accounted for in a number of ways. 

First, the concept of the "super rotor" was used for defining the various control surface requirements 
and for sizing the aircraft structure, fixed wing, and aerodynamic surfaces.    The "super rotor" is a 
fictitious rotor that combines the most severe characteristics of a number of different types of rotors. 
The characteristics of this "super rotor" are contained in Table VI. 

Second, the design limit load factor of the basic airframe was established at +4 and -1.5.    Design 
maneuver loads were determined for symmetrical and rolling pullout maneuvers with limiting pitching and 
rolling acceleration of 2.0 rad/s2 and yaw angular acceleration of 1.0 rad/s2.    Cor.tining these two 
factors with the maximum speed capability of the RSRA results in the available operating test envelope 
illustrated in figure 14.    That portion of the envelope available for testing a rotor in straight and 
level flight is shown cross-hatched, with the specific limitation for maneuvers noted. 

These boundaries are established as the basic test envelope capability of the RSRA.    A specific rotor 
system may have a more restrictive envelope because of inherent limitations that prevent that rotor system 
from being investigated to the limits of the capability of the RSRA vehicle.    For example, the initial 
delivered rotor (the Sikorsky H-3 rotor system) is anticipated to be limited to approximately 200 knots in 
forward speed due to unsatisfactory loads and dynamic characteristics. 

Adaptability.- The RSRA vehicles are designed to requirements that anticipate the aircraft will be 
adapted to a variety of new rotor types, including adapting to rotor types with nunbers of rotor blades 
from two to six. 

The approach to designing the RSRA to accommodate other rotor systems has been to:    (a) provide the 
basic aircraft strength and control adequate for rotors anticipated in the future (as per the test envelope 
requirements); provide a configuration that is flexible enough to allow future modification; and (c) provide 
mechanisms that facilitate modification and/or adaptation of the specific requirements of new rotor  systems. 
The first of these three elements is satisfied by the design requirements for a broad test envelope.    The 
second element is satisfied by the vehicle airframe concept.    The airframe concept, a clean structural 
deck with adequate hardpoints upon which is mounted the rotor, main transmission, and shaft engines, 
provides a configuration flexible enough to allow replacement of the dynamic system, if necessary. 
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A key mechanism that provides adaptability to new rotor systems with differing numbers of blades Is        //'^ 
the Active Rotor Balance/Isolation System (ARBIS).    A report on the ARSIS and the design of the RSRA. from 
a vibration viewpoint, is presented in reference 13. 

The ARBIS is a mechanism to allow the RSRA vibration characteristics to be readily adjustable for 
vibration compatibility with foreseeable rotors.    In particular, the requirement to mount different 
rotors leads to vibration loadings at the rotor hub where the frequency varies drastically and where 
there Is shifting of significance among the six components of load.   This Is In contrast to the normal 
problem of the helicopter designer, where the primary load Is of a single frequency and Its harmonics 
and only a relative few of the components need be addressed.    The function of the ARBIS Includes both 
the measurement of rotor forces and the control of vibration, and the approach has been to Introduce 
special units for that purpose Into the main rotor transmission support system as shown in figure 15.   The 
ARBIS units, illustrated in figure 16 and shown schematicall.' in figure 17. are Installed as replacement 
components for the load cells units in the rotor force measurement system (previously Illustrated In 
figure 3). 

The design of the Active Rotor Balance/Isolation System has evolved from past NASA/Army supported 
research and development programs.    In one of these programs, actuators were fabricated and shake-tested 
in an Installation Involving a CH-53 fuselage and gearbox.   This program proved the feasibility of the 
approach for vibration control.   A separate program investigated the use of these hydropneumatic actuators 
as load measuring devices.   The component loads In each unit are determined by pressure transducers in the 
hydraulic chanter on each side of the piston.   Measurement accuracies were shown close to those provided 
by load cell systems over a broad range of frequencies from steady state and transient conditions to 
frequencies in the vibratory loads range (see Ref. 14).    In the vibratory load range, special emphasis 
will be placed on the accuracy of the accelerometer used to measure the inertia response of the transmission/ 
rotor head. 

Aircraft Performance.- The final  priority requirement in the development of the RSRA vehicle was to 
have a sufficient (or adequate) performance envelope.   The performance elements under consideration are 
aircraft velocity, payload. and endurance.   The critical mission that sized the RSRA vehicles in the 
preliminary design stage was the high-speed flight requirement at sea level and 9,500 feet density altitude. 
(See Fig. 18.)   That requirement was specified as: 

"The aircraft shall be designed to perform In one flight at sea level standard conditions, 
straight-line, level, one-g flight at 300 KTAS for 15 minutes, while carrying a minimum 
total payload of 2,000 pounds and a representative main rotor and hub defined to operate 
with an equivalent flat plate drag of 10.96 square feet, at zero lift, and with a weight 
equal to that of the rotor system to be delivered with the aircraft." 

This requirement was established as the extreme operating requirement of the aircraft, based on the 
predesign studies of references 1 through 6. and once the aircraft design was established, subsequent 
changes In the aircraft to meet this requirement were not accepted.    In addition to the high-speed require- 
ment, the RSRA vehicles, in the helicopter configuration (with the wing and auxiliary propulsion system 
removed) at sea level standard and sea level. 95<>F day are required to (see Fig. 19): 

"be capable of hovering (OGE) for thirty (30) minutes at sea level standard atmosphere, 
proceeding for ten (10) nautical miles, performing two (2) minutes of hover (OGE), and 
landing with required fuel reserves." 

Emergency Escape System.- The RSRA system that was specified as having the highest priority in the 
design and development phase of the program also holds the distinction as being the only system for which 
tests in flight are not planned.    It has, however, proceeded through a rigorous development and test cycle 
prior to Installation on the RSRA vehicles. 

The requirement for an emergency escape system was Identified early in the RSRA concept development. 
The probability of an accident with a research aircraft operating to the extremes of operating boundaries 
over a ten-year research life with various new rotor systems appeared too high for the Government ta place 
in jeopardy any Individual or group of individuals.    In addition, during the predesign studies. It «as shown 
that the technology elements of a helicopter emergency escape system had been demonstrated.    This 1 ?d to 
the logical conclusion that, for crew safety, an emergency escape system was required and technically 
feasible.    Also, during the predesign studies, an optional mode of emergency escape operation while in the 
compound helicopter configuration was shown to be feasible.    The pllot(s) are offered an escape mod* whereby 
only the rotor blades are severed and the aircraft can be safely returned and landed In a fixed-win) mode 
of operation.   This would result In the recovery of the RSRA vehicle should a potential catastrophli: blade 
failure occur in flight that would otherwise prevent safe continued flight and return to a normal landing. 
This option then requires that the RSRA fly In the three modes of operation illustrated In figure Id. 

The emergency escape system operates as Illustrated in figure 20.    The major functions of the emergency 
escape system Include rotor blade explosive severance, overhead canopies explosive severance/fracture, cyclic 
stick pyrotechnic hinge/release, rocket motor pyrotechnic ballistic launches, rocket extraction of each crew 
member and pyrotechnic release of the seat frame.    Further, the alternate emergency mode provides blade 
severance, followed by automatic engine restart for hydraulic pressure to allow the aircraft to return to 
base as a fixed-wing aircraft. 

The system Is constructed of pyrotechnic and mechanical components only.    No electrical signals are 
used to time or fire the system.    The aircrew escape sequence is initiated by activation of either o' the 
cockpit extraction control handles (see Fig. 21).    The handle pull  initiates pyrotechnic detonation   in 
transfer lines, which propagate the signal to all the escape system elements.    The detonation transfers 
through redundant lines to a rotary transfer unit located on the underside of the main transmission housing. 
The rotary transfer unit mechanically transfers the signal from the stationary structure to the rotating 
shaft and establishes the shaft rotational orientation at which each blade separates.   The detonatior signals 
are then transferred up the main shaft to the rotor blade severing charges that simultaneously sever only 
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(   three blades to prevent striking the empennage (see Fig. 22).   Rotor blade severance 1s accomplished by 

/,- linear shaped charges located on each blade spar immediately outboard of the blade cuff as shown in 
figure 23.   Concurrently with the transfer of the detonation signal to the rotating shaft for blade sever- 
ance, the signal passes through a pyrotechnic time delay that allows time for blade severance before canopy 
Jettison and crew extraction.    Canopy Jettison Is by pyrotechnic severing and fracturing of the acrylic 
glass Into small pieces.    The development of the technique of reliability and reproduclbly severing and 
fracturing the 0.635 cm cast acrylic canopy Into acceptably small fragments Is discussed in reference 15. 

Crew extraction is accomplished with rocket extraction seats, manufactured by Stanley Aviation 
Corporation.   The aft crewman's seat faces aft In order to maximize clearance during extraction.   Crew 
members are extracted in a two-step sequence, first the aft crewman and the right-hand pilot are simultane- 
ously extracted.   After a 1.3 second delay, the left-hand pilot is extracted.    The rocket launcher Is a 
pyrotechnic gas-operated device that propels the rocket through the canopy opening.   When the rocket 
reaches the end of its tether, the rocket ignites and pulls the tethered crewman safely away from the 
aircraft.   Extraction of the crew is begun within one-half second after activation of the extraction 
control handle, and all crew members are clear of the aircraft within 2 1/2 seconds.    Approximately one 
second after rocket launch the rocket separates and the crewman's parachute deploys. 

The emergency escape system has completed an extensive sequence of qualifications tests, from 
component tests under a variety of environmental conditions, through partial (seat extraction) and full 
system qualification (blade severance and seat extraction) on a sled test vehicle on the Holloman Air 
Force Base test track.   The Holloman Air Force Base system tests (at V = 0, 134, 166, 209, and 210 knots) 
were performed using the center and forward fuselage of the Sikorsky NH-3 compound helicopter pushed down 
the track by rocket motors.    The tests were completed with no system failures.    The sequence shown in 
figure 24 is from high-speed camera coverage of the safety pilot and flight engineer extractions.    The 
sequence is:    T = 0 seconds, system initiation; T * 0.06 seconds, three blades severed; T = 0.14 seconds, 
two blades severed; T ■ 0.43 seconds, extraction rockets ignite (blades impacting the ground forward and 
to the left of sled vehicle); T ■ 1.00 seconds, crew dummies clear; T ■ 1.50 seconds, extraction rocket 
burnout; T ■ 1.65 seconds, parachute deployment; T = 2.20 seconds, parachute inflation; T = 2.85 seconds, 
parachute Inflated. 

While the system is not yet qualified to the full 300 knot capability of the RSRA vehicles, further 
development of the seat system is anticipated to provide that capability in the future. 

ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH 

Improvements in rotorcraft performance and operational attributes are the goal of a wide variety of 
theoretical, experimental, and applied research programs.    Some of these programs have and will continue 
to generate new and novel  rotor concepts.    To review the gains attributed to all of these current or 
proposed advanced rotor systems is beyond the scope of this paper, but the gains obtainable with a few of 
the concepts will be outlined. 

The multitude of rotor concepts in various stages of development represent a difficult challenge to 
those in Government and Industry who must identify and support the development of those systems which 
embody the potential for significant technological advancement.    Compounding the difficulty is the fact 
that the major technical thrust of the various rotors often differ.    For example, some concepts are 
directed toward Improved weight fractions and better reliability, whereas others stress increased perform- 
ance and efficiency.    Figure 25 typifies the situation where several rotor concepts are reflected on 
trending curves of different performance indices.   Consider, for illustration, the Composite Structures 
Rotor (CSR) which projects up to a 25-percent reduction in rotor hub weight.    Achieving this in the 
current time frame would represent a significant impulse to the technology trend. 

This represents only one of many examples which could be cited, and, thus, the challenge is to use 
the available research tools to identify and assess the more productive concepts.    The development of the 
RSRA provides the Government and industry with a tool capable of fully documenting the potential of a 
rotor concept while also providing unique data for disciplinary research.    To capitalize on this capability, 
a task team at Langley identified several  rotors for which design studies have been carried out to assess 
problems in fabricating and testing of experimental systems on the RSRA.    These candidate systems identified 
for potential early evaluation on the RSRA and discussed herein are: 

(1) The Variable Geometry Rotor (VGR) (3)    The Flexhinge Rotor (FHR) 

(2) The Composite Structures Rotor (CSR) (4)    The Aero/Acoustic Rotor (A/AR) 

There are many other rotors, such as the Controllable Twist Rotor (CTR), which also represent candidate 
systems.    These will not, however, be discussed. 

Variable Geometry Rotor (VGR) 

The interaction between rotor blides and their trailed vortices has been shown to have significant 
effects on rotor performance, acoustic signature, vibration, and blade loads.    The Variable Geometry Rotor 
(VGR) evolved from a systematic investigation of the blade/vortex interaction problems and is directed 
toward developing a better understanding of these problems and toward providing a means to alleviate the 
adverse effects generated by blade/vortex interactions.    The following discussion describes some of the 
pertinent research activities carried out on the VGR concept.    These studies are summarized more 
completely in reference 16. 

Initial Analytical Studies.- Early investigation of the numerous configurations of the VGR were 
carried out using the digital computer code described in reference 17.    The computer code incorporates 
both a freely-deformed wake and an elastic rotor blade and can analyze the numerous permutations associated 
with the VGR.    These initial  studies  indicated that the harmonic  loads could be altered significantly 
by changes in the geometric configurations. 
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VGR Model Tests.- In order to experimentally examine the analytical results of reference 17, a raodel 
VGR was fabricated and tested In both hover and forward flight.   The results are presented In reference 18 
Various combinations of blade length, axial spacing between the corotating rotors, azlmuthal spacing 
between alternate blades, and differential collective pitch were Investigated.   A significant result of 
these tests was that axial separation of the rotor provided a measureable Improvement In hover performance 
at high thrust levels.   The major percentage of the performance gain was achieved with one chord length 
of axial separation.   Forward-flight test results were mixed.   Integrated model performance was basically 
unchanged for the configurations tested; however, blade spacing variable did result In variations In blade 
response.    It should be noted that the model blades were not dynamically scaled, and further Investigations 
are planned. 

Full-Scale Hover Performance Tests.- To confirm the model rotor hover performance Improvements, 
whirl tests of a full-scale VGR were conducted and are reported In reference 19.   These tests confirmed 
the findings at model scale.   Specifically, Improvements In rotor thrust at constant power as high as 
6 percent were demonstrated (equivalent to greater than 9 percent Increase In Figure of Merit), as shown 
in figure 26.   Also, improvements in the acoustic signature were seen to accompany the gains In hover 
performance. 

Maneuver Analysis.- Since a major Impetus for the VGR concept was derived from the problem of blade/ 
vortex Interactions In maneuvering flight, and analytical study (Ref. 20) has been carried out to examine 
the effect of these Interactions on rotor performance, blade loads. Integrated vibratory loads and 
acoustics.   The level flight portion of the analysis Indicated a potential 5-percent reduction in torque 
required for the same lift at a tip speed ratio of 0.2.   This gain decreased to about 3.5 percent at a 
tip speed ratio of 0.3.    In both cases, the gain was attributable to an axial separation of one chord 
length between the two sets of three blades.   Simulated pullup maneuvers produced a rather complex picture 
of transmitted loads for each VGR configuration.   Significant changes In the character and magnitude of 
the vibratory loads transmitted to the fuselage could be affected by changes In the azlmuthal spacing 
between the blade sets. 

In order to examine the blade loads and vibration characteristics further, a dynamically-scaled model 
of the VSR has been fabricated, and tests are planned for the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel at Langley (Fig. 27). 

Full-Scale Flight Hardware.- Based on the encouraging results achieved in the analytical and experi- 
mental studies carried out to date, the VGR concept Is considered a candidate system for further 
experimental Investigations to be carried out on the RSRA.   As such, an advanced systems design study of a 
VGR configuration for the RSRA was conducted and is reported in reference 21.   The configuration consists 
of two corotating, three-bladed, ful iy-artlculated rotors.   The two rotors have an axial separation of 
one chord length and are designed to allow the upper rotor to lead the lower rotor by as little as 15 
degrees and as much as 75 degrees.   The study also examined the performance, structural and weight 
considerations, dynamics, and handling qualities.   No significant problems were uncovered in any of these 
areas. 

Composite Structures Rotor (CSR) 

The composite bearlngless main rotor concept evolved as a logical extension of the research done to 
develop bearlngless tall rotors.   The Composite Structures Rotor (CSR) offers the potential of Improved 
reliability and maintainability through elimination of bearings, reduction of hub drag, and also a potential 
25-percent hub weight reduction.   An overview of CSR research activities carried out to date is presented 
In reference 22.   Several of these activities are outlined herein. 

Concept Feasibility.- Under a jointly-sponsored NASA/Army contract, a comprehensive feasibility demon- 
stratlon program has been carried out.    As originally conceived, the tasks Included dynamically-scaled wind- 
tunnel model tests, flexure material fatigue tests, and supporting aeroelastlc analyses of the program. 

The program evolved through a number of configuration changes directed toward resolution of stability 
problems associated with control system coupling through the torque sleeve    The coupling is caused by the 
structural constraints on the torque sleeve.    At the outboard end. the displacements and rotations must be 
compatible with the flexure.    At the Inboard end, the pitch link constrains out-of-plane displacements. 
Due to the offset of the pitch link from the pitching axis, resolution of such motion produces twisting of 
the flexure.   The magnitude of the coupling is a function of the load condition and relative stiffness of 
the structural components.   Two equivalent modifications to the rotor were derived which would alleviate 
the problem encountered.   One of these, the pinned-pinned torque tube configuration was successfully tested. 
The results of these feasibility studies are presented in reference 23. 

Aeroelastlc Analysis.- Attempts to analyze the aeroelastlc characteristics during the feasibility 
studies pointed out deficiencies of existing rotor analytical computer code that precluded meaningful 
correlation.   For any bearlngless rotor configuration, the torsional deflection of the flexure introduces 
time-variable structural twist Into the rotor dynamics that had not been previously considered.    In order 
to provide a reasonable analytical simulation, a hingeless rotor computer code (G-400) was modified exten- 
sively.   The code employs the normal modes approach and includes an eigenvalue extraction routine for Made 
stability analyses, a time history calculation from the complete nonlinear equations, and a transient 
spectral stability analysis of the calculated time history.   Structural loads are calculated by the force 
integration technique rather than modal displacements.   This approach is particularly well suited to bear- 
lngless rotor configurations with concentrated shear loading at torque tube attachments or at the 
auxiliary damper connection.    The results of the aeroelastlc analysis, which were performed after the G-400 
modifications, are presented in reference 23, and the computer program is described in reference 24. 

Development of the CSR.- The CSR concept has also been under consideration as one of the candidate 
systems for flight tests on the RSRA.    Consequently, advanced design studies have been carried out on the 
concept by two contractors.    The results of these t« studies are presented In references 25 and 26.   These 
two studies produced very different configurations for the flexbeam portion of the hub as well as differences 
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In the control rod/torque tube mechanism.    In neither case were restrictions encountered which would 
rt-y prohibit flying the CSR on the RSRA. 

Flexhlnge Rotor 

The Flexhlnge Rotor evolved from a series of efforts to develop a hlnge'iess rotor system.    Fundamental 
experimental work In arriving at the configuration was carried out In a cooperative test program between 
Bell Helicopter Company. NASA-Langley. and the U.S. Army Air Nobility R&D Laboratory, Langley Directorate. 

The Flexhlnge hub Is composed of two orthogonally-stacked flexures.    Outboard of the virtual flapping 
hinge formed by the fiberglass flexure loops Is a fitting which houses the elastomeric pitch change and 
centrifugal force bearing.    The hub also incorporates an elastomeric lag damper. 

The Flexhlnge Rotor was also Identified as a candidate for tests on the RSRA.   The predesign study of 
reference 27 produced a rotor suitable for the Utility Mission. 

The rotor is a four-bladed, hingeless, soft-lnplane system having a 62-foot diameter and a 29-Inch chord 

Aero/Acoustic Rotor (A/AR) 

The renewed efforts directed toward developing Improved airfoil sections and tip planform moaiflcations 
for rotary-winged aircraft have created a need for more efficient and effective methods of evaluating these 
modifications in the complex aerodynamic environment of flight.    Two-dimensional, steady and unsteady flow, 
wind-tunnel testing techniques are Invaluable In defining Improved airfoil sections; however, the combined 
unsteady effects to which a rotor blade Is subjected In flight create uncertainties as to the actual per- 
formance of the airfoil  in this more demanding environment.   The development of the RSRA represents a 
sign fleant step toward providing a test vehicle capable of operating a rotor through a wide range of 
controlled test conditions and of measuring and recording the significant parameters necessary to assess 
the performance gains attributable to the new rotor blade configuration.    In order to guide the development 
of sound, cost-effective techniques for modifying rotor blade geometry for research testing, predesign 
studies of an Aero/Acoustic Research Rotor System were carried out by two independent contractors to oefine 
methods to obtain these low-cost, flightworthy rotor blades.    Results of the two studies are reported in 
references 28 and 29. 

These studies establish the technical feasiblity of two distinctly different approaches to fabrication 
of experimental hardware.    One method provided a reusable blade structure which consisted of a basic inner 
structural member covered with a balsa wood shell which is formed to the desired airfoil shape.    The 
structural member remains constant for all airfoils and the balsa wood is reshaped or replaced to achieve 
the desired geometry variations.    The second method provided individually-fabricated blade sets for each 
airfoil and then modified the blade bonding fixture 1n order to form a new blade set. 

These studies showed that in order for an A/AR system to be cost effective on the RSRA, it should be 
based on an integration of technology elements.    For example, this integrated design could incorporate 
advances such as the advanced airfoils and tip shapes developed and currently being flight-tested on the 
AH-1G and UH-1H helicopters.    These flight-test programs, being conducted at Langley Research Center, are 
sunmarized to show the type of research and technology advanced elements to be incorporated in a research 
program using the Aero/Acoustic Rotor. 

Advanced Airfoil Testing.- The advent of the supercritical airfoil technology renewed the interest in 
airfoil design technology throughout the aviation community.    The application of this new technology to 
helicopters offers promising gains in rotor aerodynamic performance; however, the design constraints for a 
helicopter are more stringent than for fixed-wing application.    In order to evaluate the total design-to- 
flight evaluation loop, a comprehensive program was initiated at Langley to examine all aspects of the 
rotor-airfoil design process.    The program Includes the design of three distinctly different airfoil 
sections, two-dimensional test and analysis of the section characteristics, two-dimensional unsteady testing, 
and finally, flight and whirl-tower tests of three sets of rotor blades fabricated with the new airfoils. 
The flight program is currently in progress, and it is anticipated that the completed data package will 
significantly improve the capability to confidently apply even newer technology to the blade design process. 
The flights are being carried out on an AH-1G aircraft.    The AH-1G is instrumented so as to provide data on 
the flight state, performance, rotor loads, and chordwise pressure distribution on the airfoil section at 
90 percent radius.    Flight test and initial data reduction have been completed for "shockless" airfoil 
design (NLR-1).    Flight work is in progress on a modified 0010-64C airfoil with testing of a supercritical 
section to follow.    Data for correlation with the NLR-1 flight results include math-model predictions of 
both airfoil and rotor aerodynamics and wind-tunnel data for steady and oscillating airfoil tests. 

Ogee Tip Rotor.- Flight testing of the Ogee tip is the culmination of several years of research directed 
toward modifying the tip planform of a rotor so as to reduce the intensity of the tip vortex.    Small model 
rotating and nonrotating testing of the Ogee concept, as illustrated in figure 28, from reference 30, have 
shown that the planform has a dramatic effect on the vortex intensity as characterized by the tangential 
velocities.    The success of the ground-based tests provided the Impetus to proceed to full-scale whirl- 
tower and flight testing.    These two investigations are well along and are continuing to produce encouraging 
results in the areas of performance, acoustics, and blade loads. 

Results of the whirl-tower investigation (Fig. 29) are typified in figure 30.    The thrust-power polars 
for both a standard square-tipped rotor and the Ogee-tip configuration indicate a substantial Improvement 
in the hovering performance of the Ogee configuration.   These results have also been borne out by the results 
obtained on the flight vehicle illustrated in figure 31.    Figure 32 presents a comparison of the level- 
flight power-required curve for the standard and Ogee-tipped rotor.    Over the speed range Investigated, the 
Ogee configuration requires considerably less horsepower than does the standard blade.    Testing is continu- 
ing at higher gross weights and in maneuvering flight to ascertain the limitation one might expect from 
the lower solidity of the Ogee planform. 
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The data presented In figure 33 Indicate that the Ogee rotor has a draaatic effect on the acoustic 
signature.   The data are for the flight condition wherein the standard blades produced their most Intense  //"y 
blade/vortex Interaction.   These pressure histories were recorded by Instrumentation mounted on a boon 
installed on the side of the aircraft.   These data indicate both a significant reduction In the Intensity 
of the sound and a dramatic change In the character of the pressure history. 

The data presented In figure 34 compare the pitch link loads of both the standard and Ogee configured 
rotors.    Here again, the Ogee demonstrates a significant Improvement. 

These promsing results are being analyzed In detail and more Investigation of the critical flight 
regimes are being carried out at the present time. 

An Aero/Acoustic Rotor System for the RSRA would be based on an Integration of airfoil, planform, and 
tip research and designed for a specific application.   Such rotor systems may Incorporate a thick airfoil 
designed for high maximum lift coefficients at the Inboard portions of the rotor, a thin airfoil designed 
to delay drag divergence at the tip, a more optlmun blade planform and twist distribution to match the 
nominal operating condition, and a tip vortex diffusion type of tip such as the Ogee. 

Technology Advances Indicated 

The examples cited in the previous sections Indicate that the performance improvements Indicated In 
figure 25 will be realized.    In the past, these Improvements were paced by the need to demonstrate. In 
flight, both the performance gain as well as confidence that other factors were not compromised by the real- 
world environment of flight.   The RSRA concept Is a new tool to accelerate that pace by comprehensive flight 
Investigation to extremes of the operating envelope usually omitted In research rotor developments. 

DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Coincident with research on new rotor systems will occur disciplinary or generic research to advance 
the basic technology of rotorcraft engineering development.   The key to advances In many disciplinary 
areas is good measurements In the real-world flight environment that can be related to the operating 
condition of the vehicle.   The RSRA Is Intended to provide the means to obtain these measurements. 

Rotorcraft technology verification requirements abound in aerodynamics, dynamics, handling qualities 
and control, acoustics, and structures.   The following sections identify a few of the opportunities for 
which current plans exist to take advantage of the data generated during the RSRA development and in 
the initial Government flight-test investigations with the delivered Sikorsky H-3 rotor system.   Many of 
these opportunities will continue into Investigations with new rotor systems Installed on the RSRA and 
will serve to broaden the data base upon which verification and/or correction of theoretical approaches 
are made.   The opportunities for technology verification discussed in this section are not considered 
to be all inclusive, nor are they generally the most Important to any specific future development.   Their 
inclusion in current planning is based solely upon the circumstance that a general need exists to Improve 
that technology or that the technology has been found lacking at critical decision points In recent 
rotorcraft developments. 

Correlation of Flight-Test Data with Scale-Model Wind-Tunnel Data.- Recent experiences in designing 
helicopter systems have shown that model-scale studies during the design phase have a high payoff.   To 
increase the ^reas of application of small-scale results, it is necessary to perform more extensive correla- 
tion with flight results.   For example, a Generalized Rotor Model System (GRMS) has been developed for use 
in the Langley V/STOL tunnel, and has the capability of measuring the Identical force and moments of the 
aircraft subsystems (rotor, wing, tail rotor, auxiliary engine) of the RSRA, as well as the overall forces 
and moments.   Wind-tunnel Investigations with that model, in the configuration of the RSRA figure (Refs. 31, 
32. 33. and 34). were used to refine the definition of the aerodynamic characteristics of the RSRA (for 
stability, control, and performance), to define the Influence of the rotor wake, and to optimize the 
contribution of the empennage to stability and control. 

Flight-test data from the RSRA In helicopter, compound-helicopter, and fixed-wing configurations will 
be correlated with wind-tunnel data from the GRMS model to Improve the utilization of aerodynamic and 
dynamically-sea led models for refining the design of future helicopters. 

Verification of Hover, Climbing, and Forward-Flight Performance Prediction Methods.- A comparison of 
10 different but conventional methods of predicting rotor forces, power, control positions, and blade 
flapping generally show only small to moderate differences (Ref. 35).    However, while the various methods 
show little difference, significant differences exist between predicted performance results and actual 
performance results, even in the current generation of newly-developed helicopters.   Usually, these perform- 
ance differences are explained away as the result of various factors for which no direct measurement existed, 
such as aerodynamic download on the fuselage or horizontal surfaces, nenrepresentative rotor wake, and dynamic 
blade twist.    In addition, few If any systematic comparisons between different rotor types exist because 
helicopter manufacturers tend to specialize their rotor designs around a given set of parameters (hub 
geometry, blade tip speed, torslonal characteristics, etc.) which have proven successful before, and for 
which they have established experimental Judgment factors.   This leads to the danger that extrapolations 
in configurations became extrapolations of theory. 

Flight-test data from the RSRA will be used to correlate aerodynamic performance over a broad range 
of level flight and climbing conditions (Fig. 36) with the delivered Sikorsky H-3 rotor system and subse- 
quent rotors tested on the RSRA. 

Development and Verification of Forward-Flight Maneuvering Analysis.- The inadequacies of theoretical 
treatments of rotorcraft performance are subject to larger errors in accounting for flight 
Modern rotorcraft mission requirements specify that more agility and maneuverability capability 
existed in the past be designed into the aircraft.   Theory is inadequate to successfully pnrflct O» 
limiting factors.   The capability of the RSRA to precisely execute and repeat maneuvers will alia« vm 
detailed expansion of the level flight performance data acquisition to the limits of the —— -'■• : 
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The RSRA will explore the limits of maneuvering rotors add provide experimental data for improved 

maneuvering theories or for the determination of experimental limits on a pragmatic basis. 

Verification of Predicted Stability. Control, and Simulation Results.- The aerodynamic data obtained 
from the GRMS model  (F1g7 35) was used in a Flight Dynamics Analytical Model used to assess the RSRA 
stability, control and handling qualities.    The math model is a total force, nonlinear, large angle 
representation In six rigid bodv degrees-of-freedom (see Ref. 36).    In addition to the body degrees-of- 
freedom, blade flapping, blade lagging, and hub rotational degrees-of-freedom are also included.    The 
modularized format of the RSRA math model is shown in figure 37.    This format provides the flexibility 
to model all three of the RSRA configurations.    The modular format consists of six major components of 
the aircraft.    The complete model provides real-time operation and batch processing capability and is 
being used to support the RSRA development and downstream research operations. 

This model will be updated as flight-test data become available.    It is important to note that 
the RSRA measurement systems provide measurements of the rotor forces and moments which can be directly 
correlated with the rotor forces and moments calculated in the rotor module of this model.    The model 
will, therefore, be used for a theory/experimental correlation of stability and control parameters. 

Development and Validation of Stability Derivative Extraction Techniques.- Investigations are 
proceeding toward the process of determining helicopter stability and control derivatives from statistical 
analysis of flight measured vehicle state time histories (Fig. 38).    The process known as "parameter 
identification" has been used for many years for identification of fixed-wing vehicle characteristics. 
Recent applications have essentially utilized fixed-wing methods considering a "limped" fuselage-rotor 
identification model.   The domination of the rotor in the helicopter response, the high degree of cross- 
axis coupling, the range of flight regimes and the severe helicopter testing environment result in 
serious limitations in applying fixed-wing parameter identification methods.    In a joint effort of NASA- 
Langley   NASA-Ames, USAAMRDL-Langley Directorate, and USAAMRDL-Ames Directorate, a contract for the 
development of a parameter identification aethod specifically designed for helicopter applications has 
been initiated.    The method, if successful, will provide for rotor degrees-of-freedom, nonlinear aero- 
dynamics, cross-coupling effects, mtor-to-fuselage aerodynamic effects, and account for the limitations 
of helicopter testing.    The four iaporUMt arees of parameter identification will be investigated, 
namely:    flight data preprocesslig   state esfimafiofi), mathematical modeling, control  input design and 
identification algorithm.   A ■ttiwttol m,tt\ for the RSRA will be developed to include rotor degrees- 
of-freedom, rotor to rotor, and rvtor ta Vielage/tail aerodynamic interference and to account for the 
unique independent rotor «id fuselage *arc* amtf ■—t «easurement system of the RSRA.    A corresponding 
state estimation technique for a» «5»" «asdrcaent system for estimation of vehicle/rotor state variables, 
biases, scale factor errors, iriad jasts m* ilfic effects of air data measurements will be developed. 
Simulated flight data to include reascMBle measurement noise and moderate wind gust will be used with 
the state estimation and parameter laemtl'icatlor algorithms developed for the RSRA configuration. 

The RSRA is an excellent tool for establishing the validity of the helicopter parameter identifi 
method.    A key feature, fron the viewpoint of parameter identification, is the capability of using 
optimally designed control inputs of various shapes.    The RSRA is designed and equipped with all the 
necessary controls and instrumentation to provide the necessary flight measurements for parameter 
identification (Ref. 7). 

Correlation of Aeroelastic Stability Predictions.- The operating envelope of current rotorcraft 
designs are usually   limited by some phenomena generally classed as aeroelastic in nature.    The current 
techniques of analysis of flight-test data (Refs. 37, 38, 39, and 40) include a newly-developed technique 
that allows subcritical testing to determine the level of damping of appropriate modes of the rotor 
(Ref. 37).    The capability of establishing a complete aeroelastic stability map in flight (while operating 
safely by continuously ascertaining the level of stability) will allow a correlation of the applicable 
analytical methods with experiment.    A key factor in the success of these prediction methods will be a 
general  improvement in the prediction of rotor loads, perhaps by the steps outlined in reference 35. 
These steps included standard comparisons between theoretical results, isolation of theoretical anomalies 
between results, fundamental experimental research on helicopter aerodynamic peculiarities, and key 
experimented correlation with large-scale wind-tunnel te^ts.   To that list must be added key experimental 
flight tests where real-world environment of maneuvers, gusts, and transient control phenomena can be 
assessed. 

Flight test data from the RSRA will be correlated with theoretical predictions of rotor aeroelastic 
and loads characteristics. 

Correlation of Airframe Dynamics and Flight-Test Results with Predictions of In-Flight Vibrations 
and Rotor Vibration Loads on an Airframe.- The capability to a priori predict the in-tlight vioration of 
a new rotorcraft design is nearly nonexistent.    Finite element dynamic modeling of the helicopter airframe, 
such as NASTRAN, appears only spasmodically successful in predicting frequencies for design analysis. 
This appears to be a user-related problem requiring additional flexibility in input/output and pre/post 
processors.    Moreover, the NASTRAN approach is not rssponsive to use as a design tool.    In addition, the 
necessary basic correlation of NASTRAN with experiment is still lacking for helicopter configurations 
in order to give confidence to the designer. 

The prediction of vibration loads from the main and tail rotors is inadequate.    A comparison of 
rotor blade root vibratory shears (Ref. 35), as predicted by a large nunber of different theoretical 
methods, has shown large to very large differences.    In fact, flight-test data (Ref.  35) has been shown 
to exceed worst-case analytical results for inplane fhears that are a major contributor to vibration. 

The helicopter designer has had to resort to working with the best available tools, making no 
changes until test data are in hand, knowing full well that he «ust use the analysis tools as guides to 
fix a problem using the auxiliary vibration control  tecAniques of fuselage detuning, rotor isolation, 
and applying conventional absorbers. 
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The RSRA vehicles, by the time they are operational, will have had detailed shake tests to Identify 
structural dynamic parameters, including natural frequencies, modal damping, mode "shapes." generalized    //-// 
masses, and rigid body parameters.   A flight-test survey will Identify accelerations and vibratory '* 
loads experienced In critical structural members, components, and subsystems.    The rotor-load measurement 
system will allow vibratory loads (frequency and amplitude) to be measured near the rotor source.   Through 
correlation techniques, the alrframe dynamics model. In-flight vibrations, and rotor loads predictions 
can be verified.    From efforts along this line. Increased confidence in vibration prediction techniques 
will evolve. 

Flight-test data from the RSRA will be correlated with predicted alrframe dynamics, rotor loads, 
and vibrations. 

CURRENT STATUS 

The first flight of the number one RSRA in the helicopter configuration was made on October 12. 1976 
(Fig. 39).    The first flight Included four landings and takeoffs. SAS on and off. and flight controlled 
through both the fly-by-wire and mechanical flight control systems.   Twenty-one flights were completed 
through February 7. 1977. (14 flight hours) before the aircraft was downed for Installation of the 
compour.d Ming and auxiliary engines (Fig. 40).    Flight test of the number one aircraft Is expected to 
resume In July 1977 with compound testing to commence In August 1977 at the Wallops Flight Center. 
During the development flight test of the RSRA helicopter configuration the flight envelope was expanded 
from +0.5g to +1./5g, with airspeeds up to 150 knots.   Loads and vibration were generally as expected 
with only minor development type changes required.    The flying characteristics of the RSRA helicopter 
configuration are acceptable throughout the speed range Investigated (Ref. 36). 

The number two RSRA aircraft Is being configured to fly the Active Rotor Balance Isolator System 
(ARBIS).    First flight of that aircraft Is expected to occur in August 1977. with the aircraft moved to 
Wallops Flight Center in December 1977. 

Development flight tests are expected to be completed by late sunnier of 1978, after which the two 
RSRA vehicles will be moved to the Ames Research Center. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The RSRA vehicles are designed to meet a recognized need in supplying accurate, real-world flight 
data for verification and guidance In the further development of rotorcraft technology.    The development 
and/or verification of a wide range of rotorcraft prediction methods will be significantly improved 
with the insight gained through the use of high quality data.    In addition, where theoretical methods 
are uncertain, data from the RSRA will allow pragmatic progress to occur with more certain confidence. 

The adaptability of the RSRA to new rotor types and concepts will provide a lower cost approach to 
the high risk development that can cause Impulses in the technology trends of rotorcraft.    In addition, 
because of the quality of data obtained, and the capability for direct comparisons, greater confidence 
will  i   suit In the necessary comparison of rotor types. 

The RSRA is anticipated to act as a catalyst to inspire technology breakthroughs by supplying a new 
step In the technology and rotor system verification cycle. 
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TABLE I.- AERODYNAMIC SURFACE AREAS 

Wing area, total      369.9 square feet (34.36 meter2) 
2 

Wing flap area, total          57.8 square feet (5.37 meter ) 
o 

Aileron area, total         35.7 square feet (3.32 meter ) 

Horizonte 1 tail area: 
p 

Lower (compound) 88.3 square feet (8.20 meter ) 
2 

Upper (compound)      17.2 square feet (1.60 meter ) 
2 

Upper (helicopter)      35.4 square feet (3.29 meter ) 
2 

Lower stabilizer (to elevator hinge) •   •      -61.8 square feet (5.74 meter ) 
2 

Elevator 26.48 square feet (2.46 meter ) 

Vertical  tail area, total       100.8 square feet (9.36 meter2) 
2 

Fin (to rudder hinge)     81.3 square feet (7.55 meter ) 
2 

Rudder           19.5 square feet (1.81 meter ) 
2 

Main rotor blade area      40.5 square feet (3.75 meter ) 
(one (1) blade) 

Main rotor geometric disk area  3019 square feet (280.47 meter') 
(total) 

Main rotor blade geometric solidity ratio         0.0775 
2 

Tall rotor blade area      3.24 squars feet (0.30 meter ) 
2 

Tail rotor geometric disk area   88.3 square feet (8.20 meter ) 
(total) 

Tall rotor geometric solidity 
solidity ratio      0.184 
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TABLE 11.- DIMENSIONS AND GENERAL DATA (REF. SES-7Z0001, REV. NO. R-l, PAGE 45) 

Wings 

Span, maxlmun 45.1 feet (13.75 meters) 

Chord: 

At root        115.2 Inches (2,93 meters) 
At construction tip      76.8 Inches (1.95 meters) 

Mean aerodynamic        100.8 Inches (2.56 meters) 
Airfoil at root 632415 

Airfoil at construction tip 63-415 

Thickness     15 percent 

Incidence: 
At root Variable, +15 to -9 degrees (0.262 to -0.157 radians) 

At construction tip Variable, +15 to -9 degrees (0.262 to -0.157 radians) 
Sweepback at 25 percent chord 3.0 degrees (0.052 radians) 

Dihedral 7.0 degrees (0.122 radians) 

Aspect ratio   5.52 

Ailerons: 
Span         46 Inches (1.17 meters) 

Chord (average percent wing chord)     30 percent 

High lift and drag Increasing device: 

Type     Single slotted flap 

Span, exclusive of cutouts        64.7 percent 

Chord (average percent wing chord)     30 percent 

Tail 

Lower horizontal (compound only): 

Span    22.5 feet (6.86 meters) 

Chord (MAC) 3.9 feet (1.19 meters) 

Airfoil   NACA 0015 

Incidence    Variable, +8, -8 degrees (±0.140 radians) 

Sweep of leading edge 0 

Dihedral    0 

Aspect ratio   5.73 

Elevator: 

Span (percent of tail span)    100 percent 

Chord (percent of tail chord)  30 percent 

Upper horizontal (compound only): 

Span    8.58 feet (2.62 meters) 

Chord (MAC)   2.05 feet (0.62 meters) 

Airfoil .   NACA 0015 

Incidence   Ground adjustable, ±5 degrees {-0.087 radians) 

Sweep of leading edge 12.5 degrees (0,218 radians) 

Dihedral     0 

Aspect ratio            4.29 

Upper horizontal (helicopter only): 

Span     13.25 feet (4.04 meters) 

Chord (MAC)      2.78 feet (0.85 meters) 

Airfoil      NACA 0015 

Incidence       Ground adju  iable, ±5 degrees (±0.087 radians) 

Sweep of leading edge       12 degrees (0.209 radians) 

Dihedral           0 

Aspect ratio     4.97 

■■■ 
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TABLE  II  (CONT.) 

Tail  (continued): 

Vertical: 

Airfoil NACA 0015 
Sweep at 25 percent chord      48 degrees (0.838 radlms) 

Aspect ratio          3.62 
Rudder tab cord        8 Inches (0.20 meters) 

Height over highest fixed part of aircraft: 

Reference line level 20-1  ^et (6.13 meters) 
Three-point        17.9 feet (5.46 meters) 

Height over highest part of tall 20.1 feet (6.13 meters) 
Height In hoisting attitude        18.0 feet (5.49 meters) 

Length, Maximum: 
Reference line level     70.6 fe?t (21.52 meters) 

Three-point      70.6 feet (21.52 meters) 
Length from hoisting sling to farthest aft part of tall, 

reference line level, rudder neutral, elevator down      48.6 feet (14.81 meters) 

Distance from wing MAC quarter chord point to lower horizontal 
tail MAC quarter chor< point 28.57 feet (8.71 meters) 

Distance from centerline of main rotor to lower horizontal 
tail MAC quarter chord point   29.57 feet (9.01 meters) 

Ground angle             2.45 degrees  (0.043 radians) 

Wheel size: 
Main wheels  24 by 8.00-13 

Auxiliary wheel (tail) 18 by 5.5 

Tire size: 

Main wheels     24 by 8.00-13 
Auxiliary wheel  (tail) 18 by 5.5, Type VII 

Tread of main wheels       10.8 feet (3.29 mete-s) 

Wheel base       40.9 feet (12.47 meters) 

Vertical travel, extended/compressed 
Main wheels          10.5 inches, right gear (0.26 meters) 

12.0 inches, left gear (0.30 meters) 

Tall wheel 12.0 inches  (0.30 meters) 

Angle between lines joining center of gravity with point 
of ground contact of main wheel tires, static 
deflection of 1W (front elevation) 64.16 degrees  (1.120 radian:-) 

Angle of line through center of gravity and groumj contact 
of main wheel  tire to vertical line, reference line 
level, static deflection of 1W (side elevation)         28.79 degrees (0.502 radians) 

Maximum slope helicopter can be parked upon without 
overturning  (nose downhill)         28.79 degrees  (0.502 radians) 

Critical turnover angle         25.98 degrees (0.453 radians) 

D = diameter of main rotor       62.0 feet (18.90 meters) 

Number of blades main rotor         5 

W   = geometric disk loading (W/A ) 6.095 

Airfoil section designation and thickness      NACA 0012 (modified) 

Width - main rotor blades (turning) 62.0 feet (18.90 meters) 

Length: 

Maximum - main rotor blades (at rest, one (1) trailing)           73.6 feet (22.43 meters) 

Maximum - main rotor blades turning         79.6 feet (24.26 meters) 
Height: 

Over main rotor blades at rest      14.5 feet (4.42 meters) 

Main rotor clearance (ground to tip, «-otor static) 11.0 feet (3.35 meters) 
Main rotor clearance (ground to tip, rotor turning)     14.5 feet 14.42 ir-eters) 

Main rotor clearance (structure to tip, rotor static)          5.0 feet (1.52 meters) 

_ -_»_ ■MBMHM^HBa mtmtmm 



TABLE II (CONCLUDED) 

Height (continued): 

Main rotor clearance (structure to tip, rotor turning)    7.5 feet (2.29 meters) 
Diameter tall rotor   10.6 fnet (3.23 meters) 
Tall rotor clearance (ground to tip, rotor turning)   5.0 feet (1.52 meters) 

jhli 

TABLE III.- ROTOR FLIGHT LOADS MEASUREHENT SYSTEM ACCURACY 

Force/moment 
component Range 

Accuracy 
do)   | 

1 Vertical force (lb) -3K/ +48.8K ±313/ ±152 

Longitudinal force (lb) ±10K ±71 

Lateral force (lb) ±10K ±110 

Pitching moment (ft-lb) ±24K ±796/ ±421 

Rolling moment (ft-lb) ±12K ±669/ ±507 

Yawing moment (ft-lb) -3K/ +65K ±424/ ±220 

TABLE IV.- RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION MEASUREMENTS 

Measurement 
Sensor 

Measurement 
Sensor 

Type Type       { 

Rotor lift cell "A" Load cell Drag brake position Pot.            | 

Rotor lift cell  "B" Load cell Wing pitch actuator cell "H" Load cell   \ 

Rotor lift cell "C" Load cell Wing pitch actuator cell "I" Load cell 

Rotor lift cell  "D" Load cell Wing pivot point cell "J" Load cell   ! 

Main rotor torque drive shaft S.G. Wing pivot point cell "K" Load cell 

Transmission torque cell "E" Load cell Wing pivot point cell "L" Load cell   | 

Transmission torque cell "F" Load cell Wing pivot point cell "M" Load cell   j 

Long,  force cell "G" Load cell Wing incidence angle Pot.            j 

MR rpm Photo cell Right aileron position Pot. 

MR azimuth 1/72 per rev Photo cell Right flap position Pot,           i 

MR blade flap B    \ Antltorque cell "N" Load cell 

MR blade hunt y    \ 
Linear 
Gener. Tall drive shaft torque S.G.            j 

MR blade pitch 6   ) Elevator pos. Pot. 

Right lateral servo position Pot. Rudder position Pot.            1 

Left lateral servo position Pot. Left engine auxiliary thrust Load ce,. 

Longitudinal servo position Pot. Right engine auxiliary thrust Load cell 

Airspeed (swlvellng probe) TBD Pilot's lateral control position Pot. 

Pitch attitude Gyro Copilot's lateral control position Pot.            1 
Roll  attitude Gyro Pilot's longitudinal control pos. Pot.            | 

Yaw attitude Gyro Copilot's longitudinal control pos. Pot.            j 

Pitch rate Gyro Pilot's collective control pos. Pot.            \ 

Roll rate Gyro Copilot's collective control pos. Pot. 

Yaw rate Gyro Antltorque control position Pot.            1 

Pitch acceleration Gyro Lateral control stick force S.G. 

Roll acceleration Gyro Longitudinal control stick force S.G. 

Yaw acceleration Gyro Antltorque control force S.G.             j 

Vertical linear acceleration Accel. Pitch phasing unit position Pot. 

Lateral linear acceleration Accel. Roll phasimj unit position Pot. 

Longitudinal linear accel. Accel. Yaw phasin., unit position Pot.            j 

Angle of attack Pot. H^o. long, servo series trim Pot.             | 

Sideslip Pot. Elev. series trim control pos. Pot.             | 
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TABLE IV (CONCLUDED) 

Measurement 
Sensor 

Measurement 
Sensor     j 

Type Type       j 

Helo.    at. ser'vo ser. trim pos. Pot. Altitude Press. 

Roll series trim cent. pos. Pot. OAT Res.             j 
No. 1 eng. T-58 torque Press. Rate of climb Press. 

No. 2 eng. T-58 torque Press. Collective control stick force S.G. 

Main rotor push rod load S.G. 

TABLE V.- TDY-43 FLIGHT COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS 

Memory Core, 16K x 16, 1.3 ps cycle                                       j 

Computation process Parallel 

Formats: 
Data 
Word length 
Instruction 
Addressing 

j     Addressing range 

Fixed point, fractional binary, 2's complement 
16 bits 
Single address, single instruction 
Immediate direct, relative, indexed, and Indirect 
To 65K words                                                                    \ 

Instructions 70 

Clock frequency 3 MHz                                                                                     | 

Registers Dual 8-reglster file 

Execution speeds 
(direct, relative, indexed) 

I     Add/subtract 
Multiply 

1     DP add/subtract 
j     Divide 

2.67 ys 
6.00 us                                                                             ! 
5.33 ys                                                                                 ii 
8.67 ps                                                                                 | 

Input/output 4 synchro inputs                                                             i 
13 ac Inputs (2nd order filters) 
34 dc inputs (2nd order filters)                                 j 
39 dc inputs (single pole filters) 
35 dc inputs (unfiltered) 
62 dc outputs (single pole filters) 
64 28 Vdc discrete inputs                                             i 
31 28 Vdc discrete outputs                                            ! 

Interrupts 8 (3 dedicated Internally) 

Real-time clock 16 bits; program accessible 
0.1 msec resolution 
6.5536 seconds range                                                      i 

BITE Memory check 
Instruction check 
Wrap-around I/O check 
Reset timer 

TABLE VI.- "SUPER ROTOR" CHARACTERISTICS 

Thrust   66,000 lb 

Propulsive force   15,000 lb 

Side force 9,300 lb 

Pitching moment    ....    72,000 ft-lb 

Rolling moment 48,000 ft-lb 

Power 5,000 hp 

Rotor speed 203 rpm 

.^—^,i      ■— 
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Figure 1.- Rotor Systems Research Aircraft. 

Figure 4.- RSRA Auxiliary Measurements System. 
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Figure 5.- Main Rotor Load Measurement System. 
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Figure 8,- Flight Loads Measurement Systems 
Calibration Fixture. 
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Figure 27.- Variable Geometry Rotor Model. 
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THE NAE AIRBORNE V/STOI   SIMULATOR 
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Natiomil Aeronautical Establishment 
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1. IMTRODUCTIOM 

The  Canadiaji government and the  Canadian aerospace  industries have maintained a substantial  commit- 
ment to the development of STOL and VTOL technology over the past fifteen years.     In Canada,  as elsewhere, 
the level of interest of potential users of this technolog)   in the development and operational application 
of V/STOL systems has varied greatly during this period; nevertheless, sirce i960 many of the concepts 
which have been proposed for achieving short-field or vertical-flight performance have been explored and 
some have been carried through to full-scale flight systems.    Among these are several Canadian develop- 
ments including the Canadair CX-81t tilt-wing aircraft,  the De Havilland Dash-7 STOL transport, and the 
US-Canada Augmentor Wing Research Aircraft. 

To support V/STOL development programs and the basic research efforts which have proceeded in parallel 
with them, the National Aeronautical Establishment of Canada (NAE) has developed specialized facilities 
for  investigating the problems associated with high-lift,  low-speed flight.     One of these facilities, the 
NAE Airborne V/STOL Simulator (AVS),  is the subject of this paper. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATOR 

Phe aircraft shown in Figure 1 represents  the third generation in a family of light,  single-rotor 
helicopters which have been adapted to the airborne simulation role by the Flight Research Laboratory of 
NAE.     This latest version is baoed on the Bell 205-A1 helicopter and incorporates significant improvements 
in control system and computational capabilities over  its predecessors which were derived from Bell I47 
models. 

The modification of a production model 205-A1 to the airborne simulator configuration has involved 
four major areas of systems development, namely:  installation of an electrohydraulic actuator system to 
interface with the basic helicopter controls, development and integration of a hybrid computing system, 
implementation of a model-following autopilot, and development of a broadband motion sensing system.    A 
short description of each of these systems ia givrn  in the following sections.    Aside from the installa- 
tion of the electrohydraulic actuator system,  the basic helicopter has undergone little modification.    All 
of the project equipment, that is the computation and sensing systems, is Installed as cargo and interfaces 
with the aircraft only through the actuators.     Other modifications include removal of the stabilizer bar, 
replacement of the elevator-to-longitudinal-cyclic mechanical, connection with an electrohydraulic actuator 
and transfer of the comnand pilot's controls  from the right to the left hand side of the cockpit. 

2.1    Fly-By-Wire System 

The Airborne V/STOL Simulator accommodates a two-man crew.    The safety pilot, who occupies the left 
hand seat, is provided with a direct  link to the primary helicopter controls through the standard mechani- 
cal control runs.    The evaluation pilot, seated on the right hand side of the cockpit  (Fig.  2), has con- 
ventional rudder pedals, a control stick and power lever, however the link between these and the helicopter 
controls is a purely electrical one. 

A simplified schematic diagram of one of four channels of the AVS control system is shown in Figure 3. 
The central element of the system is the Hydraulic Research Hydomat, an electrohydraulic actuator which 
replaces the hydromechacical power-following actuator of the production helicopter.    The Hydomat has two 
operating states, a mechanical input or disengaged mode and a servo actuator or engaged mode.    In the dis- 
engaged mode, the safety pilot has exclusive control and the system operates  in response to his mechanical 
Inputs In a manner similar to a conventional power-boost actuator. 

When the system is engaged, the actuator operates in an electrohydraulic mode with mechanical position 
feedback to tue servo valve torque motor.    Although the safety pilot's controller tracks the motions of 
the actuator in this mode, a lockout spring arrangement isolates the servo spool from inputs along this 
mechanical path.    These springs have been designed to allow the safety pilot to override each servo system 
channel by applying a force of approximately 12 kilograms to the appropriate controller. 

In the servo mode the system has 100% position and rate authority. 

Another Important element of the simulation system which is depicted In Figure 3 Is the programmable 
force feel system.    The evaluation pilot's rudder pedals and control column are electrohydraulically servo 
driven.    Forces applied at the surfaces of the pedals and at the hand grip of the control column are sensed 
by Internally mounted strain gauge bridges and voltages proportional to these applied forces are supplied 
to a small dedicated analog computer on which the force-displacement characteristics of the simulated con- 
troller are programmed.    The resulting computed displacements become command signals for electrohydraulic 
servo actuators which position the evaluation pilot  controller appropriately.    These same signals are fed 
to the main simulation computing system where they represent controller inputs to the simulated aircraft 
model. 

Standard force-displacement characteristics such as gradient, break-out,  friction, control throw, 
backlash and inertia are controlled by manual-set potentiometers which are situated in the centre console 
between the two pilots.    The analog model will also accoomodate externally-derived signals which may, for 
example, represent forces resulting from dynamic or aerodynamic feedback. 
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2.2 Simulator Computing Systems 

Tvo  fundamentally different approacnes  to aircraft modelling are used on  the AVS,  the  choice between 
these  depending upon the detailed objectives  of the simulation program.    The more powerful  and precise of 
these  approaches,  the model-following technique depicted  in Figure U,  is conceptually  identical  to a 
modern ground-based simulation scheme.     In both cases,  electrical  signals from the evaluation pilot's 
controllers  are  fed to a computer model of the simulated aircraft and the model's computed responses  are 
supplied to the  "motion system".     In the airborne  simulator this "motion system"  is a high bandwidth 
model-following autopilot which drives  the helicopter,  as a servo mechanism,  to minimize  the errors be- 
tween helicopter and computed model motions. 

In the alternate approach,  illustrated in Figure 5, the natural responses of the helicopter to the 
evaluation pilot's control inputs are modified by control augmentation and response-feedback  stability 
augmentation.     Although this method is  inherently less  precise than model-following,   it  has the benefit 
of simplicity when the experiment depends only upon prescribed general response  characteristics of the 
model and not upon precise duplication of detailed characteristics.     In either  case,  the commands to the 
control  actuators are computer-generated in  response to both the evaluation pilot's  control movements and 
motion signals  fed back from the helicopter motion sensing system. 

The computing requirements to support the  complete  simulation task depend upon the  complexity of the 
model and upon  the choice of Simulation technique.     In general, however, the major  computing tasks  include 
the  following:  the solution of the mathematical model  of the  simulated aircraft,  autopilot implementation, 
signal processing  (as part of *he motion sensing system).    These requirements  are met  in the AVS by the 
hybrid system shown schematically in Figure 6.     This  computing system is presently being up-graded with 
the  addition of a PDF 11/03 digital microprocessor shown in the lower block of the diagram.    Simulaticns 
performed to date have used only those system elements shown  in the upper block;  a 2l*K-byte  Interdata 
Model  5 minicomputer and the main project analog computer which has  l80 operational  amplifier/integrator 
modules and 150 manual and servo-set potentiometers. 

The new computer represents the first step in the direction of a multiprocessor,  distributed pro- 
cessing system.     The microprocessor, by assuming some of the  fixed tasks which have previously been per- 
formed by the minicomputer, will enhance the overall computational capacity of the system.    As the master 
processor,  the minicomputer will continue to perform all  input/output operations and will  also control 
exchanges of data and status information with the microprocessor via the data tranjceivers.     The two 
computers will be synchronized lv the common system clock. 

The keyboard/CRT display units shown in  Figure 2 are part of the airborne  hardware and are situated 
in a centre console between the two pilots along with an analog computer mode  selector and a servo poten- 
tiometer control panel.     In combination these  systems provide extensive  In-flight  interactive capability 
with each of the processors and in conjunction with a high speed cartridge recorder facilitate program 
modifications or replacement in the course of a flight. 

2.3 The Model-Followiim Autopilot 

The Airoome V/STOL Sinulator has  the normal  four  independent control motions of a single main rotor 
helicopter - lateral and longitudinal  cyclic pitch of the main rotor and collective blade pitch of the 
main and anti-torque rotors.    With these,  four of the six degrees of freedom of the simulator's motion can 
be  independently controlled and hence the  simulator autopilot  can be designed to model-follow  in these 
same-  four degrees of freedom. 

The development and implementation of this  four channel  autopilot on the  AVS has been a relatively 
recent exercise and at the time of writing only two channels, roll and yaw, have been  implemented and used 
successfully In a simulation program. 

The roll and yaw channels are  functionally equivalent  in their loop closure design and general  imple- 
mentation  (Fig.   7).     In each case a direct  decoupling signal  is injected into  the  appropriate control 
actuators  (lateral cyclic actuators for roll and tail rotor collective actuator for yaw) to eliminate or 
at least diminish the contaminating effects of cross-coupling derivatives.     This step  is equivalent to a 
control and response  feedback de-augmentation of the basic helicopter cross-coupling stability derivatives. 
Two loops are thtn closed on the decoupled system,  an  inner rate loop using rate gyro feedback and an outer 
attitude loop using attitude and directional gyro feedbacks  for the roll and yaw channels respectively. 

One additional path is shown in the diagram,  an upen-loop "lead" term which,  through an  approximation 
to the inverse transfer function of the decoupled helicopter, commands a simulator response to match the 
model values. 

Figure 8 illustrates the performance of the two model-following channels. 

2.U    Motion Sensing System 

The simulator's motion sensing system was originally designed to provide feedback signals for the 
autopilot and simulation model calculations.    High quality attitude, angular rate and linear acceleration 
signals are available as well as air and earth-referenced linesu^ velocities in the helicopter axis system. 

Figure 9 shows schematically the elements of these air ana earth-referenced velocity measuring systems. 
The vanes, pitot-statlc and static pressure systems, and ambient temperature sensor provide the raw inputs 
for a true air velocity calculation which is performed, on-line, in the digital computer.    The doppler 
radar, acceleroneters, rate gyros, and vertical gyro constitute a wide-band strapped-down inertia! velocity 
system.    As in the case of the airspeed system,  the necessary filtering,  sensor position compensation and 
kinematic calculations are performed in the digital computer. 
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In addition to supplying motion feedback for simulation tasks, this system provides a mi-aaure of the 
ambient atmospheric motions.    The velocity vectors of the centre-of-mass of the helicopter relative to I^"3 
the local air mass and relative to the ground, are subtracted In the body-axis reference frame in which 
they are calculated and the resulting vind components are transformed to an earth-fixed reference system. 
The complete calculation is performed on-line, as part of the normal simulation computation cycle. 

This airborne sensing capability has been used to measure und record the winds and turbulence en- 
countered during handling qualities simulation studies.    One of these experiments is described below in 
section 3.     The simulator has also been employed in a strictly airborne sensing role as part of the 
meteorological data gathering exercises associated with the Ottawa-Montreal STOL Demonstration Program. 
Wind, turbulence, and temperature profiles were measured in the vicinity of the approach paths to the 
Ottawa STOLport under a variety of upper level wind and surface layer stability conditions and these data 
were correlated with measurements from an extensive array of ground-based sensors. 

3. RECEHT PROGRAMS 

The following paragraphs contain brief descriptions of some recent project applications of the A VS. 
The results of these experiments are not dealt with in any detail in this paper since,  in each case, they 
have either been reported elsewhere or are in the process of analysis.    The purpose here  is to illustrate 
the application of the airborne simulator to a range of flight mechanics problems. 

Within the past year, two short programs have been performed on the simulator for the Sikorsky 
Helicopter Company, each evaluating handling qualities in a very limited region of the flight envelope 
of a specific helicopter.    The first of these investigated hovering characteristics of the U.S.  Army/NASA 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft  (RSRA).    In this  instance, the response feedback approach was used to 
simulate the control sensitivity and angular rate damping derivatives of the RSRA in hovering flight. 
Control force characteristics were also simulated. 

Tbe evaluation concentrated on a lack of harmony between the high roll sensitivity and the relatively 
low pitch and yrw sensitivities of the RSRA in its helicopter configuration.    The primary objectives were 
to provide the project pilots with experience in hovering a helicopter with these characteristics before 
first flight of the RSRA, and to investigate the improvements in handling qualities resulting from various 
levels of augmentation to the RSRA rate Swiping derivatives.    The validity of this simulation of general 
hover handling characteristics of the RSRA has been supported by the initial flight evaluations of that 
aircraft. 

The second of these helicopter programs dealt with the high speed lateral-directional characteristics 
of a light single-rotor helicopter.    In this brief program,  the lateral-directiona'   modes of the modelled 
helicopter were simulated for the normal cruise and maximum speed flight conditions.    The simulation was 
performed in this case by model-following in roll and yaw, using the simulated aircraft y-force charac- 
teristics  in the lateral-directional mathematical model and augmenting the longitudinal characteristics 
to approximate the modelled aircraft pitch and heave sensitivities and pitch damping.     Various model con- 
figurations,  including the SAS-OFF and SAS-OH conditions and configurations which simulated design alter- 
natives for the empennage geometry, were evaluated in a series of VFB and slmulated-IFR flight tasks. 

Several of the recent AVS programs have been directed toward better understanding the influences of 
wind shears and turbulence on the approach and landing flight phases for STOL aircraft.     The major areas 
of concern for conventional aircraft operating in the presence of strong atmospheric disturbances - 
increased flight crew workload, encroachment on safe-flight boundaries and excessive demands on automatic 
flight control systems - are all relevant to STOL operations; however, the STOL environment adds to these 
the aggravating influences of low approach speeds, steep approach paths, and in many cases, unconventional 
aircraft response to airspeed changes.    This is a challenging area of Investigation for flight simulation 
since it adds to the normal simulation modelling requirements the necessity to provide the evaluation 
pilot with a realistic representation of the atmospheric disturbances. 

An experiment which has involved both the AVS and the NASA Plight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft 
(FSAA) has attempted to isolate some of the ruany interacting aspects of this problem.*    A model of a STOL 
transport, having back-sided power versus speed characteristics during the approach,  (Fig.   10) was imple- 
mented on the airborne simulator and flown in a simulated-IFR approach task within the operational environ- 
ment of the Ottawa STOLport.    To the degree that synoptic meteorological information permitted,  flights 
were planned when t!.e atmospheric conditions were conducive to the generation of moderate-to-strong turbu- 
lence or significant wind shear In the vicinity of the MLS approaches to the STOLport.     The winds and 
turbulence encountereC during each approach were recorded and the evaluation pilot provided an assessment 
of the task and of the significant influences of atmospheric disturbances on the task  in response to a 
questionnaire which was completed following each approach.    Approximately 80 evaluations were flown in a 
range of turbulence and shear conditions by four pilots. 

The experiment has since been repeated on the FSAA, duplicating as closely as possible on the ground- 
based facility the characteristics of the STOL model flown in the airborne phase.    The three components 
of the ambient atmospheric velocity which were measured and recorded during the flight-phase appro« .ches 
were injected into the FSAA simulation model as winds and turbulence.    Additional comparison runs '/ere 
flown in the ground-based phase using modelled turbulence. 

The primary objective of the experiment was to investigate, by two very different simulation tech- 
niques, the influence of real turbulence and wind shears on the approach tracking characteristics of a 
STOL transport model.    The airborne phase of the experiment has also provided data on the behaviour of the 
earth's boundary layer    n its lower levels,  in this case in the vicinity of a downtown STOLport. 

■ This was a cooperative program involving the U.S.  Federal Aviation Administration and the National 
Aeronautical Establishment of Canada. 
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Figure 11 shows wind and temperature profiles  for one of a number of stable  frontal  shear layers 
which were encountered during the experiment.    This system persisted over the field for several hours 
during which time the inversion layer descended as the surface front approached the airport.    The two 
sets of profiles, which were recorded during separate evaluation flights on the same day, show this motion 
of the frontal surface in the intervening hours.     During each flight, however, the characteristics of the 
shear layer changed very little and each evaluation pilot flew repeated approaches under similar atmos- 
pheric conditions.    An interesting result, though not an unexpected one, is illustrated by the variation 
in pilot ratings for the IFR tracking task on the repeated approaches (Fig.  12).    It should be noted that 
a significant degrading factor in this overall approach task was the necessity to complete the approach 
in the presence of a tailwind.    The active runway was 27.     Nevertheless the task could be  completed with 
an acceptable level of pilot effort and without exceeding the capabilities of the modelled aircraft once 
the pilot had experienced the unusual conditions and could articipate the necessary compensating rate of 
descent  and heading adjustments. 

Analyses of the data from the two phases of the experiment  are in progress. 

!t.       FUTURE DEVELOPHEMTS 

At a time of rapidly advancing state-of-the-art in the design of digital microprocessors and elec- 
tronic display systems it is necessary to strike  a balance between continuous development of the simula- 
tor and  its  dedication to  flight  dynamics experiments.    The   first  steps  along the path to  a more  flexible, 
user-oriented digital computing system have already been taken and it is anticipated that this system will 
continue to evolve without interrupting simulator applications.    A similar approach will hi followed in 
the  development  of an  advanced cocUpit  display system for project  use. 

From the beginning of the Airborne V/STOL Simulator program it has been part of the development plan 
to expand  the simulation  capability of the helicopter to  five or a full six degrees  of  freedom.     To  da 
this,  additional  force generators must be  incorporated as  independent helicopter controls  and these 
controls  must be integrated into the  fly-by-wire  system.     Several candidate approaches to providing these 
independent  controls have been investigated in detail and are being evaluated comparatively  for eventual 
implementation.     Although the absence of additional  f^ce generators places  some limitations  on the simu- 
lator's  capabilities,  the variety of STOL and VTOL control,  guidance and handling qualities problems 
hitnerto  requiring investigation has been more than adequate to ensure its full utilization. 

5. CLOSURE 

Airborne flight simulators developed from production single-rotor helicopters  have been the main ex- 
perimental  tools  used by the Flight Research Laboratory of NAE in a wide-ranging STOL and VTOL aircraft 
research program  (Refs.   1-12).     The new simulator,  described above,  is expanding the  scope of this  program 
by providing significant improvements in modelling capability and an expanded simulation flight envelope. 
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DFVLR ROTORCRAFT RESEARCH 
by 

B.  Gmeiin, H.-J.  Langor, and P.  Hamel 

Institut  für Plugmechanik 

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt 
für Luft- und Raumfahrt  e.V.   (DPVLR) 

Postfach 3267 
Braunschweig-Flughafen 

SUMMARY 

Helicopter research and development is being done at a number of Institutes within 
the German Aerospace Research Establishment (DPVLR). Both experimental and theoretical 
investigations are in progress. Particular emphasis is planned on verification and 
understanding of analytical work using experimental tools. 

This paper reviews selected DFVLR activities in the field of rotorcraft research. 

• Helicopter Windtunnel Test Stand 
In a joint program with German aircraft companies, a helicopter test stand for 
large windtunnels han been assembled at DFVLR. The design of the test equipment 
and first results from windtunnel tests are discussed. 

• Helicopter System Identification 
In a joint  program with MBB,  DFVLR has  extracted  derivatives  from helicopter 
flight test data.  The project  is reviewed and initial system  identification 
results are presented. 

• Active Vibration Control 
MBB and DPVLR are jointly conducting studies to develop an Active Vibration 
Isolation System. After reviewing passive means of vibration control, special 
optimum controller logics for adequate active vibration suppression are 
discussed. 

• Helicopter Crew Escape Systems 
The DFVLR activities  in the  ♦"ield of crew rescue  from rotorcraft  are reviewed, 
including rotorblade severance studies with an RPV helicopter model. 
Additionally performance characteristics of ejection and extraction systems are 
compared. 

The  investigations  are  sponsored by  the German Ministry of  Defer..e   (BMVg)  and the 
Ministry of Research and Technology   (BMPT). 

1.      iNTRQaUCTION 

Today's helicopters  are used for an ever increasing number of tasks by both civilian 
and military users.   Particularly  for military helicopters, there  is  a  continuously 
increasing need for increased aircraft performance,  optimized stability and control 
behaviour,  and better noise  reduction.  To satisfy these  requirements,  additional knowledge 
in '■he frelds of helicopter aerodynamics,   flight mechanics,  aeroelastics,  dynamics,   and 
acoustics   is essential. 

In the Federal Republic  of Germany  the groundwork   for several helicopter projects, 
both military and civilian,  will be  completed  in the next  few years.   Research for these 
projects  is being done by both  industry  and DFVLR.  The  DFVLR  is  working mainly  in the 
following areas: 

• Helicopter windtunnel testing  (Ref.   1), 
• Aeroelastics of rotary-wing aircraft   (Ref.   2), 
« Helicopter flight  test   techniques  and simulation   (Ref.   3), 
• Digital  flight   control  systems  for helicopters   (Ref.   k), 
• Helicopter escape  system and survivabilit.y  studies   (Ref.   5), 

• Rotor noise  (Ref. 6),  and 
• Helicopter display  system for limited visibility  operation  (Ref.   7)- 

Selected topics of DFVLR activities will be reviewed in this paper: 
• Helicopter windtunnel test  stand, 
• Helicopter system identification, 
• Active vibration  control,  and 
• Helicopter crew escape  systems. 
These investigations  are undertaken in close  cooperation with the potential users, 

industry,  and Federal  Ministries. 



2.  HFLICQPTCR WINDTUNNPL TEST STAND 

Jl(i --7L In recent years theoretical work in helicopter aerodynamica, aeroelastics, dynamics, 
acoustics,and flight mechanics has been intensified.   It is necessary now more than ever 
before, to verify and expand theoretical results with proper and sufficient testing. This 
will help to establish a reliable data base for further development  of rotary-wing air- 
craft.   Moreover,  extensive  configurational  studies and tests  are  required to obtain aero- 
dynamic and flight mechanic   improvements  for the design of novel  helicopter systems. 

A helicopter test  stand for  large windtunnels has been assembled in Germany  to do 
this experimental work  (Figure  1).   Under contract to the German Ministry of Defense, the 
test  equipment was produced  in a joint  program by DFVLR,  Dornier,  MBB,  and VFW-Fokker. 

2.1    Design Requirements and Hardware Realization 

Prom the beginning the versatility  of the test  equipment  had  to be  considered. The 
test  stand must be adaptable '.o many  investigations   In different   fields.  This dictated 
the  following requirements: 

• Test  stand should be suitable  for many dlffer-'iit   Investigations   in thr  fields 
of aerodynamics and  dynamics,  and 

• TransferabJlity of  test  results  to  full-scale  helicopters  must  be valid for 
these investigations. 

In general  it  is  impossible  to accomplish these  requirements  with one model. 
Considerations of the similarity  principles show conflicting requirements dictated by 
different model  scaling  laws. 

Because of the many   investigations  to be conducted  in the  field of aerodynamics  it 
is  necessary to have  a "Mach scaled"  model.  The  requirement   for Mach scaling plus the 
requirement for sufficient  transferability dictate that  the model  be as  large as possible. 
The  scaling laws concerning this  model  are  discust'^d  in detail  in  Ref.   1. 

In addition, the test  stand  should be  suitable  for different  models  such as  shaft 
driven and reaction driven rotor  systems.   And,  the test  stand  should be  adaptable to 
different  fuselage,  tail,   and tail rotor configurations. 

Finally,  the test  stand should  fit  in the  large windtunnels  available.   At this time 
in Germany there are two windtunnels  suitable for experiments with large rotor models. 
One  is  at  the Volkswagen  research  facility   at Wolfsburg.   It  has  a  test   section 7.5 meters 
wide and  5.0 meters  high  and a  50 m/sec maximum test  section wind  speed.  The other is  at 
the Daimler-Benz facility   in Stuttgart.   It  has  a test  section  1A meters wide and ^.9 
meters high and a 80 m/sec maximum test  section wind  speed.   Additionally,   in 1979 the 
German-Dutch Windtunnel   (DNW),  which  is  now being constructed,will be  available.  This 
large subsonic  tunnel will be particularly suitable  for model  rotor investigations. 

Drive System 

There are many difficulties   in the selection of the  power plant   for a Mach scaled 
rotor model. The available  electric,  hydraulic  and air turbine motors  are  still  too heavy 
to allow proper dynamic  scaling   (Ref.   8).  The best way to achieve  dynamic  s  alir.g weight 
objectives  is to mount  the drive  system external to the rotor model. 

A high power  (90 kw at  1050 RPM)   compact hydraulic motor was  installed in the test 
stand.  The bulky primary  power unit,   that   is the electric motor and hydraulic pump,   can 
be easily positioned  as  required   for  se'   up in various windtunnels.  The pump and the 
motor are connected with high pressure hoses.   Special  flex  couplings have been designed 
and  fabricated to have  the  required torque  capability.  To  allow accurate m-isurements 
at  the rotor-balance,  the  couplings  are  "soft"  enough so  that   axial  force,   ^ateral  force, 
and moment  losses to the  test  stand are very small  compared to the  loads measured. 

Rotor Model 

Presently  in Germany,  work  is being concentrated on helicopters  of up  to eight   tons 
gross weight.  The  corresponding  rotor diameter  is approximately  sixteen meters.  To 
maximize  data  transferability,   the model rotor diameter was made  as  large as possible 
while still allowing use  in the  available windtunnels.  The maximum rotor  diameter  is   fou^ 
meters. 

The  fii'st   rotor  fitted  to  the model  i^  a hingelesfa   four blade,  Mach  scaled unit 
(Figure  2).  The rotor was  designed to nodel the dynamic   and  geometric   characteristics of 
the MBB BO-105 main rotor.  The  rotor blades are soft   flapwise and soft   inplane.  The hub 
is  stiff  flapwise and stiff  inplane.   In the design of the  scaled rotor  care was  taken to 
model  tne  stiffness  and mass distribution of the BO-105  rotor  accurately   (Ref.   9)-  With 
only  a few exceptions,   the dimensions  and wall  thickness were  scaled  linearly.  The blades 
are  fiberglass  and the hub  is  steel.   This  design resulted  in a  rotor system which is 
sufficiently  strong to  allow operation over the entire  flight   regime  of the  full-scale 
rotor system.  The  following table gives the iroortant  characteristics  of the rotor: 

Diameter D -     't        m 
Number  of  blades z -     k 

Solidity o0_7    =    7.73 % 
Blade planform rectangular 
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Blade profile NACA 23012 

Twist AO - -601H' 

Flapping frequency ratio V'n : 1.12 

Lagging frequency ratio w /n ; 0.71 

Rotor speed n r 1050 RPM 

Tip speed U : 220 m/se 

Torque "T 
s 815 Nm 

Design thrust T = 3630 N 

Disc area loading T/A = 290 N/m2 

NaxiBu.im thrust in hover T : moo N 

Fuselage Model 

The fuselage consists of a supporting structure and outer shell (Ref. 10). The 
fiberglass outer shell can be changed for various experiments. A representative fuselage 
for a medium weight transport helicopter is presently on the test stand- 

The fuselage is mounted on the test stand using a six-component balance. By mounting 
the fuselage shell in various positions it is posoible to change the position of the 
fuselage relative to the rotor hub and/or the fuselage's longitudinal flight angle. 
Auxiliary wings can be mounted on the fuselage. Provisions have also been included for 
a tail rotor drive system. 

Data Acquisition and Presentation 

The most important factors in the design of the measurement equipment were 

• On-line presentation of all critical data to ensure safety and flight monitoring, 

• High reliability and accuracy of the data, and 

• Flexibility and adaptability of the equipment to different measurement tasks. 

For measuring the forces and moments at the rotor hub and at the fuselage, two 
six-component strain gage balances have been installed. These strain gage balances 
measure the steady-state loads with good accuracy (error < 2 Ü of maximum load). They 
also provide dynamic load data up to U per revolution. 

Because the forces and moments of the rotor are measured independently of the 
fuselage loads, interference effects between rotor and fuselage can be identified. RPM, 
torque, and rotor power are obtained from a measurement package fitted in the drive shaft. 

For many investigations it is necessary to obtain data from the rotor concerning 
blade motion, blade loads and other variables. Data from the rotor is transmitted to the 
stationary test stand by PCM telemetry. The telemetry transmitter and antenna are located 
on top of the rotor hub and rotate with the rotor. Thirty-two data channels are provided, 
each with a frequency response of 100 Hz. By reducing the number of data channels, the 
available frequency response can be increased. Since the data is transmitted in digital 
form there is no possibility of bias errors common to analog systems. 

The DFVLR data acquisition and presentation system consists of two elements 

• Quick-Look Data System, and 

• Dynamic Data System. 

The Quick-Look Data System allows monitoring of analog data from the six-component 
balances, the measurement shaft, and the strain gage bridges fixed on the rotor. This 
allows timely decisions to be made while experiments are being run. 

In the Dynamic Data System (Figure 3) analog data from the balances anU the 
measurement shaft are digitalized. This data together with the digital data from the 
rotor is recorded on magnetic tape. Detailed analysis of the experiments are accomplished 
off-line. 

Control System 

In the design of the swashplate, provisions were made to allow the use of either 
shaft driven or reaction driven rotors as we?l as different blade numbers. The rotor shaft 
angle is controlled by tilting the upper part of the test stand. The ability to remotely 
control both collective and cyclic blade angles and rotor shaft angle allows rapid changes 
in test conditions without shutting down the model or the windtunnel. 

2.2 Preliminary Investigations 

The test stand was run for the first time in 1976. A number of tests were necessary 
to assure flight safety and to check the basic properties of the model. The following 
investigations have been accomplished: 
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• Static and dynamic tests and calculations prior to first run 

- Calibration of measuring system, 
- Measurement of control elasticity and clearence, and 
- Investigation of ground resonance conditions. 

• Hover tests 

- Balancing and tracking of rotor  system, 
- Checking of the rotating measurement   system,  and 
- Confirmation of the  resonance  diagram of the rotor system. 

Calibration 

The main task was the  calibration  of the two six-component   balances.   Static  calibration 
of the  balances was accomplished using  standard weights.   A  linear relationship between  load 
and measured  value as well  as  negligible balance movement were  assumed.   The  equation 

K       =  A   •   P 
describes the calibration method , where 

K 

are the measured values,.and 

(Kj...K7) 

P :     (Pr..P6) 
are   the   calibrated weights.   The   calibration matrix  A with  its  elements 

A. .   =   3K./3P. 
ij i        J 

is   obtained   from the   loading tests.   The   inverted  matrix 
P        =   A-1    •    K 

defines  the  relationship between the measured and  actual data.   A resonance  investigation 
between  10  and  100 Hz  showed  that  the  six-component rotor balance had  a  numoer of natural 
frequencies   in  the neighbourhood  of the   fundamental   (1/REV)   and  harmonic   frequencies 
(^/REV)   of  the  rotor   itself   (Figure   ^) .   After theoretical  investigations  the  balance was 
modified by  mechanical  frequency  adjustment   (Ref.   11).   Figure  4   shows  the  dynamic  response 
of  both  the   original  and modified  balance. 

Ground  Vibration Tests 

For safe  operation  it   is   important   to  know the ground  resonance   characteristics. 
From  ground  vibration  tests  witn  various  configurations  and  axis  orientations,   sufficient 
information was  obtained about   the matrices  of generalized mass,   damping and  stiffness. 
Finally,  rotor  vibration  characteristics  were  calculated  from rotor  mass   and  stiffness 
distribution  data.   From the  computed  natural   frequencies of the   coupled  and  damped 
rotor/rotor  support   system,   it   was   concluded  that there are  no ground  resonance problems 
in  the   rotor  operating speed regime   (Ref.   1?). 

Hover Tests 

Because  of  high  rotor  speeds   (1050  RPM),  balancing problems   could  be  expected. 
Therefore  careful   iynamic  balancing of   the  hub  assembly  ani  static   balancing  of  the  rotor 

~   wa?   necessary   to  realize  suocessf"!  overall  system  balancing  and   tracking.   Using 
gages,   tlade  dynamic   response-lagging  and  flapping-  was  measured   for  small  pitch 

Test   results  were   in  good   -greement  with  calculated  data   (Ref.   I7)   (Figure 5) 

3     Windtunnel  Tests 

blades 
strain 
step   inputs 

The  first  windtunnel   tests   took   place   in the VW windtunnel   at   Wolfsburg.   This  wind- 
tunnel  has   climatic  control  which allows  tests  to be  conducted  at   temperatures  as  lew 
as •201- To use the climatic control the test section must be enclosed using a moveable 
cover. In order to maintain a constant temperature - and therefore a constant rotor MfM 
for a particular blade Mach number - the first tests were conducted with the test 
section moveable cover '.n place. The measured data showed stochastic Irtrge amplitude 
fluctuations for the rotor forces and moments (Figure 6). This effect resulted from 
interference caused by the walls of the closed test section and was not present with the 
cover removed. 

During these first tests, the following was accomplished (Ref. I1»).- 

• Measurement of rotor characteristics, 

• Definition of regions of flight safety, 

• Investigation of aerodynamic interference effects between rotor and fuselage, and 

• Measurement of rotor downwash at selected field points. 

Figure 7 shows typical results from the rotor/fuselage interference investigation. 
For constant thrust, expected differences in required rotor collective pitch angle for 
configurations with and without fuselage could be quantified. 

2.4  Conclusions and Future Activities 

First windtunnel tests have demonstratea the feasibility of the basic concept of the 
DFVLR Rotor test stand and its measuring system. Future plans include tests by various 
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• Rotor downwash identification, 
• Rotor stall limits, 
• Aerodynamic interference effects, 
• Pressure distribution on rotor blades, 
• Dynamic response of rotor systems, 
• Offset-lift rotor systems, 
• Aeroacouatical effects, 
• Novel rotor control systems,  and 
• Fuselage, tail unit anci tail rotcr aerodynamics. 
This work will be done in the various windtunnels available with the existing model 

and with new models. In the future, gathering of basic data and configurational investi- 
gations will contribute to new designs of novel rotary-wing aircraft. 

3.        HELlCQPTgR   SVSTFM  IPFMTl MEAT ION 

The goal of a joint research project between the DFVLR Institut  für Flugmechanik and 
MBB is the extraction of stability and cortrol derivatives from helicopter flight test 
data. The program, which is sponsored by the German Ministry of Defense, has four phases. 

In the first phase, system identification methods for helicopters were investigated 
and improved.  Different model structures  for the description of helicopter flight dynamics 
were evaluated.   In the second phase,  simulated data was used to investigate the unique 
problems associated with helicopter system identification.  Based on these  investigations, 
preparations were made for the third,  flight test, phase. The flight test vehicle was 
a MBB BO-105 helicopter.   In the fourth and final phase, the flight  data was processed and 
the identification executed. 

MBB's  experience in the  field of helicopter modeling combined with DFVLR's  experience 
with parameter  identification methods  led to a successful joint program  (Ref.   5).  The 
program  is described and some  of the results presented. 

3.1 General 

There  is  a great need to accurately  know stability and control derivatives  for the 
following applications: 

• Verification of flying qualities, 
• Establishment of a data base to be used for improving handling qualities, 
• Optimal design of automatic  control and stability augmentation systems, 
• Design  of flight  simulators,  both ground and  inflight,  and 
• Comparison    with analytical  aircraft modeling techniques  and windtunnel  results. 
During the past years,  parameter identification methods have been successful applied 

to fixed wing aircraft   (Ref.   15).  The application of equivalent methods to  rotorcraft 
(Ref.   16  and  17)   is  a more complicated task because of 

• Additional degrees of  freedom, 
• Coupling of lateral and longitudinal motions, 
• High vibration levels which contaminate measured data,  and 
• Short   test periods due to  inherent  helicopter instability. 

Figure 8 presents a general procedure  for parameter identification. 

3.2 Mathematical Model 

The rotorcraft modeling problem is a difficult task because of the large number of 
degrees of freedom and the complexity of aerodynamic effects. For simulation 
studies, linear and nonlinear models were used. A rigid-body 6 DOF linear model 
was developed from a computer program which included nonlinear effects. This model 
adequately describes the low frequency, rigid-body fl/.ght dynamics. The high frequency 
contributions of the rotor dynamics ai? included in the rigid-body derivatives. The 
nonlinear model included llapping, lagging and torsion modes and control flexi- 
bility for each blade in addition to the rigid-body modep. 

For the identification from flight data a linear 6 DOF model including 
specific longitudinal-lateral aerodynamic coupling derivatives was applied. Starting from 
a basic forty-two parameter model a final twenty parameter model was found to adequately 
describe the BO-105. 

3.3 Input Design 

During the simulation phase it was shown that the accuracy of the identification 
results is highly dependent on the input signal used. Because step and doublet inputs, 
which are frequently used in flight testing, give unsatisfactory identification results, 
more efficient input signals were developed by the DFVLR Institut für Flugmechanik (Ref. l8), 
These optimum signals take into account the following conflicting requirements: 
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Wide  frequency band. 
Short  time  duration,  and 
Easily  flyable by the pilot. 

Figure  9  indicates one of these  input   signals  and  its power spectral density.   The 
two  level,  seven seconds duration  signal  is  described by a sequence  of step  functions 
filtered by a second-order digital  filter.    This  signal   shape,  optimized by  simulation, 
contains the necessary frequency band   (from 0.15 to 2.8 rad/sec)  for evaluating the  desired 
flight mechanic  parameters of the  B0-105.   The corresponding blade  pitch  amplitudes  were 
limited to 0.5 degrees  such that  the dynamic  response amplitudes  could be  kept  small. 
Therefore,  nonlinear aerodynamic  effects  could be  neglected  in the mathematical model. 

S.^t     Instrumentation and Data Frocessing 

Plight  tests were conducted using a BO-105 helicopter equipped with a  fly-by-wire 
flight  control system.   Accelerations,   attitudes,  rates,  speed components,   and  control 
inputs were measured and recorded on an analog magnetic tape on boe-'d the helicopter.   A 
low airspeed  sensoring and indicating  system   (LASSIE)  was  used to measure  airspeed.   Flight 
test  were  conducted at  a speed of  70 knots.   Each run was  about   30  seconds   long.  The  chosen 
input  signals were generated electronically  and fed  to the  fly-by-wire  flight  control 
system.   This assured high repeatability between the  runs. 

Much effort was  spent  in the  data  processing as  shown in the  flow  chart   of Fig.   10. 
All  signals were filtered identically  using  16 Hz  analog  low-pass   filters  and  finally 
digitized.   Some signals, especially   accelerations  and rates had to be  filtered  further 
because  of high vibration levels.   Therefore  zero phase-shift  digital  low-pass   filters, 
developed by  the  Institut  für Flugmechanik,  were used.   After the evaluation of the  cali- 
bration tape the data was  converted to physical  units and corrected  for  CG   locatioi.. 
Non-measured data,   such as rotational  accelerations,  were obtained  by  taking derivatives 
of the measured rates. 

3.5     Analysis  of Simulation and Flight  Test   Data 

For the  identification of the BO-105,   three  different  techniques  were used: 
Least  Squares  and  Instrumental Variable,  both of which are equation error methods,   and a 
Maximum Likelihood  output error method.   Advantages  of the  Least  Squares  method are  short 
computation time and the  fact  that  no  a priori values are needed.   In general,   output 
error methods  give  better results   from noise  contaminated flight  test  data.   The Maximum 
Likelihood method requires  longer computation time  and also needs  a priori  values  to 
converge. 

Figures   11 and  12 present  time history   comparisons  of typical   identification  results. 
Figure  11  shows  in  detail flight  test  data  and simulated data using the   identified models 
from the Least  Squares  and Instrument  Variable methods.   Figure  12  shows   similiar  identi- 
fication results using the Maximum Likelihood technique.   In addition,  good  correlation 
between identified  and theoretically  estimated derivatives has been shown  in  Ref.   3. 

Prom these  identification results  the   following main conclusions   can  be  drawn: 
• Linear mathematical models  can be  choosen  for sufficiently  accurate  helicopter 

parameter extraction from flight  data, 
• Preliminary  simulation studies  are  effective tools  for preparing  for  and 

evaluating helicopter    system  identification flight  tests. 

4,      ACTIVF VIBRATION CONTROL 

Important  factors  limiting helicopter  operation are rotor oscillatory  aerodynamic 
-•i   inertia  loads.   These  loadr      ...      fuselage vibrations wl „..c  be  eliminated  or 
reduced  for the following important reasons : 

• Improvement  of ride  comfort  for crew and passengers, 
• Improvement  of operational handling qualities during mission oriented  flight 

tasks   (target  aquisition  and tracking,  hover with sling  loads), 
• Reduction  of pil^t workload during  IFR and  night   flights, 
• Minimization of structural  fatigue,   and 
• Improvement  of subsystem  life,  particularly  avionics. 
In the past  a number of mechanical devices have been developed which  can  alleviate 

excessive  fuselage  vibrations.   Passive means  of  fuselage or cabin   isolation  can be 
realized  using soft  springs which  include  damping  devices   (elastomerics) .   Such a simple 
spring/damper isolation   (Figure  13,  upper  part)   has   undesirable characteristics.  For 
example,   low frequency motions are aggravated by  the soft  springs  as  can be  seen  from the 
transmissibility diagram.   In addition,   large  static  deflections between  the  rotor-system 
and the  fuselage  during transient  maneuvering may  occur.   This would  be   incompatible with 
helicopter control  requirements. 

A modification  to  the  simple  spring  isolator  described above   led  to  the  Kaman  DAVI 
principle   (Dynamic  Anti-Resonant  Vibration   Isolator)   in which pivoted  spring-mass-systems 
enable  sufficient   isolation  in selected  degrees  of  freedom  (Figure   13,   center part).  The 
system is  claimed  to eliminate the disadvantages  of  the  conventional  soft  mounting approach. 
Boeing/Vertol  applied the DAVI principle  in  the development  of a multi-axis-nodal   isolation 
system for hingeless rotor helicopters.  This   Improved Rotor  Isolation  System   (IRIS)   provides 



isolation between the rotor transmission  and the  fuselage  in the vertical  and   lateral ^0' / 
translational,  pitch,  and roll degrees of freedom.   It  was successfully  flight   tested on 
the BO-105  and the UTTAS  (YUH-61A)  prototype.   Suspending the airframe  from the  node-points 
of a beam system is  another derivative of  the  DAVI system which provides   passive  isolation 
(Bell Noda-Magic).   A good survey of the most   important   contributions   in the   field of 
passive vibration control can be found in Ref.   19. 

Further technical improvements   in helicopter vibration control  can be  achieved by 
introducing active  control technology.  Problems  generated with passive  isolation systems 
such as  spring travel and bottoming, mechanics,    control coupling, and difficult  isolator 
adaptibility to system changes, may be more easily overcome using electro-hydraulic 
actuators with feedback rather than passive  springs.   Such flexible system  should impro/e 
the vibration  isolation at  all important   frequencies and flight  speeds. 

In  a government  sponsored research program,  MBB and DPVLR are jointly  conducting 
studies to develop a Vibration Isolation System using Active Control Technology   (Figure  13, 
bottom).  The basic principle is to control the rotor-induced oscillatory  loads  such that 
-  independent  of deflections between rotor and  fuselage  - a constant   value  is   reached  on 
the airframe.   In this  case, vibrations will not  be induced  on the airframe,  whereas there 
will be  vibrations on the rotor system.   On the  other hand,  any deflections  between rotor 
and airframe  caused by transient maneuvers  have  to be  compensated.  The transmissibility 
in Figure  13,  bottom,  shows typical  notch-filter characteristics. 

DFVLR has  contributed to the solution of this problem by developing  special  controller 
logics based  on optimal control theory   (Ref.   20).   Because the rotor  induced  loads  P_  are 
essentially  unmeasurable disturbances,  and because only  limited  information about  tne 
model state  is  available,  the control  task can be defined as the output  control  of a 
linear time-invariant multivariable system with unmeasurable arbitrary disturbances. 

DFVLR has developed and applied two different controller logics  for a simplified 
discrete model of t.ie BO-105  (Ref.   21): 

• Dynamic  compensation with notch-filter   (case  1),  and 
• State  and disturbance observation with Riccati-Feedback   (case 2). 
Some  representative  simulation results  of  the dynamic  compensator  (case   1)   are shown 

in Figure  I'*.   The dynamic  response of the  incremental   control actuator signal  u  and  the 
fuselage  heave  deflection z for BO-105,   '»/REV  oscillatory rotors  loads  PR  are   indicated 
in the  first   column of Figure  14, The rotor induced fuselage response  z  is  attenuated 
within one  rotor revolution  (1  REV).   For  a 2.5  g transient  maneuver  (second  column of 
Figure  Ik),   initiated by a PR-ramp  input,   the  relative  deflection between  the  rotor and 
the  fuselage  üz  is minimizedNdthin  less  than  five rotor revolutions   (5  REV).Similar good 
results  are  achieved with the state  and  observer  feedback  system  (case 2)   as  can be seen 
in Figure  15. 

At   the moment,  DFVLR is applying modern  control  theory  to higher-order system dynamics. 
Together with MBB,  extensive computer simulations  are   in progress  to  develop  an active 
control   isolation system  for a hingeless   rotor helicopter.  This model  takes  into account 
multifrequency,   5  DOF rotor oscillatory  forces  and moments.   On the other hand,   the dynamic 
response  of  the helicopter  fuselage will   include  6 DOF rigid-body modes  and  selected 
flexible modes. 

In  general,   it   can be  stated that   low multi-frequency  vibration   levels may  by  achieved 
in the  future with active  control technology.   The  development  risk to design  such systems 
for prftctical  application  is  centered on  the  requirements  for compact  electro-hydraulic 
actuators.   In particular,  there are  stringent   requirements   for system sensitivity,  dynamics, 
low  fr'.otion,   and hysteresis  as well  as  system reliability,  maintainability,   and  cost- 
effectiveness . 

5.  HELICQPTFR CREW ESCAPF SYSTEMS 

In the final report of the AGARD Working Gro 
Crewe (Ref. 22) it is emphasized, after reviewing 
various NATO countries and available literature,t 
for helicopter  crews   is necessary. 

Expansion of the normal operating regions  of 
that  crew escape  systems be included.   That   is  why 
require  crew escape  systems.  DFVLR participated  i 
the  report  of  the  AGARD Working Group.   Currently 
escape concepts  are  in progress  under German Mini 
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5.1    Model Tests 

One of the key problems to be resolved for a rescue system with upward extraction of 
the crew is the elimination of the blades. The starting point for studying this problem 
is to investigate the dynamic behaviour of a helicopter after severance of the blades, and 
to investigate the separation flight path of the blades. 

mm 



s Initial  calculations  have  shown  that   theoretical  prediction of the  dynamics   of  the 
uQ •%   helicopter and blades  after  severance  is  difficult.   The  difficulties  exist  because  of 

factors  which  cannot  be  predicted accurately  enough,   for  instance the  blade   loads 
immediately  before  severance  and the drag  coefficients  of  various  elements. 

Therefore  windtunnel  and  free  flight  model   cests  are  used  to  improve  the  theory. 
Basic  research using models  has several  advantages: 

Free-Flight   and windtunnel model  are  identical, 
Emulations  of any  flight  condition, 
ReproducibiHty  of  any extreme initial  conditions. 
Single modification possibilities. 
No safety  problems,  and 

Cost  and  time effective. 
At   present   RPV helicopter models   are   i;sed   for   free-flight   tests.   In  order  to   be  able 

to conduct   the  planned  investigations,   the  rotor  hub  assembly  had to be  modified   for  blade 
separation  by  pyrotechnic  means.  Two possible  solutions  were  tested: 

• Blade  severance with  radial  acceleration   of  the  blade,   and 
• Blade  severance with  no acceleration. 
During  these  tests,   a  pilot  dummy  was  ejected  using  a  pyrotechnic   ignition  assembly. 

In order to  assure  transferability  of  model  test   data  to  full-scale helicopters,   the 
scaling  laws must  be  used.   However,   for  a  small model   it   is   impossible  to achieve  a  complete 
simulation.   Therefore,   it   is   nesessary  for    future   tests   to use  larger' models  and   examine 
the  influence  of model  scaling  laws. 

5.2     Rescue  Sydtem  Performance  Investigation.' 
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5.3 Future Research Activities 

There are some discussions about the necessity for crew escape systems for special 
helicopterr, r^bout the expense and about the effectiveness for typical helicopter missions. 
So that decisions can be made, DFVLR is continuing its investigations in the following 
areas: 

• Investigations of helicopter accidents with particular attention paid to 
their origins, 

• Improved model tests in combination with theoretical investigations, and 

• Evaluation, comparison and improvement of escape systems. 

The investigations will help overcome the lack of data existing at present in the 
area of crew rescue from helicopters. 

6.   lONCLUSIQN 

In summary, based on the technical contents of the paper, the following general 
points are appropriate: 

• Main subjects of the DFVLR in the field of rotorcraft research Pnd development 
have been presented, 

• In particular, those contributions which have a strong relevance to flight 
mechanic problem areas were discussed, 

• Because of the high complexity of rotorcraft design, experimental 
investigftions will play an increasingly important role in the future, 
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• Test facilities and procedures which will be routinely applied by DFVLR 
in future helicopter development programs were discussed,and 

• DFVLR's participation in government supported helicopter research and 
development  programs with industry is  increasing. 
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Fig. 1: DFVLR Test Stand in the 
VW-Large Scale Windtunnel 

Fig. 2: Hub Assembly of the 
Hingeless Rotor Model 
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SUMMARY 

Future requirements for helicopterr will place still greater emphasis on those features of 
the helicopter which make for simple, low cost, and effective operation.      Some research necessary 
to meet these needs is described in the current paper.      The requirements for low cost operation 
are reviewed.      This implies a considerable improvement in fatigue life, time between overhauls, 
and in general maintainability of the aircraft.      This can be achieved by the intelligent use of 
new materials and a move towards on-condition maintenance of major components. 

Many of the operational targets for future hplicopters can be met by engineering application 
of principles which are substantially understood at the present time.      Two important exceptions 
to this are noise and icing.      Basic features of external and internal noise are reviewed and 
recommendations for future work put forward.      Icing research is reviewed in the light of recent 
British activity. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

Many, probably the majority of the features which make a helicopter attractive to the 
operator result from good design and from good product support rather than being the outcome of 
research studies.      Furthermore, improvements in helicopter operation are at least as dependent 
on features such as navigation and communication aids as on mechanical aspects of the vehicle. 
Nevertheless research studies can contribute to the improvement of helicopter pperatlons.      In 
this paper some areas of work which seen to be of special relevance are discussed. 

Many transport operations require a vehicle with a capability for taking off and landing 
from snail or inaccessible areas.      IXiring the past decade a wide variety of vehicles to «eet 
this need has been proposed, and in many cases, demonstrated.      However it has now become clear 
that by far the most satisfactory method of meeting the requirement at the present time is a 
helicopter of more or less conventional form. 

The helicopter has undergone considerable improvement in its basic performance over the 
past ten years. Recognition of this fact has led to a massive growth in helicopter operations 
both civil and military. However it seens unlikely that the growth in performance of the con- 
ventional helicopter can be maintained. Application of our basic knowledge of the fundamental 
aerodynamic and structural parameters to helicopters now in the design stage should show sub- 
stantial benefits over previous helicopters, but it seems unlikely that there will be much more 
to come for future generations. The classical areas of research for helicopters are therefore 
into an area of diminishing returns. 

The fundamental efficiency of fixed wing aircraft and helicopters is not dissimilar, for 
example, induced drag at cruise is almost the same (Ref.l).      Opportunities for improving the 
efficiency of the helicopter are therefore limited.      The major difference between the fixed and 
rotary wing types lies in the mechanical and dynamic complexity of the latter.      Massive rotating 
parts have to be used, incorporating flap, lag and feathering flexures or hinges.      These are 
driven at low rotational speed, and therefore high torque, through a minimum weight transmission 
system.    The helicopter itself is a highly sophisticated system needing substantial effort in its 
engineering and development, while the market for the helicopter is specialised and therefore 
small.      Thus compared to a fixed wing machine, the cost of a helicopter is high, and a primary 
objective must be to reduce costs of all types to a minimum.      It is cost-effectiveness and not 
performance which must s^t future research priorities. 

The basic cost impact oi a modem helicopter is shown in Figure 1.      This is shown in 
terms of life cycle costt>, but naturally a similar balance occurs for direct operating costs. 
Figure 1  shows that only one quarter of the cost is attributable to the initial purchase price of 
the aircraft.      Something over a third of the costs are covered by the "roliabiiity" areas, 
lifed items, overhaul, and maintenance, leaving a quarter of the costs due to the engine and 
equipment overhauls, and the remaining fraction for fuel and crew costs.      Although the operator 
has r.any desires in obtaining an efficient service from his helicopter, in the end these must be 
quantified in teims of cost.      Figure 1   is thus a reasonable starting point for a discussion of 
research requirements to improve future operational capability. 

The requirements for both civil and military helicopters are not dissimilar.      A proposed 
10 point plan for helicopter research Is  shown in Table 1.      Also shown are a series of specific- 
ally civil requirements  in rough order of priority developed from opinions offered to us by 
operate;    over the past few years.      A comparison of the features doas suggest some general agrpp- 
nent between military and civil rp^'drements  for helicopter research.      Military priorities on 
cost are of the same order as  those of the civil operator, both for initial costs and overall 
cost ownership.      Equally civil emphasis on all weather capalilities  including cost effective 
equipment for IFR and anti-icing requirements has now approached thut of a military operation. 
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The major difference between military and civil operation Is utilisation.     Few military 
helicopters are In the air for more than 500 hours a year, whereas many civil helicopters 
operate for more than 1000 hours a year.      Thus although recent military specifications have 
strongly ernphaalaed reliability/maintainability, the priority must necessarily be even higher 
In civil operations.      Other differences between civil and military use are in speed, system 
requlr«nents, and noise.      High speed seems to be of a limited military value except in special 
circumstances, such as naval operations, while it ir of obvious Importance to the civil operator 
for productivity.      Noise has been receiving an increasing military priority in recent years but 
can be of considerable Importance to civil operations.      High internal noise levels could pre- 
clude helicopter operation in an wcecutlve/VIP role while the prospect of international legis- 
lation on community noise clearly raises Important Issues in external noise radiation. 

Thus future requirements for helicopters will place still  greater onphasis on those features 
of the helicopter that make for simple, low cost, and effective operation.      Some research 
necessary to meet these needs is described in the current paper.      Requirements for low cost 
operation are reviewed in the next section while subsequent sections of the paper describe 
research possibilities in noise, both external and internal, and finally the perennial helicopter 
all weather operational problem of icing. 

2.      DESIGN FOR VM COST 

Figure 1  demonstrates that to provide a more cost effective vehicle the helicopter manufact- 
urer must place considerable emphasis on reliability issues. 

The lifed items on a helicopter must be replaced due to possible fatigue damage after expiry 
of a fixed flying time, typically a few thousand hours.      There are in principle three possible 
approaches to fatigue life extension: 

a) stress levels in components can be reduced 

b) improved materials can be used which have better fatigue characteristics 

c) we can move away from a fixed replacement time to replacement on condition as defined 
by some monitoring device 

In order to provide a safe life it is usual to come back from the average failure point on 
S-* curve by a substantial margin,  around 3ff (where  a- is the standard deviation).      A further 
reduction of 10-20$ in stress is enough to provide a virtually infinite life according to the 
standard S-N curve predictions.      In many cases a 10)1 reduction in stress could be achieved by 
10$ additional material in the part under consideration.      Unfortunately evaluation suggests that 
this Increase in weight and life would not generally be cost effective.      Furthermore, in many 
circumstances the addition of weight is not an adequate way of Improving life.     A notable example 
on the helicopter is the semi-rigid rotor hub where It can be shown (Ref.  2) that the addition of 
material actually causes an Increase in stress level. 

Change of material is a valuable way of improving the reliability.      Figure 2 shows specific 
fatigue characteristics for a number of materials.      This parameter applies particularly to 
material selection for helicopter rotor blades but has some general value In evaluating the 
benefit of new materials.      It will be seen that th» aluminium alloy conventionally used for 
helicopter construction   does not come out very we ^ In this presentation.      The benefits of 
modern materials for improving helicopter reliability justify detailed study.      However the fund- 
amental objective is reduction of costs.      Aluminium alloy is a raateilal which is well understood 
from the point of view of airworthiness, design, and manufacture.      A strong case must be made 
before any substantial change can be contemplated. 

The third possible approach is the further development of teclinlques  for damage tolerant 
design, which could lead to on-conditlon replacement.      Strong operational arguments in favour of 
such a change have been given by Polley, Ref. 3.      Current safe life philosophy means that of all 
replacements on "life" less than one in a million makes an immediate contribution to airworthiness. 
Dovelopment of damage tolerant design together with a reliable condition monitoring device for 
helicopter parts could in principle result in large savings, since mean life is considerably in 
excess of safe life.      However the reliability of the monitoring device must itself be of a high 
order to allow acceptance for airworthiness clearance. 

Some items on the helicopter are alrealy maintained "on condition".      An example is the 
Sikorsky Blade Inspection Method (BIM) which checks the integrity of the spar by pressure monitor- 
ing.      In practice this is effectively used as the on-condltion retirement indicator for rotor 
blades.      Thus it is an extensitn of the on-oondltion philosophy which is  sought rather than its 
introduction. 

There are also several possible techniques for monitoring which show promise,  for example, 
emission of sound or heat from the  damaged area.      One area which has been studied at Westlands 
Is monitoring of gear vibration to detect gear tooth cracking.      Typical results from research 
tests on this are shown in Figure 3.      It can be seen that before the appearance of a crack in 
a tooth there are clear Increases  in the side bands around the tooth passing frequencies.      There 
is some way to go before this  technique can be incorporated routinely into service,  but the 
benefits are obvious. 

The second most significant  factor in the helicopter cost fpen Figure 1   Is the  initial cost. 
This has beer, a popular area of resear—. for some years for obvicis  reasons.      >.e of the aost 

— artÄ-.t cost Irivers for aircraft  structure has teer, found to be carts ;auat    see  5ef._x.      The 



parts count arguments put forward relate only to the labour content Involved In the build of the 
aircraft assembly.      However reduction of parts count could have additional far reaching effects. 
A typical helicopter consists of ISOOO items, the typical weight of which is around cj0 granmes. 
Each of these must be individually drawn, planned, and administered through the factory design, 
development and production processes.      This is a major burden on overheads.      A reduction of 
parts count could do much to reduce administrative and overhead cost associated with helicopter 
manufacture.      Equally reduction of number of parts will also increase reliability on the common- 
sense groundt. that there would be less parts which could go wrong.      This argument may be proved 
more formally by statistics if desired. 

There are other areas where unexpected impact of technology may occur in the production 
process.      The benefits of automatic manufacturing methods, such as automatic rivetting, have been 
highlighted in previous papers, e.g.  Ref.  U.      However there is a considerable fringe manufacturing 
cost associated with processes, such as heat treatment, anodlslng, painting, etc.      The root 
requirement for these processes lies on the nature of material traditionally used in the aircraft 
construction, and is associated in many cases with their tendency to corrode.      Selection of modem 
materials with very much reduced requirements for either heat treatment prior to manufacture, or 
for corrosion protection during manufacture, could eliminate over half of the operations required 
in some areas of helicopter manufacture.      This would provide a major saving both in cost of 
production and in the time takan. 

Very strong emphasis wa^ placed on reliability,  robustness, and ease of maintenai -e in the 
original Lynx specification;   as outlined in a paper by Berrington  (Ref. 5).      The targets  for the 
Lynx are listed in Table 2 iind compared with figures achieved by other types.       These predicted 
figures were based on an active design management effort.      For example the 2.7 maintenance man 
hours based on the achievement of the following targets in the three major segments. 

Flight Servicing 0.6 mh/fh 

After flight inspection 

Before flight inspection 

Turn round inspection 

Scheduled Servicing 1 -2 mh/fh 

25 hr inspection 

100 hr inspection 

300 hr inspection 

h wk Inspection 

1  yr PMB Inspection 

Unscheduled Servicing 0-9 mh/fh 

Initial design tirgets are being exceeded on the production Lynx aircraft. 

As is well known the Lynx features a semi-rigid rotor head. Figure It compares the head with 
the head of a Wessex. The simplicity of the Lynx head has obvious attractions from the maintain- 
ability point of view.      Indeed the number of servicing points has been reduced as  follows:- 
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Furthermore the complete prerigged rotor head assembly can be held in the stores, 
changed in average operational conditions by 2 men in under 3 hours. 

This can be 

A similar pcllcy of design simplicity has been followed on the Lynx transmission system 
(see Figure 5).      This has been brought  about, in part, by taking advantage of the superior load 
carrying characteristics of confomal gears.      In particular this allowed the use of a high 
reduction ratio in the final stage,  allowing a major reduction of transmission components,  espec- 
ially in the high torque paths.      A comparison with the Sea King gearbox is shown below. 

Number of gears 

Number of bearings 

Lynx 

7 

1Q 

Sea King 

16 

2S 

Thus the component numbers are reduced from Uii in the Sea King to 26 on the Lynx with antliMnated 
proportional benefits in reliability and rapid growth of TBO and fatigue life. 

3. NOISE 

Helicopters designed in the 1980's will be required to meet certification standards for 
external noise.      Details of these are now being finalised.      It is anticipated that future heli- 
copters will meet specified levels for take-off,  landing, and flyover.      Both manufacturer ar.d 
operator must now pu*. increased emphasis  on the achievement of acceptable community noise levels. 
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Helicopter noise Is a subject whl :h is only partly understood.      Although there are jone 

reasonable suggestions for basic mechanisms, many of the processes underlying noise generation 
by the helicopter are not understood well enough to permit proper engineering attack.      In this 
section of the paper some mechanisms underlying helicopter nois« will be described and indications 
given of the prospects for noise control. 

External noise radiation fron a helicopter is dominated by the aerodynamlcally generated 
noise fron the rotors, both main and tall.      Subjectively the tall rotor is often the most annoy- 
ing source and this therefore Justifies special attention.      However mechanisms of noise generation 
from main and tall rotor are not dissimilar and these will be discussed together. 

Figure 6 shows a general radiation spectrum, characteristic of both rotors.      The  lower fre- 
quencies are dominated by the blade passing frequency and its hamonicn, which gradually merge Into 
a general broadband noise radiation.      Typically this broadband content peaks a little below « 
Stroul-al Number based on chord (fc/V_)of unity.      Recent st idles have shown that a high frequency 
broadband hump also exists.       Here it is possible to be more precise about the peak  frequency   (Kef.6), 
It is at f = 1-1   V_/t where V_ is the tip speed and t the blade thickness.      This result  agrees 
also well with fixed wing alrframe noise data.     (Raf.7). 

The relative 'mportance of the various radiating covponants depends on the >>«raneters of the 
rotor concerned.      For the main rotor the discrete frequaf »art from »round 10 or 20 Hz, 
below the normal range of hearing.      Thus it Is only the higher narmonlcs (perhaps  the UOth or 50th) 
which can be important.      For the tail rotor however these lower harmonics dominate the observed 
signature.      The broadband noise radiation especially froa the aain rotor Is also significant. 
In some cases It can effectively control overflight noise levels.      Ttm high frequency hump for the 
main rotor, m^r occur around 3000 H«, and is subjectively Important close to the helicopter.      The 
possibilities for control of these sources will be discussed below. 

A theory describing the discrete frequency noise radiation from the rotor In terms of the 
harmonic forces on the blade exists.     (Kef. 6).      However thl.- requires specification of the 
fluctuating force field on the blade at very high frequencies, a task which Is well beyond ti.e 
capabilities of the present rotor aerodynamic theories.      In principle, however, It can be seen 
that there are two major sources of harmonic disturbances.      One Is the Interaction of the rotor 
with its own vortex wake.      If the wake passes particularly close to the next blade,  for exarple, 
during landing,  a distinctive impulsive "blade slap" results. 

Theoretical models for this noise radiation process exist; however engineering solution to 
these may well be found in a better modelling of the vortex Interaction1: at the design stage of a 
new helicopter.      This blade slap noise may also be avoided by pilotln , technique,  e.g.   fRel.  9). 

An equivalent source of noise is probably significant in the hover.      This Is the Ingestion 
of eddies from the surrounding atmosphere.      Because of the strong contraction of the strewn as 11 
enters the rotor these eddies are very much elongated and form vortices.      Recent studies, Ref.U, 
have suggested that the vortex formed by eddy stretching Into a free rotor may well persist for as 
many as 16 revolutions.      This provides a strong potential source of noise.      The prospects for 
controlling this source are less favourable.      Theoretical models Indicate that higher blade twists 
could offer an Improvenent In noise together with an Increase in hover figure of merit. 

Impulsive noise radiated by the blade; becomes particularly significant at high rotor speods. 
Noise from this source may be heard as much as 10 miles in front of the lallcopter, and Is there- 
fore of special significance in detect&bllity and in community annoyance.      Recent theoretical 
studies suggest that this noise is due to direct radiation due to displacement of air by the Made 
tip.      Good agreement of prediction with arperlments has been achieved.     An example of this  Is 
shown In Figure 7 where calculations based on the theory of Ref.11  are compared vith expei'me-'  a! 
data reported by Schnitz and Boxwell, Ref.  12.      In view of the fact that there are no empiwral 
parameters contained within the theoretical prediction, the agreement between theory and experi- 
ment, both fron the point of view of trend and level, is very encouraging.      This theory can be 
used as an engineering tool to minimise the high speed noise radiation of c helicopter, both by 
shaping the blade and suggesting appropriate tip speeds.      For typical helicopter rotors the 
theory suggests a dependence on tip speed above V    -> for this source. 

To what extant can helicopter noise be-oontrolled? Early theoretical and experimental wnrk 
suggested that noise was proportional to VT T where VT is the tip speed and T the thrust. This 
seems to hold little promise for a quiet helicopter since foi a fixed rotor thrust a reduction of 
noise by 6dB would require a halving of rotor speed.      Recent work gives grounds for greatpr optimism. 

A large amount of data on rotor noise has-been taken by Westland 'lellcopters during the past 
few years.      In Ref.  6 It was shown that the ""^ law was obeyed at higher thrusts but not at lower. 
Figure 8 reproduces these results.    Also shown on the graph is the point at which tip incidence Is 
predicted to reach 0  .      At lower thrusts some internal recirculation on the rotor is likely.      At 
these Itnr thrusts It is found that the velocity dependence 0/ the noise exceeds  v  .      This could 
apply to a tail rotcr in forward flight. 

More characteristically, rotors operate at positive tip Incidence.      The data available can 
be analysed to indicate some of the major trends.      Figure 9 shows some results,  wtu're cases with 
tip incidence below 0    have baen rejected.      The upper curue gives the broadband noise \>r"-\ level 
corrected for thrust by the T    law.       It will be seen that the data collapnes  to within aoout  ?dB. 
A v1 curve has been drawn through the data., 

The middle set of results In Figure Q gives  the peak level  for the higher frequency hump. 
In this  case the deta shows no dependence on thrust «nd no thrust correction has been made.       It 
seams  likely that this noise Is associated with   cho noise radiated by eddies  leaving the training 
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edge of the rotor.      Theory for this case suggests a V    law (Ref.  13),  and the data can be seen ,      .- 
to support this trend.      Further supporting evidence comes fron the dependence of frequency on -0 / '^ 
thickness referred to earlier. 

The last set of data shown in Figure 9 gives the level of the UOth harmonic,  again corrected 
by a T   .law.      The data show a strong increase of level with speed, and at the rotational   speeds 
characteriütic of present helicopters follow a V6 law. 

The overriding conclusion from these analyses is that helicopter rotor noise is far more 
sensitive to rotor speed than normally suggested.      Reducing rotor speed also provides additional 
subjective benefits (Ref.lU) due to the lower frequency of the noise.      Since tail rotor noise is 
particularly Important subjectively, choosing a lower tip speed for the tail rotor would be useful. 
Several helicopters have now adopted this approach.      But there are   prospects   for further control 
of helicopters main rotor noise by a systematic attack on all the componerii.s discussed above. 

Fixed wing noise control experience s\ ;gests that in the end engineering methods are more 
effective than extended academic study and this conclusion may well prove to apply equally to heli- 
copter noise.      However it is important to realise that the range of opportunities open to the 
engineer for helicopter noise control are more limited.     Furthermore, noise control engineering 
has not been particularly successful when applied to helicopters up to the present.      A substantial 
body of work was accomplished under ARPA/NASA sponsorship at the beginning of the decade and sub- 
stantial claims have been made from this.      Close analysis of the results suggests only modest 
noise reductions occurred.      For example, in Ref. 15 reductions of up to lUdB were clain«d. 
Evaluation of the data presented suggests a more characteristic reduction would b« 9 - 10 dB. 
This was achieved by a 33/K reduction in rotor RPM which must necessarily give rise to a reduction 
in thrust.      In this case because of the increase from li to 5 blades on the modified aircraft 
actual thrust loss would be around h£!%.      This obviously has severe repercussions on the operational 
characteristics of the helicopter, and indeed no claim that this quieter helicopter was suitable 
for operational use was ever advanced.    Closer studies of an operationally viable helicopter based 
on this data suggests that only around 2-3dB can be claimed as a result of the modifications sugg- 
ested throughout this programne.    In view of the benefits claimed above for rotor speed  reduction 
it may be thought surprising that a better result was not obtained.    However it will  be very diff- 
icult to design an operationally viable helicopter which simultaneously optimizes all the noise 
parameters mentioned above. 

A further exercise was carried out on a S6l helicopter (Ref. 16) and although benefits of up 
to 3dB were claimed in this case, analysis of the data suggests that m some cases the modified 
helicopter was actually noisier then the original helicopter.      Data has also been presented on a 
HH U3B helicopter Rof. 17, suggesting improvements of around 8dB.     Again no claim was made that 
this modified helicopter was viable for operational use.      There is some additional interest in 
this case because of the counter-rotating intermeshing rotors employed in the HH U3B.      It appears 
that counter-rotating rotors do have a naturally lower noise level than the single rotor type, 
typically, around 6dB.      If very s«vere noise restraints are placed upon future helicopter design 
it may be that configurational changes could provide part of a solution.      However with conventional 
helicopters there is Inevitably a price to pay for noise reduction and current estimates suggest 
that this will be at least 10# of the payload for each 3dB. 

U.      INTERNAL NOISE 

At the present time the internal noise levels of helicopters are perhaps of even higher signif- 
icance coranercially than the external noise levels.      The designers attempts to pass more and more 
power through a lighter and lighter weight structure has led to a substantial increase in helicopter 
noise.      Noise levels inside untreated helicopters have risen by about lOdB in 10 years.      The 
problem of internal noise clearly justifies priority study. 

The basic mechanisms of noise radiation inside the helicopter are quite differwit from those 
outside.      Internal noise is essentially due to mechanical sources, particularly from the trans- 
mission.      It is found that the internal noise spectrum is dominated by the tooth meshing frequen- 
cies fron the principal gear pairs.      The basic source of the noise is the non-uniform meshing of 
the gear teeth.      These create both torsional and flexural vibrations within the gear train which 
are likely to be amplified by local resonances within the gear system.      These high frequency 
vibrations then pass Into the helicopter structure from which they are finally radiated as acoustic 
energy into the cabin. 

This cause and effect chain is complex aiid little fundamental vjiderstanding of helicopter 
internal noise exists at the present time.      Most existing aerospace work on internal noise has 
been oriented to broadband excitation rather than the discrete high frequencies characteristic of 
the helicopter.      However the complexity also provides many opportunities for noise control: within 
the gearbox, its mounting system, the structure and finally, by acoustic treatment within the cabin. 
Attack on all these fronts is required.      The pay-offs from such approach could be great, perhaps 
a 20- 301B improvement over current levels. 

The achievement of a good mesh between gear components is a primary objective of the trans- 
mission designer.      It is therefore unlikely that any substantial noise gains can be achieved by 
closer study of the gear teeth.      However the transmission of this vibrational energy in the gear- 
in system is a topic which does justify closer study.      It has been shown (Hef. 18) how response 
calculations for transmission systems are feasible and can be used to control noise.      The engin- 
eering benefits to data have been small.      The noise reductions from this approach have been no 
larger than those from an equal mass acoustic treatment.     Nevertheless the application of such 
models In conjunction with finite element models for predicting distortion of the gear casing 
appears to offer promise for control of gear noise in future helicopter transmissions.      Reduction 
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of vlbrktlon within the gearbox could also be expected to improve reliability. 

The mounting of gearbox to fuselage strue" ure also offers an opportunity for noise control. 
In principle it is certainly possible to nake suspensions which impede high frequency noise trans- 
mission, but which also meet normal vibration engineering criteria in the low frequency range. 
A modest R&D programme should allow such mountings to be developed.  The transmission of 
vibrations within the fuselage structure also offers an opportunity for control.  Dtls has been 
the subject of stuty for many years now in the case of ships and many of the features established 
for ship noise control could transfer to the helicopter. 

Finally the possibilities of conventional acoustic treatments must not be overlooked.  A 
well designed acoustic attenuation treatment can be extrenely effective in reducing internal noise 
for helicopters.  A recent exercise at Westlands (Ref. 19) was aimed at quietening a VIP Commando 
Helicopter (Fig. 10).  The basic concept in the acoustic design was an inner cabin isolated from 
the main fuselage! and has proved very successful.  Internal noise treatments depend critically 
upon attention to detail on all parts of the design.  For example, it was found that noise leaked 
in around the windows in an early trial scheme.  Noise levels for the basic helicopter, for the 
standard treatment and for the final scheme are shown in Fig. 11.  The sound levels were reduced 
to those characteristic of civil fixed wing passenger transport.  It can be seer that the overall 
attenuation achieved compared to the bare helicopter is around 5-1 OdB at low frequencies rising 
to 23-30dB at the high frequencies.  It is the high frequencies which are the most important in 
defining the speech interference level within the cabin.  Subjective impression of the noise 
environment has been very favourable and it can be seen from Fig. 11 that the speech interference 
level has in fact been reduced by 23dB compared with the bare helicopter and by 9dB compared with 
conventional soundproofing.  The weight penalty for this treatment was 5001bs.  However in the 
VIP role proposed this was quite acceptable. 

5.  ICING 

Prop»»- operational utilisation of a helicopter demands a full all weather flight capability 
With the increasing requirements for operation in areas of potential icing, such as the North 
Atlantic, both for military and civil purposes, the problem of icing has assumed increasing import- 
ance in present helicopter design.  On fixed wing aircraft practical icing clearances have existed 
for many years so that sustained flight in icing conditions is almost a matter of routine.  However 
the situation in the helicopter is very much more difficult. 

There are many fundamental parameters which affect the icing of a helicopter,  A better under- 
standing of the fundamental meteorological conditions which affect icing is required.  There is no 
present capability of making accurate meteorological assessments of icing probabilities, which 
involve the effects of water content, droplet size distribution, ice particles, rain, snow, etc. 
The helicopter combines a large cluttered low speed fuselage with a rotor on which speed varies 
with radius.  The helicopter therefore encounters virtually all possible combinations of geometric 
and aerodynamic icing parameters simultaneously.  It is not surprising that helicopter icing has 
been described as "being steeped in mythoiogy". 

Fortunately, as a result of extensive trials and studies, understanding of icing is starting 
to grow (Ref. 20).  The helicopter Icing problem may be divided into two parts; the rotor, and the 
fuselage/engine.  It is generally found that successful solutions to fuselage Icing problems can 
be achieved by the application of common sense engineering principles.  Local de-icing may be 
applied to areas which are of particula'- concern, for example, pi tot heads, transparencies, and the 
engine intakes.  The fuselage lines must be laid out in conjunction with the engine installation 
so that any shedding from the fuselage will not cause damage to the engine. 

A high standard of engine protection must be achieved on the helicopter.  In order to achieve 
satisfactory icing flight clearance for the engine it is necessary to test the engine installation 
at full scale with a representative intake and adjacent airframe structure.  Recent studies have 
been undertaken at Westlands on a side intake design for the Sea King.  This is shown in Fig. 12. 
This was developed first in wind tunnel tests and was tested recently in the NOTE Cell 3 West icing 
facility where it showed considerable promise in a wide range of operating conditions without 
appreciable performance loss. (Figure 13)  Thus it ..-ould appear that extensions of existing 
engineering practice are adequate to provide a reasonable standard of icing clearance for the heli- 
copter fuselage and engine systems. 

The rotor has been a much more difficult problem.  It has the benefit of some kinetic heating 
towards the tip.  On a high speed rotor this may well be enough to prevent ice formation on the 
outer parts of the blades, but flight in icing conditions will still result in the accumulation 
of some ice on the inboard portion of the rotor.  The basic mechanism of ice formation on the 
rotor is reasonably straightforward to understand.  The rotor is cooled due to radiation and evap- 
oration and is heated by the kinetic energy of the air and impinging water droplets.  For much of 
the rotor the equilib:luntemperature in icing conditions is 0 C.  In these circumstances the heat 
balance is maintained by the release of latant heat of freezing of the lee.  In other words, ice 
is formed on the blade and starts to build up.  On the Inboard part of the rotor temperatures may 
drop below 0 , in which case all impinging water freezes and the heat balance is maintained by 
change of rotor temperature. 

The model described above can be formulated mathematically, for example in the paper by 
Nesslnger (Ref. 21 ).  This has been the basis of theoretical work at Westland Helicopters.  A 
comparison of some predictions from this theory with tests reported by Stallabrass (Ref. 22) is 
shown in Figure 1U.  The good agreement both in trends and absolute level of ice accretion rate 
may be observed.  The theory is apparently insensitive to the type of ice built up.  It is of 
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Interast to not« th»t the «uahroom and apearhead Ice appears at 0" on thg rotor leading edge, 
whereas the knife-edge Ice formation corresponds to tanperatures below 0 C. 5J-7 

It has bean suggested that more complicated theories Involving variation of the Input para- 
meters over the chord and account of thermal conduction   within the skin would be necessary to 
achieve acceptable prediction of Ice accretion rates.       Figure 1lt suggests that the simpler 
theories are adequate.     It Is therefore reasonable to assume that most of the unknowns In the 
rotor Icing process are associated with the Icing parameters of the practical environment.      The 
results shown In Figure ^h were taken on the NRC Spray rig.     Over the years it has become estab- 
lished that results from the Spray rig are not consistent with those in natural icing conditions, 
nils must be largely due to the variability which occurs in real clouds together with effects of 
forward flight.      Thus flight experience in natural icing conditions is essential« both to develop 
a better understanding of icing problaas tod to establish reasonable statistics for icing clearance. 

in extensive series of lynx tris'is has been performed recently in Scandinavia.      The flight 
programe is shown in Table 3.      The following findings are noteworthy: 

1. Over a wide range of conditions the aircraft was found to operate perfectly satisfactorily. 

2. In conditions that gave rise to a performance penalty this took a progressive form 
providing ample time for evasion action if desired. 

3. On no occasion wa   the autorotation capability of the helicopter unacceptably impaired. 

U.    On leaving the icing environment the helicopter performance rapidly returned to the datum. 

These trial results have formed the basis of a request fron Westlands for an extensive initial 
CA release for cold weather and icing operations.      The proposed release Is for flight up to 8000' 
and down to -10 C, subject to a 20 knot reduction in the flight envelope.    (See Figure 15) 

With the application of this experience in future helicopters there is some prospect that 
reasonable icing release conditions will be achieved.      However if a deeper penetration into icing 
is required then artificial de-icing must be applied to the rotor as is already done on the fuselage. 
The fundiMental power requirements to prevent any ice build up are large.      The accretion rate of 
Figure Mi can be translated directly-as a power requlrener.t over large portions of the blade. 
O-OlmK/sec is equivalent to 3-3kW/m  .      For a typical helicopter around 60kW of power would be 

required in the rotor for complete anti-icing protection. 

Such power levels are unattractive, and a better solution is local cyclic heating to cause 
ice break-up and shedding.     Any such system has to overcome two inherent problems.      Firstly, 
to achieve clean shedding a certain thickness of ice must be allowed to build up.      On sensitive 
areas of the blade profile even these small thicknesses may cause unacceptable loss of performance. 
Secondly, variations of icing conditions are so great that a system which shod ice cleanly in all 
conditions would seem to require a controller of great complexity. 

A Wassex v.»th Lucas electro-thermal cyclic blade de-icing has now been test flown for several 
winters.      These continuing development trials have resulted in suggestions for improved cyclic 
patterns which should overcome the problems outlined above, and operate at relatively small power 
levels  (Ref. 23).      These will be flight tested in natural icing conditions during Winter 1977/78. 

6.      CONCLUSIONS 

The integration of current knowledge in the classical areas of conventional helicopter per- 
formance will provide helicopters with a major increment in operational capability.      It seems 
unlikely that further research into these classical areas can prove equally cost-effective.    How- 
ever comparatively little fundamental work has been carried out into aspects which directly affect 
operating costs.      There are several areas  of research which could give results of direct value 
to the operator. 

1. The application of new materials throughout the helle opter offers the promise of a 
cheaper, more robust, and probably lighter, helicopter. 

2. The further development of damage tolerant design methods together with on-conditioning 
monitoring techniques offers promise for a substantial extension in both life and TB0 

3. Cost research can provide the basis for more effective value engineering during the 
Initial design. 

There are also several areas where important operational benefits occur which cannot be 
readily quantified in terms of cost.     The two ainas studied in this paper, noise, both external 
and internal, and. icing, suggest the following conclusions. 

U.    Basic knowledge of external noise radiation exists but this requires more detailed study snd 
interpretation before it can provide clear guidelines for design trade-offs. 

5. Reduction >t rotor speed appears to be rather more effective as a noise control method than 
suggested by simple theories. 

6. Further research in internal noise has the potential of providing substantial benefits. 
Meanwhile conventional acoustic engineering provides a useful palliative. 

7. The principal difficulties in helicopter icing arise from uncertainties in meteorology 
rather than in areas under the designers control.     Further work is probably more usefully 
oriented to practical flight evaluation in natural icing conditions. 

  -   - 
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6.    Präsent generation aircraft can offer valuable increases in standards of Icing release. 
If required, further laprovaMnts in rotor icing can be achieved by intermittent electro- 
thermal de-icing. 
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TABU 1 

ttollcopter Fmturea of Qpratlonal Interest 
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Ten Point Hen 

Low cost of owiershlp 

Cost effective performance 

Reliability ft maintenance 

More effective syst«s 

Itility 

Low vibration 

All weather/night operation 

laprovtMnt enviroment & 

workload 

Safety/survivability 

Low noise 

Civil Operator 

Payload/Range 

Operating costs 

Initial price 

Reliafallity/Maintanance 

Single engine performance 

Cabin space 

Optional role equipment 

All weather capability 

High speed 

Low noise levels 

Single pilot IFR 

Corporate/VIP User 

Cabin comfort 

Low noise levels 

Initial price 

Operating costs 

Reliability 

High speed 

All weather capability 

Single pilot IFR 

Range 

IFR 

TABLE 2 

Haval Maintenance Targets 

WfHF Mission Reliability Maintenance Mh/Fh 

*»p U7 98-25* U-05 

Sea King 16 88-« U-91 

Lynx 33 95-5* 2-7 

TABUE 3 

Lroa Icing Trials 197$/6 

Weather Condition No. of Sorties Flying Time (hrs) 

Icing cloud 59 31 

Freezing fog 6 3 

Recirculating snow 20 10 

Precipitating snow U 

89 

2 

-    -   -   111 
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Fig.6   Typical Rotor Noise Spectrum Fig.8   Noise Levels vs Thrust 
(from Leverton Ref.6) 
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Flg. 13   Icing Trials Sea King Sand Filter 
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Summry 

ONERA aerodynamic research on helicopters includes basic research in two or three-dimensional 
flows and studies on rotors. 

Basic research is carried out for improving the understanding of complicated phenomena which 
are difficult to study In detail on rotor blades. It concerns in particular the study of steady and 
unsteady characteristics of airfoils and of problems pertaining to blade tips and to vortex interactions. 
For the rotors, ONERA developed a computing program for the forces on the blades, based on the 
acceleration potential method. The problems of unsteady transonic aerodynamics related to high speed 
flight are the object of in-depth studies in cooperation with the US Army AMRDL (Ames Directorate). 

In order to perform wind tunnel tests for helicopter companies and for research purposes, ONERA 
developed two rotor test rigs ; one is located at the Modane Center in the 8 m die. SI wind tunnel; 
the other is at Oalais-Meudon in the 3 m dia.  82 wind tunnel. Measuring techniques which are used 
and the more characteristic results for total forces on helicopter or convertible, for absolute pressures on 
the blades, for identification of the boundary layers, for smoke visualizatior.s, arvl for rotating blade 
deformations are described. 
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Lift coefficient = L/0/2 p V,,1 cb) 

Dreg co» 'icient = D/(1/2p V cb) 

Pitching moment coefficient = M/(1/2 p VJ cb) 

Span (m) 

Chord (m) 
Dimensionless  chordwise location 

Dimenskxilesi spanwise location 

Incidanoen 
Wind tunnel speed (m/sec) 

Wind tunnel Mach number 

Reynolds number based on V0 and c 

Pressure (Pa) 

Total pressure (Pa) 

Static pressure (Pa) 

Reduced frequency (uc/2 V0) 

Frequency of oscillation or rotation (.-ad/sec) 

Rotor lift coefficient - 100 L/(1/2 p (wR)' So) 

Rotor drag coefficient - 100 D/(1/2 p (uR)' So) 

Rotor torque coefficient = 100 0/(1/2 p (wR)' RSo) 

Rotor required power coefficient = 100 P/(1/2 p (uR)1 So) 

Rotor radius (m) 

Rotor disc surface (ma) = »R5 

Blade number 

Solidity ratio • nc/wR 

Rotor tip speed (m/sec) 

) Advancing blade tip Mach number 

Rotor advance ratio - Vg/uR 

Rotor shaft angle (*) 

Azimuth (*) 
Dimensionless  blade spanwise location 

Collective pitch angla(*) 

Pressure coefficient - (p - p0)/ 1/21 p0 M
1 

Instantaneous incident Mach number = (w r + V0 sin ^ )/a0 

a0 Sound speed (m/sec) 

M^ Loca Mach number on the profile. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Problems raised by the three-dimensional unsteady aerodyn- 

amics of helicopter rotors are as numerous as they are complex. 

ONERA endeavors to approach them both by calculation and by 

actual experimentation on rotors, but also in a more analytical 

way through basic research aiming at an improved understanding 

of phenomena that are difficult to study in detail directly on 

rotors. 

The basic research work concerns mainly, in two-dimensional 

flow, the study of steady and unsteady characteristics of airfoils, 

and in three-dimensional flow that of problems pertaining to 

blade tips and to vortex inter^jtions. For the rotors, ONERA 

developed a computing program for the forces on blades, based 

on the acceleration potential method, which can be applied to 

both flexible and rigid blades for modente advance ratios. The 

problems of unsteady transonic aerodynamics related to  high 

speed flight are also the object of in-depth studies, with experim- 

ental verification on rotors in the wind tunnel. 

For its experiments, ONERA has at its disposal rotor test 

rigs at the S2 Chalais-Meudon and the SI Modane wind tunnels ; 

their possibilities and the measuring techniques used are also pres- 

ented below. 

The ONERA work is carried out by its Aerodynamics, 

Structures and Modane Wind Tunnel Departments, in close cont- 

act with the Aerospatiale Company. Some studies of a more 

fundamental character, are also carried out very efficiently in 

cooperation with the Ames Laboratory of the U.S. Army, within 

the framework of an MOU (Memorandum Of Understanding) on 

Helicopter Aaroelasticity. 
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2. BASIC RESEARCH 

2.1. Airfoil study in itMdy flow 

Tht helicopter blade airfoili have to operate within a very 

broad ranne of Mach number and incidence ai the advancing 

blade it a near-zero Incidenc* at Mach numbers higher 

than 0.8, while the retracting blade works at near ■/all incidences 

at Mach numbers of 0.3 or 0.4.    For hovering flight, an 

optimal operation is sought for, at Mach numbers near 0.6, in 
order to minimiie the power on the rotor. 

Table I sums up the main requiremants for operating cond- 

itions, which the blade profiles should meet, governed by respect 

ive levels of maximum lift, L/D ratio or drag divarganca Mach 

number. It is practicall, impossible to find any profile fulfilling 
all these conditions together, so it is necessary to design blades 
with evolutive profiles. This is an approach similar to that chos 

en, for instance, by Boaing-Vertol for .ha determination of the 

VR profiles [1). 

Tablet 

Requirements for a helicopter blade 

R 
I                                       0.9 R 

1 0 8 R 
1                                                                  -1 
i 1 h 3 T 

Flight conditions 

Preponderant 

aerodynamic 

coefficient 

Sections 

1 2 3 

Advancing flight 

Drag divergence 

Mach number at 

CL - 0 ^ 0.8 0.85 0.9 

iCmol < 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Hovering 
L/D rat» at 

M0 ~ 0.6-0.6 > 75 72 85 

Maneuver 
M0 = 0.3 > 1.5 1.4 1.1 

M0 = 0.5 > 1.3 

We shall also note the objective of having a Cmo as low 

as possible within the whole Mach number range, as an excess- 

ive value of this coefficieit would involve too big a power for 

pitch control and non-negligible vibrations and deformations due 

to a coupling between blade flapping and torsion. This has been 

shown during tests on a rotor [2] equipped with a NACA 0012 

profile with cambered extension (defined at ONERA), which on 

the other hand extended the rotor stall limits (fig. 1) thanks to 

maximum lift coefficient at low Mach numbers higher than those 

of NACA 0012 without penality on performance at transonic 

Mach numbers (fig. 2). 

Fig. 2- Stttdy chtncttn%tics of NACA 0013 profiles with tnd without  k 

cambtnd txtension. ' 
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Fig. 1 - Comptred performance of two rotors for an advance ratio 
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RtfartncM [2, 3] trnphaiize th, inter«« of chooting ■ 
family of profiles with decreasing relativ« thicknan (SA 13112, 

13109, 13106 adapted by Atfojpatiale) : for a given lift coeffic- 

ient, the torque to be provided to the rotor is lower and the 

rotor propulsive force higher than for the rotor equipped with 

comtant NACA 0012 profile blade-, (fig. 3). 

The determination of a family of p.ofiles for helicopter 

blades fulfilling the conditions of Table I is undertaken by a 

close association of the efforts of ONER A research scientists 

and Aerospatiale Marignane design engineers. 

L     lift 
coefficient 

-i.o 
propulsive     drag 

force 

[L 

10 

~55~      1 
torque coefficient 

Fig. 3 - Comptnd Performance of mo roton for tn »dvance nth 

li = 0.5 (uft = 208 m/mc; V0 = IM m/fcl.  aq ■If. 

iles with and without cambered extension at the leading edge, 

as a function of the maximum ar.gle of attack during the oscill- 

ation. 
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nC/ Max 
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; i stability coefficient S * 

stable 

unstable 

a A/-» .i<* 

bltd» with Aimtpniilt nolutiv profiht - M 11.9(f) = 0.91 

bl*k with NACA 0012 profile - M lt,9(f) = 0.93 

2.2. Unsteady performance of airfoils 

The operating conditions of helicopter blade profiles are 

essentially unsteady, as both incident Mach numbers and incid- 

ences are function of the blade azimuth. If Mach number variat- 

ions are sinusoidal, it is not so for the aerodynamic incidences 

which vary much more rapidly for the retreating blade then for 

the advancing one. The aerodynamic characteristics of the prof- 

iles are thus different from the stationary ones, particularly 

when flow separations occur on the profiles ; then there appears 

phenomena related to dynamic stall, which may lead to stall flutter. 

A test rig allowing pitch oscillations of a two-dimensional 

model has been built for the S10 wind tunnel of CEAT (Tou- 

louse Test Center of the Ministry of Defense), where airfoils up 

to 0.40 m chord can be tested up to Mach 0.4. Figure 4 shows 

an example of comparison of performance of NACA 0012 prof 

Fig. 4 - Unttttdy charicttristics of prof ill 

The detailed study of the process of dynamic stall has 

been the object of many studies wo ictaide, at ONER A in part- 

icular (4). The studies carried out in cooperation with the U.S. 

Army Ames Labrratoty on the theoretical (S) and experimental 

|6| point of view brought to light the various phases of dynamic 

stall. Figure 5 shows the evolution of separations on oscillating 

profiles, deduced from results of tests on NACA 0012 with and 

without leading edge extension  in the 7 x 10 ft U.S. Army 

Ames wind tunnel. This phase of up-travel of flow separation 

starting at the trailing edge takes place before the phase of 

generalized separation with a vortex character; ihis has as a 

consequence the appearance of maximum lifts much higher than 

the* obtained in steady flow, and also the creation of very 

important pitch-down moments that can render the work of 

aerodynamic forces positive, which may make the incidence 

movement unstable. Stall flutter may also interest the upstream blade 

position, as shown by tests made at the S3 Modane wind tunnel 

by the ONER A Structures Department. Figure 6 reveals the exis- 

tence of an "instability pocket" whan the Mach number increases 

on a NACA 63A015 profile of 0.2S m chord oscillating around 

a 10° angle of attack at a frequency of 34 Hz. L 
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Fig. 6 - Stall flutter experimental study. Pitching oscillations. Axis 
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2.3. Blade tip study in steady flow 

The research is devoted to the knowledge and prediction 

of the flow on blade tips, which may contribute very noticeably 

to the power balance of the rotor. As early as 1970, many 

blade planforms have been tested in subsonic and transonic wind 

tunnel |7|, but the performance gain was not significant enough 

to justify experiments on rotors. 

In 1976 tests have been started anew on a half wing with 

a 30 degree sweep tip, mooted at the wall of the S3 wind 

tunnel of Chalais-Meudon with the purpose of setting a reference 

for comparisons with theoretical results (three-dimensional 

transonic calculations) and with pressure distributions measured 

on a swept tip, 2 blade rotor at the S2 wind tunnel of Chalais- 

Meudon (see section 4.3). Figure 7 shows the favorable effect 

in steady flow of the blade tip sweep. The gain in drag at given 

lift is all the bigger as the Mach number is higher. 

Flows on swept blade tips are complex, especially at trans- 

onic speeds as shown, figure 8, by the pressure distributions 

calculated with a computer program written by F.X. Caradonna, 

of U.S. Army Ames Laboratory |8). This program integrates 

numerically the three-dimensional equation of small transonic 

perturbations of the velocity potential for a non lifting rotor in 

hovering flight. Adapted for the calculation of pressure distrib- 

utions on a half wing at the wall, the program provides a good 

description of the flow on the blade tips, as shown by the comp- 

arison of isobaric lines, calculated and measured at zero angle 

of attack and Mach 0.85 (fig. 9). 

2.4. Vortex interaction wind tunnel simulation 

The vortex emitted by the blade tip interacts wit;i the 

following blade. The flow over the interacted blade is modified, 

and can have an effect upon the rotor performance, especially 

in hovering flight. 

A wind tunnel simulation may be obtained by placing a 

so-called receiving half wing (R) close to the tip vortex emitted 

by another half wing, called emitting (E), placed upstream and 

perpendicular to the former (fig. 10). A detailed study was 

performed a few years ago in low speed flow |9|. Tests have 

been renewed at the S3 Chalais-Meudon wind tunnel for Mach 

numbers between 0.5 and 0.85. 

Figure 11 shows that the vortex interaction entails : 

- a loss of lift when the receiving blade is at a given angle of 

attack, 

— an important drag increase for a given lift. 

Fig. 7 - Influence of the tip sweep of a half wing. 
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Fig. 10 - Vorfx inttncvon 

wind tunnil simulation. 
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Figure 12 shows the evolution of the drag as a function of 

the emitting blade angle of attack, for various levels of lift of 

the receiving blade. In the simulation of a rotor hovering flight, 

the lift of the emitting blade is equal to that of the receiving 

blade ; we see (circled points on figure 12) that in this case, for 

Mach 0.6, the drag increases may reach nearly 40 %. This proves 

the importance of the vortex interaction phenomenon. 

Fig. 12 - Drag increase du» to the mrtex interaction 
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3 - CALCULATION OF THE FORCES ACTING ON THE 

ROTOR 

3.1. Principl« of the imthod uad 

The linear lifting surface theory is successfully used in 

aircraft flutter calculations. The ONER A Structures Department 

developed a formulation that applies to a blade whose movement 

is arbitrary, and that takes into account three-dimensional 

effects and the effects of perturbation propagation by acoustic 

waves |10|. 

The lifting surface is schematized by a pressure discontinuity 

surface that moves and may be distorded, in the case of flexible 

blades, by the action of the aerodynamic forces. The pressure 

discontinuity is directly proportional to the acceleratic   potential, 

temporal derivative of the velocity potential : 

Ap (M, t) = -2 p^ J- (M, t). 

For application to helicopters |11|, and to simplify the 

numerical computation, we use only one line of acceleration 

doublets, located at the quarter-chord (lifting point), oriented 

perpendicularly to the blade and of intensity q equal to : 

q (M, t) =   ^P <M- Ü    . 

p_ 

a; 

^•7 
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r.0.71 
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By writing the tangency condition at the three-quarter 

chord (collocation point), we obtain a set of linear algebraic 

equations, whose solving gives the unknown intensities q. 

The method provides directly the sum of local velocities 

due to the free vortices and to the vortices attached to the blade. 

Thus, the method permits the direct calculation of local 

loads, without having to take explicitly into account the vortex 

wakes and the local aerodynamic incidences. 

3.2. Application to the case of rigid blade rotor 

In the case of moderate helicopter advance ratio and of 

local incidences lower than that of profile stall, the results 

obtained by this linear, but compressible, three-dimensional and 

unsteady, aerodynamic calculation, are satisfactory not only for 

the total forces acting on the rotor, but also for local loads, as 

shown on figure 13 presenting the local loads as calculated and 

as measured in the 31 Modane wind tunnel on a 3-blade Aeros- 

patiale rotor. The rotor lift coefficient L is here 16.1 (the rotor 

is moderately loaded). In the case of high lift configuration 

there appear incidences for which the profiles separate. 

An original calculation method has been developed by J.J. 

Costes 112], who introduces into the lifting laws the character- 

istics experimentally obtained on profiles either fixed or oscill- 

ating in pitch. The linear method of acceleration potential is still 

used, but the calculation of an effective aerodynamic incidence 

is introduced, which is in a way the equivalent incidence of the 

linear theory for a separated profile (fig. 14). For the configur- 

ations of unsteady stall, the effective incidence is a function of 

the actual incidence a and of its derivative ä, in a way similar 

to that of the method proposed by Gross and Harris |13|. 

Fig. 14 - Definition of the effective eerodynemic 

incidence in the cue of en oscilleting eirfoil. 
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r 
Sf Figure 15 shows the uimuthal evolution of the local loads 

jJ'c   in the case of a heavily loaded rotor (L ■ 18.7) for which the 

retreating blade it certainly separated over a broad uimuthal 

tector. 

The calculation that account for unsteady nparations prov- 

ide a noticeable improvement for the prediction of local loads. 

A difference appear« only in the lest measuring section, located 

at 0.952 R, where non-linear, three-dimensional phenomena of 

the blade tips ere not taken into account in the calculation. 

tP 
ExfMrimtnl 
Lineir computation 
Non linear computation 

aass 

Q 952 

Aiimuth^n 
0        90       IBO    270    360 

Fig- 15 - Evolution of local lotdt in im cam ol » AMVK hmlttl .1 hlml» 

rotor lC= 187:5       241*1 n     03 a.        If.»     13 f 

3.3. Application to the case of flexible blade rotor 

The calculation model has been adapted to the cese of 

flexible blades (not subjected to flow separations) by coupling 

the aerodynamic calculations program to that of blade dynamics, 

in which are introduced the blade structural characteristics and 

shape modes |14J. The first results obtained arc encouraging, as 

they agree rather well with flight test results on a research 

helicopter of the Afrospatiale Company (SA 349 Z Gazelle). 

Figure 16 shows a comparison between the moduli of the harm- 

onics rf the flapping bending moments of the blade measured 

in flight and those calculated either considering a fixed rotor 

hub or taking account of the measured hub motions |15|. 

The study is also pursued with a view to know the vibrat- 

ions transmitted to the fuselage by introducing the dynamic 

transfer function of the rotor head. 

It is also planned to improve the calculation of the aerodyn- 

amic forces on the rotor by using a true formulation of lifting 

surface instead of that of lifting line hitherto adopted in the 

numerical calculations. 

4. UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOW STUDY ON HELICOPTER 

ADVANCING BLADE TIP 

4.1. The S2-Ch helicopter rotor test rig 

The S2 Ch wind tunnel hes a 3-m-dia. test section, in which 

the maximum velocity is 110 m/sec (400 km/h). This tunnel 

allows tests on 1.5 m dia models of rotors, at advancing velocities 

much higher than the maximum speeds of standard helicopters. 

Figure 17 shows a layout of this research rig : the rotor is driven 

by a hydraulic motor; a 6 component balance and a rotating 

lorquemeter measure the total forces acting on the rotor and the 

torque applied.  Two slipring assemblies, of 48 and 55 channels 

respectively, give access to a large number of local data picked up 

im the bledes (stresses, pressures, boundary layer detectors). 

Th« total forces and the torque are processed on line by a 

T 7000 Computer attached to the S2-Ch wind tunnel ; the corresp- 

ondlng aerodynamic coefficients are visualized continually on a 

televiiton screen near the control and test monitoring desk. 
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Fig. 17 - ONER A 52 Chtltit wind tunnel rotor Mt rig. 

For the measurement of unsteady local pressures, there it 

also a hybrid (analog-digital) unit which provides averages, over 

n consecutive turns and for 256 geometrically known azimuthal 

positions, of the instantaneous values provided by the pressure 

transducers. Within a maximum deiay of one hour after the test 

we can have the tabulations and graphs of the azimuthal evol- 

ution of the actual absolute pressures or of the pressure coeffic- 

ients, thanks to a processing on a Cll 10020 computer. 

Operational since 1974, the S2-Ch rotor research rig is 

used by : 

- the ONERA Aerodynamics Department for the develop- 

ment of absolute pressure measurement techniques and for 

studies of unsteady transonic flows on helicopter rotor blade 

tips (see Section 4.2) : figure 18 shows the rotor used for these 

studies, and figure 19 gives, a layout of a blade tip equipped 

with absolute pressure transducers Kulite LDQL (the lead tube 

is connected either to an upper surface or a lower surface by a 

T-shaped tube whose one of the branches is obturated) ; 

- the Aerospatiale Company for measurements on 4-bl Je 

rotors in order to study the influence of parameters such as 

twist or blade tip planform on the rotor performances ; 

- the Giravions Dorand Company for the study of multi- 

cyclic rotors or of active control of rotary wings (16, 17]. 

Fig. 18 - The 1.5-m-dia. reseerch rotor in the S2-Ch wind tunnel. 
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Fig. 19 - Instrumented rotor blade tip layout. 



4.2. study on non lifting rotoc with ttraifht bltdi 

MO 
In 1975, F.X. Caradonna and M.P. Inm |18] *O«VKI by 

calculation tha importanoa of umtaady affacu on trantonic flow« 

that may axiit on tha advancing blada in tha caw of a non lifting 

rotor. 
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M = 0.S36 + 0.327 sin <l>. 

The method consists in solving the equation of smnl pertu- 

rbation; of the velocity potential for unsteady transonic flows. 

Within tne approximation of a two-dimensional flow for a given 

blade section, figure 20 shown the calculation results for a NACA 

0012 profile at zero angle of attack in a sinusoidally varying 

free stream. The dissymmetry of local pressures and pressure 

distributions relativ« to azimuth 90* show dearly the favorable 

affects of an increasing incident Mach number (delay of the 

appearance of shock waves as compared to the equivalent steady 

conditions), and the unfavorable effects of a decreasing Mach 

number giving rise to wider supersonic expansion region and 

stronger shocks than whan tha Mach number increases. In this 

respect, pressure distributions at azimuths SOT and 130* (n* 1 

and 4) are significant). 

Within the framework of the Memorandum of Understand- 

ing between the USA and France on Helicopter Aeroelasticity, 

a version of the computing program written by F.X. Caradonna 
has been transmitted to ONER A in order to carry out compar- 

isons between the calculations and the results of its rotor tests. 

A rotor with untwisted blades and symmetrical profiles 

NACA OOXX has been tested on the helicopter rotor test rig 

of the S2 wind tunnel of Chalais-Meudon (see section 4.1), and 

the absolute pressures have been measured on three sections 

near the blade tip. Figure 21 shows the quite satisfactory agreem- 

ent between the two-dimensional flow calculations and the meas- 

urements for sections r/R = 0.855 and 0.892. But a noticeable 

disagreement appears in the 0.046 section, for which the three- 

dimensional effects on the blade tip cannot be neglected any 

more. Details on the calculation and test results are given in 
reference (19). 

It is indeed surprising that small perturbation calculations 

for so high Mach numbers on a 12 % tht:k profile give such good 

results, but it should be pointed out that they concern a case 

with no lift. 

The ONERA effort is presently centered on the following 

points : 

— The resolution of the complete Euler equations for 

two-dimensional, unsteady flows [20). 

Calculations performed for an in-plane motion of the profile and 

corresponding to conditions of attack of the profile of the blade 

section at r/R = 0.892 are promising, considering the small 

number of meshes, as shown figure 22. The calculation method 

will be adapted for simulating as well as possible the flow around 

a section of helicopter blade (in a two-dimensional approxim- 

ation first, and then in the three-dimensional case). 

- The coupling between boundary layer and potential flow 

for two-dimensional, transonic unsteady flows. 

The non-viscous fluid calculation is still done by solving the 

small perturbation equation of velocity potential proposed by 

F.X. Caradonna but, this time, on profiles which, at each step 

of time (or azimuth) are redefined by taking into account, until 

it converges, the displacement thicknesses calculated by the 

resolution of the integral equations of unsteady boundary layers. 

This work, undertaken by JJ. Thibert, of the ONERA Aerodyn- 

amics Department, is in the course of development. Figure 23, 

however, confirms the interest of such calculations as they 

predict, for instance, in the case of a rotor tested at S2-Ch 

wind tunnel, for a rotor tip speed of 200 m/sec and a wind vel- 

ocity of 100 m/sec, a backward travel of the shock not exceed- 

ing the mid-chord, while a calculation of the potential flow 

alone predict that this shock moves back behind this mid-chord 

point. 
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The U.S. Army at Ames ii developing • program for calcul- 

ating the three dimensional, transonic unttaady flow in the cam 

of a non lifting rotor, which should provide a batter prediction 

of the presMire distribution« in sections very close to the blade 
tips. 

Fig. 21 - evolution of absolute pnaum on » non lifting rotor blmh 

tip §t V0= 110 m/mc tnd uR     200 m/mc. 
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Fig. 22 - Comparison between calculations and 

experiment. 
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. -   lr\    *'3- Sti^V on "on litt«)) rotor with Mnpt bladt tips 

A 2 blade rotor with a 30* «w—p of blatte tip« hat baan 

tested at S2 Chalais wind tunnel. The blades have decreasing 

thickness laws indentical  to those of the previous rotor with 

straight tips. In that manner, wa can study both totally and 

locally the influence of the blade tip sweep. Figure 24 shows 

that the drag of the rotor with swept blade tip and the power 

it requires are lower than those of the straight blade tip rotor 

only when the Mach number et the tip of the advancing blade, 

M (1,90°), is higher than 0.87, which corresponds here to a 

helicopter flight speed of about 310 km/h. This is well underst- 
ood If we examine the pressure distributions on the two rotors 

for the advancing blade (fig. 25), where the advantage of the 

swept tips is most noticeable for azimuths arount 90°, where 
the local dynamic pressures are maxima. We should however 

notice that from slightly below 120° azimuth the local Mach 

numbers on the profile become more important on the swept 

tip than on the straight tip, while the actual aerodynamic 

sweep angle (algebraic sum of geometric and aerodynamic sweep 

angle) remain, in absolute value, favorable to the swept tip up 

to azimuth 133° for the blade section and tl.e test conditions 

presented here. Thus, it will be necessary to predict very well 

these three-dimensional and unsteady effects if we intend to 

optimize the blade tip planform. 
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4.4. Case of lifting rotor 

The preceding studies concern the "irraalistic" case of a 

non lifting rotor, whose interest is to prove the validity of 

calculation methods, at least, for simple cases. The case of lifting 

rotor is still much more complex, as it raises the problem of the 

precise knowledge of actual local incidences. The calculations 

performed by F.X. Caradonna [191 of lift and moment responses 

of a blade section subjected to simultaneous sinusoidal variat- 

ions of incidence and Mach number show If ig. 26): 

Fif.26- Ctkulafä evolution of CL end C^ it the 0926 It NACA 0012 

action of * lifting rotor. In ■ 02$ ; M (1,9(fl - 0.906. blede tepect k 

nth : 1X7). ' 

fig. 2S - Evolution of preaure datributhnt on rotor bhch tipe. 

Non lifting cam - 0.9 R NACA 0012 methn. 
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- th* influence of unttMdy incident conditions of that 

profile, revealed by • dissymmetry of lift and moment curvet 

relative to azimuth 90*, while the incidence and Mach number 

conditions are symmetric ; 

- the problem« raited by the possibility to have weakly 

negative incidences on the advancing blade tip, as then strong 

negative lift and pitch up moments appear. We ma\ see there 

an explanation of the difficulties encountered in flight on the 

Sikortk. NH-3 |21| or on Bolkow BO 105 (22) helicopter during 

tests at high speed flight. 

These complex phenomena will be studied in more detail 

in the ONERA S2-Ch wind tunnel from late 1977 on a 3 blade 

rotor with twitted blades whose tips will be equipped with 

absolute pressure transducers. 

5 - THE ROTARY WING TEST RIG OF THE SI WIND 

TUNNEL OF MODANE 

The SI-MA wind tunnel has an 8-m-dia.. 14 m long test 

section ; the flow velocity may reach the sound speed ; figure 

27 shows the rotary wing test rig (23, 24) and Table II gives its 

main characteristics. A frame, carrying a 6-component balance, 

a 110-channel slip ring assembly and a torquemeter, is mounted 

on a support that may tilt during the test. This frame can be 

replaced by the front part of the propeller test rig, which can 

be used up to Mach 0.8 (fig. 23). The rotary wing test rig can 

not be used at Mach numbers exceeding 0.5 (170 m/sec). The 

rotor speed and the wind tunnel velocity can be adjusted so as 

to obtain at the same time actual values of advance ratio and 

advancing blade tip Mach number for rotors with diameters up 

to 5 m. The test rig can be complemented with elements reprod- 

ucing the rotary wing environment ; an example is presented on 

figure 29, where we can see a propeller studied in the presence 

of a win*). 

The test rig is equipped with an analog and digital 

measuring system, which provides the signals to survey and 

ensure the safety of the test and allow the local calculation of 

the main aerodynamic data. A central computer calculates the 

final results and displays them on a screen within a few seconds 

after measurement acquisition. 

Table II ££'13 
Main characterittict of the rotary wing tett rig 

Tett section diameter 8 m 
Tett lection length 14 m 

Rotor diameter •jp to 5 m 

Rotor rotation direction both a-e possible 

Rotor speed 600 to 1400 r.p.m. 

Tip speed only limited by rotor diameter and 

tpeed 

Advancing blede tip Mach number investigated to nearly 1.0 

Advance ratio investigated up to 0.85 

Shaft angle from + 25e(up) to-95% (down) 

\ Balances      with interchangeable dynamometers. Axial thrust 

up to 45,000 N 

Torquemeter of strain gage type, self contained amplifier and 

slip ring. Several capacities 

Collective and cyclic pitch according to hub. At present, electr- 

ically controlled hydraulic actuator 

{Aerospatiale rotor) 

Drive two connected turboprops 

Power up to 1000 kW 

Wind tunnel velocity up to Mach 0.5 (170 m/sec) on the 

rotor test rig, up to Mach 0.8 on the 

minimum body propeller rig. 

Fig. 28 - Tim minimum body pmpelltr tut rig. 

Hg- 27 - Th» rotary wing last rig at th» St wind tunnel 
of Uodane-Avrmjx. 

Fig. 29 - Tett of a tilt prop»ller with its tilting wing. 

i. 



6 1  MMMirMiMiit of totftl fore*! 

Th# total forcM art nwaiurad by frcomporwnt balancat, 

detignad and built at the Modanc Cantra. Figur« 30 tfimw one 

of the balancei uaad ; similar balance« equip the S2 wind tunnel 

of Chaleii-Meudon and the Aerospatiale low «paad wind tunnel 

of Marignane. 

Fig. X- S eompaimit-btlanct of (A* roUfy wing ttt rig. 

A few examples are presented to illustrate the various 

possibilities of study in the SI-MA wind tunnel. Figure 31 pres- 

ents the compressibility effects on the parformanoas of an 

Aerospatiale helicopter rotor. Rotor speed and advance ratio < re 

adjusted so as to obtain an increase of advancing blade tip Mw h 

number from 0.79 to 0.94 while maintaining a constant advent e 

ratio of 0.6. We shall remark that : 

- f' > i -8* rotor shaft angle and for moderate lifts, the 

rotor polar curve (lift as a function of torque) is unchanged In 

spite of a Mach number increase from 0.79 to 0.91 ; only the 
polar curve obtained at Mach 0.94 displays a slight performance 

- the curves of lift coefficient as a function of drag 

coefficient, for e same rotor shaft angle, are practically indep- 

endent of the advancing Made tip Mach number. The compressib- 

ility effects on this type of rotor ere thus relatively weak ; such 

a result can only be obtained on a rotor whose blade tips have 

been especially studied to this end. It mey also be remarked 

that an operation at this advance ratio could be that of a fast 

compound helicopter using a lifting rotary wing and separate 

propulsion means. 

NASA end ONER A cooperated for the study of e tilt-rotor 

from  hover to advancing flight up to Mach 0.77 |2S|. Figure 32 

shows that in forward flight the thrust and efficiency evolution 

is a function of advance ratio but is noticeably affected by the 
blade elasticity. 

Figure 33 is taken from the study of a tilt-wing. The rotor 

performance is qualified by an efficiency. The presence of a 

wing placed in the rotor wake and tilting together with it 

induces a noticeable decrease in rotor performance. 

A 5-m-dia. rotor of an Aerospatiale convertible (at full 

scale) has been studied in cruise flight, in helicopter flight and 

during conversion. Conversions were realized between 35 to 55 

m/sec of the tunnel wind velocity in 14 seconds, as planned in 

the final project (26, 27]. Figure 34 shows the differences 

between performances measured during conversion and that 

measured in similar conditions, but stabilized step by step. 
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,i -^   ^ ^ carried out in the wind tunnel in icing condition reipecting 

oonditiont similar to thoM in flight   |28|. Figure 35 ihorm 

that the depoait on the Made* entail« a decreaae of the rotor 

propulsive force and an Increase of the abaorbed torque, the 

rotor lift remaining practically constant. 

have been used for detecting the laminar, turbulent or separated 

state of the blade boundary layers. Figure 37 shows the evol- 

ution of the signals from three hot films located at the upper 

surface of a blade section. The evolution of the separation zone 

as a function of the blade azimuth and collective pitch is emph- 

asized. Figure 38 shows the extent of the separation zones on 

the rotor disc, when the advance ratio varies from 0.3 to 0.5, 

for a constant rotor lift coefficient. 

Colltctivt pitch angle 

! 

Propulsive 

fore» 

Torque 

Q4\    gSM/et ß 
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sca/e OS 
10    Icing time 

(mn) 

Fig. 35 - Icing tfdet on rotor chtracterittict in fonmd flight. 

<V0 = 42 m/me ; uff = 200 m/mcl. 

6.2. Local measunments 

— Pressure measurements on the blades have been made 

with ONERA differential pressure transducers, type 20H62, 

inserted within the blades [24, 29, 30]. Figure 36 presents an 

example of the normal force evolution, measured at a section 

r/R = 0.71 for an advance ratio of 0.3. The curves of maximum 

normal force and drag divergence Mach number are those 

obtained in two-dimensional tests in the S3-MA wind tunnel 

(31 ] for the same profile, at the same Mach and Reynolds 

numbers. The influence of unsteady phenomena on maximum 

lift on the retreating blade appears clearly here. 
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Fig. 36 - Bltdt methn normal force evolution at function of incident 

Much nurrter. 
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Fig. 37 - Study of uperethnt on rowing 

helicopter bledet at SI-MA. 

270° 
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Fig. 38 - Seperetion tonm on the rotor disc et e function of the edvence 

retio (liftcoefficient Z = 17;a   = -f). 

The observation of wool threads under stroboscopic 

lighting also appeared as an adequate method for describino 

separation phenomena (33]. The photographs of figure 39 were 

obtained with six successive sparks at the same azimuth. The 

very marked separations are revealed by instabilities of the 

thread for one turn to the other. Two examples of separation 

charts obtained with this method are also oresented on figure 

39. 
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- The determination of the deformation of a convertible 

rotor blade has been obtained by stereoscopic restitution from 

two photographs taken with a stroboscopic spark. Figure 40 

presents the blade twist modification between the rest and hover 

or cruise flight at 145 m/sec. This technique will be appaed to 

the deformation of helicopter blades. 
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. V0.145 m/sec uRJBOnysec 
1 t» 9 ( ) 
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0 0.5 1 

Fig. 40 - Twin variation on a -3? twisted tilt rotor betwaen the rest 

and the rotation with or without wind in the wind tunnel. 

M " twitt at rait — twist in rotation. 

6.3. Measurements in the rotor environment 

- The aerodynamic field around rotors has been described 

by smoke visualizations, sometimes complemented by observat- 

ions with stroboscopic lighting. These visualizations are used for 

the study of the deflection of wakes and trajectories of vortices 

emitted by the blade tips (fig. 41). They complement those 

that can be obtained at very small scale in the water tunnel of 

the ONER A Aerodynamics Department 134). 

Fig. 41 - Blada tip mrtax tmoka viwalitation in the S1MA wtnd-lunrpl. 

- The studies on rotor environment also concern its noise. 

In the wind tunnel, the noise emitted by the rotor is partly 

masked by the wind tunnel background noise. For the rotor in 

forward flight, the emitted noise is characterized by a strong 

periodic part, which can be represented by a Fourier series 

whose fundamental frequency is the rotation frequency. A system 

of harmonic analysis, whose samples are taken in synchronization 

128 times per rotor revolution, retains only as an average, the 

part of the periodic noise in phase with the rotation, thus elim- 

inating all other noises. This method, called total sampling synchr- 

onization (35), has been applied to the noise of a rotor tested 

-«It!— MM 



at 0.5 advance ratio. Figure 42 compares the spectrum obtained 

'j -'  I /  with this method with that resulting from a standard analysis 

of power spectra. This type of measurement should allow 

interesting comparative analyses between local blade aerodynam- 

ics and the noise emitted by the rotor. 
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WE.JTUND VISP 

M.  J.   BREWARD 
Head of RPH Design 

Westland Helicopters Ltd.,  Yeovil,  Somerset,  UK. 

Westland Helicopters Ltd, have been active in the Held of Remotely Piloted Vehicles since  1968.  Feasibil- 
ity studies for a surveillance and target acquisition system led to a proposal  for a remotely piloted 
helicopter (RPH) with co-axial twin rotors having symmetry about  the rotor axis,  ThiE paper describes the 
RPH,  Westland Wisp, one of a number of projects  that have proceeded into hardware status and which has 
commenced flight trials. Wisp carries  a trainable television camera and gyro based automatic p*abilisation 
equipment,  it is operable by 2 persons,  one of whom performs all piloting functions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Westland  Helicopters Ltd.   (WHL)  have beer, active in the  field of Remotely Piloted Vehicles  (RPV's) since 
1968.  Our feasibility studies  for a surveillance and  targe*  acquisition system  led  to a proposal for a 
remotely piloted helicopter (RPH) with co-axial twin rotors having symmetry about the rotor axis  (i.e. 
plan-symmetric).  The reasons  for the adoption of such a  solution have been reported  elsewhere  (Ref.  l). 
The purpose of this paper is  to describe  the RPH,  Westland Wisp,  one  of a number of  projects   that have 
proceeded into hardware status. 

DESIGN HISTORY 

It is  clear that the leve?   of sophistication in the desigp and  operation of RPH's must depend upon the 
roles envisaged.   Tne WHL approach has been to develop from the less sophisticated. 

The hardware starting point was a company funded experimental programme  to confirm the controllability, 
particularly in yaw,  of small  plan-symmetric  co-axial rotor helicopters.   An RPH,  known as MOTE (Fig.  l) 
was built using transmission and rotor components from commercially available  model  helicopter kits and 
flown under remote radio control.   It had a gross weight of 18 lb.,   5 ft.  diameter,  2-bladed  teetering 
rotors and  was powered by two 1.5 bhp engines.   Pitch stabilisation was by means of  teetering   'paddle tars' 
on each rotor. 

The aircraft was found  to be fully controllable in yaw,   the control  of heading being significantly easier 
than single rotor model helicopters of similar size.  Pitch and roll control,   i.e.  horizontal positioning 
in the presence of wind turbulence was not easy requiring continual pilot  intervention and  therefore a 
high degree of skill.  In spite of this  a successful series of flights were undertaken during which the 
design was developed to improve its integrity and reliability involving substitution of WHL  iesigned 
components  for most of  the ori0inal model  kit parts. 

The Westland WISP,  initially known as  SUPER MOTE,   was an attempt  to develop a more powerful aircraft incor- 
porating    a gyro-based electronic  at. o-stab system and  capable of carrying a  television cajnera.  The design 
had  to be acceptable for trials in,  initially,   limited  surveillance roles and  it had  to be developed in 
short  timescale at minimum cost. 

Whilst  the mechanical and structural design of WISP was  proceeding,   the electronic  AFHS was developed and 
flight  tested  on MOTE (Fig.  2) during which control  system gains and damping coefficients were determined 
in conjunction with flight simulation on our  in-house computer facilities.  Considerable progress was made 
in achieving stabilised flight.   During this  programme the  all up weight  of MOTE was  increased  from 18 to 
32  lb. 

To complete the picture mention may be  made of a parallel  programme  to produce  a more  sophisticated system 
having longer range and larger payload capability.  This aircraft,  known as WIDEYE,   is  in construction and 
owes much  to the MOTE and WISP designs. 

WISP DES'O'.i TASK 

The design  task was to produce,  in a very short  timescale, an aircraft capable  of carrying a  trainable 
stabilised  TV camera and gyro "cased automatic  stabilisation equipment.   It  was  to be  based upon the rotor/ 
transmission/control principles used in MCTE.  Unlike MOTE it was to have a structural  integrity predicted 
by calculation but with limited test substantiation. 

SPECIFICATION REaUIRgENTS 

The aircraft specification was intentionally  limited  to a low level  of performance so  that,   in particular, 
the design cases co.ld be limited  to low speed manoeuvres,  landing and ground  handling.   It was felt,  how- 
ever,   that an enhanced performance would  be  in our longer  term interests and  efforts  were made to exceed 
the design requirements or, important  items. 

DESIGN PHILOSPHY 

The basic design philosphy was to uprate the MOTH design to increase the allowable AÜW and to house the 
extra components within an aerodynamically clean body shell. The increase in rotor capability was achieved 
by increasing rotor rotational speed and changing from a symmetrical to a cambered blade section. The 
increased power requirement."; led to the use of two 5 Hi' Kolbo engines. Trim considerations based upon wind 
tunnel test rrsults led to the adoption of a cambered oblate spheroid for the body shell with a major dia- 
meter of 2it ins, thiu dimeiision being found critical. Overall dimensions had to be compatible with stowage 
in a land liover.    The ba'ilc mechanical configuration was unchanged from MOTE but  each component was assessed 
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and redesigned to be compatible with design cases and strength factors formulated by UHL for this class of 
J^'Qf  aircraft.  At an early stage in the development of WISP it was decided to convert the Kolbo engines from 

glow plug to spark ignition to Improve fuel consumption at part throttle and to overcome rotation direction 
Inconsistency at start up. Whilst the foregoing represented the prime design requirements,  importance was 
placed on a variety of attributes,  the most significant of which weres- 

Ease of Manufacture 

Much thought was expended in assessing the method of manufacture and assembly of each design and solutions 
were adopted which were believed to be most suitable to the small quantities involved and  the facilities 
available.  Special  tools were avoided where possible.  Standard catalogue items were specified where prac- 
ticable.  Pull discussions were had down to workshop operator level before and during detail design. Use 
was made of sub-contractors expertise, particularly in the design of control actuators. 

Maintainability 

A modular construction was adopted for ease of maintenance,conponent testing and  handling.  Discussions have 
been had with the usei  on this aspect and  they have expressed satisfaction with the solutions adopted. 

Low Maintenance 

A low level of maintenance is highly desirable and features of the design reflect this, for example, the 
use of 'sealed for life' grease-packed bearings, the adoption of a non-lubricated gearbox and the exten- 
sive use of glass fibre construction. 

Reliability 

The possibility of component failure was minimised by designing to beyond material fatigue limits with a 
minimum design life of 200 hrs. Where life/load data was limited substantial testing was carried out, for 
Instance,  on rotor control rod ends and on the  power train gears. The number of individual components was 
kept  to a minimum to further reduce the likelihood of failure.  All fastenings feature locking devices. The 
adoption of a twin engine configuration provides engine out capability,  there being sufficient power 
available from one engine for sustained hovering. 

Safety 

Mandatory requirements of safe operation within military range wert1 met by inclusion of an engine cut off 
facility activated by breaking the radio command link. In order to protect the aircraft from this or from 
an inadvertent command link malfunction a time delay is incorporated and the loss of signal results in the 
control system demanding a slow rate of descent with zero cyclic Input. The operators are protected from rotor 
rotation during start up by a blade 'gag' the blades being stressed to take the full range of engine torque. 

Ruggedness 

Attention was paid to ruggedising of the aircraft to protect against mishandling. IMs is reflected in 
particular in the adoption of a GRF body shell, the design of the undercarriage feet, the encasement of 
the rotor controls by a rotor hub fairing and the stout nature of control rods and linkages. 

WISP LEADING PARTICULARS 

WISP is shown in Fig. 3. 

Payxoad 

Philips LDH 830 § ins viaicon monochrome television camera trainable in elevation from 15    above to 105 
below horizontal. Azimuth orientation by aircraft rotation in yaw. 28    fixed field of view. 

Stabilised  in pitch and roll. 

Omnidirectional video signal transmission. 

Range  : 1000 m 
Weight : 2.5 kg 

Airframe 

Rotors: Twin co-axially mounted contra rotating 
Teetering flap hinge 
Diameter 1525 mm 
Chord 55 nun 
Tip Speed 116 m/s 

Overall Height ; 860 mm 
Body Diameter : 610 mm 
Mission All up Weight :                              30 kg 
Mission Fuel Weight  : 2.3 kg 

Power Plant 

2 x 5 HP Kolbo D238 2-stroke engines with spark Ignition. 

Aircraft Role Performance (ISA SL) 

Knduranfte  ; US mine total 
20 mlns sustained hover 

Maximum Cruise Speed : 55 lets 
Rotor Power Requirements : 1«.0 HP (Hover) 

►' '—■-       - - 



M-3 The aircraft configuration comprises 3 distinct modules,  structural, mechanical and  avionics. 

Structural Module 

The structural module which includes the undercarriage is shown in Fig. it.   It is  of GHP corstruction and is 
built around four pillars connected by shear panels  forming a box shaped structure.  The  pillars provide 
attachment points for the undercarriage and  for the mechanical module which  is isolated from the structure 
by multi-directional  AV mounts. The lower hall   of  the body shell  is integral with  this  structure and  is 
stiffened with radial shear panels which form four segmentai bays accommodating the-  engines and fuel 
tanks,  the camera and  the sensor elements of the flight control system.  The undercarriage  provides protec- 
tion from landing loads arising from descent velocities of up to 3 m/sec.  The electronic  elements of the 
flight control  system are carried on shelves above  the camera and gyro bays within the upper half of the 
body shell.  The upper shell is split diagonally to form removable cowls. 

The body shells contain inlet and exhaust ducts for engine coolirg air.  The bottom shell  incorporptes a 
perspex window  through which the camera is  aimed. 

Mechanical Module 

Fig.  5 shows the major components of the mechanical  module  in exploded form.  E^ch engine  ostensibly drives 
one rotorvia a toothed belt,  a centrifugal  clutch and a  spur gea,- reduction train.  The  train for the upper 
rotor includes an idler gear to provide contra rotation. The  two rotors are synchronised by a toothed belt 

connecting the  input from each clutch.  This  enables both rotors to be driven by the  surviving engine 
in  the event of an  engine failure.  A drive  is   taken  off from each input shaft for electrical  power genera- 
tion. 

The  rotor blades  are of laminated construction with  beech  leading edges and  balsa  trailing edges completely 
covered with glass  fibre cloth. Copper dowelling is  housed  in the leading edges to  provide chordwise 
balance. 

The  rotor masts are supported by a conical  pylon containiig the main lift bearings.  The  pylon has four 
radial  legs which extend out  to form the  attachment  points of  the mechanical module  to  the  structural 
module.  The gearbox casing, upon which  the  engines are directly mounted,   is  attached and  located  on the 
arms  of  the  pylon. 

Aerodynamic control  of the rotor is invested in five channels,   two axes of cyclic  pitch  to give roll and 
pitch control,  collective pitch for vertical control,  differential collective pitch  for yaw control  and 
engine  throttle  adjustment coupled with rotor speed  governing.  An engine overspeed  limiter is  incorporated. 
The  cyclic  actuators are mounted from the  top of  the  gearbox  arid  operate the blade  pitch  rods via  an 
arrangement  of  swashplates.  The collective and differential collective actuators are mounted  below  the 
gearbox and operate  the blade pitch rods via  push rods passing up through the centre of  the  rotor shafts. 
All  actuators are  of WHl design,   this being necessitated by  the lack of suitable  commercially available 
alternatives.   For  the sake of clarity the components  of the r^chanical control  system are  not  shown in  the 
photograph. 

The engines directly drive fans providing cooling air which  is directed  ovf-r the  engine  cylinders   n.d 
ejected with  the exhaust gases  through ports  in the  lower body  shell,  hach ---ngine  har an  independent  fuel 
supply,  the fuel  being drawn from fuel  tanks  located   in the  engine  bays.   Spark  ignition equipment  has been 
developed in conjunction with Kolbo. The engines are started ^y use of a hand held  power drill  adaptel  to 
incorporate a fly wheel  and free vieel  mechanism. 

The Mechanical Module nay be removed from the  structural nodule as a complete unit  for bench  running, 
servicing or replacement  (Fig.  6). 

Power Plant 

WISP employs  two  63 cc Kolbc D238 2 cylinder i-stroke engines developed for fixed  wing P.-V  applications. 
In their initial  glow plug '.'orm they are rated at  5-6  HP at  8000 RPM. WISr requires  around  u H:   total 
engine  power which allows ajip^e reserve for engine  out  performance.  The glow plug engine  suffers  fros poor 
fuel consumption,   particularly at part  throttle settings and  inconsistency in rotation direction at  start 
up.   This has confirmed  the adoption of a spark  ignition system developed by WHI. in conjunction wit:. Kolbo. 
Whilst  this has resulted  in a reduction of  the maximum power  to I4.2 HP,  the fuel  consumption has  improved 
to give SFCs  of around 1.1  Ib/HP/hr at full   throttle and  1 .ii at part throttle,  tower and  TFC curves  are 
shown on Fig.  7. 

Avionic Kodule 

Fig.   8 shows  the component parts of the  avionic  nodule  including AFCS and  sensor package.   The Automatic 
Flight Control  System (AFCF^ developed by WHL employs  an attitude demand  system in four channels,   roll, 
pitch, yaw and height.  Gyroscopic  sensors determine  the attitude of the aircraft  and  assessment  is  made of 
the error from that demanded.  Aircraft control  is applied proportional  to  the error.  A closed  loop control 
is employed with  provision for rate damping in each  channel.  The pendulum vertical  gyro  (roll   and  pitch) 
magnetically  steered directional gyro  (yaw)  and rate gyro  (yaw)  are supplied  by Humphrey  Inc.,  Tan  Diego. 
A laser system is being developed to sense altitude.  The AFCS components and representative electronic 
circuitry have been flight tested on MOTE during which control system gains and damping co-efficients have 
been established  in conjunction with simulation studies using in-house computer facilities. 

Seven control commands are transmitted  to the  aircraft  from the ground  station,   i'hese are:- 

Lateral velocity  (roll  attitude) 
Longitudinal  velocity  (pitch attitude) 
Azimuth position - 2 channels,  sin and cos 
Height 
Throttle 
Camera position (tilt) 



M'2 The aircraft configuration comprises 3 distinct modules!  structural, mechanical and  avionics. 

Structural Module 

The structural module which Includes the undercarriage Is shown In Fig. U* It is of GRP construction and is 
built around four pillars connected by shear panels forming a box shaped structure.  The pillars provide 
attachment points for the undercarriage and for the mechanical module which is Isolated from the structure 
by multi-directional AV mounts. The lower half of the body shell is integral with  this structure and is 
stiffened with radial shear panels which form four segmental bays accomoxiating the engines and fuel 
tanks,  the camera and the sensor elements of the flight control system. The undercarriage provides protec- 
tion from landing loads arising from descent velocities of up to 3 m/sec. The electronic elements of the 
flight control system are carried on shelves above the camera and gyro bays within the upper half of the 
body shell.  The upper shell is split diagonally to form removable cowls. 

The body shells contain inlet and exhaust ducts for engine cooling air. The bottom shell  incorporates a 
perspex window through which the camera is aimed. 

Mechtnical Module 

Fig.   5 shows the major components of the mechanical module in exploded form. Each engine ostensibly drives 
one rotorvia a toothed belt, a centrifugal clutch and a spur gear reduction train.  The  train for the upper 
rotor includes ar. idler gear to provide contra rotation. The  two rotors are synchronised by a toothed belt 

connecting the input from each clutch.  This enables both rotors to be driven by the  surviving engine 
in the event of an engine failure. A drive is  taken off from each input shaft for electrical  power genera- 
tion. 

The rotor blades are of laminated construction with beech leading edges and balsa trailing edges comple4ely 
covered with glass fibre cloth. Copper dowelling is housed in the leading edges to  provide chordwise 
balance. 

The rotor masts are supported by a conical pylon containing the main lift bearings.  The pylon has four 
radial  legs which extend out to form the attachment points of the mechanical module  to the structural 
module.  The gearbo.. casing, upon which the engines are directly mounted,   is attached and located on the 
arms  of the pylon. 

Aerodynamic control of the rotor is invested in five channels,  two axes of cyclic pitch to give roll and 
pitch control,  collective pitch for vertical control ,  differential collective pitch for yaw control and 
engine throttle adjustment coupled with rotor spee^ gc/eming. An engine overspeed  limiter is incorporated. 
The cyclic actuators are mounted from the   top of the gearbox and operate the blade pitch rods via an 
arrangement of swashplates. The collective and differential collective actuators are mounted below the 
gearbox and operate the blade pitch rods via push rods passing up through the centre of the  rotor shafts. 
All  actuators are  of WHL design,   this bring necessitated by  the lack  of suitable  commercially  available 
alternatives.  For the sake of clarity the components of the mechanical control system are not  shown in the 
photograph. 

The engines directly drive fans providing cooling air which  is directed  over the  engine  cylinders  and 
ejected  with  the  exhaust gases  through ports   in  the  lower body  shell.  Each engine has an  independent  fuel 
supply,  the fuel being drawn from fuel  tanks  located  in the engine bays.   Spark  ignition equipment has been 
developed in conjunction with Kolbo.  The engines are started by use of a  Kar.d held  power drill adapted to 
incorporate a fly wheel and free wheel mechanism. 

The Mechanical Module may be removed from the  structural module as a complete unit  for bench  running, 
servicing or replacement (Fig. 6). 

Power Plant 

WISP employs two 63 cc Kolbo D238 2 cylinder 2-stroke engines developed for fixed wing RPV applications. 
In their initial  glow plug form they are rated at  5-6  HP at 8000 RPM.  WISP requires  around  U HP  total 
engine power which allows ample reserve for engine  out performance. The glow plug engine suffers from poor 
fuel  consumption,   particularly at  part  throttle  settings and  inconsistency in rotation direction at  start 
up. This has confirmed the adoption of a spark  ignition system developed by WHL in conjunction with Kolbo. 
Whilst   this  has  resulted  in a reduction  of  the maximuir,  power  to it,2 HP,   the  fuel  consumption  has  improved 
to give  SFCs  of  around  1.1   lb/HP/hr at. full   throttle and   I.I4 at  part  throttle.   Power and  SFC  curves  are 
shown on Fig.  7. 

Avionic Module 

Fig.   8  shows   the component  parts  of  the  avionic   module  including AFC.C and  sensor package.   The  Automatic 
Flight  Control  System  (AFCS) developed  by WHL employs  an attitude dema-d   system in four channels,   roll, 
pitch, yaw and height. Gyroscopic sensors determine the attitude of the aircraft and assessment is made of 
the error from that demanded.  Aircre't control   is applied proportional  to  the error.  A closed  loop control 
is employed with provision for rate damping in each channel.  The pendulus vertical gyro (roll  and pitch) 
magnetically steered directional gyro (yaw)  and  rate gyro (yaw) are supplied by Humphrey Inc.,  San Diego. 
A laser system is being developed to sense altitude.  The AFCS components and representative electronic 
circuitry have been flight tested on MOTE during which control system gains and damping co-efficients have 
been established  in conjunction with simulation studies using in-house computer facilities. 

Seven control commands are transmitted to the aircraft from the ground station.  These are:- 

Lateral velocity  (roll attitude) 
Longitudinal velocity  (pitch attitude) 
Azimuth position - 2 channels,  sin and cos 
Height 
Throttle 
Camera position (tilt) 

^M^. 
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The conmand receiver is of the model aircraft type operating In the HF band of 6 volte supply,  50mA 
consumption. The aerial la mounted integral with the body structure. 

The surveillance system consists of the TV camera trainable in elevation. The current development programme 
aims at stabilisation in pitch and roll.  Azimuth orientation is by rotation of the aircraft in yaw.  The 
picture is relayed to the ground station by a UHF video signal radio transmitter via an omni-directional 
aerial located on the exterior of the body shell. Slant range of the video link is of the order of 1000 m. 

Electrical power source is a pair of rate earth DC generator giving 8 Amps at 12 volts.  These are operated 
at 16000 rpm via toothed belts driven from each of the gearbox input shafts. A standby 12v rechargeable 
nickel cadmium battery is provided to smooth the power supply. The installation of the avionlc module 
components into the structural module is shown in Fig. 9*  Pig«  10 shows a view of the aircraft complete 
with the mechanical module prior to the final addition of the upper cowlings. 

Ground Edulpinent 

Ground Equipment comprises a control console (Fig.  11) containiig the video aerial and receiver, a 12 inch 
television monitor and pilots controls and the free standing command transmitter and aerial.  Support 
equipment includes the hand held power drill for engine starting, re-fuelling gear, basic tools and check 
out equipment, ground power supplies and  instruction manual.  Electrical power will be taken from the vehicle 
for engine starting but, for security of supply, separate batteries will be used for the command and data 
links.  This equipment and  the aircraft is stowable in a 109" wheelbase Land Rover (Fig.  12). 

The system is operable by 2 persons of which one performs all piloting functions.  It will be possible to 
bring the aircraft into action from a stowed position within 30 minutes and within 5 minutes from a ready 
for action state. 

OPERATIONAL EXfERIHUCE 

Over twenty flights  (Figs.  13 and II4) have been carried out with VISP and trials have been carried out with 
the TV camera operable on the second aircraft.   Specification performance requirements have been exceeded and 
'hands off  flying has been demonstrated. 

Initially a manual throttle control was used and the pilots had difficulty in correlatii^ throttle movement 
with collective Inputs to counteract rotor speed droop.  A rotor speed governing system has since been 
incorporated and  this has eliminated the problem. Considerable care in the operation of collective is, 
however,  needed during transitions from lateral  translations  through hover. As with all helicopters,  the 
aircraft has a tendency to climb when coming to the halt from a lateral translation requiring a reduction 
of collective demand to maintain altitude.  Any subsequent lateral velocity demand to, say, counteract an 
overshoot or to change direction requires an increase in collective demand and the aircraft may not respond 
quick enough if the collective and power settings have already been much reduced due to the previous 
manoeuvre and the aircraft will lose altitude.  The one  'heavy landing' experienced so f>ir was attributed to 
these effects. 

The incorporation of a laser based height hold system currently being developed in conjunction with EMI 
should ease the problem. In the meantime a routine is being followed to bring the aircraft to the hover 
prior to any new lateral demand to allow it to   'settle'. 

Much the most difficult aspect of the development work has concerned electro-magnetic compatibility (EMC). 
The close proximity of the electrical components and  the presence of engine spark ignition equipment gave 
rise to considerable  interference effects which manifested  themselves in spurious malfunctions of the avio- 
nlc control systems. Considerable attention had to be paid to earthing and screening and any change of 
component disposition within the airframe tended  to produce a new set of problems.   In order to keep the 
aircraft weight down,  screening was initially kept to a minimum, but it was found  that the incorporation 
of aircraft standard screened plugs were essential  and aircraft type bonding had to be resorted to. 

CONCLUSION 

The successful outcome of the VIZ? project has laid the foundation for subsequent generations of RPH's. 
The WHL policy of development from tie less sophisticated to the ultimate has been vindicated.  1*!    re 
now in a position to offer meaningful solutions  to RPV requirements with genuine confidence. 
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FIG.11     WISP GROUND STATION 
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FIG. 12    WISP  IN LAND ROVER 
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FIG.13    WISP 
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TECHNICAL   AND   FINANCIAL   FALL-OUT 
ON   ARMED   FORCES 

FROM   COMMERCIAL   AND   EXPORT   HELICOPTER   PROGRAMMES 

Lecture by Andr«  L RENAUD 
Helicopter Programme Policy Manager 

AEROSPATIALE 
2 ä 20, avenue Marcel Cochin 

LA  COURNEUVE 
93126 

France 

SUMMARY 

Launched as private ventures, there are currently several helicopter programmes. This paper, 
after analyzing the reasons behind this situation, tries  to highlight Its drawbacks for the industry and the 
advantages for the armed forces. 

The drawbacks for the industry lie In the heavy Investments which are drawn from the 
manufacturers' cash flow, the lack of operational and technical specifications and of official crews'judgement 
on the aircraft. 

The advantages for the military operators are the deferred and lower non-recurring costs for 
them to pay If they select a helicopter developed as part of a private venture, and the need for the Industry 
to strive after reducing Its production costs, another aspect beneficial to tlie armed forces. 

INTRODUCTION 

When reviewing the various helicopter programmes currently underway, it is striking to note 
that a good number of these were launched as private ventures, that is to say without the Industry being 
supported by a government order. Several examples are the Bell 222 and the Sikorsky S.76 here in the States, 
the Bolkow 105 in West Germany, the Agusta 109 In Italy and the Dauphin and AS 350 In France. 

There Is probably more that just a coincidence in this state of affairs and It Is of interest to 
study the underlying reasons before trying to set off the advantages and drawbacks for the armed forces and 
the manufacturers, which should lead to a few conclusions of a pratlcal nature. 

WHY  ARE SO MANY PROGRAMMES  LAUNCHED  INDEPENDENTLY  OF  GOVERNMENT   ORDERS ? 

Let us begin to enlighten the following account by asking ourselves the question "why are there 
so many programmes launched at the manufacturers' own initiative without governmental orders ?". 

As a preliminary remark It should first be noted that these private ventures concern relatively 
light aircraft with a maximum take-off weight lying between 1.9 tonnes for the AS 350 and 4.5 t  nnes for 
the S.76. The reason for this gross weight limit is that in this size of aircraft the development costs are still 
within the financial possibilities of the manufacturers. Indeed there is a limit to the money the industry can 
earmark for the development and marketing of a new product.  This amount Is limited not only In absolute 
value but also because of the financial risk Involved in putting on the market a helicopter which the 
manufacturer's country has not decide to order for the requirements of Its own forces or departments. 

Well, it might be said, why embark upon such an undertaking 7 

The first reason results certainly from the suitability of this type of light aircraft for a sizeable 
civil market which the helicopter manufacturers cannot disdain. But there are also military export markets 
for these types of aircraft and, since over the past years, armies' preoccupations have been focused on the 
replacement of transport or attack aircraft with any new military programme in the 2 to 4 tonne category 
becoming a second priority, as evidenced by the SCOUT story in the United States, the helicopter 
manufacturers had, therefore, to manage without national military   support to launch these types of aircraft, 
If they wanted to respond to the military customer interested by the utility or light transport helicopter. 

^ 
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AEROSPATIALE was already confronted with a situation of this kind at tho outset of the 
Alouette III programme, and now that the production of this aircraft is going to be halted, it is of some 
interest to discuss the lessons learnt. 

These will obviously bring to light some advantages as well as some drawbacks. We will start 
off by looking at the latter. 

DRAWBACKS 

The drawbacks are mainly of three sorts : financial, operational and technical. 

Financial aspect 

The drawbacks for a manufacturer having to develop and produce a helicopter outside a 
government programme are, primarily, financial. He is obliged, on the one hand, to put up the necessary 
funds in full knowledge of the fact that they will be irrecoverable if the programme  is o failure. On the 
other hand, he has to include in his sales prices a sufficient allowance to amortise his development and 
productionising charges. The latter aspect is not the less important in relation to marketing.  In particular, 
for their part,  if the rival aircraft benefit from government backing the competitivity of an unsupported 
aircraft may be seriously affected. 

Operational aspect 

From the point of view of the suitability of the aircraft to the mission, the absence of orders 
from the national armed forces deprives the manufacturer of any precise operational specifications. Far from 
placing him in a favourable situation, this absence of clear-cut requirements, especially in the definitions 
of the missions to be performed and the performance level to be achieved, is a definite handicap. Indeed, 
though the manufacturer con always either use l>:* own imagination to impose spec'ficotions upon himself or 
show conservatism in extrapolating those which were applicable years before to a similar type of equipment, 
he very often locks an accurate expression of specific military requisites. 

These vary, of course, according to the missions assigned to the armed forces by the 
governments, which missions are dependent on the circumstances and which   in turn are dependent on the 
most likely threat. In addition, this threat is reflected not only by the mission to be accomplished but also 
by the enemy armaments to be avoided or withstood and the staff   ore the organisations who know these 
elements and can translate them into operational specifications. 

Technical aspect 

The lack of technical specifications, drawn up by the government agencies, results for the 
manufacturer in the difficulty of "arbitrating" between the various possible technical solutions, once ths 
guide lines of the aircraft he intended developing are laid down. 

In other words, it is possible, by definition, to optimize the top priority features only in the 
light of well defined missions, thus forcing the designer to elect solutions which may entail sacrificing the 
secondary uses of the aircraft. 

However, it may be argued that the general standards issued by the government agencies will 
supply a framework which, in the absence of technical specifications, should make it possible to develop 
equipment likely to satisfy the armed forces. This is true, but only to a certain extent. Indeed, the standards 
can take particular operating cases into account only with a certain delay, since they are not only the results 
of theoretical thinking, but also the outcome of concrete operational experience. Now, it takes some time 
to draw the lesson from this experience. Therefore, if the manufacturer must rely only upon general standards 
like the MIL-SPEC, he will be forced to adopt some form of conservatism. 

Moreover, certain standards call upon subjective notions. This is the case.  For instance, when 
it comes to the flying qualities of a helicopter. If the aircraft - through lack of governmental programme - 
cannot be subjected to the criticism of a sampling of pilots, such as those in the official test centers,  it may 
be difficult for the manufacturers' crews to express their   opinions on certain points. 

- -■ - 
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Another «xampU of th» probUmt which nay b« bodly lolvod by th« industry olono will 
•atily spring to th« mind of »hoi« who hav« sufforod tho paint of dolivoring th« arrangomont of crow 
stations. So many conflicting «Umonti or« to b« takon into consid«rc<«iop that it it !nd««d agrooablo to 
hav« a government agency to »ok« th« final docitien .' .' 

SOLUTIONS  FOR  THE  INDUSTRY 

In th« foe« of th«t« drawbacks, th« manufacturar n««ds being t«rioutly ,motivat«d for taking 
th« risk of d«v«loping an aircraft in th« abtanc« of an ordor from th« arm«d forcos of hit country. Th« 
incentive may stem from th« r«quir«m«ntt of foreign armi«t, at wot th« cat« for th« Bell 214, but then : 
th« mission it defined, the technical specification it ditcuttod with p«rtont well awar« of the use they want 
to make of the aircraft ond, most probably, flying crews from the purchating country will be led to enprett 
»heir criticism. Tkeieloie, 'hit cote it not very different from the tituation exitting with a notional order. 

On the contrary, e development conducted outtide of any order from a domettic or a foreign 
army involves more difficulties. First of all th«re   will b« strong reluctance on th« part of any potential 
customer to commit himself in taking port in the detailed tpecification of the aircraft, especially in the 
problems connected with the layout of the crew ttationt, tince he is anxious not to set himself any obligation, 
b« it merely moral, to purchase the aircraft. 

A second problem is that, in the cat« of o privat« venture, the helicopter contemplated thould 
as for at pottible meet the requirements of a large range of potential cuttomert, not only military but alto 
commercial. As the talet to the latter are tubject to the certification of the aircraft, the manufacturer may 
adopt for developing the aircraft, the tpirit of the conditions demanded by the civil aviation authorities 
concerned. He has thus a ready-mode guide with its inherent drawbacks and limits. It provides a technically- 
bated definition, but givet no indications for adapting the aircraft to th« customers' needs, which can only 
result from o study of the latters* requirements. 

Lastly, there will lack, at the moment of going into service, th« organization which will us« 
the aircraft in actual operating conditions and would perform the necessary flights to define the inevitable 
modifications to be introduced in th« aircraft, for it to be more suitable for the missions envisaged or for 
improving its maintainability. 

ADVANTAGES FOR  MILITARY  OPERATORS 

Contrary to the industrial side, the military operators can certainly find a number of 
advantages in helicopters being developed by the industry, without having to commit themselves with an 
initial order. These advantages may be not only financial but also technical in certain aspects. 

Financial advantages 

If the armies do not advance the money to cover the development costs, »hey already may 
find an advantage there. Of course, if they buy the helicopter later on, a share of the development and 
productioniting cottt will be included in the purchate price. But this shore will be proportional to the 
number of helicopters that they order and may eventually be lett than the total amount of the fixed cottt 
incurred. Betides, payment of this share will be deferred until such time the aircraft are procured ond not 
made several years before as in the cose of a government-financed development. 

Moreover, the manufacturer will try to keep the production cottt of his ndilcopter at low at 
possible, since the absence of a tignificont initial government order meant that the development rottt mutt 
be amortited in the telling price and »hat th« latter will be bated on a smaller number of aircraft than in »he 
case of a government ordered aircraft. These problemt prompted the efforts of AArotpa»iale to lower its 
manufacturing prices. Having started with Dauphin project, these efforts have been intensified for the 
AS 350 programme (Ecureuil or Astar) and »heir results are expounded elsewhere. 

But one could say why would the armies not profit from this trend ? Obviously, it is to their 
advantage if they purchase aircraft manufactured in this tpirit. But this imaginative and creative effort 
would probably hove been more difficult to achieve, had it not been imposed by the necessity due to the 
lack of an initial order from the armies, as was the case for both the Dauphin and Ecureuil programmet 
mentioned above. Isn't »here a French proverb which says, "ndcettitt fait loi", which roughly translated is 
"where needs must" ? 

A thought immediately comes to mind here : won't this saving in the manufacturing be to the 
detriment of the technical advance of the helicopters thus constructed ? 
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Technical advantag«« 

Contrary to this ob|«ction, th« recent experience of Aerospatiale shows that some technical 
progress can be made on helicopters which are not initially ordered by the government and thct some 
interesting developments may even be made during these programmes, precisely for the reasons of trying to 
lower the costs, whether it be the initial outlay or the operating expenses. 

A notable example of the type of technical progress made during the search for economy in 
the areas of the production and operating costs is shown by the rotor head referred to as STARFLEX, as used 
on DaupK:n and AStor 350. The advantages of this rotor head, as described in the presentation of the 
AS 350 programme, are of course now available for the armies. 

This rotor head will probably mark the introduction of the fail-safe concept in helicopter 
design. Indeed, it is hoped that the civil aviation authorities will certify this component as a fail-safe 
part. This will constitute a new step forward to the benefit of the armies who now justly attach great 
importance to the Improvement of helicopter survivability. 

Besides, this is one of the fields in which it would be necessary to make civil and military 
regulations converge towards common requirements. This theme will be expounded in another presentation, 
but it already seems useful to raise the question of how the armies can take full advantage of the 
developments achieved on the occasion of private ventures. 

HOW   CAN   THE   ARMIES   PROFIT   FROM   THE   INDUSTRY-INITIATED   DEVELOPMENTS 

It may seem unuseful to say that, for the armies to take full advantage of the development of 
helicopters launched without their initiative, the aircraft they seek should not diverge too much from those 
proposed by the industry. There should be no confusion about the meaning of this tautology : if certain 
helicopters intended for precise combat f ,rms such as the AAH, UTTAS or LAMPS, must be designed to 
specifications derived from mission requirements, it is conceivable that liaison, utility or even training 
aircraft are not that much different from their civil counterparts.  For that matter, have we not heard of 
late various armiei stating that they were seeking off-the-shelf helicopters, that is machines already wholly 
developed, for such and such missions, as illustrated by the US ARMY SCOUT programme ? 

This example is instructive enough for it to be worth thinking about for a few seconds. In 
actual fact, at the same time as they were asking for an off-the-shelf aircraft, the US Army, in its 
specifications - although they were preliminary - wer« detailing a certain number of purely military 
standards and, often, even purely US. Army standards. 

Through this case - which is nothing unusual - it is possible to put a finger on the difficulty 
the armies find, in taking advantage of the developments resulting from the manufacturers' own initiative. 
However, ideas along these lines are progressing, and, in France, the armed forces are seriously thinking 
about forsaking, for their utility or training aircraft, the reference to stringent standards, which however 
will remain necessary for combat helicopters. 

The problem now is undoubtedly to proceed even further while striving to come as close as 
possible to the civil and military standards. Indeed the safety requirements are not so conflicting in the 
two sorts of standards that they would justify different interpretations. 

But this topic will be tackled later in another lecture. Therefore this is not the time to push 
this discussion any further. 

CONCLUSION 

Without prejudicing the outcome of probing into this important problem of greater similarity 
between civil and military standards, it is conceivable that the armies can benefit largely from the 
development of helicopters conducted by manufacturers as a private venture. 

Reduced and deferred investments for the government with, however, large freedom of 
innovation both in the technical and production fields, definitely constitute invaluable advantages. 

Conversely, the absence of any definition as to the missions to be fulfilled and of early 
testing of the equipment in its development phase are a handicap to be overcome by the manufacturer. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper addresses those civil and military design and qualification requirements which are 
tithe- common in intent or significantly affect the application in the other field. 

Airworthiness requirements are common in intent b. < different in detail among agencies. 
This results in substantial costs, particularly for civil application of military helicopters. 

Airworthiness icquiretnents have been common among agencies in the past and could be 
again. It is suggested that this is unlikely to occur. 

Military use of civil helicopters will be tempered by the difficulty of achieving their crash- 
worthiness and vulnerability standards. 

Civil use of new military helicopters is less than optimally efficient because the cabin size 
that matches the military hot and high ambient performance s too small under civil conditions. 

Aircraft design requirements fall into two basic categories: 

•      Airworthiness 

JS-I 

Utili ity 

Clearly the intent of airworthiness requirements is the same among all procuring agencies: design and substantiation of a safe, 
operationally acceptable aircraft. 

Indeed, these requirements are similar among the agencies, not only because the intent is the same, but at one time or another they 
have been common. However, the basic fact is that, although similar, the requirements are not identical, and the small technical differences 
are of no small program consequence. 

It is not our intent to present a comprehensive comparison of the various airworthiness specifications; this has bcc.i done several 
times befor?. Rather it is to show the effect of the differences by examining the civil certification programs of various Boeing Vertol 
military helicopters. 

The CH-47 Chinook was procured for the U.S. Army by the U.S. Air Force to Air Force requirements in effect in the late 1950's. 
It was planned immediately following the Vertol 107, which was designed to civil specifications. The Chinook has been an excellent 
helicopter in all respects; over 700 have been built, and in the 15 years during which it has accumulated over 1.5 million flight hours it 
is by official government records one of the safest helicopters in history (Figure 1). Notwithstanding this record, it has not been available 
to the civil sector. The costs of obtaining the ticket have been until now simply too high for the civil operator to bear. 
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Figure 1.    U.S.  Military Helicopter Accident Experience 



In the case of the CH-47C, the cost is on the order of tlO million, half for changes mandated by Federal Aviation Regulation 
n\'j specifications and half for substantiating tests. Figure 2 lists the hardware changes necessary to accommodate the civil requirements. 

We will not debate them individually; we will not question that, although none of them would have prevented an ace idem, the aircraft 
would be better with them included. Suffice it to say that they were not required by the Air Force specification. 

• Add one additional anticollision light 

• Add third Pitot static system 

• Add APU fire protection 

• Add triple-tachometer system 

• Add fireproofing to engine mounts 

• Add fireproof ing to skin panels 

• Add flammable-fluid-line isolation 

• Add heater-compartment fire protection 

• Add CABIN DOOR LOCKED lights 

• Add gang bar to electrical-system cutoff switches 

• Add power OFF flag feature to flight instruments 

• Add generator protection 

• Add transformer/rectifier on/off switches 

• Add battery-temperature cutoff system 

• Reroute main wire runs to separate main feeders 

• Reroute transformer/rectifier vent system 

• Install AFCS system 

• Install iamproof actuators 

Figure  2.     CH-47C Modifications  to Comply With FAR Part 29 Requirements 

Much of this additional cost can be avoided if the commitment tu both civil and military certification is made from the outset. We 
have two different examples of this, the CH-47D Modernization Program and the Model 179/YIIH-61A UTTAS/LAMPS. 

Although the U.S. Army CH-47D is a rebuilt and modernized CH-47A, B, or C, the changes involve almost all of the subsystems 
involved in airworthiness:  drive, flight controls, hydraulics, and electrical.  Boeing Vertol therefore decided to explore the application of 
FAA requirements to the CH-47D in anticipation of civil production versions in the future. 

It was found that, in most cases, design options allowed incorporation of the FAR requirement or straightforward provisions for 
later addition of FAR features such as those shown in Figure 3.  Furthermore, this preplanned approach also applies to the qualification 
and demonstration testing which, although in excess of the military requirement, can be done at the same time and at minimum cost, 
if properly planned (Figure 4). 

Hydraulics 

Controls 

Drive 

Rotor Blades 

Hub 

No changes required; basic YCH-47D 
design will meet FAR Part 29 
requirements. 

Electrical 

Heating 

Powerplant 

Provisions for Part 29 requirements 
will be incorporated in basic design. 

Figure 3. YCH-47D System Review 
for FAA Certification 

Bench  — No delta test required to meet FAR requirements 

Flight   - Accomplished with Army testing 

• Flying Qualities 

YCH-47D program will be adequate to cover FAR requirements. 

• Stress and Motion 

FAR requires that data be obtained in the following regimes not 
covered by the YCH-47D test program: 

1. Pushover 
2. Control reversals during autorotation 
3. Quick stop 
4. Level-flight turns - 30, 60, 90% VNE 

5. Autorotation turns - 30, 60, 90% VNE 

6. RPM effect (assume 42,000 lbs, aft eg, and 8,000-ft altitude) 

Fli0u  - FAA peculiar 

• Category A performance 

Figure 4.    ycU-470 FAA Certification Test Program Additions 
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The Model 179/YUH-61A program is somewhat different from that of the CH 471). It was a new undeveloped airplane, and it was 
a fierce competition.  It was intended from the start to conduct both military and civil certification, and this was generally accomplished, 
although not without cost and much anguish; the decision to proceed from the military I SO-hour ground-test-vehicle qualification to the 
civil 200-hour run was exceptionally tough. In a reliability competition, zero failures in I 50 hours is a much better score than one in 
200 hours. The addition of weight or cost to the basic military airplane in the cause of possible future civil business (only after winning 
the military competition) was very, very difficult. 

Just imagine the difference in program and attitude if the qualifications were identical!  Both UTTAS competitors would be well 
on the way to a civil program now. 

Until now, we have examined those airworthiness requirements which are similar but not identical among agencies, but (here is one- 
facet of airworthiness where the requirements are markedlv different:  crashworthinc». 

The Army's crashworthiness requirements are much more severe than those of the FAA.  Furthermore, most of them are not 
readily accommodated unless included at the time of basic configuration layout. 

The requirements contained in MIL-STD-1290 (Figure 5) are well-founded in extensive acudent-dara studies2 (Figure 6), crash- 
environment-definition tests (Figure 7), and crashworthy-subsystem-development tests (Figure 8). Indeed, where they have been 
applied, they have proven exceptionally successful:  for example, the crashworthy-fuel-system retrofit to Army helicopters (Figure 9) 
when there hasn't been a single thermal injury since introduction of the system. Our own experience with the YUH-61A accident is 
compared with an almost identical UH-1 fatal accident in Figure 10. 
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Impact Condition Structural Other 
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reduction no more than 15% 
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Figure  5.     MIL-STD-1290  Crashworthiness  Requirements 
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Figure 7.    CH-47 Crash Test Defines the Survivable Crash Environment 

CREW SEAT 

Figure 8 

TROOP SEAT 

Dynamic Tests of Occupant Seats to 
MIL-STD-1290 Requirements 
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The key features of the basic cunfiguracion necessary to accomplish such crash protection arc shown in Figure 11. When acr 

dated from the beginning, the costs of this protection arc minimal and, according to the U.S. Army, very cost-effective (Figure 12). 45 S 
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Figure 11.     Principal Crashworthiness Features of Figure   12. 
the UH-61A Structure 

UTTAS Crashworthiness 
Investment Saves the  Army 
Money  as Well as  Lives 

So, unless designed to these requirements from the beginning, it is difficult to imagine .i civil helicopter being acceptable to the U.S. 
Army without major change. 

We will now examine civil and military utility design requirements which appear to significantly affect appii. atmn in the other 

sphere. 

Most U.S. military design requirements specify mission performance under 95tliperceniile probability ambient conditions any 
where in the world, whereas most civil operations will accept a performance degradation under extreme conditions {Figure 13). The 
result of this is that the military cabin size docs not match the performance at normal civil ambients. and vice versa (Figure 14). 
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Figure 13.    Military Performance Require- 
ments Are at Extreme Ambient 
Conditions 

Figure 14, The Military Helicopter Cabin 
Size Does Not Match the Civil 
Performance Capability 

Noise has always been a concern in all fields of helicopter operation and understanding of the phenomenon has allowed us to 
eliminate rotor bang in new helicopters.  Further reduction in noise, however, is very costly, and certainly this is an area where future 
requirements could drive either the civil or military sector out of the realm of the other. 

Requirements for military high-speed maneuvers and nap-of-the-earth flight have a marked influence on both rotor solidity and 
hub configuration; neither is required for civil applications, so the strictly civil product may not satisfy the military. 

Most military helicopters are viable only if ..icy have sufficient survivability to operate in the front lines in the presence of a 
severe enemy threat. All UTTAS and AAH competitors proved that this is feasible, particularly against the antiaircraft gun threats. 
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but jgain only if designed so from the beginning. Rotor-blade material and chord (Figure 15). fuel-tank installation, and tailboom 
configuration and structure (Figure 16) are area 
adapting a civil design to a military application. 

S^LJ     configuration and structure (Figure 16) are areas where major differences in vulnerability or major redesign costs ire involved in 
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Figure 15.  Blade Survival Probability Given a 23-nun HEI Hit 
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Figure 16.  Tailboom Survives Multiple Hits (2 of 2) 

Clearly these utility differences reflect in the overall cost-effectiveness of applying or modifying a helicopter from one sphere to 
another and influence the new-versus-denvative decision of the procurin); agency, be it civil or military. 

So let •". now return to the basic airworthiness requirements which could be the same among agencies. 

Why aren't they the same?  Because each agency is responsible for certifying the airworthiness of the procured product. Charged 
with this responsibility, each agency will develop what it considers to be the most appropriate requirements. Since the agencies are 
separately responsible, the requirements they develop are bound to be different. 

But why should they be the same?  Because there can be savings!  But who saves? 

If it is in the best intere.ts of the military to purchase a civil-qualified aircraft, they may and have chosen to waive further mill 
tary certification. This is because the user, purchaser, and technical cognizance are all part of the same agency. Thev >.aii resolve the 
differences among certification and the associated costs within (he agency (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17.  Airworthiness Responsibilities 

On the other hand, if a civilian operator wishes to purchase a military helicopter, he does not have the mechanism to waive civil 
certification. In this regard, the FAA's prime responsibility is ensuring that the product is safe and only secondarily encouragement of 
commercially viable aviation endeavors. The FAA does not save; only the operator has a Financial stake. 

'»Tie third possibility for saving is i1" the military encourage: civil certification in parallel with military.  In this case he increases 
the production quantity, lowers his unit price, and enjoys a quicker maturing process and a more stable production base throughout 
the program. But these savings are all in the out years when viewed from the development/certification end. And it is the front-end 
funds which are the most difficult to obtain. So increases in development costs to accomplish civil certification and the resulting 
downstream savings are usually rejected. A noteworthy exception was the U.S. Army LOH Program. When the Army bought the 
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LOH, its first hrlicuptrr procured directly rather than through the Air Foue or Navy, it specified FAR Part 27 as the airworthiness 
requirement. The three competitors subsequently each had successful civil programs, and in fact saved the Army considerable money 
because they were all still in pri.ducrion for the competitive follow-on buy. However, the Army requirements have since diverged and 
arc no longer common with the TKA. 

So there are uvtnp a»-icut<d with common airworthiness requirements, but they are not large enough or soon enough at the 
agency level to cause chanp- frufi wit..in.  This is probably why the most recent AIA effort to encourage common specifications 
failed (ReferetKe 3.. 

Change, if it u tu come, must come from those who ultimately benefit, the people. It must come through the political process 
and so infli     :t the Presideni and the Congress to mandate change on the agencies. This, too, has been tried, with mixed results. 

The munitions board of the 1930's did bring about joint Army, Navy, and Commerce standards; the ANC series which remained 
with us in part through the late 1950'^, indeed at the detail hardware level is still with us. 

In the 1950's and 60's, however, each agency considerably expanded its own specifications so that tin basic ANC specifications 
were no longer adequate and the services were again different. 

A noteworthy meeting, similar to this one, was sponsored in 1953 by IATA on Helicopter Operation and Design Requirements 
(Reference 4). The problems were the same a:, today despite the infancy of the helicopter at the time. No significant changes came 
from the initiative despite the wides-'ead interest and optimism on the part of the major airlines. 

Presidential order of the late 1950's resulted in much work aimed at bringing the services back together and concurrent military 
and civil certification of the C-141.  Neither was accomplished. A similar effort in 19655 also failed to mature. 

So as a conclusion to this paper and opening gambit of the following round-table discussion, I suggest. Everyone would benefit 
from common airworthiness qualification specifications, but not enough to move the necessary political and bureaucratic machinery. 
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